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SUMMARY
First generation digital codecs for speech have heen the subject 
of world wide studies since the sixties. Speech quality very close 
to that of the standard 64 Kbit/s PGM, the ability to carry voice 
band data all at reasonable complexity and cost are the main objectives 
of candidate coding techniques.
This work deals with the subjective performance evaluation 
of two types of reduced bit-rate encoding techniques operating at 
32 Kbit/s, for inclusion into business satellite communication 
systems. They are CVSDM and ADPCM, which are both capable of doubling 
the existing transponder capacity available in business satellite 
systems. The aim has been to determine transmission planning 
figures for their quality in terms of Richards* Q - factor.
The work is also involved with the implementation of different 
ADPCM algorithms using digital signal processor (DSP) single chips 
which is fairly new to the field of telecommunications.
Throughout the work the replacement of 64 Kbit/s PCM coder 
by 32 Kbit/s coder in satellite communication systems has been 
the theme.
The achievement of acceptable subjective quality being the 
major objective.
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The major part of communication services uptoipresent has been 
used for business activities. Business communication networks will 
quite justifiably be designed using digital techniques* However the 
predominant component of all business telecommunication systems will 
continue to be speech*
Digital speech encoding is rapidly becoming an attractive and 
viable technique for digital communications, as it is relatively 
insensitive to noise, cross talk and distortion* Also degraded 
signals can be efficiently regenerated and easily encrypted. It 
offers the possibility of combining transmission and switching 
functions and the advantage of a uniform format for different types 
of signals(l)*
Simultaneously, device technology is evolving to a point 
where substantial amounts of real-time digital signal processing 
can he performed within a single integrated circuit*
Conventionally speech is transmitted in a 64 Kbit/s channel 
using PCM codecs, which are currently the standard digital technique 
recommended by the CCITT (Recommendation G*712) for telephone 
quality speech* This serves as a standard speech quality reference 
in comparisons to newer generations of speech coders. Also it is 
the major system used for satellite communications at the moment*
The wide bandwidth required for PCM channels together with 
the increasing demand for speech communication channels raises the 
question of whether the 64 Kbit/s standard channel is really 
necessary for good quality speech transmission* Can we still retain 
the same quality, whilst reducing the bit rate and thus squeeze
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
th e
more speech circuits through the standard 64 Kbit/s transparent 
channel ?
Considerable interest has been shown in recent years, in 
transmitting greater numbers of telephone speech channels, through 
a restricted amount of allocated satellite bandwidth for business 
as well as other satellite systems* Thus it is necessary for 
efficient coding systems to be used for digital speech communications 
along-side data, i*e the lowest bit-rate to preserve acceptable 
speech quality*
Amongst various techniques for efficient bandwidth utilization, 
32 Kbit/s Contiuously Variable Slope Delta Modulation (CVSDM) and 
Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation(ADPCM) are thought to 
be capable of allowing a doubling of the capacity of a satellite 
transponder* However, a number of requirements have to he met by 
such systems prior to inclusion in a network. Tie most important 
is the performance of speech signals, as well as voice band data, 
under transmission bit errors together with reasonable complexity 
and cost•
Several currently available CVSDM codecs have been designed 
at 32 Kbit/s rate• The popularity of this technique is due to its 
hardware simplicity, resistance to transmission bit errors, 
together with claims for acceptable commercial quality. One of 
the objectives of the thesis is to investigate the quality of 
this technique.
ADPCM is the most promising technique for attaining commercial 
quality at 32 Kbit/s with reasonable hardware complexity. Recent 
development of ADPCM coders have demonstrated better performance 
in terms of speech quality for noisy channels and for in-band voice 
data handling which is comparable to that of 64 Kbit/s PCM (2,3,4)*
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ADPCM codecs were first introduced a few years ago in connection 
with 64/32 Kbit/s encoding to encoding conversion (5)» ADPCM codecs 
for individual speech channels will only become available commercially 
in the near future,
ADPCM algorithms have received considerable interest during 
the last two years, and our second major aim was to implement 
representative algorithms,* in order to evaluate speech quality of 
ADPCM coders in real-time. The implementations are based on the use 
of single digital signal processing chips, that offer the flexibility 
and ease of implementation of real-time codecs for experimental 
purposes.
The speech quality is the determining factor in the acceptance
Theof the codecs for commercial operation, problem with these coding 
techniques is that objective measurement cannot provide a true 
representation of their actual quality. This is due to the complex 
nature of the processing involved. Therefore such quality can only 
he determined subjectively,
Experience has also shown that complete assessment of codecs 
for speech must involve subjective testing using real speech, and 
an important aspect of this work is to determine the subjective 
quality of both CVSDM and ADPCM coding systems, using real speech.
There are many different methods of subjective testing, to 
use for the comparison of the performance of two ADPCM coding 
algorithms with the presently accepted PCM coding technique. Pair- 
comparison preference testing with a modulated noise reference 
unit (M.N.R.U) being used as a reference system was chosen.
An MNRU unit was used in order to provide an equivalent noise
(Q - factor) for the subjective performance. This has the advantage
£
of being similar in nature to the degradation encountred in the
coding schemes under test* It also has use in transmission planning*
There are three objectives in the series of subjective tests. 
Firstly to evaluate the speech quality for each codec in order to 
determine its acceptability for business systems* Secondly to 
determine a planning figure for each coding technique, and finally 
to compare the performance of CVSDM and ADPCM codecs in general, 
for business satellite system applications.
Towards the end of the work the CCITT drafted a recommendation 
for a new standard speech coding technique based on 32 Kbit/s ADPCM 
(6 ,7 )(June 1 9 8 4)* An attempt to implement this coding algorithm 
using currently available DSP chips -was made and the results are 
described in chapter 9* However the current CCITT recommendation 
is written in terms of hardware impementation and its conversion 
to software implementation via DSP*s results in excessively large 
number of instructions.
In chapter 2 of the thesis we present a brief review of the 
services required for business communication systems in the near 
future, with the emphasis on the importance of speech, which will 
still be the dominant traffic among other services required by the 
business user* An account is given of satellite operational modes 
that are used for speech communications together with the current 
situation of digital speech coding implementations already used 
in satellite communications*
In chapter 3> we review various reduced bit-rate encoding 
techniques for speech channels for different applications* 
Comparison between these different methods is made based on speech 
quality, voice band data handling, complexity and cost and their 
applications.
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In chapter 4 » we review different subjective testing methods 
which are employed in telecommunications. This includes their use 
and objectives. Justifications for the choice of subjective testing 
method is also given.
In chapter 5> we present the results of two investigations 
into the performance of commercially available CVSDM voice codecs.
First we report the results of an initial and limited pair- 
comparison test which was performed on recordings made within the 
manufacturers premises. The aim of this test was both to help in 
the selection of a short-list for more detailed test and to give 
a wider appreciation of the range of qualities of all CVSDM codecs. 
Secondly we report on a detailed and controlled laboratory test 
which was performed on four codecs. These include both objective 
and subjective tests in order to determine an equivalent noise 
(q - factor) for the subjective performance of CVSDM codecs. This 
represents the transmission planning figure for this kind of coding 
technique.
In chapter 6 , we discuss different methods that could be used 
to implement ADPCM codecs and outline our choice for real-time 
implementation using digital signal processor (DSP) single chips 
as the most suitable method for real speech subjective testing.
The choice of DSP chips amongst those commercially available is 
presented • We explain the design procedure of the interface board 
which was used to digitize the analogue input speech and to reconstruct 
the analogue output speech signal using 12 bit Linear PCM (LPCM) 
and the design of the clock generator which provides the interface 
board with the required pulses for DSP chips and LPCM. Also the 
implementation of the 64 Kbit/s A-Law PCM which is used for 
comparison purposes is discussed.
- 6 -
In chapter 7> we review the current standardization situation 
of the ADPCM algorithms together with an explanation of the software 
support system that is used to implement the selected ADPCM algorithms. 
The softviare implementation for the encoder and decoder for both 
selected- ADPCM algorithms are discussed.
In chapter 8, we present the results of objective measurements 
and subjective tests for the implemented ADPCM algorithms, together 
with a 64 Kbit/s A-Law PCM codec. The same method as used for CVSDM 
subjective tests was used in order to find the equivalent noise 
for each codec and consequently the transmission planning figure.
In chapter 9> we present an investigation of the CCITT draft 
recommendation for the new standard 32 Kbit/s ADPCM. An investigation 
of the possibility of using available DSP chips to implement the 
CCITT ADPCM algorithm (which was designed around a logic hardware 
implementation) is reported.
Finally in chapter 10, we present the conclusions of this 
work on the performance of both CVSDM and ADPCM coding techniques, 
in comparison with that of 64 Kbit/s A-Law PCM. The compatibility 
and acceptance of these codecs for use in business satellite 
systems is given together with some suggestions for future work in the 
field of reduced bit-rate encoding techniques*
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CHAPTER TJO 
TRANSMISSION OF SPEECH OVER SATELLITE LINKS
2.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to give a brief review of the 
services required for business systems communications in the near 
future. Also to emphasize the importance of speech communications 
for these systems.
Satellite operational modes that are used for speech communications 
and their historical development have been reviewed, indicating the 
current situation of digital speech coding techniques that have 
already been used in satellite links together with those that will 
be soon adopted internationally.
2.2 Business systems services
Business systems are becoming more important and hence there is 
an increasing need for transmission systems that are capable of 
carrying mixed services over the same transmission equipment, whilst 
retaining adequate quality for all services. Various services by 
business users are increasing rapidly for both intra and inter- 
organization communications. The services being considered are (l):
* Facsimile and electronic mail
* Teleprinting
* Data communications
* Video conferences
* Speech
Facsimile and electronic mail constitute a service to speed up 
delivery of mail. New generations of message communication services 
such as telex and videotex are also receiving increasing interest 
from business users. A network of text processors, fast electronic 
printers and modern facsimile machines constitutes the future elecronic 
office. The individual bit-rate requirements are small and a recent
study carried out in the University of Essex indicates a traffic 
growth which is almost linear at about 300 $ every 5 years (2); the 
total bit-rate is however still small.
A great deal of attention has heen given to high quality facsimile 
to allow newspaper agencies to distribute to local printing plants 
and hence improving their coverage and rapidity of news dissemination. 
Facsimile channels of 150 - 300 Kbit/s are required for this service.
Data communications requires few high-speed channels and these 
are mainly for computer to computer communication on a file transfer 
basis. The majority of the traffic consists of a large number of 
small bit-rate inter-processor links. Local-area-networks (LANS) are 
the candidate to interconnect the processors but require entry into 
the main communication network. The data rates for these services 
are not large.
Considerable interest and effort is currently being expanded in 
the video conferencing area. The standard bit-rate of this service is 
1*5 - 2 Mbit/s. However, such services are unlikely to provide large 
demands on bandwidth until perhaps the mid 1 9 9 0*s.
2.3 The importance of speech communications
Speech communications is currently,and in the near future will 
continue to be, the dominant and most important telecommunication 
service needed by the business users. It has heen estimated that the 
typical employee spends on average 20 - 25$ of his office time using 
a telephone, and that the U.S. banks spend around 80$ of their 
telecommunications, budgets on speech links. It might therefore 
reasonably be expected that a business communication network would 
have telephony as a major service.
Many studies have been carried out on the traffic market for the 
business services (specialised services) • The results of a study 
performed by University of Essex (2 ) for the European market for
- 1 0 -
the period I98O - 1996 in connection with services that may be carried 
by business satellites are presented in table 2-1 (2). The table 
indicates that speech will be predominant. Also the estimated average 
traffic mix for business is listed.
type of service Average traffic^
Data Communication 1 7 . 2
Facsimile and'Electronic Mail 3.0
Teleprint and File Transfers 6 . 7
Speech 73.1
Table 2.1 The Traffic Market for Business Services
Thus speech will be a dominant service in the new satellite 
business systems. It has also played a major role in most other
satellite systems as we discuss in the next section.
^•4 Overview of satellite operating modes for speech communications
Thereare many modes of operation in use in present day satellite 
systems that are used for speech communications such as, assignment 
mode, multi access mode, carrier modulation method, baseband multiplexing 
technique and speech coding technique. In general each satellite 
involves one of each of these modes depending on the requirements and 
the objectives to be achieved from that system, such as International 
(INTELSAT), Domestic and Regional, INMARSAT and Business Satellite 
Systems.
Figure 2.1 shows a classification of satellite communication system 
operating modes (3 ).
INTELSAT has used FDM/FM/FDMA operating modes and analogue ssb. 
telephone channel coding since early 1960*3 which had already been used 
in terrestrial networks. This includes frequency division multiplex 
(FDM) of the baseband telephone channel.
The channel grouping usually used for satellite basebands are 24,
- 1 1 -
60, 138 and up to 980* The baseband signals are modulated on to r.f. 
carriers using F.M. modulation* although F.M requires much more band­
width than other analogue modulation techniques such as single side 
hand AM* The lower carrier power requirement for F.M over other 
analogue techniques of great importance due to power limitation on 
board satellites.
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is the most commonly 
used method at present and involves using a different carrier frequency 
for each transmitting station. This permits many carriers to use the 
same satellite transponder. Although FDMA is simpler than other 
techniques intermodulation between such carriers due to TWT (Travelling 
Wave Tube) non-linearities is a major problem in this case and back-off 
from the maximum power capabilities of the TWT is used to decrease the 
effect of intermodulation.
INTELSAT introduced the first single channel per carrier (SCPC) 
operation in the international system in 1971 for very low traffic 
users. This system called SPADE (Single Channel per Carrier PCM Multiple 
Access Demand Assignment Equipment) with digital coded signals and 
modulation PCM 64Kbit/s /PSK /TDMA.
SPADE was proposed for thin routes, where cheap earth station 
could he used. Also to reduce the effect of severe degradation of 
the capacity of the satellite transponder due to intermodulation 
resulting from a large number of FDMA carriers occupying the transponder. 
Each 64Kbit/s PCM digital speech channel was modulated by phase shift 
keying (PSK) carrier (of order 2 or 4 PSK) where higher order PSK 
requires more equipment complexity, and higher carrier power in order 
to maintain the required bit-error rate. SPADE also used a fully variable 
demand assignment scheme employing a highly sophisticated centralized 
computer controlled system for its operation. This required complicated 
and costly equipment in the terminals. Subsequently INTELSAT has adopted
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a pre-assigned version of SPADE to operate with cheaper and smaller 
standard B stations using a dedicated transponder of the satellite.
This has formed the basis of developing countries international 
communications.
Finally INTELSAT is introducing a system(1985) Tor heavy traffic 
users, using TDM (Time Division Multiplex) mode to multiplex the 64Kbit/s 
PCM baseband signals. It is a TDM/PSK/tdMA operational mode. This 
system will play an increasingly important role in satellite communication 
systems in future years and it is expected to be the dominant form 
of multiplexing in the future. The European Communication Satellite(ECS) 
system is also currently employing a TDMA system. Although the technique 
is more expensive than FDMA, it offers several operational system 
advantages.
which
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a technique/allows a number 
of earth stations to share a common satellite transponder by transmitting 
their information in bursts of carrier signal which arrive at the satellite 
in a sequential and non-overlapping method. This eliminates the 
intermodulation problem encountred in FDMA, and thus increases the 
information capacity. It also offers a great flexibility in allocating 
the capacity between earth stations resulting in more efficient utilization 
of the satellite capacity. On the other hand TDMA systems are much 
more complex, and require higher cost earth station, equipment than FDMA.
Recent development on low cost and accurate LSI compander chips
has renewed interest in using different types of analogue modulation
methods.; such as companded single side band amplitude modulation
CSSB/AM, for satellite transmission (4). A study of CSSB/AM/FDMA
operating mode shows considerable increase in the channel capacity
in
of satellite communications over that usedhSPADE particularly if the 
transponder power capability of modern satellites is improved.
In Domestic and Regional Satellite Systems the presence of large 
numbers of isolated locations with very low traffic, make SCPC operation
- 1 4 -
attractive. Also companded FM (CFM) and delta modulation (DM) are used 
to increase the satellite capacity at the expense of speech quality 
performance. Companding in CFM involves compressing the input signal 
dynamic range before applying it to the transmission link, and to 
expand the received signal at the other end of the link, so as to
restore the original dynamic range before transmission. Compression 
and expansion are controlled at syllabic rate by the signal power 
level to produce a 1:2 reduction of level variation.
On the other hand DM is an analogue to digital conversion technique 
which has been known for a long time. Recent developments in digitally 
controlled DM (e.g CVSDM) have become an increasingly important option 
for many applications such as SCPC satellite communications for domestic 
and regional systems operating at 32 Kbit/s
The lowest channel spacing envisaged for SCPC operation is around
22.5 KHz. Also QPSK is a very efficient technique for DM in terms of 
error performance and bandwidth utilization efficiency. Both CVSDM 
and companded FM operate within this bandwidth which is a half of that 
required for PCM.
As FM systems have been used in the terrestrial communication 
networks, this makes CFM a more popular and cheaper choice in many 
domestic satellite systems(e.g Sudan, Algeria and Indonesia). 
Intermodulation between SCPC carriers causes more problems in the CFM 
case than DM. CVSDM is used in the U.S. SBS Business Satellite system.
For Maritime Satellite Systems, there has been considerable interest 
in reduced bandwidth voice transmission, and work has heen completed 
on both companded FM and delta modulation systems for this application^).
INMARSAT has employed SCPC mode for voice carriers with multiple 
carriers passing through each transponder. The channel R.F bandwidth
theis around 30 KHz. CFM is also currently used in^INMARSAT system.
- 1 5 -
For the second generation of INMARSAT, there is a trend to use 
16 Kbit/s digital techniques which can offer voice quality comparable 
to that obtained using CFM together with PSK modulation techniques* 
Although SCPG is considered the best choice from the point of view of 
system cost, flexibility, and compatibility with existing system, a slim 
TDMA access method employing forward error correction (FEC) could he 
considered also in the long term (6)*
The emergence of business satellite communication systems in the 
last few years has again raised the question of reduced bandwidth 
speech communication to the forefront*
In the USA the SBS satellite system is using 32 Kbit/s CVSDM in 
order to squeeze two voice channels into a 64 Kbit/s channel (7)» 
Satellite operation mode is TDM/qPSK/TDMA.
Other business satellite systems were launched in 1984 and are still 
in the trial stage, such as EUTELSAT special services (ECS-SMS) and 
TELECOM 1 • The business services defined for ECS-SMS employs SCPC/ 
PSK/FDMA with FEC to carry 64 Kbit/s customers speech and data (8)*
TELECOM 1 provides telematic services (French expression for special 
services) via satellite* The operational mode is QPSK/TDMA and 32 Kbit/s 
ADPCM voice circuit will be provided to the customers (9)*
INTELSAT Business Services (IBS) was introduced recently to provide 
digital communication services for business applications by satellites 
as from late 1985 using transponder payload from INTELSAT VB* The 
operation mode will be QPSK/FDMA carriers, and 64 Kbit/s bit-rate will 
be used for voice circuits* Various alternatives are being investigated 
to use SCPC/QPSK and low speed TDMA in the future (10).
Voice circuits of 32 Kbit/s will be provided by ECS-SMS and other 
business systems subject to an international agreement (9)*
There are also a number of satellites for business services planning 
to provide digital speech communications during the period mid- 1 9 8 6 and
- 1 6 -
the end of 1987 such as UNISAT, OLYMPUS, DFS (Deutsches Fernmelde 
Satellite) and ITALSAT satellites (8,9).
Summary of operation modes for currently available speech communication 
satellite systems and the expected ones in the near future are shown 
in table 2*2 .
Currently, the CCITT is set to finalize its recommendations on 
a 32 Kbit/s ADPCM coding technique to provide double the transmission 
capacity without noticeably sacrificing quality. It is expected that 
this coding technique will be used in most satellite systems and 
particularly in business satellite systems.
This work commenced prior to the advent of business systems in the 
early 80*s. The choice then was for a cheap and simple coding technique 
and CVSDM was, and still is, an attractive solution, provided a point- 
to -point communication is desired. The aim of our early work was to 
assertain the transmission quality of CVSDM at 32 -Kbit/s for inclusion 
in the early business systems. Since then a great deal of work has 
been carried out on ADPCM and its adoption as a 32 Kbit/s standard 
will eventually (but not at present) mean codecs of comparable cost 
to CVSDM.
Thus the longer term future should look to ADPCM for 32 Kbit/s 
standard. The question of quality still remains and this again we 
attempt to answer.
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CHAPTER THREE 
REVIEW OF REDUCED BIT-RATE ENCODING SCHEMES
3-1 Introduction
Most of the traffic expected to be used in business systems is 
speech. Considerable channel capacity can he achieved by using 
efficient encoding techniques with hit rates less than the 64 Kbit/s 
currently used in the conventional PCM codecs.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a general review of 
the current situation of digital encoding techniques, particularly 
the first generation of reduced bit-rate coders operating at 32 
Kbit/s bit-rate. The requirement is for good quality speech, with 
a reasonable complexity and consequently a minimum total cost. 
Waveform coding techniques fulfil these requirements adequately.
The review consists mainly of two techniques, which are used 
in available or near available commercial coders, namely continuously 
variable slope delta modulation (CVSDM) and adaptive differential 
pulse code modulation (ADPCM). CVSDM was the first 32 Kbit/s 
technique to be used in business satellite communication systems 
(SBS) (I). ADPCM will soon be the standard 32 Kbit/s coding system 
internationaly adopted by the CCITT(2).
3*2 General overview of digital encoding techniques for speech
The advantages of encoding speech into binary hits at the 
transmitting end and decoding the bits as voice signal at the 
receiving end can be briefly summarized as; relative. insensitivity 
to noise, cross-talk and distortion, efficient signal regeneration 
without introducing cumulative degradation, easy encryption, the 
possibility of combining transmission and switching functions and 
the advantage of a uniform format for different types of signals(3) , 
as mentioned in chapter 1.
- 2 0 -
The techniques employed are many and varied, and are largely 
dependent on specific applications. However, ingeneral they fall
n
"between two extremes. In a public switched telephone network, good 
speech quality over many long distance channels with minimum total 
cost is the ultimate requirement. Using pulse code modulation at 
64 Kbit/s data rate adequately fulfils this requirement. Whilst 
for the military use, the requirement is high security and
communicability on a single channel with speech quality and cost
//
being of secondary importance(4 )• Between these two extremes, there 
are a wide variety of processing techniques being developed to 
achieve the best performance-cost ratio for any given application.
Significant economic benefit is expected from the use of 
reduced bit-rate coding techniques, in which the trade-off is lower 
cost of the line system against higher cost of terminal equipment 
for terrestrial communication networks. It is also applicable to 
digital satellites where economies of the limited natural resource 
of frequency spectrum are essential.
Digital encoding methods can he classified in terms of coding 
techniques, speech quality, voice-band data handling, processing 
delay, hit rate, complexity and cost, applications and coder 
generations, as shown in figure 3.1 • These methods will be discussed 
in the following sections.
3.2.1 Encoding techniques
Speech can be converted to and from digital format via three 
approaches: These are waveform coding, source coding and hybrid coding.
Waveform coding methods
These methods can be classified into time-domain waveform coding 
and frequency-domain waveform coding.
In time-domain waveform coding, the shape of the analogue signal
•
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is preserved, and it generally produces good quality speech at the 
expense of high data rates# The principle of these methods is to 
take samples of the speech waveform and represent the sampled waveform 
amplitudes by digital, binary-coded values at the transmitter, 
whilst the digital signals are converted back to analogue form at 
the receiver#
Since the 1 9 6 0*s, the only coding technique that has been 
defined as a standard is 64 Kbit/s A-Law or )i-Law PCM# In this 
method a speech signal bandlimited to the range 300 Hz to 3*4 KHz, 
is sampled at a rate of 8 KHz* Each sample is coded to 8 bi'ts 
producing digital speech with a data rate of 64 Kbit/s. A logarithmic 
quantizer is used to maintain a good signal to quantizing noise ratio 
over a wide dynamic range of input signal levels. This can be 
accomplished by precisely quantizing the amplitude values that 
occur more frequently (small amplitude signals), whilst coarsely 
quantizing those that occur infrequently (large amplitude signals). 
This technique offers high speech quality which serves as a reference 
for other coding schemes. The simplified block diagram of PCM coder 
is shown in figure 3.2 •
Speech l/P A(p)-LawQuantizer 64 Kbit/s digital o/P
Sampling Frequency(8KHz )
Fig. 3*2 PCM coding scheme
Differential PCM coder quantizes the difference signal between 
a current amplitude sample and a predicted amplitude value estimated 
from weighted past samples. This allows the bit-rate to he reduced, 
for a given s/Nq, and leads to a reduction in the bandwidth required 
for the PCM coding techniques. The weights are calculated by using
- 2 3 -
long—term representative sample statistics of the speech and remain 
fixed for a given system. The bit rate reduction depends on the 
number of past samples used in the prediction technique. Little 
is gained for more than three samples for fixed weighting. In general 
the performance of this technique is not good enough for many practical 
applications. The block diagram of DPCM coder shown in figure 3*3.*
Fig. 3*3 DPCM encoder block diagram.
In adaptive PCM(APCM) the quantizing levels are adjusted 
according to the amplitude of the input signal, thus the total number 
of levels required for a given fidelity of output signal can be reduced. 
Similar reduction in bit-rate as for first order predictor DPCM encoder 
can be achieved(3). The adjustable level quantizer is equivalent to 
a fixed level quantizer preceded by a variable gain amplifier/ 
attenuator circuit.
Adaptive companded pulse code modulation(ACPCM) has recently 
been developed. This technique uses the information in previous 
quantized samples to change the shape of the compressor function 
dynamically with time. Computer simulation results indicate that the 
performance of ACPCM is comparable to that for DPCM(5)*
An ADPCM encoder can be used for further reduction in bit-rates. 
Variable weighting for the predictor coefficients are employed in 
order to match the speech statistics. Adaptive prediction and
- 2 4 -
quatization in ADPCM are nearly complementary, and only second order 
interactions exists between the quantizer and the predictor. There 
are several kinds of ADPCM encoders which will be explained later. 
High quality speech comparable to the standard 64 Kbit/s PCM and 
small processing delays can be obtained from these kind of codecs.
A simplified block diagram of an ADPCM coder is shown in figure 3*4 •
Fig. 3*4 ADPCM encoder block diagram
Delta modulation is a one bit version of DPCM, using oversampling 
of the input signal to increase the correlation between adjacent 
samples. The block diagram of delta modulation encoder appears in 
figure 3*59 where the sampler has been moved inside the forward loop 
to join the binary quantizer which quantizes the difference between 
the input speech and a reconstructed signal formed by a simple 
predictor consisting of a gain circuit and integrator.
In adaptive delta modulation, the quantizing levels are changed 
according to the quantizer input signal. In such methods, whenever 
slope overload is detected, the gain may be altered so as to prevent
- 2 5 -
the occurrence of the slope overload* Various methods of gain control 
have given rise to different forms of adaptive delta modulation* 
These techniques will be discussed later.
Fig* 3*5 Block diagram of delta modulation*
Nearly instantaneous companding(NIC) PCM is a forward adaptive 
PGM scheme, in which the quantization is nearly uniform, and the 
step-size is varied adaptively according to the short-term signal 
level(6)* It is a form of companding falling somewhere between 
instantaneous and syllabic.
This technique is based on the idea that, in a block of samples 
the range from the smallest to largest sample is much smaller than 
the range of the entire speech signal. These incremental sample blocks 
can be re-encoded more efficiently by using bit-rates of less than 
the standard PCM size. The quantizer step-size for encoding blocks 
of samples is determined by the largest sample in the block and the 
number of bits to be used for NIC processing. Each sample of the 
block will be represented by the nearest NIC quantizer level, and 
re-enooded by a fixed number of bits. Each transmission of N samples 
is accompanied by some protocol information(e.g. largest sample, 
the number of samples in the block) which is decoded first at the 
receiver to determine the NIC quantizer levels representing the samples, 
ahead of the PCM samples which reconstructed with additional quantizing 
error.
- 26-
The performance of NIC is directly proportional to the number 
of block samples, the number of bits per NIC sample, and inversely 
proportional to the number of protocol bits to he used.
Variable-rate NIC.PCM can be obtained by varying the number 
of bits per block used in NIC, according to the value of the largest 
sample in the block, which lasts for all block samples and varies for 
each block.
typically the NIC bit-rate is about 36 Kbit/s and the SNR is 
around 20 - 21 dB, whilst for variable rate NIC it is about 32 Kbit/s 
and 23*2 dB respectively. NIC is a suitable technique for hurst 
transmission such as TDMA, because the bit stream is formatted by 
a number of sample frames, headed by protocols and synchronizing 
information. However, the large time delay introduced by NIC. PCM 
will give rise to problems of echo cancellation.
Recently 32 Kbit/s codecs of this kind have been developed 
and the subjective quality measured at around 30 dB(7)«
The block diagram of NIC.PCM encoder is shown in figure 3.6 •
Fig. 3.6 NIC encoder block diagram.
Backward adaptive reencoding(BAR) is a technique which uses 
switched optimum . reencoders amongst a set of fixed quantizers selected 
by using a backward scheme according to the syllabic properties of
- 2 7 -
This technique reduces the bit-rate to 32 kbit/s and provides 
equivalent performance to the NIC.PCM technique. The processing delay 
is shorter than NIC encoders.
t h e  t r a n s m i t t e d  s p e e c h ( 8 ) .
Fig. 3-7 BAR block diagram.
In general good speech quality can be achieved with data rates 
as low as 24 Kbit/s. Further reduction in bit-rate, result in noticeable 
degradation.
The block diagram of BAR encoder is shown in figure 3*7 •
Adaptive predictive coding(APC) offers the possibility of the 
lowest data rates of all waveform coders. The coding efficiency of 
this kind is achieved by removing the redundant structure from the 
signal before quantization.
Although it has basically the same structure and principle 
of operation as conventional ADPCM. It differs by using a 1 or 2-bit 
adaptive quantizer and a time varying predictor to cope with the 
changing speech spectral envelope as well as with the changing 
periodicities in the input signal.
An APC predictor often consists of a short-term predictor 
which represents the transfer function of the human vocal tract, and
a long-term predictor which represents periodicities in the speech.
The parameters of the predictors need to be updated according to the 
characteristics of the input speech signal, at intervals of around 20 ms. 
This information has to be transmitted to the receiver together with 
the quantized difference signal.
Several algorithms have been developed to improve the performance 
of this technique, using different approaches. Their performances 
have also been tested at 16 Kbit/s rate and below.
Computer simulation of an APC coder operating at 9*6 Kbit/s 
has been tested using a speech signal of 3.1 KHz bandwidth, sampled 
at 6 .6 7 KHz indicated that the quality of the reconstructed speech 
was superior to that of 48 Kbit/s log-PCM(9)*
An APC algorithm developed by ATAL and SHROIDER using 
quantization feedback filters derived from the short-term predictor 
to adaptively shaping the noise spectrum, allows minimization of 
the subjective loudness of the quantizing noise. This method is 
considered important in realizing very low bit-rates and significant 
improvements have been claimed(lO). The simplified block diagram 
of the coder and speech spectrum together with output quantizing 
noise spectrum are shown in figures 3*8 and 9 respectively.
Fig.3*8 Block diagram of APC with two stages of prediction:
A predictor Ps based on short-term spectral envelope,
another predictor Pd based on the pitch periodicity.
The filter is chosen to reduce the perceived distortion of 
quantizing noise.
- 2 9 -
Fig* 3*9 Spectral envelopes of output quantizing noise(dotted 
curve) shaped to reduce the perceived distortion and 
the corresponding speech spectrum(solid curve).
Adaptive predictive coding with adaptive bit allocation(APC-AB) 
is another APC coder developed b y  NTT(Nippon telegraph and telephone 
public corporation) which has been implemented using digital signal 
processors* It was found that APC-AB coders operating at 16 Kbit/s 
and 6 .4  KHz sampling frequency can provide speech quality equivalent 
to a 7-bit log PCM(12). This method was more complicated than previous 
ones where the speech signal was split into several sub-bands. Each 
of which was individually encoded by adaptive predictive coding.
The number of quantization bits per sample for each sub-band quantizer 
is adaptively allocated according to the energy level applied to its 
input at the sampling instant.
It should be noted that APC is a promising technique for 16 
Kbit/s, and it might be attractive in certain applications such as 
INMARSAT and mobile radio systems as well as long-haul trunk systems,- 
and integrated voice/non-voice services in the ISDN.
- 3 0 -
Frequency domain vraveform coding techniques have recently
received considerable attention. It offers better speech quality
at lower bit rates than most other kinds of time domain waveform
is
coders. This technique!)based on dividing the speech into frequency 
components by a filter bank such as in sub-band coding or by 
a suitable transform(transform coding) and then independently 
coding these components using some kind of time-domain waveform 
coding(l3)•
In sub-band coders, the speech spectrum is partitioned into
4 - 8  equally spaced sub-bands. Quantizers of different levels are 
used to quantize the individual sub-band signals, using PCM, ADPCM, 
or APC. In the sub-band characteristics of the speech such as pitch 
and formants are removed and quantized to high accuracy. Whilst 
the characteristics, such as fricatives or unvoiced sounds are 
quantized with fewer bits/sample. Bit rate savings are made where 
the number of sub-bands and (s/Nq^s are chosen to match the 
different sensitivities of the ear to distortion in different
frequency bands. SBC provides speech quality which is acceptable 
for most communications applications, but requires roughly 24 Kbit/s 
for toll quality(14). Figure 3*10 shows the block diagram of an SBC.
Another improved SBC algorithm using quadrature mirror filters 
(QMF) has been reported(l5)• This coder provides much improved 
speech quality since it estimates the original signal speech without 
introducing spectral distortions, in the band-splitting and 
re-construction process yielding signal spectrum very close to the 
original. This is due to the QMF property in which the spectrum 
aliasing introduced by the filters at the transmitter has been 
shown to exactly cancel with that of the receiver. Although this 
coder offers better speech quality than pitch predictive .DPCM at 
16 Kbit/s(16) and ADM, it is slightly lower than that of APC (70)•
- 3 1 -
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Fig 3*10 Block diagram of a sub-band coder*
In adaptive transform coding (ATC), the input speech is buffered
!
in short-time blocks. These blocks are transformed into the frequency 
domain, resulting in a set of transform coefficients, which are 
separately quantized using both step-size adaptation based on 
a smoothed spectral estimate of each block, and dynamic assignment 
in order to minimize the quantization noise.
The data and side information is multiplexed and transmitted 
via a separate channel to the decoder which inversely transforms 
the quantized coefficients to produce a replica of the original 
input blocks as shown in figure 3.11 •
The side information contains the estimated spectral variances 
of each block. It will be used for step-size computation and bit — 
allocation for the quantizer in both the transmitter and the receiver.
At 16 Kbit/s ATC can offer comparable speech quality to APC 
for some algorithms such as vocoder driven ATC. The latter is 
quite complex and a large processing delay is introduced. This may 
he a limiting factors for its application to speech at 16 Kbit/s 
bit-rate in a real- time system*
TDHS-SBC and TDHS-ATC: More recently SBC and ATC have been 
combined with a time-domain harmonic scaling algorithm(TDHS) in order 
to improve the speech quality at lower bit-rates. The principle of
TDHS is to use harmonic compression at the encoder and harmonic 
expansion at the decoder. In this case the bandwidth of the input 
signal is reduced, hence the sampling rate and consequently the bit 
rate of the codec is also reduced. The spectrum of the signal is 
expanded to its original range in the decoder(l7 )«
The quality of these coders is better than some other high 
complexity algorithms operating at bit rates below 16 Kbit/s.
(a) Transmitter
(b) Receiver
F i g .  3*11 B lo c k  d ia g ra m  o f  ATC
Great reduction in hit-rate can he achieved by representing 
the speech signal in terms of a small number of slowly varying 
parameters. These methods preserve the significant properties of 
the waveform not the original voice waveform as in waveform coders.
k
consequently source coders are usually used to produce a signal that 
sounds very much like the original, and are generally referred to 
as vocoders (a contraction of the words voice-coders) .
Although most vocoders use frequency-domain techniques, some 
do use the time-domain. In general they consist of analyser, encoder 
and synthesizer.
In frequenoy-domain vocoders, the analyser is used to analyse 
the short-term spectra of the input waveform hy computing parameters 
that describe a simplified model of the speech production mechanism, 
e.g. to determine the resonant structure of the vocal tract.Most of the 
systems disregard the phase information which is necessary to 
estimate the pitch of the signal at the receiving end. Thus pitch 
information must be included separately, together with voicing 
information which determines whether the input signal represents 
voiced or unvoiced sound.
The synthesizer at the receiving end uses these speech features 
to reconstruct a nevi time waveform, that sounds the same as the input, 
as shown in figure 3.12 • The vocal-tract filter is excited by short 
pulses at the pitch rate of the pulse source output during voiced 
segments and by a noise source during unvoiced sounds(18)*
Various vocoders differ in the methods used for extracting 
speech features and in the methods of reconstructing speech using 
these features such as channel, cepstrum, formant vocoders.
S o u rc e  c o d in g  m e th o d s
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Fig. 3*12 Speech generation source-system model.
Both channel and cepstrum vocoders operate at 2*4 - 4*8 Kbit/s 
bit- rate and can produce high speech intelligibility, with noticeably 
degraded voice naturalness and speaker recognition. Whilst a formant 
vocoder uses more efficient descriptions of speech by specifying 
and transmitting only information about frequencies of spectral peaks 
(formants) and their amplitudes. It can reproduce speech at data 
rates of 1200 bit/s* The speech quality depends on the accuracy of 
computing the location of the formants, which is the major difficulty 
for this kind of vocoder. Thus it is not successful as a channel 
vocoders and it is of interest only in laboratory test work.
These vocoders suffer from nonstationarity as well as the 
quasiperiodic properties of the speech waveform, where adequate 
spectral resolution can be achieved by a relatively long speech 
segments. Thus, rapidly changing speech events cannot be accurately 
followed. Furthermore, because of the periodic nature of voiced 
speech, little information about the spectrum between pitch harmonics 
is available(1 9). As a result, methods based on spectral analysis 
often do not provide a sufficiently accurate description of speech.
Time-domain vocoders extract the significant features of speech 
from the time-waveform rather than from the frequency spectrum. Such
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a technique is linear predictive coding (LPC). This technique 
represents the speech signal in terms of time-varying parameters 
related to the transfer function of the vocal tract and the 
characteristics of the excitation, depend on the linear predictihility 
of the speech signal*
Although LPC vocoders produce voice with greater naturalness 
than some other types of vocoders, problems exist such as the 
inability to extract a reliable pitch value, and poor voicing 
decisions. The subjective quality of LPC operating at 2.4 Kbit/s 
bit-rate is 6.8 + 1.3 dB(20)* Also further hit rate reduction can 
he achieved by using DPCM coders to transmit the predictive 
coefficients of the signal.
Vocoders in general are expensive, but can provide synthetic 
quality with good intelligibility. A feature is poor naturalness 
of speaker recognition, unsatisfactory production for high-pitched 
voices such as the voices of women and children(l9) are the main 
disadvantages of most source coders operating at lower than 4*8 Kbit/s.
Hybrid coding techniques
This method of coding is a combination of vocoder and waveform 
coding techniques. Vocoders are used for the perceptually less 
critical high frequencies. Whilst waveform coders are used for the 
low frequencies, upto, say 800 Hz, which contain the periodicity 
information. Thus the periodicity does not need to be measured, 
thus avoiding a common difficulty experienced with conventional 
vocoders. Hybrid coders give much improved performance over complete 
vocoders and over simple waveform coders at comparable bit rates.
This technique is represented by voiced-excited vocoders(VE-V) and 
residual-excited linear predictive coders(RELP).
VE-V is one of the most successful vocoders of this type and 
uses a combination of PCM coder to transmit the low frequency hand
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of the input speech covering at least 3 harmonics of the pitch, and 
channel vocoder for the higher frequency bands. The PCM hits are 
used to generate a pitch signal at the receiving end. This signal 
is the common excitation for a bank of bandpass filters* The output 
of each channel is controlled by the corresponding channel signal 
of the analyser, and the sum of the filter output signals is the 
synthetic speech waveform*
VE-V usually operates at 7*2 - 9*6 Kbit/s, and provides 
a quality which is superior to other kinds of channel vocoders*(21) 
The block diagram of voice-excited vocoder is shown in figure 3.13 •
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Channel 1 Signal
Waveform
n-ohanneirT” Channel
Spectral 
Analyzei
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,“*|bandpass 
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— r W -
n
Bandpass 
Fi Iter Clipper
Bandpass 
Filter
Channel n Signal
Bandpass 
Fi Iter Clipper
Ban
O ' *  Fi
dpass
lter
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Analyzer Synthesizer
Fig. 3«13 Voice-excited vocoder block diagram.
In the KELP vocoder, the speech is filtered through an all- 
zero inverse vocal-tract filter to recover an approximation to the 
excitation waveform. This is transmitted using a waveform coding 
technique, such as APCM, with the set of reflection coefficients 
at regular intervals. At the receiver, speech is synthesized using 
the all-pole model excited by the recovered excitation waveform.
The subjective quality for HELP vocoders operating at 4*8 
Kbit/s is 10 +1.5 dB(20). It also can provide good speech quality 
at data rates of 16 Kbit/s(4)•
Speech
0/P
Recently hybrid arrangments of ATC, have been developed, 
such as vocoder-driven ATC(13). This algorithm utilizes the 
traditional model of speech production to predict the discrete cosine 
transform spectral levels. Thus prediction has two components, one 
is associated with a spectral envelope, and the other with harmonic 
structures of the spectrum. ATC can offer good (toll) quality, but 
it is also quite complex and introduces large time delays.
We have presented a brief explanation of some of the available 
speech coding algorithms. It should be mentioned that the previous 
classification cannot always be applied strictly for some algorithms 
which are combinations of several of the techniques#.
3*2.2 Speech quality
Speech quality can be classified as commentary(Broadcast), toll, 
communication and synthetic. Figure 3*14 shows a spectrum of speech 
coding transmission rates currently of interest(18 )•
Waveform coding-------------^Hybrid coding|« Source coding
200
Commentary
quality
84 32
Toll
24 16 9-8 7.2 4.8 2.4 1.2(Kb/s
quality
Communication
quality
Synthetic
quality
Fig. 3*14 Spectrum of speech coding transmission rates and 
associated quality.
Commentary quality is achieved with input signal bandwidth 
significantly wider than those used in telephone systems (e.g. 0 to 
7 KHz), for coders operating at bit rates 64 Kbit/s or greater. It is 
used for example in radio broadcast material.
At bit rates, 64 to 16 Kbit/s, toll quality can be produced 
using waveform coding techniques such as 64 Kbit/s log PCM and 
32 Kbit/s ADPCM coders. Research studies are being undertaken to
- 3 8 -
invest i gate coding techniques that can operate at 16 Kbit/s whilst 
retaining a toll quality (e.g. APC, SBC, ATC).
Coding schemes that provide communication quality operate 
at rates 9*6 to 7*2 Kbit/s* The signal in this case is highly 
intelligible but it has noticeable quality reduction. Coding techniques 
such as TDHS with SBC or residual-excited linear predictive coder 
(KELP) are promising techniques for this hit rate range.
Finally vocoders operating at 4*8 Kbit/s bit-rate and below, 
can provide synthetic quality, where the signal usually has lost 
substantial naturalness and the coder performance is talker dependent. 
Generally vocoders are used for military applications.
Figure 3*15 illustrates the range of variation of coded speech 
quality with data rate.
Quality
V.Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Wideband ADPCM
Source Coders 
Hybrid Coders 
Waveform Coders
Data Rate (Kb/s)
Fig. 3.15 Range of variation of coded speech quality with data rate
3.2.3 Voice band data handling
For most 'modern telecommunication applications, coders are 
provided for use by both speech and data transmission within the 
speech band. The waveform and' spectra of these signals are statistically
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quite different* Therefore, the encoder has to compromise its coding 
parameter design so as to be sub-optimal for data as well as for 
speech. In general codecs operating at 16 Kbit/s and 32 Kbit/s can 
transmit voice band data upto 2*4 and 4 .8 Kbit/s respectively* The 
performance of the coders in the presence of transmission errors 
differ from one kind to another and can be classified into four 
categeories: These are highly robust (e.g. CVSDM), robust (e.g. PCM, 
NIC.PCM), fair (e.g. ADPCM, SBC) and poor (e.g. APC).
3*2*4 Processing delay
There is no way of processing signals without introducing some 
propagation delay. This must however be kept as small as possible 
in order to avoid either complicating the task of echo supression 
which is already used, or the need to introduce echo control. Thus 
processing delay introduced by each codec is an important factor 
for some applications, such as the public switched telephone network 
and may be a determining factor for the acceptability of that 
particular coding technique.
Codecs can be classified according to-their processing delay 
as coders of small processing delay (less than 16. ms, say) (e.g. PCM, 
CVSDM and ADPCM). This kind of coders offer the possibility of using 
them in the public network without need to use sophisticated echo 
control devices, coders of large processing delay (exceeding 50 ms,say) 
such as ATC, NIC.PCM, VSHCDM and vocoders in general. These types 
of coders might be used where echo control devices are already in 
use, such as satellite links. The processing delay for various coding 
schemes are listed in table 3.1 .
3.2*5 Bit-rate type
W o  types of bit-rate are used for speech coding. The first is 
fixed bit-rate which is the most common, and the second is variable
- 4 0 -
bit-rate which aims to reduce the bit-rate while maintaining the 
quality offered. An example of this type is hybrid delta modulation with 
variable-rate sampling(22)• It has also recently been proposed for an 
ADPCM coding scheme(23).
3*2.6 Complexity and Cost
System complexity and cost of implementation are important 
factors for some telecommunication applications, and may be considered 
as a determining factor. As the hit rate of the codecs reduced, the 
complexity and hence the cost of that codec will increase in order to 
maintain the quality required for that application*
A measure of relative complexity may be introduced as follows:
Log PCM codec (one), CVSDM and ADPCM have(2, 3), SBC and APC (5 and 50)
(6 9 )* In this measure a relative count of logic gates used to 
implement the algorithm has heen considered, and codecs can be classified 
into three broad classes as follows:
(i) Low relative complexity which includes most time-domain waveform 
codecs such as, Log PCM, CVSDM, NIC.PCM, BAR and conventional 
ADPCM. These codecs have relative complexity less than 3*
(ii) Medium relative complexity: These codecs have relative complexity 
> 3  and <50 ,  e.g. SBC*
(iii) High relative complexity: This includes codecs having relative 
complexity equal to 50 or more, such as APC, Hybrid coders 
and vocoders.
With the introduction of digital signal processor(DSP) single 
chips, a second classification may be considered as the number of 
DSP chips required to implement an encoder algorithm. In this case3 
low relative complexity encoder requires one DSP chip,dmedium relative 
complexity encoder needs 2 or 3, whilst high relative complexity needs 
more than 3* Various types of. DSP chips have different facilities and
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processing speeds. Therefore it is difficult to consider this 
classification as accurate or unique. Figure 3*16 illustrates the 
processing delay introduced by an encoder and decoder as a function 
of complexity factor based on the number of DSP chips. Whilst delay 
is not necessarily an increasing function of complexity across all 
techniques, it is generally true that techniques of higher complexity 
often require a greater processing time than low complexity methods(70). 
Also figure 3*1? shows performance versus complexity for some types of 
codecs *
3*2*7 Application in telecommunication systems
The codec performance together with the processing delay 
introduced, the complexity and cost can all he used to define broad 
classes of application(2 4)» such as, public network telephony, private 
network telephony, half-duplex communications, voice messaging and 
voice output•
Public telephone network: The requirements for any, coding 
technique used in this application are: Toll quality, minimum processing
- 4 2 -
delay, the ability to transmit voice-band data of upto 4*8 Kbit/s 
as a minimum, and the possibility of tandem connection so as not 
exceed 14 for an end to end connection, low to medium complexity 
and hence cost, together with good performance when operating over 
noisy channels are additional requirements.
Complexity Factor (No. of DSP chips/codec) 
Fig. 3*17 Performance versus complexity for current coder realization
A speech quality corresponding to Q = 22 dB has been shown to be 
adequate for a single coding-decoding link(2 5) (see section 5*3*3 for 
definition of o) • CCITT recommendation G.U3 attributes a maximum of 
14 quantization distortion units to an overall international connection.
This is divided between 5 units for each national connection and 4 
units for the international path. Each individual codec must thus 
have a Q somewhat larger than 22 dB. For 64 Kbit/s log PCM a Q of 
around 33*5 &B is recommended.
As the public telephone network moves towards fully digital 
operation, the number of coding/decoding tandem connections that are 
required by intermediate analogue facilities will disappear. This will 
improve the chances of acceptance of alternative coding systems either 
of simple implementation such as CVSDM or of lower bit rates such as APC.
I n  s a t e l l i t e  s y s t e m s ,  s u c h  a s  INTELSAT, t h e  c a p a c i t y  s a v in g
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off e red by ADPCM will be valuable, and when the public telephony 
network is fully digitized, other kinds of encoding schemes operating 
at lower bit rates, may be introduced. Connection to the PSTN will 
limit those techniques used to those standardized by CCITT.
Private network telephony is not controlled in the same way 
by telecommunication administrations. Business satellite system 
come into this classification and such networks offer some measure 
of release from the requirements of the public telephone networks.
The SBS, satellite business system, has already used 32 Kbit/s 
CVSDM, as does the private Mercury communications system and private 
networks operating over U.S. domestic satellites.
The transatlantic leased voice band circuits have also stimulated 
a specialist market for 2*4 Kbit/s vocoders, to enable the transmission 
of voice and data over one leased circuit(24)*
Half-Duplex communicationss This kind of application includes 
"press-to-sendM systems which require good speech intelligibility 
rather than good quality. In addition, delay is not a significant 
problem. Thus 2*4 Kbit/s vocoders can be used e.g. channel vocoders. 
Also 2.4 Kbit/s LPC format has been standardized by U.S. government 
agencies(26)•
In voice messaging network voice storage facility can be 
accessed by users for recording, storage and retrieval, and are 
expected to play a prominant role in the future automated office.
This application requires good quality speech at hit rates below 
16 Kbit/s, whilst delay and cost are not a problem. Thus hybrid 
coders are the most suitable technique for such applications. There 
is already application of this sort in the public networks in the 
USA(27).
Voice output is a guidance system based on voice announcement 
stored within an exchange. Some can replace progress tones, which
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most subscribers have difficulty in recognizing. It is expected that 
around 200 announcements with total duration of some 600 seconds 
may be required in a public exchange, and if 64 Kbit/s PCM is used 
the memory required would he A ,8 Mbytes. This represents a large 
equipment investment. Thus using LPC vocoders operating at bit rates 
of around 4 Kbit/s provides adequate quality for this application 
and reduces the size of memory required and hence equipment cost.
3*2.8 Coder generations
The rapid growth of speech coding methods in the past 20 years 
are illustrated in figure 3.18 .Although most of coding techniques 
have been known for some time, their importance as viable techniques 
began as a result of the advances made in signal processing techniques 
and in semiconductor technology(24)*
VLSI
TDHS
ATC
APC
VE-V
MSI LPCADPCM
LPC
ADPCM
SSI CVSDM CVSDM CVSDMDPCM DPCM DPCM
C.V C.V C.V C.V
DM DM DM DM DM
PCM PCM PCM PCM PCM
I960 1965 I 9 7 O 1975 1980
Pig. 3*18 Growth of speech coding methods*
It could be considered that speech coding methods are implemented 
in three generations after the standard 64 Kbit/s log PCM technique 
as follows:
- 4 5 -
The performance of this technique satisfies CCITT1 recommendation 
G.712 .Its speech quality serves as a reference to other generations 
of speech coders.
First generation (32 Kbit/s) coders
This generation includes codecs providing good speech quality 
at 32 Kbit/s bit-rate. They were basically waveform codecs of low 
relative complexity and cost. Representative of the type are CVSDM,
ADPCM, BAR and NIC.PCM . Recent developments of these codecs show 
that a speech quality close to the standard PCM caribe achieved, 
and soon the CCITT study group No. 18 will finalize the 32 Kbit/s 
codec recommendation G.7zz, which is based on an ADPCM algorithm, 
to become the standard 32 Kbit/s coding technique.
Second generation (16 Kbit/s) coders
This includes codecs providing good speech quality at 16 Kbit/s. 
These consist mainly of waveform and hybrid coding techniques. The 
complexity is much greater than the first generation codecs, and 
longer processing delays are expected together with sophisticated 
algorithms. This generation will be represented by APC and SBC 
techniques. A 16 Kbit/s CCITT recommendation algorithm is expected 
to be adopted internationally by 19 8 8.
Third generation (9 .6 Kbit/s) coders
These codecs are expected to operate at a 9*6 Kbit/s bit-rate.
The main features will be very sophisticated algorithms, since large 
amounts of signal processing are required, to maintain acceptable 
speech quality, long delay and high cost. The RELP technique amongst 
others, such as TDHS together with SBC or ATC and VE-V are expected 
to be candidates for this generation.
A summary of some speech coding performances are shown in table 3*1*
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Let us now look at the current situation* During the last decade 
a great deal of study was carried out to investigate the performance 
of two of the first generation coding schemes* CVSDM was the first 
codec to he attempted for ease of implementation, low cost and 
reasonable speech quality. These studies concentrated on attempts to 
improve quality by using different kinds of predictors, variable sampling 
rates ..etc. Good speech quality was achieved. Although sufficient 
for some private network applications, it was still too low to meet 
the G.712 recommendation, in order to he adopted by the CCITT for 
public telephone network applications. CVSDM has some applications 
such as, the private Mercury communication system and SBS.
Recent developments in technology makes it possible to implement 
more sophisticated algorithms that could be produced for practical 
applications. It was found that ADPCM was a promising technique in 
terms of its performance. A number of ADPCM algorithms have been 
developed recently, and intensive studies have heen undertaken in 
order to determine the best representative algorithm. A draft 
recommendation was set-up and it is expected that the CCITT study 
group No. 18 will finalize the 32 Kbit/s ADPCM recommendation in late 
1984.
The principle of operation for both CVSDM and ADPCM codecs will 
now be explained particularly those algorithms that will be used to 
evaluate performances as representative of the coding techniques.
Our aim is to understand the differences in implementat ion between 
different algorithms of the same kind and to determine circuit 
modification improvements in performance that can be achieved in terms 
of both speech quality and in-hand voice data.
L
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Delta modulation is a technique which has been known for some 
time (since 1948)(28). The original technique, called linear delta 
modulation(LDM),•suffers from lack of dynamic range, and later 
improvements by the introduction of different types of companding, 
called adaptive delta modulation* Together with advances in modern 
technology these improvements have made it an important coding 
technique, particularly for some speech communication applications, 
such as telephone networks*
Delta modulation techniques can be classified according to the 
companding schemes into linear delta modulation(lDM) and adaptive 
delta modulation(ADM) as shown in figure 3*19 -A brief explanation 
of the principle of operation and performance of these schemes will 
be given. In addition the improvements in performance of CVSDM 
coding with respeot to other delta modulation schemes will be discussed.
3.3-1 Linear delta modulation
This technique uses oversampling the input signal to increase 
the correlation between adjacent samples. The block diagram of an LDM 
codec is shown in figure 3 * 2 0  .The difference between the input 
signal and a locally reconstructed version from the output digital 
signal is fed to a sampler and binary quantizer. This provides an 
output of logic *0 * or fl* depending on whether the difference 
signal at the sampling instant is positive or negative.
The local decoder consists of an integrating circuit, that 
integrates the digital output, producing a staircase signal (for 
single integrator) which tends to track the original input signal 
as shown in figure 3.20 •
The decoder is similar to the local decoder except for the 
inclusion of a low pass filter that smooths the output signal after 
integration and removes the high frequency components in the output.
3*3 D e l t a  m o d u la tio n  (DM)
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The output of the decoder in DM is not a true replica of the original 
input signal to the encoder, where two sources of distortion can 
occur in error-free digital transmission circumstances. These are 
slope-overload distortion and quantization noise.
Slope-overload distortion occurs when the output of the 
integrator cannot track the original input signal as shown in figure 
3.20 .This kind of distortion depends on the step size that is 
applied to the integrator, the sampling rate used and the slope of 
the input signal which depends on the frequency, amplitude and on 
the nature of the signal. This distortion can be eliminated, or at 
least reduced, by cOirreGit design, where the step size must be high 
enough to avoid the occurrence of slope-overload distortion.
Quantization noise or granular noise occurs due to the amplitude 
and time quantization in the coding process. It occurs when the 
coder involved is correctly tracking the input signal. Although 
quantization noise can be reduced, it can never be eliminated. In 
this case the step size must be small to reduce the quantization 
noise. The signal-to-quantization noise ratio in LDM is dependent 
on the input signal level to the coder, where the higher the signal 
amplitude, the higher the signal-to-quantization noise ratio will be. 
The step size must be high enough to avoid slope-overload distortion, 
it also at the same time must be small, to reduce the quantization 
noise and increase s/Nq. The optimum situation would he to ensure 
that the coder operates all the time at the onset of slope-overloading. 
This is the role of adaptive techniques or companding in delta 
modulation, which is to ensure such optimum operation over the wide 
range of input signals applicable to speech communication.
In addition to the use of single integrator (predictor) 
described above in the feedback loop of the coder, there are another 
two further types of predictor scheme. These are double and leaky 
integrators. The use of double integration suggests that the
-51-
re const meted signal would result in a closer representation of the 
input signal together with lower quantization noise than for single 
integration* Although this is true, it introduces stability problems 
for double integration and a careful design has to be made* In this 
case an improvement of 5 to 10 dB over the single integration case 
can he obtained at sampling rates of around 12 times the highest 
frequency of the input signal hand(29)*
P i g .  3 . 2 0  B l o c k  d i a g r a m  a n d  w a v e f o r m s  o f  a  s i m p l e  LDM c o d e c .
In practical delta modulation systems * leaky integrator1(RC 
circuits) for single or double integration are used such as in 
exponential delta modulation(29) • This can provide better performance 
and has the advantage of tailoring the frequency response of the 
feedback loop more efficiently to the spectrum of the telephone 
speech signal.
I f  d i g i t a l  t r a n s m i s s i o n  e r r o r s  a r e  p r e s e n t  a n o t h e r  i m p a i r m e n t  
i n  t h e  d e c o d e d  s i g n a l  w i l l  b e  i n t r o d u c e d .  T h i s  c a n  b e  r e d u c e d  b y  
u s i n g  a  l o n g e r  t i m e  c o n s t a n t  i n  t h e  d e c o d e r  i n t e g r a t i o n  c i r c u i t
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which has the effect of smoothing out the error pulses and reducing 
their effect on the output* On the other hand this will severly 
affect the slope-overload characteristics of the system* Thus 
a trade off must be made* Increasing the bit-rate results in 
improvement in both error noise and quantization noise at the 
expense of increasing the bandwidth required(30)•
In order to increase, the dynamic range of delta modulation 
codecs to efficiently accomodate a telephone speech signal level 
with around 40 dB variation, companding schemes must be used. This 
is similar to the use of syllabic compressors and expanders in 
analogue transmission systems, in which a compressor in the encoder 
has the effect of reducing the amplitude range variation to be 
close to the values that provide maximum S/Nq ratio, whilst using 
an expander in the decoder restores the original dynamic range of 
the signal.
More efficient companding methods, such as those used in 
adaptive delta modulation, to adapt the height of the feedback 
steps at the comparison point in the coder can be used to ensure 
a wide range of input amplitudes are tracked efficiently. This 
adaptation is based on the way in which the input signal level 
varies and in most cases is derived from the digital output of 
the coder, by considering, syllabic, instantaneous or hybrid 
companding.
3*3.2 Adaptive delta modulation(ADM) schemes
Since i960 many adaptive delta modulation schemes have been 
developed for narrow-band speech communication due to its hardware 
simplicity and acceptable speech quality at 32 Kbit/s bit-rate.
The step-size of the quantizer in ADM is adapted to input 
signal variation to yield larger dynamic range than that of linear
- 5 3 -
ADM can be classified into three broad categories according 
to the different companding methods being used as mentioned earlier* 
These are instantaneous, syllabic and hybrid companding, as shown 
in figure 3*19 •
ADM with instantaneous companding
In instantaneous companding schemes the quantizer step-size 
is changed at every sampling instant based upon the present and 
previous sign bits(3l). Examples of this are: High information 
delta modulation (HIDM)(29), Jayant’s ADM with one-word memory(3l) 
and Kyaw and Steele’s constant factor delta modulation(3l).
HIDM was the first variable slope delta modulation scheme.
It doubled the amplitude of the step-size whenever two identical 
consecutive binary digits appeared at the coder output, and halved 
it whenever a transition occurred.(29).Another scheme used three 
identical consecutive output digits(29).
Jayant’s ADM with one-word memory is another example(3l) of 
instantaneous companding ADM. This scheme is commonly referred to 
as constant factor delta modulation(CFDM)• The quantizer step-size
is changed at each sampling time by one of two specific factors
according to the states of the present and previous bits. The values 
of these factors are important and. depend upon the form of the input 
signal (i.e speech, data, etc...)* Figure 3.21 shows a block diagram 
of GFDM as an example of this companding technique(31).
Kyaw and Steele’s constant factor DM is similar to the Jayant 
scheme except that it has two-hit memory.
Although SNR of some kinds of ADM are about the same as that
of continuous variable slope delta modulation CVSDM schemes, they 
have wider dynamic range than CVSDM. However, as the hit error rate
d e l t a  m o d u la tio n *
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increases, the performance of instantaneously companded ADM degrades 
more rapidly than other ADM techniques, due to the sequences of 
erroneous and suboptimal step-sizes produced in the instantaneous 
adaptation. This disadvantage together with the increasing hardware 
complexity makes intantaneous companding techniques impractical 
for speech coding applications
Analogue
I/P
Pig. 3.21 Block diagram of Jayant's GPDM 
ADM with syllabic companding
In syllabic companding schemes, the step-size is varied in 
a continuous manner rather than in discrete steps as in instantaneous 
companding schemes. Continuous delta modulation (CDM)(32) was the 
first scheme to use conti'uous slope variation. This scheme was 
based on using two analogue control signals for varying the step-
control is  obtained
size in the encoder. One/tby smoothing the output digital signal
by a low pass filter, prior to being applied to the pulse amplitude
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modulation circuit (PAM). This controls the height of the steps 
applied to the feedback integrator in a continuous way* The time 
constant of the filter is around 10 ms which means that the companding 
is performed at a syllabic rate. The second control signal is derived 
by rectifying and smoothing the input signal itself, to provide 
a slowly varying voltage corresponding to the variation of the 
envelope of the input signal. This voltage changes the average 
number of the binary rtl'*s or 'O’ *s according to the input signal 
level variation, and consequently it will effect the first control 
signal, and hence the step-size height. Figure 3«22 shows a block 
diagram of this schemes*
The most important type of syllabic companding is one that 
derives the step-size information from the digital output of the 
coder using digital control circuitry. It is referred to as 
continuously variable slope delta modulation(CVSDM) and some times 
as digitally controlled delta mod.ulation(DCDM)(33)*
Figure 3*23 shows a block diagram of a CVSDM codec. The step- 
size adaptation is performed by using the logic level detector 
which produces an output whenever the last three or four digits in 
the coder output are of the same polarity. The occurrence of such 
an output means that the slope of the integrator is unable to track 
the input signal. The logic level detector output is smoothed by 
a syllabic filter(low pass RC filter with time constant of about 
5 - 10 ms) and then applied to the pulse amplitude modulator, 
together with another input to determine the polarity of the output. 
The PAM output will vary in such a way as to adapt the slope at 
the output of the integrator to correctly track the input signal.
T he  d e c o d e r  h a s  a  s i m i l a r  s t r u c t u r e  t o  t h e  f e e d b a c k  l o o p  o f  t h e  
c o d e r  f o l l o w e d  b y  a  lo w  p a s s  f i l t e r  f o r  s m o o t h i n g  t h e  i n t e g r a t e d  
s i g n a l  a n d  r e j e c t i n g  t h e  h i g h  f r e q u e n c y  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  t h e  q u a n t i z a t i o n  
n o i s e  •
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Although CVSDM scheme is simpler than CDM, both have fairly 
uniform s/Nq over a wide range of input signal levels at bit rates 
around 32 Kbit/s or more. However, at low sampling rates, the 
correlation between consecutive pulses at the -coder output decreases 
and less accurate information can be obtained. For this reason, it 
is believed that CVSDM will not provide good speech quality at 
sampling rate below about 25 Kbit/s(32). CVSDM codecs provide 
speech quality equivalent to slightly less than 56 Kbit/s PCM, 
which is still accepted as "toll" quality when it is used in point- ' 
to-point communication such as in satellite links. The degradation 
in terms of SNR is smaller than that for 64 Kbit/s PCM* Thus CVSDM 
was the first digital reduced bit rate encoding technique attempted 
in 1975 Tor the maritime mobile satellite system(34) and was used 
for voice order wire in INTELSAT satellite system in 1981(35), and 
for digital speech transmission in satellite business system(SBS) 
in 1982. All these applications were at 32 Kbit/s.
The h a r d w a r e  s i m p l i c i t y  o f  CVSDM r e s u l t e d  i n  a  l a r g e  n u m b e r  
o f  c o d e c s  b e c o m i n g  a v a i l a b l e  c o m m e r c i a l l y  s u c h  a s :  M o t o r o l a  CVSDM,
Harris CVSDM(36), CVSDM codec model 6014(37), Stac model 5015(38) 
and FX-309 CVSDM(39).
Recently there have been a number of CVSDM codecs developed 
in which the performance has been optimized at 32 Kbit/s such as 
DCC, COMSAT, AYDIN and GTE CVSDM codecs* Although they have similar 
specifications such as the use of three digit sequential detection 
for slope-overload detection, double integrator predictor and voice 
bandwidth of 0.3 - 3*4 KHz, they differ in the details of implementation 
such as in the syllabic companding of the quantizers and the low 
pass filters for the input and output stages. Thus it is to be 
expected that the performance of the codecs will also differ.
The. f i r s t  s e c t i o n  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s  i s  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  e v a l u a t i o n
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of the performance of these codecs and determination a transmission 
planning figure for CVSDM codec.
ADM w i t h  h y b r i d  c o m p a n d i n g
This coding technique uses "both syllabic and instantaneous 
companding schemes. The slope energy of the decoded signal estimated 
every 5 ms is used to determine the basic step-size (as in syllabic 
companding). This step-size is also changed at each sampling time 
(as in instantaneous companding) according to a logic rule, such as 
the one used by Winkler(40). The performance of HCDM is superior 
to both CVSDM and CFDM in terms of SNR, dynamic range in free channel 
error conditions as well as in a noisy channel. Although HCDM operating 
at 32 Kbit/s offers SNR close to that for 56 Kbit/s PCM, the 
complexity of HCDM is high when compared with CVSDM. In I98O HCDM 
was implemented using standard small scale integrated oircuits(SSI) 
(31). A block diagram of hybrid companding delta modulation is 
shown in figure 3.24 •
P i g .  3*24 B lock  d iag ra m  o f  HCDM co d ec  ( a )  e n c o d e r ,  ( b )  d e c o d e r .
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A dvelopment of HCDM was its use with variable-rate sampling 
(VSHCDM), in which several sampling rates were used. Selection of 
a particular sampling rate depends on the short-term variance or 
the slope energy of the input signal, estimated either from the 
input signal, as in a feedforward mode(FF-VSHCDM), or from the 
predicted signal, as in feedback mode,(FB-VSHCDM). A buffer is used, 
to transmit the output binary signal synchronously at a fixed rate(4l)«
Experiments and computer simulation results show that VSHCDM 
is superior to all previous ADM schemes. It also offers 4 dB 
improvement in SNR over HCDM in addition to some general improvement 
in subjective quantization noise. Although VSHCDM is more complex 
than other ADM techniques it is still modest in complexity in 
comparison with other reduced bit-rate encoding schemes operating 
in the range of (16 - 32) Kbit/s. Increasing the buffer size can 
prevent buffer overflow occurring and this is done to maintain 
good speech quality. On the other hand the time delay introduced 
will also increase. The maximum number of sampling rates is limited 
to three or four where no significant improvement can be achieved 
by using more (41)* Figure 3*25 shows block diagram of VSHCDM codec*
F ig * 3 «25 VSHCDM s i m p l i f i e d  b lo c k  d iag ra m  ( a ) e n c o d e r ,  ( b ) d e c o d e r .
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In assessing coders one must consider quality, complexity, 
coding rate and error performance. Prom the above discussions of 
various ADM coding schemes, it is clear that one of the drawbacks 
of CVSDM is its variation in performance between talkers(speech 
spectrums). The adaptation in CVSDM is simple and mainly consists 
of a syllabic filter to adjust the quantizers. This technique will 
not follow rapid variations in the speech. Whilst ADM with instantaneous 
companding such as CPDM doesn’t follow longer term trends well.
A comparison of both techniques shows that although CPDM"is better 
than CVSDM in free error channels, the resilience to transmission 
errors shown by CVSDM makes it a better choice than CPDM in practical 
cases.
The speech signal is in general time varying, and the input 
signal power or slope magnitude will differ amongst different phonemes 
and amongst various speakers. Consequently, a range of step variation 
that is optimum in coding on one phoneme of speech may not be optimum 
for other phonemes. This problem is solved with the use of 
instantaneous and syllabic companding in HCDM. This makes HCDM 
a useful modification, especially if it can be produced in a single 
chip form such as for CVSDM. As CVSDM has less hardware complexity 
than HCDM, this makes it the most preferable ADM technique to use 
at 32 Kbit/s. More study on the performance of this technique is 
needed in order to evaluate it accurately.
CVSDM cannot he developed to operate at 16 Kbit/s with acceptable 
quality speech. Although the VSHCDM codec offers better performance 
than CVSDM, it is still inferior to other reduced-bit rate encoding 
techniques operating at 16 Kbit/s such as APC. The latter scheme is 
still in the research stage and improvements need to be made before 
it can be considered as a serious second generation speech coding 
candidate•
3*3*3 Comments and some r e c e n t  d e v e lo p m e n ts  i n  ADM
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Recently there have been many attempts to apply modifications 
to CVSDM codecs aimed at improving their performance or to operate 
at hit rates lower than 32 Kbit/s. Steele(42) investigate a multi­
stage CVSDM encoder which contains a number of CVSDM stages, where 
each CVSDM encodes the band limited error of the previous stage. The 
outputs are then multiplexed for transmission* Improvements in 
S/Nq are obtained which depend upon the number of stages employed* 
However, the transmitted bit-rate is increased. Such a system may, 
however, he useful in variable bit-rate environments.
Another technique that combines Time-Domain Harmonic Compression 
and CVSDM (TDHC-CVSDM) for 7*2 Kbit/s transmission of speech signals 
has been attempted in the last few years(43)- It offers a quality 
equivalent to 14*4 Kbit/s CVSDM* The complexity of the proposed 
system is significantly lower than vocoders which operate at 7*2 Kbit/s. 
The reduction of the bit-rate by a factor of 2 can he applied to 
other rates which means that TDHC-CVSDM codecs operating at 16 Kbit/s 
can provide the same speech quality as offered by 32 Kbit/s CVSDM 
codecs*
00
The computer simulation results/of the performance of various
K
ADM codecs operating at 24 and 16 Kbit/s for error-free channels 
and for different hit error rates are shown in figure 3*26 a,b,c. 
and d to give an idea of their relative performance*
- 6 2 -
SNR
(dB)
20 "
10 -
0
Fig. 3.26(a) SNR's of ADM Systems versus Input Signal Level
(Transmission rates24 Kb/s, l/P Bandwidth:3.4KHz)
Fig. 3.26(b) SNR's ADM Systems versus Bit Error Rate
(Transmission rate:24Kb/s, l/P Bandwidth: 3.4KHz)
A VSHCDM 
HCDM 
CFDM 
CVSDM
Input Leve1
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Fig* 3.26(c) SNR’s of ADM Systems versus Input Signal level
(Transmission rate :l6Kb/s, l/P Bandwidth:2.5KHz)
Fig. 3*26(d) SNR’s of ADM Systems versus Bit Error Rate
(Transmission rate :16Kb/s, l/P Bandwidth *2.5KHz)
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This technique encodes the difference between the amplitude of 
the current sample and a predicted amplitude estimated from previous 
samples. This allows the hit-rate to he reduced, for a given signal 
to quantizing noise ratio (s/Nq), and leads to a reduction of the 
bandwidth required for the PCM encoding technique. The step-size of 
the quantizer follows the .changes in the signal power by using ad­
aptation, also either fixed predictors or adaptive predictors, 
which change their coefficients to respond to the changing spectral 
properties of speech signals, are used. Performance improvement 
can be achieved due to better prediction by using sophisticated 
forms of adaptive predictors in order to obtain more complete signal 
prediction. Figure 3 .2 7  shows a basic block diagram of a DPCM codec.
3*4 D i f f e r e n t i a l  p u ls e  code m o d u la t io n  (DPCM)
(a) Encoder (b) Decoder
Fig. 3«27 DPCM basic block diagram.
Quantizing noise in DPCM systems falls into three categories: 
Granularity, slope-overload and quantizer saturation( 4 4 ) • Granular 
noise occurs because only a finite number of levels are available 
to represent the analogue input signal during the encoding process. 
Slope-overload occurs when the slope of the input signal increases 
faster than the capability of the adaptive system to follow it.
Quantizer saturation exists when the step-size adjustment decisions 
are non-optimal, then quantizer overload might occur without slope- 
overload •
Since the quantizing error power is proportional to the variance 
of the signal applied at the quantizer input, then by using ADPCM 
techniques a considerable s/Nq gain over conventional PCM is achieved. 
This gain equals the ratio of the input signal variance over the 
variance of the difference which will always be much smaller. The 
performance of ADPCM depends greatly on the performance of the 
adaptive prediction, and predominantly on the design of the adaptive 
quantizer, where the predictor/quantizer interaction is substantial 
at the low data rates of interest(45)* Thus a brief explanation of 
both of these together with several techniques which are used follow:
3*4»1 The quantizer
The aim of the quantizer is to change signal or samples of 
continuous variable amplitudes into a finite number of levels.
There are many types of quantizers in use and in general they can 
be classified into two broad categories: Fixed quantizers and 
adaptive quantizers as shown in figure 3*28 .
In fixed quantizers the levels at which the input signal to 
be quantized is constant irrespective of the amplitude of the input 
signal. The levels can also he equally spaced such as in a uniform 
quantizer as shown in figure 3*29a« In this case the number of 
levels to be used for the quantizer and the maximum input signal 
determine the step-size of the quantizer, which in turn determines 
the performance of the quantizer. This method is not suitable for 
speech coding because of the nonstationarity property of speech signal, 
leading to quantizer input mismatches, which will result in lower 
S/Nq unless a large number of quantizer levels are used. Either 
non-uniform fixed quantizers or adaptive quantizers are used to
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The s t e p - s i z e  o f  a  n o n - u n i f o r m  q u a n t i z e r  b e c o m e s  l a r g e r  a s  
t h e  i n p u t  a m p l i t u d e  b e c o m e s  l a r g e r  a s  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  3 » 2 9 b *  I n  
t h i s  c a s e  t h e  f r e q u e n t l y  o c c u r r i n g  s m a l l  s i g n a l s  a r e  q u a n t i z e d  
w i t h  s m a l l  s t e p - s i z e s ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  a  g o o d  s i g n a l  t o  q u a n t i z i n g  
n o i s e  r a t i o .  W h i l s t  t h e  i n f r e q u e n t  l a r g e  a m p l i t u d e  s i g n a l s  h a v e  
a  l a r g e r  s t e p - s i z e . ( e . g .  7 b i t s  n o n - u n i f o r m  q u a n t i z e r  p r o v i d e s  S /N q  
w h i c h  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  11  b i t s  u n i f o r m  q u a n t i z e r ,  f o r  lo w  l e v e l  
i n p u t  s i g n a l s ) .  T h i s  r e s u l t s  i n  a  r e d u c t i o n  i n  t h e  b i t  r a t e  w h i l s t  
m a i n t a i n i n g  t h e  s a m e  S / N q .
s o lv e  t h i s  m ism atch  p ro b lem *
Fig. 3*29 (a) Uniform quantizer characteristics and (b) a non-uniform 
quantizer characteristics.
A non-uniform quantizer is equivalent to a signal compressor 
followed by uniform quantizer and signal expander as shown in 
figure 3.30 .
F i g .  3*30 E q u iv a le n t  d ia g ra m  t o  n o n -u n ifo rm  q u a n t i z e r .
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F i x e d  q u a n t i z e r s  a r e  n o t  i n  u s e  f o r  ADPCM s p e e c h  c o d i n g ( 4 5 ) .
I n  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r s  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  i s  v a r i e d  i n  o r d e r  t o  
o b t a i n  a  c o n t i n u o u s  m a t c h i n g  b e t w e e n  t h e  h e i g h t  o f  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  
a n d  t h e  s i g n a l  t o  b e  q u a n t i z e d .  T h u s  t h e  a m p l i t u d e  r a n g e  o f  t h e  
q u a n t i z e r  e x p a n d s  o r  c o n t r a c t s  b y  a  f a c t o r  w h i c h  m u s t  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  
b y  t h e  q u a n t i z e r  a d a p t a t i o n  a l g o r i t h m  u s e d .  The s t e p - s i z e  . i n f o r m a t i o n  
c a n  b e  e x t r a c t e d  e i t h e r  f r o m  t h e  q u a n t i z e r  i n p u t  o r  t h e  c o d e r  i n p u t  
a n d  t r a n s m i t t e d  t o  t h e  r e c e i v e r  a s  i n  f o r w a r d  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r s  
o r  f r o m  t h e  q u a n t i z e d  e r r o r  s i g n a l  o n l y  a n d  n o  a d d i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  
i s  s e n t  t o  t h e  r e c e i v e r  a s  i n  b a c k w a r d  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r  w h i c h  i s  
t h e  p r e f e r r e d  w a y .
W o  m e t h o d s  o f  s t e p - s i z e  a d a p t a t i o n  s t r a t e g y  a r e  u s e d  i n  
ADPCM q u a n t i z e r s .  T h e s e  a r e  s y l l a b i c  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r s  a n d  
i n s t a n t a n e o u s  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r s .
The s y l l a b i c  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r  i s  o n e  i n  w h i c h  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  
i s  v a r i e d  i n  a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  t h e  e n v e l o p e  o f  t h e  i n p u t  s i g n a l ,  a n d  
t h i s  i s  u s e d  t o  c h a n g e  t h e  s t e p  h e i g h t .  T h u s  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  i n  t h i s  
c a s e  i s  u p d a t e d  w i t h  a  t i m e  c o n s t a n t  o f  a b o u t  5 -  10  m s .  I t  i s  
u s e f u l  f o r  l o w - b i t  r a t e s  a n d  m o r e  t o l e r a n t  t o  a p p l i c a t i o n s  i n  
w h i c h  c h a n n e l  e r r o r s  o c c u r .  An e x a m p l e  t h e  3 2  K b i t / s  ADPCM c o d e c  
p r o p o s e d  b y  t h e  F r e n c h  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  i n  1 9 7 9 ( 4 6 ) .
I n s t a n t a n e o u s  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r  i s  s i m p l e r  t o  i m p l e m e n t ,  
a n d  i t  i s  t h e  m o s t  com m on  m e t h o d  i n  u s e  f o r  ADPCM s p e e c h  c o d e c s .
One o f  t h e  m o s t  p o p u l a r  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r s  i s  t h e  J a y a n t  a d a p t i v e  
q u a n t i z e r  w i t h  a  o n e - w o r d  m e m o r y .  The p r i n c i p l e  o f  o p e r a t i o n  a n d  
l a t e r  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  w i l l  b e  e x p l a i n e d  a s  b o t h  ADPCM c o d e c s  w h i c h  
h a v e  b e e n  i m p l e m e n t e d  f o r  t h i s  w o r k  u s e  t h e  sa m e  a d a p t a t i o n  s t r a t e g y .
The step-size in this case is changed at every sampling instant 
by a multiplicative factor depending on the current quantizer output
s a m p l e .  The m u l t i p l i e r s  a r e  c h o s e n  t o  h e  g r e a t e r  t h a n  o n e  w h e n  t h e  
m a g n i t u d e  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  q u a n t i z e r  o u t p u t  i s  i n  t h e  u p p e r  p a r t  o f  
t h e  q u a n t i z i n g  s c a l e ,  a n d  l e s s  t h a n  o n e  w h e n  i t  i s  i n  t h e  l o w e r  
p a r t .  T h u s  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  w i l l  t h e n  a d j u s t  i t s e l f  t o  t h e  i n p u t  s i g n a l  
l e v e l .  A lo w  l e v e l  s i g n a l  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  s m a l l  a v e r a g e  s t e p - s i z e  
a n d  a  h i g h e r  s i g n a l  l e v e l  i n  a  l a r g e  s t e p - s i z e .  T h e o r e t i c a l l y  
t h e r e  i s  n o  l i m i t a t i o n  i n  t h e  d y n a m i c  r a n g e  t h a t  c a n  h e  a c h i e v e d .
I n  p r a c t i c e ,  h o w e v e r ,  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  r e s t r i c t  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  
b e t w e e n  u p p e r  a n d  l o w e r  b o u n d s ( 4 7 )  b e c a u s e  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  o f f s e t  i n  
s t e p - s i z e  b e t w e e n  t r a n s m i t t e r  a n d  r e c e i v e r  w i l l  r e m a i n  i n  t h e  
s y s t e m  w h e n  s u c c e s s i v e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  e r r o r s  a r e  a c c u m u l a t e d .  W h e n  
t h e  s t e p - s i z e  r e a c h e s  i t s  m a x im u m  o r  m in im u m  v a l u e ,  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  
f o r  t h e  t r a n s m i t t e r  a n d  t h e  r e c e i v e r  t o  a l i g n .
By i n t r o d u c i n g  t h e  l e a k y  f a c t o r  B i n ' t h e  w a y  s h o w n  i n  e q u a t i o n  
( 3 - l ) .  The s t e p - s i z e  o f f s e t  c a u s e d  b y  t r a n s m i s s i o n  e r r o r s  w i l l  
d i m i n i s h  e x p o n e n t i o n a l l y ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  a  m o r e  r o b u s t  s y s t e m ( 4 8 ) .
\ +i  ■ M< V - Dk ^
w h e r e :  D : Q u a n t i z e r  s t e p - s i z e  a t  t i m e  i n s t a n t  k + 1 .
"I" J.
D, : = = = =  = = k.k
M ( l  ) :  M u l t i p l i e r  d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  q u a n t i z e r  o u t p u t  a t  t i m e  k .
B : The  l e a k  f a c t o r  o f  v a l u e  l e s s  t h a n  u n i t y .
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  B r e d u c e s  t h e  d y n a m i c  r a n g e  o f  t h e  q u a n t i z e r ,  
a s  t h e  r e d u c t i o n  i n  t h e  s t e p - s i z e  a d j u s t m e n t  c a p a b i l i t y  c a u s e s  
a  d e c r e a s e  i n  a d a p t a t i o n  s p e e d ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  a n  i n c r e a s e  o f  t h e  
q u a n t i z a t i o n  a t  l o w  a n d  h i g h  i n p u t  s i g n a l  l e v e l s .  T h u s  t h e  v a l u e  
o f  B m u s t  b e  c h o s e n  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  i m p r o v e m e n t s  u n d e r  n o i s y  
c h a n n e l  c o n d i t i o n s  t r a d e d  o f f  w i t h  p e n a l t i e s  i n  t h e  e r r o r - f r e e  
s i t u a t i o n *  ,
M any  m e t h o d s  h a v e  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  a i m e d  a t  i m p r o v i n g  t h e  d y n a m i c  
r a n g e  w i t h o u t  s a c r i f i c i n g  i t s  e r r o r  r e s i s t a n t  p r o p e r t i e s  s u c h  a s ,
the robust adaptive quantizer with extended dynamic range(4 7), where 
the variations in the input signal level are compensated by letting the 
adaptation depend on an estimate of the signal rms value. Ihis 
it is claimed will improve the dynamic range compared with the 
conventional algorithm, whilst still being insensitive to changes 
in the input signal statistics and maintaining the ability to recover 
from transmission errors. This method has double the complexity 
of the previous method..Another method suggests an adaptation 
algorithm modification based on the variance estimation of the signal 
to be quantized. This makes the effect of a single transmission 
error diminish over time, so that the transmitter and receiver 
step-size come hack to coincidence(49)• It is worth mentioning 
that several methods have been developed recently aimed at improving 
the performance of quantizers used in ADPCM such as the incremental 
adaptive quantizer which is based on step-size increases or decreases 
bjr a fixed value equal to the minimum step-size at each sampling 
instant. There is also a provision for keeping the step-size constant, 
thus it is called an incremental adaptive quantizer. Although it 
can perform slightly better for nonstationary inputs as shown by 
computer simulation(5 0), the drawback of the system is its slow 
response time to sharply changing inputs.
All previous adaptive quantizer methods use uniform quantizers 
and recently there has been a trend to using non-uniform adaptive 
quantizers with step-sizes optimized to certain distributions. The 
error signal of the quantizer input is often modeled as having 
a gaussian, laplacian, or gamma probability density functions(pdf), 
for calculating the optimal level spacing for a quantizer, such as 
the modified optimum quantization law for laplace density used in 
the NEC 32 Kbit/s ADPCM algorithm(51), and the ATT 32Kbit/s ADPCM . 
algorithm which is optimized-for gaussian distributions(52).
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The p r e d i c t o r  i s  u s e d  t o  p r e d i c t  t h e  a m p l i t u d e  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  
i n p u t  s a m p l e  d e p e n d i n g  o n  p r e v i o u s  v a l u e s  o f  i n p u t  s a m p l e s .  T h i s  i s  
d o n e  i n  o r d e r  t o  r e m o v e  a n y  p r e d i c t a b l e  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  i n p u t  s i g n a l  
( i . e  r e d u n d a n c y ) ,  w h i l s t  t h e  s i g n a l  s t i l l  c o n t a i n s  a l l  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  
n e c e s s a r y  t o  r e t r i e v e  t h e  o r i g i n a l  i n p u t  s i g n a l .  T h i s  r e d u c e s  t h e  
c h a n n e l  b i t - r a t e ,  r e q u i r e d  t o  t r a n s m i t  a  s i g n a l  w i t h  a  s p e c i f i e d  
f i d e l i t y .
Two m a i n  s o u r c e s  o f  r e d u n d a n c y  i n  t h e  s p e e c h  s i g n a l ( 5 3 ) :
1 -  Q u a s i - p e r i o d i c i t y  d u e  t o  v o c a l  c o r d  v i b r a t i o n .  T h i s  c a n  b e  
p r e d i c t e d  b y  a  p i t c h  p r e d i c t o r  a n d  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  d e l a y  a n d
g a i n  c i r c u i t  t o  r e m o v e  t h e  p i t c h  s i g n a l  o r  e x c i t a t i o n  r e d u n d a n c y  
and. c a n  b e  e x p r e s s e d  b y :
, \ „  - M l
P 1 ( z )  = B Z
w h e r e  B i s  t h e  p i t o h  g a i n .
Ml i s  t h e  p i t c h  p e r i o d .
2 -  H i g h l y  s t r u c t u r e d  n a t u r e  - o f  t h e  s h o r t - t e r m  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y
w h i c h  c a n  b e  p r e d i c t e d  b y  a  s p e c t r u m  p r e d i c t o r  P ^ ( z )  o f  t h e  f o r m :  
M2 . (
p2 ( . )  -  r  v "
i = l
t o  r e m o v e  r e d u n d a n c i e s  d u e  t o  s h o r t - t e r m  s p e c t r a l  e n v e l o p e  
s t r u c t u r e s  w h e r e  b_^= 1 , 2 , . . . , M 2  a r e  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  
u s u a l l y  M2 = 4  -  8  a n d  M2 <  M l .
DPCM c o d e c s  u s u a l l y  u s e  p r e d i c t o r s  o f  t h i s  f o r m ,  a n d  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  
w i l l  b e  s p e c i f i e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  b . v a l u e s .  I f  b .  i s  o o n f r t a n t  t h e
p r e d i c t o r  i s  c a l l e d  f i x e d ,  a n d  i f  t h e i r  v a l u e s  a r e  a d j u s t e d  p e r i o d i c a l l y  
t o  m a t c h  so m e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  i n p u t  s i g n a l  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  i s  
c a l l e d  a d a p t i v e .
3*4*2 The p r e d i c t o r
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E a r l y  r e a l i z a t i o n s  u s e d  f i x e d  p r e d i c t o r s  t o  r e m o v e  i n p u t  
r e d u n d a n c y  b y  u t i l i z i n g  l o n g - t e r m - a v e r a g e d  s p e e c h  s t a t i s t i c s ,  
b e c a u s e  t h e  i m p r o v e m e n t  c l a i m e d  i n  SNR, o f  2 -  4  d B  f o r  a d a p t i v e  
d e v i c e s  d i d  n o t  w a r r e n t  t h e  c o m p l e x i t y .  T h i s  i s  n o t  j u s t i f i e d  t o d a y  
f o r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e a s o n s ( 4 5 ) f
-  L i t t l e  r e s e a r c h  h a d  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  o n  h o w  m u c h  t h e  i m p r o v e m e n t  
c o u l d  b e  a t  t h a t  t i m e .
-  E v e n  2 -  4  d B  o f  i m p r o v e m e n t  f o r  t h e  s p e e c h  q u a l i t y  a t  l o w  b i t -  
r a t e  i s  v i o r t h  h a v i n g .
-  A t t h e  s a m e  t i m e  r a p i d  p r o g r e s s  i n  l a r g e  s c a l e  i n t e g r a t i o n ( L S I )  
t e c h n o l o g y  h a s  m a d e  i t  p o s s i b l e  t o  i m p l e m e n t  e v e n  a  s o p h i s t i c a t e d  
e n c o d i n g / d e c o d i n g  a l g o r i t h m  o n  a  s i n g l e  s e m i - c o n d u c t  o r  c h i p .
-  F i n a l l y  t h e  f i x e d  p r e d i c t o r  c a n n o t  p r e d i c t  t h e  s i g n a l  v a l u e s  
e f f i c i e n t l y  f o r  a l l  t i m e ,  d u e  t o  t h e  n o n s t a t i o n a r i t y  n a t u r e  
o f  s p e e c h  s i g n a l .
T h e r e f o r e  DPCM c o d e c s  d o  n o t  h a v e  a n y  p r a c t i c a l  s p e e c h  c o d i n g  
a p p l i c a t i o n s  a t  p r e s e n t ,  a n d  ADPCM c o d e c s  u s i n g  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r s  
a r e  u s e d  i n s t e a d .
A d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r s
S p e e c h  s t a t i s t i c s  s u c h  a s  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n  a n d  p o w e r  s p e c t r a l  
d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n s  a r e  t i m e - v a r y i n g ,  a s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e ,  b e s t  p r e d i c t o r  
d e s i g n s  s h o u l d  h e  a d a p t i v e .  A l a r g e  n u m b e r  o f  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  
a l g o r i t h m s  e x i s t  a n d  c a n  b e  c l a s s i f i e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  p r e d i c t o r  
a d a p t a t i o n  s t r a t e g i e s ,  u p d a t i n g  m e t h o d s  a n d  p r e d i c t o r  s t r u c t u r e  a s  
s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  3 . 3 1  •
A c c o r d i n g  t o  p r e d i c t o r  a d a p t a t i o n  s t r a t e g y ,  a d a p t a t i o n  i n f o r m a t i o n  
c a n  b e  e i t h e r  e x p l i c i t l y  t r a n s m i t t e d  t o  t h e  r e c e i v e r  ( F o r w a r d  A d a p t a t i o n )  
o r  d e r i v e d  f r o m  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  r e c e n t  q u a n t i z e d  d a t a ( B a c k w a r d  A d a p t a t i o n )
F ix e d  p r e d i c t o r s
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F i g u r e  3 « 3 2  s h o w s  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  ADPCM c o d e r s  u s i n g  f o r w a r d  a n d  
b a c k w a r d  e s t i m a t i o n s  o f  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s *
The f o r w a r d  a d a p t i v e  m e t h o d  i s  a c c o m p l i s h e d  b y  b u f f e r i n g  a  s e t  
o f  i n p u t  s p e e c h  s a m p l e s ,  a n d  u s i n g  d i r e c t ( b l o c k )  m e t h o d  t o  c a l c u l a t e  
t h e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  T h e s e  w i l l  b e  u s e d  i n  b o t h  t h e  t r a n s m i t t e r  
a n d  r e c e i v e r  a n d  m u s t  b e  u p d a t e d  a t  t h e  d e s i r e d  r a t e . .  The p r e d i c t i o n  
i n f o r m a t i o n  m u s t  b e  s e n t  t o  t h e  r e c e i v e r ,  a n d  c a n  c a u s e  s t a b i l i t y  
p r o b l e m s  w h e n  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  q u a n t i z e d .  A l s o  e r r o r s  i n  t h e  c o d e r  
o u t p u t  d o  n o t  c a u s e  a n  e r r o r  i n  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  w h i c h  i s  
p e r f e c t l y  e r r o r  p r o t e c t e d .  W h i l s t  i n  b a c k w a r d  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t i o n ,  
t h e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  n o t  t r a n s m i t t e d ,  b u t  e x t r a c t e d  f r o m  
t h e  e s t i m a t e  o f  t h e  s p e e c h  s i g n a l  f r o m  t h e  s a m e  s a m p l e  s e q u e n c e  a t  
b o t h  t r a n s m i t t e r  a n d  r e c e i v e r .  T h u s  t h e i r  p r e d i c t o r s  m u s t  b e  i d e n t i c a l .  
E n c o d e r  o u t p u t  e r r o r s  m a y  s e r i o u s l y  a f f e c t  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
a t  t h e  r e c e i v e r  a n d  t h i s  d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  a d a p t a t i o n  a l g o r i t h m ( 4 5 )®
( a ) -  j / P
M -  S a m p l e
D i g i t a l  0 / P  
— —- —  ♦
S a m p l e s
B u f f e r  & 
C o e f f i c i e n t  
C a l c u l a t o r
A d a p t i v e
Q u a n t i z e r
P r e d i c t o r  I''
S i d e -
I n f o r m a t i o n
l / P D i g i t a l  0 / P
To C h a n n e l
B a c k w a r d  
A d a p t i v e  P r e d ­
i c t i o n  L o g i c
F i g . 3 * 3 2  B l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  ADPCM w i t h  ( a )  f o r w a r d - a d a p t i v e  
p r e d i c t i o n ;  a n d  ( b )  b a c k w a r d - a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t i o n
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P r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  c a n  b e  u p d a t e d  u s i n g  e i t h e r  d i r e c t ( b l o c k )  
m e t h o d s  ( F o r w a r d - a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t i o n ) ,  o r  s e q u e n t i a l  m e t h o d s  ( B a c k w a r d -  
a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t i o n ) .
The d i r e c t  m e t h o d  i s  u s e d  t o  u p d a t e  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
a t  a  r a t e  c o m m e n s u r a t e  w i t h  s i g n i f i c a n t  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  v o c a l  t r a c t
i . e  o f  t h e  o r d e r  o f  5 -  3 0  m s ( 4 0 ) .  The p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  i n  
t h i s  m e t h o d  w i l l  h e  c o m p u t e d  b y  s o l v i n g  a  s e t  o f  f n*  e q u a t i o n s  w i t h  
’ n*  u n k n o w n s  ( n  i s  t h e  o r d e r  o f  t h e  p r e d i c t o r ) ,  u s i n g  e i t h e r  t h e  
a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n  o r  c o v a r i a n c e  m e t h o d .  I n  t h e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n  m e t h o d  
t h e  e r r o r  i s  m i n i m i z e d  o v e r  i n f i n i t e  d u r a t i o n .  I n  p r a c t i c e  a  w i n d o w  
f u n c t i o n  i s  u s e d  t o  g a t e  t h e  s i g n a l  o v e r  o n l y  a  f i n i t e  i n t e r v a l .
A l t h o u g h  t h i s  m e t h o d  i s  g u a r a n t e e d  t o  h e  s t a b l e ,  t h e r e  i s  a  p r o b l e m  
o f  p a r a m e t e r  a c c u r a c y  c a u s e d  b y  t h e  n e c e s s i t y  o f  w i n d o w i n g ,  w h i l s t  
i n  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  m e t h o d  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  c o m p u t e d  f r o m  a  f i n i t e  
n u m b e r  o f  s a m p l e s .  I t  i s  q u i t e  g e n e r a l ,  a n d  t h e r e  i s  n o t  a n y  r e s t r i c t i o n  
i n  i t s  u s e ,  b u t  i t  d o e s  h a v e  a  s t a b i l i t y  p r o b l e m  w h i c h  i s  h o w e v e r ,  
n o t  s e r i o u s l y .
There are several methods to perform the necessary computation, 
these differ in the number of operations required and the accuracy 
of the calculation.
F o r  s p e e c h  c o d i n g  a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  i t  i s  u s e f u l  t o  b e  a b l e  t o  
p e r f o r m  u p d a t i n g  c a l c u l a t i o n s  a s  t h e  s i g n a l  v a r i e s .  I n  t h i s  m e t h o d  
t h e  p r e d i c t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  u p d a t e d  a t  e v e r y  s a m p l i n g  i n s t a n t ,  
b y  e m p l o y i n g  s e q u e n t i a l  m e t h o d s .
M a n y  m e t h o d s  a r e  u s e d  f o r  s e q u e n t i a l l y  a d a p t a t i o n  s c h e m e s ,  
s u c h  a s  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  s t e e p e s t  d e s c e n t ,  t h e  l e a s t  m e a n  s q u a r e ( L M S )  
a l g o r i t h m ,  w h i c h  i s  a n  e x t r e m e l y  s i m p l e  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  g r a d i e n t  
e s t i m a t i o n  p r o b l e m ,  a n d  t h e r e  a r e  s o p h i s t i c a t e d  m e t h o d s ,  s u c h  a s  
t h e  K a lm a n  f i l t e r i n g  w h i c h  i s  u s e d  f o r  b e t t e r  t r a c k i n g  o f  u n k n o w n  
s t a t i s t i c s  • M any  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  h a v e  b e e n  p r o p o s e d  f o r  t h e s e  m e t h o d s  
f o r  e a s e  o f  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n .
T h e  s t e e p e s t  d e s c e n t  m e t h o d  i s  c o m m o n ly  u s e d  f o r  b a c k w a r d  
a d a p t i v e  s c h e m e s .  I t  w a s  a l s o  u s e d  i n  t h e  t w o  32 K b i t / s  ADPCM 
a l g o r i t h m s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  i m p l e m e n t e d  i n  t h i s  w o r k ,  w h e r e  t h e  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  u p d a t e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  s q u a r e d  e r r o r  v a l u e  b e t w e e n
t h e  i n p u t  s a m p l e  a n d  t h e  p r e d i c t e d  o n e .
A d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h i s  m e t h o d  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  
d e t a i l s  a r e  g i v e n  i n  r e f e r e n c e  6 0 .
S e v e r a l  s t r u c t u r e s  f o r  p r e d i c t o r s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e ,  som e o f  t h e m  
e m p l o y  a  s p e c t r u m  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  m a t c h e d  t o  s h o r t - t i m e  i n p u t  
s i g n a l  s p e c t r u m ,  w h i l s t  t h e  o t h e r s  u s e  b o t h  a  s p e c t r u m  a n d  a  p i t c h  
p r e d i c t o r  f o r  u t i l i z i n g  w a v e f o r m  p e r i o d i c i t i e s .
R e c e n t l y ,  t h e r e  h a s  b e e n  a n  i n c r e a s e d  i n t e r e s t  i n  u s i n g  s p e c t r u m  
p r e d i c t o r s ,  m a t c h e d  t o  b o t h  s p e e c h  a n d  v o i c e - b a n d  d a t a  i n p u t  s p e c t r u m .
F o r  r e a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r e d i c t o r ,  l i n e a r  p r e d i c t i o n  f i l t e r s  
a r e  t h e  m o s t  com m on f i l t e r  s t r u c t u r e s  i n  u s e .  The ADPCM d e c o d e r
f i l t e r  w i l l  h a v e  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  f i g u r e  3 *33  f o r  a n  a l l - p o l e  p r e d i c t o r ,
w i t h  Z ^ d e n o t i n g  u n i t  d e l a y .  The t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  
i s  a s  f o l l o w s :
1
A ( z )  =
N
-  E ai z
3=1
w h e r e  a .  ,  j = l , 2 , . . . , N  i s  a  s e t  o f  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s .
3
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n t h  o r d e r  p r e d i c t o r  w i t h  N > 1 0  i s  a p p r o p e r i a t e  f o r  a d e q u a t e  
s h o r t - t e r m  d e s c r i p t i o n s  o f  v o i c e d  s p e e c h .
F i g u r e  3*34  s h o w s  t h e  f i l t e r  t h a t  r e a l i z e s  t h e  a l l - z e r o  
p r e d i c t i o n  s t r u c t u r e .  I t  i s  a l s o  p o s s i b l e  t o  d e f i n e  i t s  t r a n s f e r  
f u n c t i o n  i n  t h e  f o r m :
I
B (2 )  =
w h e r e  h .  , j = 0 , l , . . . ,M i s  a  s e t  o f  p r e d i c t o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s .
F i g .  3 * 3 4  A l l - z e r o  p r e d i c t o r  s t r u c t u r e .
The i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  o f  t h e  f i l t e r  i s  :
rb f o r  n  = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M
h ( n )  = I n
v  0  o t h e r w i s e
T h i s  s t r u c t u r e  h a s  g o o d  p r o p e r t i e s  i n  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t r a n s m i s s i o n  
e r r o r s ( 4 1 ) .
The a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  w h i c h  u s e s  a  p o l e - z e r o  c o n f i g u r a t i o n ,  i s  
a  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  a l l - p o l e  a n d  a l l - z e r o  c o m p o n e n t s .  A d e q u a t e  m a t c h e s  
t o  t h e  i n p u t  s p e c t r u m  o f  s p e e c h  a n d  v o i o e - b a n d  d a t a  s i g n a l s  a r e  
f a c i l i t a t e d  b y  u s i n g  a  s i x t h - o r d e r  a l l - z e r o  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  a n d
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e i t h e r  q u a s i - a d a p t i v e  o r  a d a p t i v e  a l l - p o l e  p r e d i c t o r ( f u l l y  a d a p t i v e  
p r e d i c t o r ) .  T h e  q u a s i - a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  c o n s i s t s  o f  t w o  4 t h  o r d e r  
f i x e d  p r e d i c t o r s ,  o n e  o f  t h e m  u s e s  s p e e c h  o p t i m i z e d , . a n d  t h e  o t h e r  
u s e s  d a t a  o p t i m i z e d  f i x e d  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  The s t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  f u l l y  
a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t o r  i s  r e a l i z e d ,  i f  t h e  f i l t e r  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  p o l e s  
i s  a t  m o s t  o f  s e c o n d  o r d e r ( 5 4 ) ,  a n d  som e r e s t r i c t i o n s  a r e  i m p o s e d  
o n  t h e  r a n g e  o f  p o l e  c o e f f i c i e n t  v a l u e s #
A large number of ADPCM algorithms for speech encoding techniques 
are available. Their performance differs widely depending on an enormous 
number of system parameters, such as, sampling rate, forward or backward 
quantization, the update rate for forward quantizer, the type of 
backward quantization, how many quantizer levels, forward or backward 
prediction, predictor order, fixed or adaptive, the update rate for 
forward prediction, the particular algorithm for backward adaptive 
prediction and the various algorithm parameters.
Some of these algorithms were proposed to improve the performance 
at a specific bit rate such as 32 Kbit/s, others aimed to develop new 
ADPCM techniques which would have improved performance at lower 
bit rates than previously used.
ADPCM systems that employ a fixed quantizer and an adaptive 
predictor are not used for speech coding(45)» This is due to the fact 
that a short-term predictor cannot substantially reduce the dynamic 
range of the quantizer input for utterances which contains long-term 
(pitch) redundancies, and the fixed quantizer output will contain 
considerable slope-overload and/or granular distortion.
In addition the quantizer has a distinct effect on the performance 
of the predictor, where the better the quantization, the more information 
that is available to the predictor in order to estimate the coefficients, 
and the better the prediction of the incoming speech signal. Even the 
optimum predictor cannot perform better than DPCM if the input is 
quantized too grossly(5 5).
Therefore ADPCM codecs will always consider employing adaptive 
quantizers and can be classified according to the structure of predictor 
as shown in figure 3*35 as conventional ADPCM, residual ADPCM, pitch 
prediction DPCM(PPDPCM) and speech/data ADPCM(SD-ADPCM)•
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3 * 4 .3  ADPCM schem es
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Conventional ADPCM
This coding system is the simplest sort of ADPCM technique.
It consists of an adaptive quantizer and a fixed predictor. Several 
conventional ADPCM codecs have heen implemented using different 
strategies for quantizer adaptations, predictor orders and coefficient 
values. The performance of these codecs can vary depending on the 
specific implementation, such as the example which employs Jayant 
adaptive quantizer and first order predictor implemented by the Bell 
system DSP single chip, where a single ADPCM link can provide essentially 
a "transparent" quality for telephone speech at 32 FCbit/s bit rate (56). 
Although theoretical studies quoted that 60$ of the available 
improvement from the predictor is obtained, with a fifist order predictor 
(57)> also the hest s/N is obtained when the predictor coefficient, 
is equal to the first autocorrelation coefficient of the input samples 
(O.87 for speech and 0.2 for voice-band data) (66 ), Further improvement 
in predictor performance is necessary if better speech quality is 
required, such an example employs the same adaptive quantizer strategy 
and a fifth order fixed predictor. The predictor coefficients were 
computed using the autocorrelation method to find the minimum prediction 
error coefficients based upon the long-term statistics of speech.
This predictor yields little improvement over the simple first order 
one since the speech is nonstationary, howeverJ at any given time 
instant, the resulting fixed coefficient predictor based upon the 
short-term speech statistics will not be optimal(5 8).
Recent experimental work on new ADPCM codec design using a third 
order fixed predictor and an adaptive non-uniform quantizer referred 
to as the F-32 codec, exhibits speech quality at 32 Kbit/s which is 
better than that of a 56 Kbit/s log PCM codec(59)* Experimental work 
has been completed in the last few years using an ADPCM codec with 
syllabic adaptive quantizers and fixed speech/data compromise predictors.
-52-
The predictor transfer function is the result of a compromise between 
the mean spectrum of the speech signals and the signal spectrum used 
for data transmission. The performance of this codec at 32 Kbit/s lies 
between those of 56 Kbit/s and 64 Kbit/s PCM codecs(46).
R e s i d u a l  ADPCM e n c o d e r s
This technique is a form of differential pulse code modulation 
which utilizes both an adaptive quantizer and an adaptive predict or(42), 
in order to improve the performance, or to reduce the bit rate for 
ADPCM codecs. Since the mid-seventies, several algorithms have been 
developed which differ in quantizer adaptation strategies, the predictor 
order and structure and finally the estimation method used to 
continuously update the prediction coefficients. An example is the 
residual encoder which utilizes Jayant adaptive quantizer and fourth 
order adaptive predictor. The computer simulation results indicate 
that there is little to be gained from predictors of order larger 
than four. Also the residual encoder with Kalman filter to identify 
the predictor coefficients has produced good speech quality at a data 
rate of 16 Kbit/s and is comparable to 48 Kbit/s log PCM. The quantizer 
structure appears to be the limiting factor on performance and not 
the predictor(55)•
Another residual encoder uses a variable length source coding 
scheme, which uses a buffer to couple the variable output rate of 
the encoder to the fixed input rate of the channel. This resulted 
in increased SNR of about 4-5 &B, in order to improve speech 
quality at a data rate of 16-32 Kbit/s vrhich maintain the same 
complexity as other ADPCM codec schemes.
Experimental results indicate that predictor order in the range 
of four to eight works best. Although a Kalman filter has some 
improvement over the steepest descent gradient method it does not, 
however, justify the increased complexity required by this technique.
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Also the quantizer structure differs from those previously used in 
ADPCM algorithms by using odd numbers of levels in which one level 
is centred at zero to reduce idle channel noise, particularly when 
the quantizer input is around zero(60).
The V-32 codec is an ADPCM technique employing an adaptive 
third-order predictor and non-uniform quantizer, of similar structure 
as the F-32 codec. Its performance indicates that speech quality is 
better than that of the F-32 codec mentioned earlier and is comparable 
to that of speech transmitted via a 64 Kbit/s log PCM codec(59)* The 
F-32 and V-32 ADPCM codecs were designed for 64/32 Kbit/s encoding 
to encoding conversion.
Another ADPCM algorithm has been proposed for use with voice- 
and data transmission at bit rates lower than 32 Xbit/s(49)» This 
technique employs .a 4th order predictor with steepest descent algorithm 
and digital wave modulation to shift the voice-band signal spectrum 
down by 250 Hz. The spectrum then extends only to 3.150 KHz, permitting 
the possibility of using a reduced sampling frequency of 6.4 KHz to 
provide high-quality voice at 25*6 Kbit/s.
Computer simulation results of ADPCM with sequential gradient 
adaptive predictors indicate that this algorithm can offer predictor 
coefficient estimation accuracy which is comparable to that of Kalman 
filter(53)«
There is also another ADPCM technique which uses switched 
predictions using two coefficients to divide the range of the correlation 
coefficients of the speech signal into zones. The predictor coefficients 
are modified according to each zone. This improves the adaptation rate 
of the predictor particularly during transmission between unvoiced 
and voiced sounds(40). The performance of this technique is similar 
to that of conventional ADPCM codecs.
Finally two types of ADPCM codec TMN-161 and TMN-162 have been
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d e v e l o p e d ,  w h i c h  o p e r a t e  a t  3 2  K b i t / s  b i t  r a t e  f o r  a  6 0  c h a n n e l  PCM- 
ADPCM c o n v e r t e r .  T h e s e  c o d e c s  o f f e r  a  d o u b l i n g  o f  t h e  c a p a c i t y  o f  t h e  
e x i s t i n g  d i g i t a l  l i n e s ( 6 2 ) .  S i m p l e  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r  s c h e m e s  a n d  
a  t e n t h  o r d e r  p r e d i c t o r  a r e  u s e d  .  The  a d a p t i v e  f i l t e r  w a s  r e a l i z e d  
a s  a  c a s c a d e  o f  f i v e  s e c o n d - o r d e r  s e c t i o n s .  S p e e c h  q u a l i t y  c o m p a r a b l e  
t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  6 4  K b i t / s  l o g  PCM, i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  n o n a c c u m u l a t i o n  
o f  d e g r a d a t i o n  i n  t a n d e m  c o n n e c t i o n s  a r e  a c h i e v e d  u s i n g  t h e s e  c o d e c s ( 6 3 ) .
P i t c h  p r e d i c t i v e  D PC M (PP-D PC M ) c o d e c s
T h i s  t e c h n i q u e  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  l o n g - t e r m ( p i t c h )  p r e d i c t o r  a n d  
q u a n t i z e r  w h i c h  a r e  g e n e r a l l y  b o t h  a d a p t i v e ,  a n d  a  f i x e d  o r  a d a p t i v e  
s h o r t - t e r m ( s p e c t r u m ) p r e d i c t o r .  The  q u a n t i z e r  i n  PP-DPCM c o u l d  b e  o f  
t h e  f o r w a r d  o r  b a c k w a r d  a d a p t i v e  t y p e .  T h i s  t e c h n i q u e  h a s  a  p e r f o r m a n c e  
w h i c h  l i e s  b e t w e e n  c o n v e n t i o n a l  ADPCM a n d  a d a p t i v e  p r e d i c t i v e  c o d i n g  
( A P C ) .  S y s t e m  c o m p l e x i t y  a l s o  f a l l s  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  c o d e r  s t r u c t u r e s .
I t  i s  b a s i c a l l y  d . e s i g n e d  f o r  o p e r a t i o n  a t  16  K b i t / s  ( 4 5  ) •
T he  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  t h e  PP-DPCM c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  t h i r d  o r d e r  
f i x e d  s p e c t r u m  p r e d i c t o r  a n d  f i r s t  o r d e r  p i t c h  p r e d i c t o r  h a s  b e e n  
c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h i r d  o r d e r  f i x e d  p r e d i c t o r  DPCM, a n d  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  
a n  a v e r a g e  i m p r o v e m e n t  o f  3 * 8  d B  i n  SNR o v e r  DPCM a l g o r i t h m  c a n  b e
a c h i e v e d ( 4 5 ) •
S p e e c h / P a t a  ADPCM (SP -A D PC M )
I n  t h e  l a s t  f e w  y e a r s ,  s e v e r a l  a l g o r i t h m s  h a v e  b e e n  i m p l e m e n t e d ,  
t o  d e v e l o p  n ew  ADPCM t e c h n i q u e s  w h i c h  h a v e  p e r f o r m a n c e  c o m p a r a b l e  t o  
t h a t  o f  t h e  s t a n d a r d  64  K b i t / s  l o g  PCM, a n d  a r e  a i m e d  a t  d o u b l i n g  
t h e  c a p a c i t y  o f  t h e  e x i s t i n g  d i g i t a l  l i n k s .  I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  
p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  t r a n s m i t t i n g  v o i o e - b a n d  d a t a ,  t h e s e  a l g o r i t h m s  c a n  b e  
c l a s s i f i e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e i r  p r e d i c t o r s  
i n t o  t w o  m a i n  c a t e g o r i e s  s u c h  a s  Q n a s i - a d a p t i v e  SD-ADPCM a n d  F u l l y  
a d a p t i v e  SD-ADPCM.
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TVio algorithms of this type have been developed by NEC to • 
operate at 32 Kbit/s. The first algorithm consists of a robust 
adaptive quantizer(48), and a backward adaptive predictor to withstand 
transmission errors. The predictor structure has four fixed poles 
and ten adaptive zeros. T he  encoder has a modest complexity and was 
implemented by using a single chip digital signal processor(67). The 
test results showed that the developed codec had high quality speech 
coding capability comparable to that of the standard 64 Kbit/s PCM(64)
The s e c o n d  a l g o r i t h m  h a s  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  f o r  s p e e c h  a n d  v o i c e ­
b a n d  d a t a .  A d y n a m i c  l o c k i n g  q u a n t i z e r  (D L O ) w h i c h  s t o p s  a d a p t i n g  
i n  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  i n p u t  w a s  u s e d  f o r  t h e  e n c o d e r ( 5 l ) *  
T h i s  q u a n t i z e r  u t i l i z e s  t w o  s c a l e  f a c t o r s  f o r  s t e p - s i z e  c o n t r o l ,  a n  
u n l o c k e d  s c a l e  f a c t o r  w h i c h  w a s  g e n e r a t e d  u s i n g  s i m i l a r  m e t h o d  t o  t h e  
p r e v i o u s  a l g o r i t h m ,  a n d  a  l o c k e d  s c a l e  f a c t o r  t h a t  i s  g e n e r a t e d  b y  
a v e r a g i n g  t h e  u n l o c k e d  s c a l e  f a c t o r .  The  q u a n t i z e r  s c a l e  f a c t o r  i s  
a  l i n e a r  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  w e i g h t e d  l o c k e d  a n d  u n l o c k e d  s c a l e  f a c t o r s  
T h i s  a d a p t i v e  q u a n t i z e r  e n h a n c e s  ADPCM p e r f o r m a n c e  w i t h  v o i c e - b a n d  
d a t a  s i g n a l  i n p u t s .
The predictor consists of a 6th order adaptive predictor 
representing zeros and two 4th order fixed predictors optimized for 
speech and data representing poles in the transfer function of the 
predictor. The overall output of the fixed predictor is a linear 
combination of the two fixed predictor outputs according to a  control 
parameter generated by a. speech/data discriminator, this gives rise 
to its definition as quasi-adaptive. The block diagram of the encoder 
is shown in figure 3*36 .Also the objective performance of this codec 
is very close to that of the standard 64 Kbit/s and complies with the 
CCITT G.712 mask(54) as shown in figure 3*37 •
Q u a s i - a d a p t iv e  SD-ADPCM
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Fig. 3*36 Block diagram of Quasi-adaptive SD-ADPCM encoder.
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Fig. 3.37 Signal-to-distortion ratio as a function of input signal level
Fully adaptive SD-ADPCM
The most direct method to improve codec performance for speech 
and data signals is to utilize a fully adaptive predictor. This method
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gives adaptive poles as well as adaptive zeros in the decoder transfer 
function. Stability control can be realized, if the filter which 
corresponds to poles is at most second order(54). Several algorithms 
have been developed using fully adaptive predictors such as INTELSAT, 
ATT and CCITT ADPCM algorithms.
INTELSAT-funded development on ADPCM encoding technique operating 
at 32 and 24 Kbit/s consists of a new robust adaptive quantizer, 
and adaptive predictor. The predictor structure is composed of a first- 
order recursive filter and high order nonrecursive filter. The block 
diagram of this codec is shown in figure 3*38(35) •
Fig. 3*38 Robust ADPCM block diagram.
The ATT ADPCM algorithm is another technique using a fully adaptive 
predictor operating at 32 Kbit/s for speech and voice-band data. This 
technique employs an adaptive non-linear quantizer optimized to minimize 
the mean square error of gaussian p.d.f with two adaptation speeds 
according to the characteristics of the input signal. The adaptive 
predictor consists of two poles and six zeros. The stability of the 
decoder in noisy channels is achieved by limiting the range of the pole 
coefficients values(52).
We have implemented the ATT ADPCM algorithm on an NEC 77P20 DSP
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chip and its performance has been evaluated subjectively. It provides 
speech quality very close to that of the standard 64 Kbit/s PCM.
Finally the CCITT have drafted a recommendation for a standard 
32 Kbit/s ADPCM for the conversion of a 64 Kbit/s log PCM channels 
to and from a 32 Kbit/s channeIs(6 5)• This algorithm is very similar 
to the ATT algorithm. The performance of this codec is also comparable 
to that of the standard 64. Kbit/s PCM.
3-4-4 Remarks- on recent -ADPCM schemes
Amongst the various ADPCM coding schemes discussed above, it 
looks like SD-ADPCM is the most attractive 32 Kbit/s encoding technique. 
This scheme can provide toll quality speech comparable to the standard 
64 Kbit/s PCM, together with voice-band data handling up to 4*8 Kbit/s, 
at the expense of little increase in codec complexity.
The main features of recent SD-ADPCM algorithms are the use of 
simple adaptation scheme for the quantizer, based on the robust adaptive 
quantizer scheme. They also use the steepest descent method to update the 
predictor coefficients, which are simpler than other similar methods. 
Although most of them use 6th order all-zero adaptive predictors, they 
differ in the order and structure of the all-pole adaptive predictor, 
which emphasizes the fact that using fully adaptive predictors provides 
the best overall performance, also the performance of ADPCM codecs for 
data transmission has been improved as shown in figure 3*39 •
3-5 Comments on first generation coding techniques
Two coding techniques of the first generation have received more 
attention in the last decade, namely CVSDM and SD-ADPCM. Simplicity of 
implementation together with good speech quality and robustness to 
transmission error, rendered CVSDM the first codec to be used in 
satellite business systems (SBS). It is also in planning stage for 
Mercury private network in the U.K. The large number of CVSDM codecs
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produced. for commercial and experimental purposes together with 
a great deal study which was carried out to improve their performance 
reflects the importance of this kind of coding technique.
SD-ADPCM is a promising coding technique in terms of speech quality 
and compatibility with existing digital terrestrial networks. It offers 
considerably better performance than other first generation coders.
This coding technique has a modest hardware complexity. ADPCM codecs 
have been produced commercially, such as the 60 channel converter(63)•
In addition to a large number that have been produced for experimental 
purposes, the technique will soon he adopted internationally as the 
standard 32 Kbit/s coding technique.
It is worth mentioning that NIC PCM codecs were of some interest 
a few years ago. It has also been produced commercially in 1981 for 
satellite applications. Good speech quality of 30 dB s/Nq has been 
reported. It has a modest complexity in hardware, but a large processing 
delay.
Channel bit error rate (BER)
Fig» 3-39 4*8 Kbit/s modem bit error rate as a function of injected 
digital error rate for different S/N of input signal(54)«
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Finally objective SNR measurements as a function of input signal 
level and as a function of HER, together with subjective test results 
for 64 Kbit/s PCM, 32 Kbit/s CVSDM and 34*66 Kbit/s NIC PCM are shown 
in figures 3*40>42 enable comparative performance assessment.
84 Kb/s PCM
32 Kb/s ADPCM' 
32 Kb/s CVSD
34.66 Kb/s NIC
(4 Tone Signal Input)
 1______ i_____
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10
Input Signal Level (dBmO)
Fig. 3*40 Objective SNR as a function of input signal level
Bit Error Rate
Fig. 3*41 Comparisons of objective measurements, SNR as a function 
of EER.
Also the results of mean opinion score(MOS) as a function of bit 
error rate(BER) for APC, ADPCM,ADM and SBC-ADPCM operating at 32 Kbit/s 
and 16 Kbit/s are shown in figures 3*43»44 respectively.
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F i g .
F i g .
F i g .
Bit Error Rate . . .
3*42 Comparison of subjective measurement as a function of BER
ADPCM
APC
SBC-ADPCM 
ADM
3*43 MOS as a function of BER for 32 Kbit/s codecs.
MOS
3 ■
2 .
v —i----------- j-------------- 1------------- j-----------—,----------------
ERROR RANDOM BURST RANDOM BURST
Pe=0 Pe=10~3 Pe=10~3 Pe=10~2 Pe=”2 
3.44 NOS as a function of BER for 16 Kbit/s codecs.
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CHAPTER 4 
SUBJECTIVE TESTING METHODS
" How does it sound ? " This is a fundamental question for evaluating 
the speech quality performance of a system. Also, <; experience has shown 
that complete assessment of speech codecs must necessarily he made using 
subjective tests with real speech inputs (l)l*
The speech quality of codecs can he judged by human subjects using 
different subjective testing methods. Some of these methods will be reviewed, 
and outlined for the methods selected for the purpose of evaluating the 
performance of 32 Kbit/s CVSDM and ADPCM codecs under study.
4*2 Classification of subjective testing methods
Economical design, planning and performance improvement are objectives 
of all subjective testing methods.
A large number of subjective testing methods have been used to evaluate 
the performance of speech communication systems, and can be classified 
according to the use of the subjective testing methods, and the subjective 
techniques.
4*3 The use of subjective testing methods
Various subjective methods have different uses for each application 
involved, such as, transmission performance rating method using reference 
or standard links, performance assessment method to qualify and quantify 
the performance of speech links, systems or parts of them, users evaluation 
methods that are used to measure directly the opinions of the actual 
telephone users regarding the quality of telephone services, threshold 
measurements which are involved in the determination of the threshold of 
various criteria (e.g audibility and detectibility) of many kinds of 
non—speech phenomena that occur over telephone connections such as, noise.
4* 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
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The use of subjective testing methods in order to find equivalent 
noise to other unknown degradations has become increasingly important 
in recent years, especially for those systems whose subjective effects 
are not well known. These include :the many experimental speech coding 
techniques (e.g CVSDM, ADPCM and PCM). Thus it has been found convenient 
to express them in terms of equivalent noise or equivalent signal to noise 
ratio. large amounts of data on the effects of conventional noise, e.g 
white noise, on system performance are available. There are some cases 
where specific parts of national or international telephone networks are 
already allocated a fixed amount of noise by the CCIR or CCITT. Thus the 
introduction of a new voice coding system in these portions must not affect 
the performance dictated by the original noise stipulation. Therefore 
this kind of subjective testing method is preferred to others, in which 
it plays an important role in the determination of the suitability of the 
new coding systems. It should be mentioned that the studies of quantisation 
distortion in PCM systems have assisted in planning and estimating of 
users satisfaction in telephone network containing PCM links (3).
The * equivalent noise measurement ' concept can also be applied 
using other kinds of noise, such as the modulated noise which produces 
a reference noise that is similar in nature to the degradation encountred 
in PCM and other digitally produced systems (i.e noise correlated to 
the signal) such as the modulated noise reference unit (M.N.R.U.) which 
has been developed by the UKPO (4>5) for PCM performance studies. The 
use of the modulated noise reference for the assessment of performance 
has increased for the assessment of speech coding systems employing digital 
processing.
The use of modulated noise in such cases is thought to improve the
consistency of the subjective comparisons because it is easier and less 
confusing for the subjects to compare similar degradations than totally 
different ones (6). This leads to more accurate results. Also white noise
d e l a y , . e t c .  and e q u iv a l e n t  n o is e  m easu rem en t m e th o d s .
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c a n  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  m o d u l a t e d  n o i s e  i f  r e q u i r e d  f o r  s o m e  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s ,  
u s i n g  a v a i l a b l e  e m p e r i c a l  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  ( 5 ) *
4 * 4  S u b j e c t i v e  t e c h n i q u e s
T h r e e  s u b j e c t i v e  t e c h n i q u e s  a r e  u s e d *  T a l k i n g  t e s t s ,  l i s t e n i n g  
t e s t s  a n d  c o n v e r s a t i o n  t e s t s .  . A  b r i e f  e x p l a n a t i o n  o f  t h e s e  m e t h o d s  
w i l l  f o l l o w :
4*4.1 Talking tests
T a l k i n g  t e s t s  a r e  u s e d  f o r  t h e  a s s e s s m e n t s  o r  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  
t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  f a c t o r s  t h a t  c a u s e  d i f f i c u l t y  i n  t a l k i n g  o v e r  a  t e l e p h o n e  
l i n k  s u c h  a s  e c h o  a n d  s i d e  t o n e  l e v e l .  A l s o  t o  s t u d y  t h e  r e a c t i o n s  o f  
t a l k e r s  t o w a r d s  v a r i o u s  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  l i n k .
I n  t h e s e  t e s t s  t h e  s u b j e c t s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  t a l k  o r  r e a d  i n t o  
t h e  t e l e p h o n e  h a n d s e t *  T h e y  a r e  m a i n l y  u s e d  f o r  j u d g e m e n t s  o n  t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  
o f  t a l k i n g  w i t h  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  s u c h  d e g r a d a t i o n  o v e r  t h e  l i n k -  t o  
i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  s i d e  t o n e  a n d  e c h o  l e v e l  a n d  d e l a y  o n  t h e  
s p e e c h  l e v e l  d u r i n g  t a l k i n g  p e r i o d s *  C a t e g o r y  s c a l e s  a n d  s p e e c h  l e v e l  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a m o n g s t  o t h e r  m e t h o d s  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  f o r  s u c h  t a l k i n g  t e s t s .
4 * 4 * 2  L i s t e n i n g  t e s t s
L i s t e n i n g  t e s t s  a r e  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  a s s e s s i n g  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  f a c t o r s  
t h a t  c a u s e  d i f f i c u l t y  i n  l i s t e n i n g  s u c h  a s  n o i s e  a n d  v a r i o u s  d i s t o r t i o n s .  
T h e s e  f a c t o r s  a f f e c t  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  s p e e c h  l i n k s ,  a n d  t h e  s p e e c h  
q u a l i t y  o f  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  c o n d u c t e d  o v e r  t h e m .  T h u s  a  l a r g e  r a n g e  o f  
s u b j e c t i v e  a s s e s s m e n t s  a r e  p e r f o r m e d  u s i n g  s u c h  t e s t s ,  w h i c h  a r e  e a s i e r  
t h a n  o t h e r  t e c h n i q u e s  t o  s e t - u p  a n d  t o  s t a n d a r d i z e .  T h e y  a r e  s u i t a b l e  
t o  e v a l u a t e  t h e  c o d e c  p e r f o r m a n c e  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  n o i s e  a n d  o t h e r  d i s t o r t i o n s  
c a u s e d  b y  s u c h  c o d e c s .  I n  o n e  w a y  c h a n n e l s ,  a  t a p e  r e c o r d i n g  c a n  b e  
u s e d  i n s t e a d  o f  a c t u a l  t a l k e r s  t o  p r o v i d e  t h e  s p e e c h  m a t e r i a l  a t  t h e  
s e n d  e n d  o f  t h e  s p e e c h  l i n k  u n d e r  t e s t .  T h i s  s a v e s  e f f o r t  a n d  i n v e s t m e n t  
a n d  p r o v i d e s  b e t t e r  c o n t r o l  o f  t h e  s p e e c h  l e v e l .
S e v e r a l  m e t h o d s  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  f o r  l i s t e n i n g  s u b j e c t i v e  t e s t i n g
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m e t h o d s  s u c h  a s  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s ,  i m m e d i a t e  a p p r e c i a t i o n  t e s t s ,  o p i n i o n  
s c a l e  t e s t s ,  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  t e s t s ,  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  r a n k i n g  t e s t s ,  Y o u d e n  
s q u a r e  r a n k  o r d e r i n g  t e s t s  a n d  q u a n t a l  r e s p o n s e  t h r e s h o l d  t e s t s .  A b r i e f  
d i s c u s s i o n  f o r  e a c h  m e t h o d  f o l l o w s :
A r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s  a r e  p e r f o r m e d  b y  r e a d i n g  s t a n d a r d i z e d  s o u n d s  
o r  s p e e c h  m a t e r i a l  o v e r  t h e  s p e e c h  s y s t e m  u n d e r  t e s t .  The  p e r c e n t a g e  
o f  t h e  m a t e r i a l  r e c o g n i z e d ,  c o r r e c t l y  b y  a  g r o u p  o f  l i s t e n e r s  i s  a  m e a s u r e  
o f  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t h a t  r e f l e c t s  t h e  s p e e c h  q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  u n d e r  
t e s t  ( 1 , 6 ) .  V a r i o u s  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s  d i f f e r  i n  t h e  k i n d  o f  s p e e c h  
m a t e r i a l  u s e d  s u c h  a s  n o n '  s e n s e  s y l l a b l e s  /  l o g a t o m s  s o u n d s )  w o r d s  o r  
s e n t e n c e s .
A l t h o u g h  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s  h a v e  t h e  a d v a n t a g e  o f  c o n s i d e r i n g  
m a n y  f a c t o r s  a t  o n c e  s u c h  a s  c i r c u i t  n o i s e ,  r o o m  n o i s e  a n d  c i r c u i t  
d i s t o r t i o n s j t h e y  h a v e  n o t  b e e n  u s e d  e x t e n s i v e l y  i n  m o d e r n  t e s t s  o f  t h e  
r a n g e  o f  q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  e x i s t i n g  n e t w o r k s ^ w h i c h  a r e  b e t t e r  t h a n  t h e  
q u a l i t y  r a n g e  f o r  w h i c h  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s  a r e  b e s t  s u i t e d .
I m m e d i a t e  a p p r e c i a t i o n  t e s t s  h a v e  t h e  s a m e  s t r u c t u r e  a s  a r t i c u l a t i o n  
t e s t s  f ( l ) ,  w h e r e  a  n u m b e r  o f  s e n t e n c e s ,  u n r e l a t e d  i n  m e a n i n g  a r e  r e a d ,  
a n d  t h e  l i s t e n e r  s u b j e c t  i s  r e q u i r e d  f o r  e a c h  t o  i n d i c a t e  w h e t h e r  h e  
u n d e r s t o o d  t h e  m e a n i n g  o f  t h e  s e n t e n c e  w i t h o u t  r e a s o n a b l e  e f f o r t  ( 7 ) *
T h i s  k i n d  o f  t e s t  d i f f e r s  f r o m  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s  i n  t h a t  i t  a l s o  c o n s i d e r s  
t h e  e f f o r t  n e e d e d . .  I m m e d i a t e  a p p r e c i a t i o n  t e s t s  s u f f e r  f r o m  p o o r  : 
s e n s i t i v i t y  i n  t h e  r a n g e  o f  q u a l i t y  o f  e x i s t i n g  t e l e p h o n e  n e t w o r k s .
O p i n i o n  s c a l e  l i s t e n i n g  t e s t  m e t h o d s  a r e  w i d e l y  u s e d .  I t  i s  a  
d e s c r i p t i v e  s c a l e  m e t h o d  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  a  l i m i t e d  n u m b e r  o f  d i s c r e t e  
a s c e n d i n g  o r  d e s c e n d i n g  s t e p s ,  w h i c h  a r e  u s u a l l y  a s s i g n e d  n u m e r i c a l  
v a l u e s  t o  f a c i l i t a t e  t h e  s c o r e  c a l c u l a t i o n  t o  q u a n t i f y  t h e  m e a s u r e d  
c r i t e r i o n ’,  s u c h  a s  t h e  m e a n  o p i n i o n  s c o r e s  ( M . O . S . )  t h a t  e x p r e s s  t h e  
o p i n i o n  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w/tk o n e  p a r a m e t e r .  R a n d o m i s e d  s p e e c h  m a t e r i a l  o f  
c o n s t a n t  l e v e l  i s  u s e d  i n  m o s t  t e s t s  o f  t h i s  k i n d .  A l s o  n o n  - s p e e c h  
m a t e r i a l  i s  u s e d  f o r  t h e  a s s e s s m e n t  o f  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  n o i s e  i n  t h e  a b s e n c e
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The s u b j e c t  t a s k  i n  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  l i s t e n i n g  t e s t s  i s  t o  l i s t e n  
t o  t w o  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s  a t  a  t i m e ,  c o m p a r e  t h e m  a c c o r d i n g  t o  a  c e r t a i n  
p r e d e f i n e d  c r i t e r i o n  a n d  t o  m a k e  a  d e c i s i o n  o f  q u a n t a l  r e s p o n s e  f o r m  
a s  t o  w h i c h  o n e  s a t i s f i e s  t h a t  c r i t e r i o n  m o r e .  T he  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s  c o u l d  
b e  i m p a i r e d  s p e e c h  o r  n o i s e .
T h e s e  k i n d s  o f  t e s t  a r e  u s e d  f o r  d i r e c t  e q u i v a l e n t  d e g r a d a t i o n  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a n d  i n  r a n k  o r d e r i n g  a n d  s c a l i n g  o f  a  n u m b e r  o f  t e s t  
c o n d i t i o n s .
I n  d i r e c t  e q u i v a l e n t  d e g r a d a t i o n  m e a s u r e m e n t s ,  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  
m u s t  b e  f o u n d  b e t w e e n  s y s t e m s  u n d e r  t e s t  a n d  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  b y  d i r e c t  
b a l a n c i n g .  T h i s  k i n d  o f  t e s t s  a r e  s o m e t i m e s  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  i s o p r e f e r e n c e  
m e t h o d s  w h e n  t h e  c o m p a r i s o n s  a r e  b a s e d  o n  p r e f e r e n c e  ( 8 ) .
Two k i n d s  o f  i s o p r e f e r e n c e  m e t h o d s  a r e  i n  u s e :  A d j u s t m e n t  m e t h o d s  
a n d  P r e f e r e n c e  m e t h o d s .  I n  b o t h  c a s e s  t h e  s u b j e c t s  t a s k  i s  t o  l i s t e n  
t o  t w o  s p e e c h  p a t h s ,  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  s y s t e m  a n d  t h e  s y s t e m  u n d e r  t e s t ,  
w h e r e  o n e  o f  t h e m  h a s  v a r i a b l e  f e a t u r e s  i n  o r d e r  t o  f i n d  a n  e q u i v a l e n c e  
b e t w e e n  t h e m .  T h i s  e q u i v a l e n c e  c a n  h e  p e r f o r m e d  d i r e c t l y  w i t h  e a c h  
s u b j e c t  b y  a d j u s t i n g  t h e  v a r i a b l e  f e a t u r e  u n t i l  b o t h  s y s t e m s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  
a s  e q u a l l y  p r e f e r a b l e .  On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d  i n  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  p r e f e r e n c e  
t e s t s  t h e  v a r i a b l e  f e a t u r e  i s  s e t  b y  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t e r  t o  a  n u m b e r  o f  
p r e d e t e r m i n e d  v a l u e s  a n d  i n  e a c h  c a s e  t h e  s u b j e c t  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  d e c i d e  
w h i c h  o f  t h e  t w o  s y s t e m s  h e  p r e f e r s .  The e q u i v a l e n c e  i n  t h i s  c a s e  c a n  
h e  f o u n d  b y  c a l c u l a t i o n s  o r  g r a p h i c a l l y  f o r  t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  v a r i a b l e  
f e a t u r e  t h a t  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  50$  p r e f e r e n c e ,  o r  u s i n g  m a t h e m a t i c a l  m e a n s  
s u c h  a s  t h e  p r o b i t  a n a l y s i s ( C H - S ,  rep  J f )
Pair comparison tests can also be used for ranking a number of 
test conditions. In this case the possible pairs of the test conditions 
involved is presented to the subjects in order to indicate which of the 
pair of test conditions he prefers (9)* The order of presentation of 
the pairs should be randomised (10) to avoid any undesirable bias.
o f  s p e e c h .
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R e c e n t l y  Y o u d e n  s q u a r e  r a n k  o r d e r i n g  t e s t i n g  m e t h o d  h a s  b e e n  
i n t r o d u c e d  f o r  t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n  a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  a s  a  m e a n s  o f  e v a l u a t i n g  
e q u i v a l e n t  n o i s e .  T h i s  m e t h o d  i s  s i m i l a r  i n  b a s i c  p r i n c i p l e  t o  t h e  p a i r  
c o m p a r i s o n  r a n k i n g  m e t h o d .  T h e  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  g r o u p s  
o f  t h r e e  o r  m o r e  i n s t e a d  o f  p a i r s ,  a s  i n  t h e  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  r a n k i n g  
m e t h o d .  H ie  s u b j e c t  t a s k  i s  t o  l i s t e n  t o  e a c h  s e t  t v / i c e  i n  o r d e r  t o  
c o n f i r m  h i s  r a n k i n g  a n d  t o  m a k e  a  r a n k i n g  f o r  e a c h  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n .  The 
f i n a l  o b j e c t i v e  o f  t h i s  t e s t i n g  m e t h o d  i s  t o  f i n d  e q u i v a l e n t  n o i s e  
v a l u e s  f o r  so m e  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s .
Y o u d e n  s q u a r e  r a n k i n g  m e t h o d  r e q u i r e s  l e s s  c o m p a r i s o n s  a n d  
c o n s e q u e n t l y  l e s s  t i m e .  B u t  i t  n e e d s  t o  c o m p a r e  t h e  r a n k i n g  o f  m o r e  
t h a n  tv io  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s  a t  a  t i m e ,  w h i c h  c a n  b e  d i f f i c u l t  a n d  c o n f u s i n g .
F i n a l l y  i n  q u a n t a l  r e s p o n s e  t h r e s h o l d  t e s t  ( 2 ) ,  t h e  s u b j e c t  l i s t e n s  
t o  o n e  t e s t  c o n d i t i o n  a t  a  t i m e  a n d  i n  e a c h  c a s e  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  g i v e  
a  q u a n t a l  r e s p o n s e .  The t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  t h i s  c a s e  i s  a n y  p a r a m e t e r  
w h o s e  t h r e s h o l d  i s  t o  h e  f o u n d .  A n a l y s i s  m e t h o d s  a n d  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  o f  
t h r e s h o l d s  a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  f o r  t h e  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  p r e f e r e n c e  t e s t s .
4»4*3 Conversation tests
I n  c o n v e r s a t i o n  t e s t s  a  c o m p l e t e  t w o  w a y  t e l e p h o n e  l i n k  i s  a s s e s s e d  
b y  a l l o w i n g  t h e  s u b j e c t s  t o  p e r f o r m  a  c o n v e r s a t i o n  t a s k .  T h e i r  o p i n i o n s  
r e g a r d i n g  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  t h e  l i n k  u s i n g  a  c a t e g o r y  j u d g e m e n t  s c a l e  
a r e  r e q u i r e d .  T h i s  t e s t i n g  m e t h o d  i s  m o r e  r e l i a b l e  f o r  o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  
a s s e s s m e n t  a n d  u s e r  s a t i s f a c t i o n  e s t i m a t i o n .  H o v / e v e r ,  t h i s  k i n d  o f  t e s t  
i s  l a b o r i o u s ,  t i m e  c o n s u m i n g  a n d  c o s t l y  a n d  c a r e  s h o u l d  b e  m a d e  t o  m o n i t o r  
a n d  c o n t r o l  t h e  s p e e c h  l e v e l s  o f  t h e  p a r t i c i p a n t s ,  w h i c h  i s  m o r e  d i f f i c u l t  
t h a n  f o r  o n e  w a y  t e s t i n g  m e t h o d s .  T h u s  u n t i l  r e c e n t l y  t h e  c o n v e r s a t i o n  
t e s t s  h a v e  n o t  n o r m a l l y  b e e n  u s e d .
I n f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  a  c o n v e r s a t i o n  t e s t s  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  s t u d y i n g  
t h e  c o n d u c t  o f  t h e  c o n v e r s a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  s u b j e c t s  s u c h  a s  r e p i t i t i o n
V a r io u s  m ethods o f  a n a ly s i n g  th e  r e s u l t s  o f  su ch  t e s t s  e x i s t .
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r a t e  a n d  m e s s a g e  r a t e  e f f i c i e n c y  m e t h o d s  o r  h y  i n t e r r o g a t i n g  t h e  s u b j e c t s  
a s  i n  c a t e g o r y  j u d g e m e n t  o r  o p i n i o n  r a t i n g  m e t h o d s .
R e p i t i t i o n  r a t e  m e t h o d  i n v o l v e s  c o u n t i n g  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  t i m e s  a n y  
o f  t h e  t w o  p a r t i c i p a n t s  i n  a  t e l e p h o n e  c o n v e r s a t i o n '  r e q u e s t  a  r e p e t i t i o n  
f r o m  h i s  p a r t n e r  o f  m a t e r i a l  n o t  u n d e r s t o o d  d u r i n g  t h e  c o n v e r s a t i o n .
T h e  n u m b e r  o f  s u c h  r e q u e s t s  p e r  u n i t  o f  t i m e  ( u s u a l l y  1 0 0  s e c o n d s )  i s  
r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  r e p i t i t i o n  r a t e ,  a n d  i s  t a k e n  a s  a  m e a s u r e  o f  t r a n s m i s s i o n  
q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  t e l e p h o n e  l i n k .  T h i s  m e t h o d  i s  n o t  s e n s i t i v e  f o r  g o o d  
q u a l i t y  l i n k s  w h e n  r e p i t i t i o n  r a t e s  a r e  v e r y  s m a l l .
The t a s k  o f  s u b j e c t s  i n  a  m e s s a g e  r a t e  e f f i c i e n c y  t e s t  i s  t o  
e x c h a n g e  so m e  i n f o r m a t i o n .  T he  r a t i o  o f  t h e  t i m e  r e q u i r e d  b y  t h e  s u b j e c t s  
t o  c o m p l e t e  t h e  t a s k  o v e r  a  l i n k  t o  b e  e v a l u a t e d ,  t o  t h e  t i m e  r e q u i r e d  
f o r  a  h i g h  q u a l i t y  l i n k  i s  u s e d  i n  t h e  m e s s a g e  r a t e  e f f i c i e n c y .  T h i s  
m e t h o d  s u f f e r s  f r o m  l a c k  o f  s e n s i t i v i t y  w h e n  t h e  t e l e p h o n e  l i n k  t o  b e  
e v a l u a t e d  a r e  o f  g o o d  q u a l i t y .
I n  o p i n i o n  r a t i n g  m e t h o d  t h e  s u b j e c t s  a r e  u s u a l l y  a s k e d  t o  r a t e  
t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  t h e  l i n k  t h e y  h a v e  s p o k e n  o v e r ,  u s i n g  a  c a t e g o r y  
s c a l e  b a s e d  o n  s o m e  k i n d  o f  c r i t e r i o n  s u c h  a s  q u a l i t y  s c a l e  ( e x c e l l e n t ,  
g o o d ,  f a i r ,  p o o r ,  b a d ) ,  w h i c h  i s  t h e  m o s t  c o m m o n l y  u s e d .  A l s o  o t h e r  
q u e s t i o n s  m a y  b e  a s k e d  t o  p r o b e  t h e  c o n v e r s a t i o n  d i f f i c u l t i e s .  U n t r a i n e d  
s u b j e c t s  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  p o p u l a t i o n  o f  t e l e p h o n e  u s e r s  m u s t  b e  u s e d .
T he  r e s u l t s  o f  t e s t s  a r e  e x p r e s s e d  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  m e a n  o p i n i o n  s c o r e s .
4 * 5  t y p e  o f  p a r t i c i p a n t s
T h r e e  k i n d s  o f  p a r t i c i p a n t s  a r e  u s e d  i n  s u b j e c t i v e  t e s t s :  t r a i n e d  
s u b j e c t s ,  u n t r a i n e d  s u b j e c t s  a n d  o r d i n a r y  t e l e p h o n e  u s e r s  ( 2 ) .
T r a i n e d  s u b j e c t s  a r e  u s e d  i n  t e s t s  t h a t  a r e  m a i n l y  r e l a t e d  w i t h  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  c a p a c i t y  o f  s p e e c h  l i n k s ,  s u c h  a s  
i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y  o r  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t e s t s  o r  i n  som e t e s t s  t h a t  r e q u i r e  
a c c u r a t e  b a l a n c i n g  s u c h  a s  l o u d n e s s  r a t i n g  ( 2 ) .  W h i l s t  u n t r a i n e d  
s u b j e c t s  a r e  e m p l o y e d  i n  t e s t s  w h e r e  i t  i s  d e s i r e d  t o  g e n e r a l i z e  t h e
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results to be expected from the general population about links or 
systems under test. Also they are used in such cases to avoid any bias 
in the results. Untrained subjects are easily bored and lose interest 
quickly in their task, and are sometimes careless. Therefore an effort 
must he made to emphasize their responsibility towards their task.
A statistical analysis must he performed on the subjective results to 
indicate significance•
In general a sample of subjects must cover all aspects such as 
age, sex, occupations.
4.6 Other considerations on the subjective tests
There are many consideratios that might affect the results of 
a subjective test, such as the test duration which must he limited to 
avoid any fatique that might occur, the number and type of sentences, 
processing methods of the speech material and the talkers used. 
Differences are also to be expected according to the language. For the 
majority of tests, the English language is used; however, in some tests 
Italian, French, Norwegian and Japanese languages have been used.
4*7 The choice of subjective testing techniques for the assessment 
and comparison of OVSDM and ADPCM codecs.
The main objective of this work was to assess the speech quality 
of two 32 Kbit/s coding techniques, namely CVSDM and ADPCM codecs.
This has been carried out by ranking of some commercially available 
CVSDM codecs in order to select a short-list of this kind of codec , 
then the * performance of both kinds of codec, has been compared.
The evidence presented in the literature comes from listening tests, 
where the degradations introduced by the coding systems are factors 
that cause difficulty in listening such as quantizing noise and various 
distortions. Also it is much easier to set-up and to standardize, 
resulting in a great saving in effort and investment. In addition it 
gives a better control of speech level providing that the tape recording
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h a v e  b e e n  p r e p a r e d  p r o p e r l y .
T h e f j  a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  r a n k i n g  t e s t i n g  m e t h o d  w a s  c h o s e n  t o  s e l e c t  s o m e  
the
o f ^ c o m m e r c i a l l y  a v a i l a b l e  CVSDM c o d e c s  t o  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  
o f  t h i s  k i n d  o f  c o d i n g  t e c h n i q u e s .  A l s o  p a i r  c o m p a r i s o n  p r e f e r e n c e  t e s t  
m e t h o d  w a s  t h o u g h t  t o  b e  s u i t a b l e  a n d  c o n v e n i e n t  t o  a s s e s s  t h e  s p e e c h
q u a l i t y  o f  b o t h  k i n d s  o f  c o d e c s  u n d e r  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  , b y  c o n s i d e r i n g
t h e  n o i s e  a n d  v a r i o u s  d i s t . o r t i o n s  c a u s e d  b y  t h e s e  s y s t e m s .  M o d u l a t e d  
n o i s e  r e f e r e n c e  u n i t  ( M . N . R . U )  w a s  u s e d  t o  p r o d u c e  a  r e f e r e n c e  s i g n a l  
t o  n o i s e  r a t i o  t h a t  w i l l  b e  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h e  c o d e c s  u n d e r  t e s t  i n  o r d e r  
t o  a s s e s s  t h e i r  s p e e c h  q u a l i t y .  H ie  MNRU u n i t  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  . t h e  I R S  
( I n t e r m e d i a t e  R e f e r e n c e  S y s t e m )  s y s t e m  a r e  e x p l a i n e d  i n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n s .
O r d i n a r y  t e l e p h o n e  u s e r s  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  a s  s u b j e c t s .  T h e y  w e r e  
s e l e c t e d  f r o m  e m p l o y e e s  o f  v a r i o u s  j o b s ,  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s ,  s e x  a n d  a g e  
g r o u p s .  A l s o  r e c o r d e d  s p e e c h  m a t e r i a l  o f  m a l e  a n d  f e m a l e  t a l k e r s  i n  the
E n g l i s h  l a n g u a g e  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d .
4*8 The Modulated Noise Reference Unit (M.N.R.U)
The MNRU i s  a  d e v i c e  w h i c h  h a s  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  b y  t h e  B r i t i s h  p o s t  
o f f i c e  f o r  u s e  i n  s u b j e c t i v e  e v a l u a t i o n  s t u d i e s  o f  PCM t e l e p h o n e  l i n k s .
Hie device introduces a noise of level proportional to the signal itself. 
This noise produces distortion which is subjectively similar to that 
of PCM systems (4,11).
A s i m p l i f i e d  b l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  t h e  MNRU i s  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  4 . 1 .
T h e  s p e e c h  i n p u t  s i g n a l s  a r e  s p l i t  b e t w e e n  t w o  p a t h s  a  '  s i g n a l  p a t h  ' 
a n d  a  ' m o d u l a t e d  n o i s e  p a t h ' .  T he  s i g n a l  p a t h  p a s s e s  t h e  s p e e c h  t o  t h e  
o u t p u t  w i t h o u t  d i s t o r t i o n ,  w h i l s t  t h e  o t h e r  p a s s e s  t h r o u g h  a  b a l a n c e d  
m o d u l a t o r  i n  w h i c h  a n  i n j e c t e d  w h i t e  n o i s e  a c t s  a s  a  c a r r i e r .  T h e  o u t p u t  
o f  t h e  m o d u l a t o r  c o n s i s t s  o f  n o i s e  a m p l i t u d e  m o d u l a t e d  b y  t h e  s p e e c h  
w a v e f o r m .  The  t w o  o u t p u t s  a r e  t h e n  c o m b i n e d  a n d  f e d  t h r o u g h  a  l o w  p a s s  
f i l t e r  i n  o r d e r  t o  p r o d u c e  a  d i s t o r t e d  s i g n a l .
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The proportion of the modulated noise that is combined with the 
original signal is controlled by an attenuator in the noise path, thus 
adjusting the ratio of the power of the signal to that of the modulated 
noise. When this ratio is expressed in dB, it is termed the Q value of 
the setting of the MNRU ( 3). The Q. -factor will be discussed in chapter 5
The M R U  will be used in this work to compare the quality of the 
codecs under test.
Input 
o — . *> >
$ ■ Signal Path
Modulated Noise Path
W -
Slicer
5°\>—
S2
- V
0 >
Output
3.5 KHz
N o i s e
Generator
Fig 4 .1 Simplified Block Diagram of M.N.R.U Equipment.
—o
4*9 Intermediate Reference System (I.R.S)
This is a reference speech link developed by the British post office, 
used to define loudness ratings, and for use in conversation subjective 
tests (12). Loudness ratings thus measured are equivalent to Reference 
Equivalent, but the use of the IRS will enable more exact cumulation 
of send and receive end values.
The IRS is a two - way system which allows conversation tests to 
be performed. It also allowTs various degradations such as noise and
- 1 0 9 -
a t t e n u a t i o n  o c c u r i n g  i n  a  r e a l  t e l e p h o n e  c o n n e c t i o n  t o  h e  r e p r e s e n t e d *  
F i g u r e  4 - 2  s h o w s  a  s i m p l i f i e d  b l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  t h e  IR S *
I n  o u r  a p p l i c a t i o n  t h e  I R S  w a s  u s e d  t o  p r o v i d e  a  l i s t e n i n g  m e a n  
l e v e l  w i t h  0  d B  r e c e i v e  l o u d n e s s  r a t i n g  ( R L R ) ,  w h i c h  h a s  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  
t h e  s a m e  r e c e i v e  r e f e r e n c e  e q u i v a l e n t  (R R E )  o f  0  d B  f o r  t h e  e q u i p m e n t  
s u p p l i e d  t o  u s  b y  t h e  UKPO ( 1 2 ) *
The a b s o l u t e  v a l u e s  o f ’ s e n s i t i v i t y  a r e  c h o s e n  i n  s u c h  a  m a n n e r  t h a t  
s e n d  a n d  r e c e i v e  r a t i n g s  w i t h  t h i s  s y s t e m  a r e  i n  v e r y  g o o d  a g r e e m e n t  
w i t h  s e n d  r e f e r e n c e  e q u i v a l e n t  ( S E E )  a n d  r e c e i v e  r e f e r e n c e  e q u i v a l e n t  
( R R E ) .
T he  0  dB  RRE i s  r e q u i r e d  b y  t h e  h y p o t h e t i c a l  r e f e r e n c e  c o n n e c t i o n ,  
a n d  t h u s  a l l o w s  u s  t o  s e t - u p  t h e  r e q u i r e d  l e v e l s  i n  a n  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  
s p e e c h  c o n n e c t i o n .
F ig  4*2 B lock  D iagram  o f  t h e  IRS E quipm ent
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUBJECTIVE TESTS ON CVSDM CODECS 
5*1 Introduction
As. discussed in chapter 3 one candidate voice coding scheme for 
satellite communications is CVSDM; this has major advantages in its 
simplicity and hence cheapness* However there are potential problem 
areas, particularly concerned with subjective quality of speech that 
can be obtained from these codecs operated at 32 Kbit/s. Is it 
commercial quality ? Would the employment of such codecs allow for 
other than point-to-point satellite link implementation ?
In order to provide answer to these questions and to investigate 
the practical applicability of 32 Kbit/s CVSDM it was decided to 
perform a series of experiments for the objective and subjective, on 
a range of commercially available codecs. By taking a range which 
covered various implementations of the technique its general 
applicability could be determined.
A total of seven codecs were located which were available for 
the purpose of testing. The results of an initial and limited pair- 
oomparison test, which was performed on recordings made within the 
manufacturers premises are reported. The aim of this test was both 
to help in the selection of a short-list for more detailed tests 
and to give a wider appreciation of the range of qualities of both 
CVSDM and other codecs.
Also we report on the detailed and controlled laboratory tests 
which were performed on four codecs. These include both objective 
and subjective tests using pair-comparison method.s, with the aim 
of both rank-ordering the codecs in order of performance, and of 
determining an equivalent noise (Q - factor) for the subjective 
performance which could be used in systems planning.
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In order to make a provisional comparison of commercially
(rflC-PCM)
available CVSDM and VQLJicodecs, recordings were made at manufacturers* 
premises of various codecs under consideration* It must be emphasised 
that in these recordings it was impossible to ensure standardisation 
of levels etc. and thus the results must only be treated as provisional, 
the detailed and more exact results to follow from the full laboratory 
test. A pair-oompari son test was conducted with twenty subjects and 
the following eight conditions:
5*2 Preliminary pair-oomparison tests of codecs
Condition System Sampling rate Kbit/s
0 Original master tape used in recording
1 NOVACOM CVSDM 38.4
2 AYDIN CVSDM 32
3 AYDIN VQL 32
4 GTE lCVSDM 32
5 MARCONI (MSDS) CVSDM 32 .
6 MARCONI (MCSL ECW) CVSDM 32
7 DCC CVSDM 32
Table - 5*1
5*2.1 Description of test
The original tape consisted of a male and female talker but for 
the purposes of this test the male talker was selected as its clarity 
and speed were considered better than the female. The same sentence 
material was used for most of the systems, except where editing had 
to be performed to remove extraneous noise.
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Hie number of pairs needed for 8 conditions is given by?
, 8 , 8 X 7 X 6 !  r,. '(  ^ ) =s ——— r-—-■   = 2o pairsv 2 ' 21 (8-2)1
The order of presentation of the pairs is randomised to an optimum
ing given by Ross (l) as follows:
(0-1), (7-3), (6-4), (5-0), (2-D, (4-7), (5-6)
(0-2), (1-3), (7-5), (6-0), (3-2), (4-1), (6-7)
(0-3), (2-4), (1-5), O1r-
V -f (4-3), (5-2), (6-1)
(0-4), (3-5), (2-7), (4-5), (3-6), (2-7), (7-1)
The following was presented for each comparison condition,
1Announcement j Pause r . :.... iFirst group Pause Second group Pause of
of pair number i 1*5 sec of 4 j 3 sec of 4 5 sec*in
I sentences 1 sentences which a
1
1
. ........ 1
. . icondition 1
..... i
. condition 2 decision 
is made
The above was repeated for all pairs and the subjects asked to make 
a decision on the basis of quality of speech, clarity and pleasantness 
of listening*
The listening level was chosen in the middle of the usual range at 
-17 dBn at zero receive reference equivalent*
The subjects were selected to be a mixture of ages, sex and • 
occupation from around the University, as follows:
- 10 British male subjects
- 3 British female subjects
- 7 Overseas male subjects
Hie subjects listened to the pre-recorded tape through a telephone 
hand-set in a quiet room environment and scored the comparisons onto
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a prepared score sheet. The set-up was as follows;
Fig.. 5.1 Experimental Set-Up
5*2.2 Results of pair comparison tests
The mean opinion scores from the pair comparison tests are shown 
in Tables 5*2 and 3*. A summary of the results is presented in figure 
5*2 • The Aydin VQL system appears the best system with the group of 
four, GTE, Marconi (MSDS), Marconi.(MCSL) and DOG being indistinguishable 
in second place.. The Aydin CVSDM and surprisingly the Novacom CVSDM 
(with a sampling rate of 38.4 KHz) had performances well below the 
others. The spread of performance between U.K. and overseas subjects 
was particularly marked in the GTE and DCC CVSDM codecs.
5*2.3 Statistical analysis of results
In comparison tests of the type conducted it is important to 
analyse the results on a statistical basis in order to determine 
whether they are significant.
Here we perform three types of statistical analysis:
(i) Coeffioient of consistency (V )
Used to determine the consistance of each subject in his 
judgement throughout the test.
(ii) Coeffioient of agreement ( V )
Used to check the agreement between subjects judgements.
(iii) Standard deviation of ranks
Used to check the significance between any two ranks and 
so determine whether the order of ranks is significant or 
that they could have occurred by chance.
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R a n k in g s  f o r  e a c h  s u b j e c t : ( c o n d i t i o n s  g i v e n  i n  T a b le  , 5 * 1 )
S ub jec t s ""'N\ S y s t e m
Subjectftfcv^.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 6 1 1 5 5 6 3 1
a> 2 4 1 0 4 4 5 3 7r—1X3
E 3 5 1 3 6 7 2 3 1
4 6 2 3 5 3 3 4 2
O0)•r» 5 7 ‘ 2 0 5 3 6 3 2ja
3ui 6 6 3 4 3 5 2 1 4
JCCO 7 5 2 0 . 6 4 3 4 4•r4->•r* 8 5 1 2 • 5 5 4 4 2S-CQ 9 5 1 1 6 4 3 3 5
10 4 2 1 5 5 4 3 4
B
ri
ti
sh
 
.. 
su
bj
ec
t 
(f
em
al
e) 1 1 7 1 1 5 3 3 5 3
12 5 2 0 5 3 4 • 6 3
13 6 3 3 5 3 2 5 1
4-> • 14 7 2 0 '4 2 5 3 5O<u 15 6 1 0 5 4 2 3 7
X]3CO cu 16 7 3 0 3 4 1 5 5r—V) CO
E 17 5 2 2 5 6 1 2 5<U •w'toJL. 18 6 2 1 3 1 6 4 5<U>
o 19 6 0 1 5 2 4 3 7
20 5 . 2 0 6 2 6 5 2
THE TOTAL RANKS 113 34 23 96 75 72 72 75
TABLE.5 * 2
Average number o f  p r e f e re n c e  [Total  Ranks f o r  a l l  subjects ' ]
------ -------S y s t e r r ^ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
B r i t i s h  s u b j e c t s  (male) 5.3 1 . 6 1.5 5 4.5 3 .8 3.1 3.2
B r i t i s h  s u b j e c t s  ( female) 6 2 1.33 5 . 3 3 5.33 2.33
B r i t i s h  s u b j e c t s  ( o v e r a l l ) 5 .46 1.69 1.46 5 4.15 3.6 3.6 3
Overseas s u b j e c t s  (male) 6 1.7 .57 4.43 3 3.57 3.57 5.14
S u b je c t s  o v e ra l l 5 .65 1.7 1.15 4 .8 3.75 3.6 3.6 3.75
TABLE 5 . 3
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F i g - 5 . 2  A v e r a g e  num ber o f  p r e f e r e n c e  a s  a f u n c t i o n  o f  s y s t e m s
DC
C 
CV
SD
M 
(3
2K
)
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This is given for all subjects by the following(2):
v = 1 - 4 ~ ~  (5_i)max
where d = observed number of circular triads,
n
Coefficient of consistency (V )
~-n(n-l)(n~2)   £ a^a^-l)
i=l
a^  : i=l,..,n is a set of number of preference for a subject.
n = number of conditions
d = maximum number of circular triads which could occur , max
= ~i4 ^  ~ 4n^
= 20 for our case (n = 8)
thus 7 = 1 -  -L- (5-2)
and thus by evaluating d and7/ for each subject we obtain the following 
coefficients of consistency .given in Table 5*4 •
Now from Table 9 of reference(2), for n = 8 conditions and 
for a probability of consistency greater than 95 8- must be <9?
where V gi 0*55 •
From Table 5*4 we see that there are five subjects having 
insignificant coefficient of consistency; that is the probability
*of this consistency occurring by chance is >  5 
Coefficient of agreement ( ft ) :
The coefficient of agreement is given by (2),
/* =  —  1 . (5-3)
( " ) ( ” )
where m = number of subjects = 20
n = number of conditions = 8
« - E ( 2 )
y = the scoring in each cell of the test.
Hie calculation of £ can be simplified(2) when the results are ordered
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in score forms as shown in Table5*5 In this case Kendall(2) gives 
£ as follows:
* - t  ( 7 f  -  m E ( 7: ) + ( “ )( 2 ) (5-4)
From Table 5*5
E ( 7 ) - 162 
( 7  )2= 1400
and thiis1
£ = 3480
whence from(5~3 ),
ft =. 0.308
2In order to test the significance of [X we use an X -distribution 
approximation which, according to Kendall(2) is valid for large m 
and n. Whence
- A ( « - - § - < ; > < ; > - s - i  < « >
X2 * • 215*06
with v degrees of freedom calculated by (2),
f n x m(m-l) . , .
v = ( 2 ) — F ~  (5-6)(m-2 )
P = 32.8
The significancy of /X will be determine by calculating the following 
quantity (2),
\J (2 X2 ) +(2 - 1 ) = 12.7
2Thus for V =32.8 , X should be >  12*7 for the value -of IX to be
significant and the probability of occurrence by chance being <  5 $ •
Thus although [X is not as high as perhaps would have heen 
desired, it is still significant.
SUBJECT NO. d n
1 3 0.85
2 4 0 . 8
3 3 0.85
4 14 0.3
5 2 0.3
6 1 2 0.4
7 9 0.55
8 1 2 0.4
9 9 0.55
1 0 14 0.3
1 1 6 0.7
1 2 8 .0 . 6
13 1 1 0.45
14 4 0 . 8
15 0 1 . 0
16 3 0.85
17 * 0 . 6
18 6 0.7
19 3 0.85
2 0 3 0.85
TABLE 5*4 COEFFICIENTS OF CONSISTENCY
0 3 4 7 5 6 1 2
0 - 1 1 14 15 18 17 19 2 0 114
3 9 - 1 2 1 0 1 2 13 ' 2 0 19 95
4 6 8 - 5 1 2 8 2 0 16 75
7 5 1 0 15 - 14 1 1 5 15 75
5 2 8 8 6 - 14 16 19 73
6 3 7 1 2 9 6 - 2 0 15 / 72
1 1 6 0 15 4 0 - 14 34
2 0 1 4 5 1 5 6 - 2 2
TABLE 5 . 5  SCORE FORMS IN EACH CELL OF THE TEST
(used to  c a l c u l a t e  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  agreement)
-1 2 0 -
The difference between the means of any two ranks follows
a Tukey's t-distribution, and can be calculated by applying the
following formula .(3),
R . - R ., mi mj , «
t4 4 =-   x—  (5-7)
/V( R .- H . )mi mj
Signifioance between, ranks
m
where R .is the average number of preference for a condition mi, j
v(R . - H .) - a ? + a 2 mi mj mi mj
and a . . is the standard deviation for a conditionmi, j
2 1 "n , — .2
mi ~ m-1 fcix 1 ni " mi'KI
-  1 mr .=  y r .mi m • *» mi,
k=l k
where R . is the number of preference of a condition for each subject mi, k
These are evaluated in Thbles 5*6 • Now for n = 8 conditions, 
for the difference between any two ranks to be significant with 
a probability of occurrence by chance <  5 "t. . >3*39 (3)*
From Tables 5*6 it will be seen that the five systems (3, 4?
5, 6, 7 ) are so close to each other that the difference between them 
is insignificant• This also applies between systems 1 and 2. However, 
the differences between the first system and the second group of 
systems is significant*
5*2*4 Conclusions
The calculation of the coefficients of consistency and agreement 
show that the pair comparison test was a valid and significant test 
with the majority of subjects displaying significant judgements* The 
test of significance between ranks demonstrates that there are three 
clearly defined groups and that System 3 (Aydin VQL) is demonstrably
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System 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Rm 5*66 1.7 1.15 4.8 3.75 3.6 3.6 3.75
<rm 0.933 0.8 1.268 0.951 1.482 1.667 1.877 1.99
Systems 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 -
2 I .64 ■ -
3 11.17 10.30 -
4 5.44 5.97 2.66 -
5 4.60 5.24 2.79 0.30 -
6 3.94 4.84 2.55 0.28 0 -
7 6.33 4.91 2.12 0 0.26 0.25 -
t. . "between various systems tested
Table 5*6 Significance between ranks
the best, followed by the group of four (GTE, DCC and the two 
Marconi CVSDM*s) between which it is impossible to distinguish. 
Considerably lower come the Novacom and Aydin CVSDM*s which are again 
significantly poorer than the other codecs. A summary is presented 
in Table 5*7 with the significance lines drawn in, and the percentage 
score with respect to the master tape indicating the absolute 
performance of the codecs.
It is explained that the rank-ordering produced in this 
preliminary test must be treated.with caution as there are many 
factors which could affect the results. These include:
(i) Recorded voice levels were different for each system
(ii) The pause between the sentence groups was perhaps too long
(iii) The sentences presented were not the same for each pair
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(iv) No repeat sentences were included in the tests to check 
subject consistency 
(v) A very poor quiet room environment was used.
(vi) The listening conditions were not constrained as closely 
as was perhaps desirable*
All of the above deficiences were rectified in the following 
laboratory controlled tests*
RANK ORDER
SYSTEM SCORE AS A $OF MASTER TAPE
3 AYDIN VQL (32K) 85
4 GTE CVSDM (32K) 67
7 DCC CVSDM (32K) 67
5 MARCONI' CVSDM (32K) 
(MSDS)
64
6 MARCONI CVSDM (32K) 
(MCSL)•
64 j
1 NOVACOM CVSDM(38*4K) 3°
2 AYDIN CVSDM (32K)
i
20
Table 5*7 Rank ordering with significance boundaries
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5*3 Objective and subjective assessment of CVSDM codecs under '
laboratory ^ environments
The objectives of these series of tests was to determine the 
subjectively equivalent modulated noise for each codeo under test 
and to find a planning figure for this kind of codec. It was decided 
to investigate both the objective and subjective performance of 
codecs, as both could be useful in determining the quality of the 
codec. The subjective test was crucial, and it was intended here 
to perform a thorough test in controlled laboratory conditions in 
order to determine the effective noise of the codec. The number of 
codecs considered was limited by the size of tests, e.g. the 
conditions considered and the subjective listening time. The • 
availability of codecs from manufacturers largely determined those 
being considered inthistest. From section 5*2 the DCG and GTE 
CVSDM codecs were chosen and the Aydin CVSDM was available and 
thus included for comparison purposes. In addition to the codecs 
originally tested, an additional one from COMSAT, which was again 
a CVSDM, 32 Kbit/s model, was included in these tests. This made 
a control group of four codecs.
5*3*1 Objective measurements
These were electrical measurements performed on the codecs 
to determine their performance over a wider range of parameters 
than possible in the more restricted subjective tests. In addition 
they provided a basis on which the subjective tests were set up, 
e.g. determination of the slope-overload point of each codec in 
order to fix the optimum input level for each codec.
The main objective measurement made was the signal-to-quantising 
noise ratio as xa function of the input signal level applied to the 
codec. This is the parameter for which a CCITT mask (4) has been 
set for PCM codecs. The measurements were carried out for a range
- 1 2 4 -
with the sampling frequency being set-up via an external clock. It 
is important to note that although all codecs allowed variation of 
the sampling frequency, their circuits were not optimised at all 
frequencies. The encoder and decoder for each codec were looped— 
back in an error-free digital transmission path. Both sine-wave 
and band-limited noise test signals were used as inputs in order 
to determine any differences in codec performance to test-signal.
Band-limited gaussian noise test-signal
In this test a hand-limited noise (350-550 Hz pseudo-random
signal) with approximately gaussian amplitude distribution, as
recommended by CCITT (5) was used to represent the speech signal
at the input to each codec. The input level was varied from -50 to
0 dBto and the signal-to-quantising noise (s/N ) measured using the<3
set-up shown in figure 5*3 • The measurements were repeated for 
various sampling frequencies as given above.
It should be noted that S/N measurement is unrepresentativeq
of the quality of a predictive coding system. This is because the
S/N^ ratio depends on the test signal and in particular on its
frequency spectrum. If hand-limited gaussian noise in the band
450-550 Hz is used, the s/N measurement is optimistic comparedQ
with the Q (difference of 4-5 &B being usual).
. Sine-wave test signal
Following standard practice an 800 Hz sine-wave signal was 
used as the input to the codecs. The s/N measurement was made as
q
shown in figure 5*4 for the same range of input signal levels and 
sampling frequencies as for the band-limited noise case above.
o f  s a m p lin g  f r e q u e n c ie s  as f o l l o w s :
3 2 ,________ 2 8 .8 ,_________2 4 ,________ 16,________ 9*6 KHz
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F IG .5 .3  TEST SET-UP FOR (S/Nq) MEASUREMENT 
USING BAND-LIMITED NOISE
FIG. 5-4TEST SET-UP FOR (S/Nq) MEASUREMENT 
USING. SINE-WAVE SIGNAL
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figures 5*5 - 5*12 • It will be seen that there is a difference in
the s/N recorded for the two input signals with approximately 0.
a 2 dB lower S/N being recorded for the sine-wave test signal.
Die onset of slope-overload is also seen to occur at approximately 
10 - 15 dB lower input signal level for the band-limited noise case. 
This is due to the peak-to-mean ratio of the band-limited noise 
being correspondingly higher than for a sine-wave, thus inducing 
slope-overload to occur at lower input levels*
A part from the level shifts mentioned above the shape of 
the characteristics for different sampling frequencies are consistent 
in both sets of measurements •
The is seen to change by no more than 2 dB as the sampling
frequency is changed from 32 to 28*8 KHz and by no more than 4 db
from 32 to 24 KHz. Thus the performance would not appear, at least
on objective grounds, to be very sensitive to sampling frequency.
For example, to change from 32 to 30-or 28 KHz in order to allow
margins and signalling space for two voice channels in a 64 Kbit/s
channel would not appear to degrade the voice channel performance.
Systems retain an acceptable s/N at 16 KHz sampling frequency butQ
for all codecs the performance was unacceptable at 9»6 KHz and is 
not shown herein.
It will be noted that the onset of slope-overload oocurs at 
different input signal levels for each codec. In order that systems
may he examined under their optimum working conditions, the voice
/
input level must be adjusted with respect to the slope-overload of 
each codec in turn in the ensuring subjective tests.
In order to compare the performance of the codecs at the 
sampling frequency of 32 KHz, which had been chosen for the subjective
5 *3 *2  R e s u lts  o f  o b je c t iv e  t e s t s
D ie r e s u l t s  o f  th e  m easu rem en ts  d e s c r ib e d  above a re  shown i n
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Fig.  5 . 5  S igna l  to  q u a n t i z in g  no ise  r a t i o  as  a f u n c t io n  o f  inp u t  s igna l  l eve l
f o r  DCC codec us ing  band- l imi ted  noise  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  sampling f requenc ie s
Fig«5*6 Signa l  to  q u a n t i z in g  no ise  r a t i o  as  a f u n c t io n  o f  inp u t  s igna l  l eve l  
f o r  COMSAT codec us ing  band- l im i te d  no ise  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  sampling 
f r e q u e n c ie s
Fig.5*7 Signal to  quant i  
f o r  AYDIN codec 
f re que nc ie s
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F i g . 5 . 8  Signal to  q u a n t i z in g  noi se  r a t i o  as a f u n c t io n  o f  input  s igna l  l eve l
f o r  GTE codec us ing  band- l imi ted  no ise  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  sampling f r e q u e n c ie s
zing noi se  r a t i o  as a f u n c t io n  o f  inpu t  s igna l  l eve l  
u s ing band- l im i ted  no ise  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  sampling
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Fig«5*9 Signal  t o  q u a n t i z in g  no i se  r a t i o  as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  in p u t  s igna l  l eve l  
f o r  DCC codec us ing  800 Hz s inuso ida l  waveform as  inpu t  f o r  d i f f e r e n t
f o r  COMSAT codec us ing  800 Hz s in u s o id a l  waveform f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
sampling frequency
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F i g . 5 *11 Signal t o  q u a n t i z in g  no ise  r a t i o  as  a f u n c t io n  o f  inp u t  s ig n a l  l eve l
f o r  AYDIN codec us ing 800 Hz s in uso ida l  waveform f o r  d i f f e r e n t  sampling 
f r e q u e n c ie s
F i g . 5 . 1 2 Signal  to  q u a n t i z in g  no ise  r a t i o  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  inpu t  s igna l  l e v e l  
f o r  GTE codec us ing 800 Hz s inuso ida l  waveform f o r  d i f f e r e n t  sampling 
f re que nc ie s
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DCC codec is seen to exhibit the best S/N of 35 &B* Hie onset ofQ
slope-overload occurs as follows;
t e s t s ,  th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a re  shown re d ra w n  i n  f i g u r e  5 *1 3  • H ie
CODEC ONSET? OF SLOPE- 
OVERLOAD LEVEL (dBrt)
GTE -15
DCC -17
AYDIN -17
COMSAT? -23*5
5*3*3 Subjective tests
The aim was to compare the four codecs with reference noise
conditions to determine their equivalent performance* Thus the
type of test chosen as most suitable was the pair-coraparison
preference test in which the subject compares the circuit under
test with a known reference noise condition*(6) It was decided
rather than use ordinary additive gaussian white noise that modulated
noise should be used* Hie reason for this choice was that the
characteristics of voice modulated noise resembled much more closely
the degradation produced by the speech processing in the codecs
under test* This is the same argument that led Richards (6) to
develop the MNRU (modulated noise reference unit) for subjective
testing of PCM codecs* The MNRU produces an amount of noise
proportional to the short terra level of the speech signal* Richards
has developed a quality factor, Q dB, which weights the signal/
distortion measurements* Richards considers the measurement for
2
each syllabic segment (r ), rather than for a complete signal-*
Because each segment must be conveyed with adequate fidelity, if 
the speech is to be intelligible, Richards employs the mean of
-132-
Fig .  5 - 1 3 Signal  to  q u a n t i z i n g  no i se  r a t i o  as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  i n p u t  s ig n a l  l eve l  
f o r  the  codecs ,  u s ing  b a n d - l im i te d  n o i se .  The sampling frequency  
i s  32 kHz
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a function log (l+r ), which allots more weight to the low-level 
syllabic segments; the overall Q measurement is defined by:
Q = 20 log(q)
log2 (l+q2 ) = 0JC°log2 ( l+r2 ) .P (s )ds
2
where r = the signal/distortion ratio and P(s) is the probability 
density of each segment*
The choice of Q factor as a basis of comparison depends on 
Richards* claim "that if Q is the same for two PCM systems which 
have different fundamental characteristics (i.e. number of levels 
and encoding law) and one possibly loaded with speech signals of 
different volumes* these systems will he equally acceptable to
a listener, provided the precaution has been taken of- ensuring
V
that he is listening to. signals o£ the same level in each case".
He further considers that Q « 22 dB satisfies the criterion of 
acceptability for telephone service, for moderate listening levels*
At lower listening levels, a lower value of Q = 16 dB is appropriate 
for the lowest levels found to occur in telephony* In general 
7 bit PCM codecs have Q*s of 26*5 dB (7)* Prior to the subjective 
tests, an objective measurement of the 0 of the MNRU was made using 
band-limited gaussian noise as an input signal* The results of s/N
q
for a range of Q values are plotted in figure 5*14 • It was expected 
that the performance of the codecs would lie within the Q range 
16 - 26 dB.
The scope of the subjective tests was limited by the time 
taken per each subject in one listening session and not impair 
results by fatique. It was thought that sessions of greater than 
30 minutes without a break could result in fatique. Thus the following 
conditions.-were incorporated into the test;
,(i) Codecs - 4
2
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Fig.  5*14  S igna l  to quan t i z ing  noise  r a t i o  as a func t ion  o f  inpu t  s igna l  l eve l  
•• f o r  MNRU us ing band- l imi ted  noise  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  Q values
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(ii) Talkers - 2 (male and female in order to distinguish 
differences between them)
(iii) Input levels - 2 (-12 dB below slope-overload to represent 
a medium talker and -20 dB below this to 
represent a soft talker)
(iv) Reference levels - 6 (Q values from 16 to 26 dB in 2 dB 
intervals)•
This represented six comparisons for each of the 16 test 
conditions; a total of $6 comparisons per subject* Some initial 
tests by the experimenters indicated that on average this would 
fit into an hour session with a ten-minute break in the middle*
The above set, thus represents the minimum that can be performed 
in a single test.
5*3*4 Description of test
The experimental set-up is shown in figure 5*15 for the 
subjective tests* Pre-recorded tapes of the male and female talker 
at calibrated levels were split between the reference and test paths* 
The subject was asked to compare the output of each codec, in turn, 
with the output of the MNRU at the six Q settings* In each case 
he was allowed to switch between the two speech paths(reference 
and codec) and to make a decision on which he performed in terms 
of the speech quality based upon clarity, background noise and 
general pleasantness to listen to* For each condition the sequence 
of settings presented to the subject and the order between reference 
and codec, were randomised*
The two switched conditions were presented to subjects in 
terms of a red and green light and he was allowed to switch between 
them until he had made a decision which was then recorded* The 
listening level throughout the tests was chosen to be -17 dBn at
Fig
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zetco receive reference equivalent* This was provided through an 
IRS unit (Intermediate reference system) (8) supplied and calibrated 
by British Telecom, so that the input is at the zero receive reference 
equivalent point*
A check was made on the input and output levels of the codecs, 
the clock frequency and listening levels prior to each session. The 
whole test was carried out in a controlled quiet room environment 
with 47 subjects participating. These comprised 29 male and 18 
female covering a spread of ages, occupations and nationalities.
5*3*5 Analysis of results
This initial analysis relies on estimating individual equivalent 
Q values for each test condition and for each subject* Die resulting 
n, Q values for each test condition corresponding to n subjects are 
then treated as a sample and their mean x, and standard deviation <J, 
calculated along with the confidence intervals around the means*
A test of significance of the differences between means is 
performed later for all possible pairs in order to check whether 
there are significant differences in quality between the codecs'*
Die following steps were carried out for the analysis:
The mean value estimation x:
(a) The x value for each condition was estimated as follows;
An estimate of x was made from a sequence of six decisions 
given for the six different equally-spaced settings of Q* The results 
obtained for all of the conditions can he represented by one set 
of decisions, as in the following ftases (9):
Case 1
Q settings
.. ' (as) 16 18 20 22 ‘ 24 26
decisions C C C R R R
w h e re : C in d ic a te s  t h a t  th e  codec was p r e fe r r e d  t o  th e  re fe re n c e
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A good estimate of Q(x) is the mean of the highest Q which 
yields negative response (r ) and the lowest Q which yields a positive 
response, in this case the mean is of 20 and 22, namely 21 dB.
Case 2
f o r  t h a t  Q s e t t i n g  and R th e  r e v e r s e .
Q settings 
(dB) 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 2 24 2 6
decisions C C R C R R
In this case a cross-over has occurred. The value previously 
calculated still applies, a good estimate of Q being the mean of 
22 and 20, again 21 dB.
Case 3
Q settings 
(dB) 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 2 24 2 6
decisions R C R C R C
In this case confused decisions were occurring and it was ignored.
Case 4* If all the decisions have a positive response then the Q
setting after the sixth was considered as negative response, 
and the Q value taken as 27 dB.
Case 5 * If all the decisions are negative responses then the Q value 
is taken as 15 dB.
(b) The estimated mean x for the first and the second speech 
levels for each codec was calculated according to the following 
formula (10)
- 1 ?X =  -----  )  X .n fr i .l
where: n is the' number of decisions considered
x  i s  th e  e s t im a te d  mean f o r  each c o n d i t io n .
(c) The standard deviation (7 was calculated according to the 
formula (9)
a
(d) The confidence interval (C.l) as (10),
a
0 * 1  a  X  +  t
where : t is found from t-distribution tables according to a, dx
the degree of freedom and the confidence level of 95
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 5*8 
for the female talker and Table 5*9 for the male talker, and in 
graphical form in figure 5*16 .
In order to determine whether the differences between 
codecs are significant the following significance tests were 
performed (10)•
(2) For F non-significant the following formula was applied
2crj
(l) Test of significance of P = — -
where significance in this means that the difference
between the variances are significant
(7: the standard deviation of the first codec* 
CT : the standard deviation of the second codec*
t 1 '2
w h e re : n ^ ,  n ^  a re  th e  num ber o f  s u b je c ts  f o r  th e
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Q (4B)'
26
24 -
22
F i r s t  le v e l
Female talker
Second le v e l
20
18-
16-
Codeos
q(clb; 
24 4
22
20 -
18 -
16 -
i i----- 1------[-
DCC AYD GTE COM
First level
 ,----- 1------1----- r-
DCC AYD GTE COM
Male talker 
Second level
Codecs' ,----- r~DCC AYD GTE COM TDCC AYD GTE> COM
F ig .  5 *1 6  E q u iv a le n t  Q v a lu e s  f o r  codecs
- 1 4 2 -
first and the second codec respectively* 
x , x2 are the estimated means of the two codecs* 
Sd is the standard deviation of the difference.
Sd= (ni " ^  A  + n^2 -  ^  °2
V Y 1
The degree of freedom in this case (df) = n^+ 2
A check was carried out to see whether t was 
significant using t-distribution tables*
In this case significance means that the actual 
value of the two means were significantly 
different#
(3) For F significant the following formula was applied (10):
t = X1
On
n.
and df =
2cr. 2
( 1 °2 ( +n. n.
- 2
2
( —  ) /n  +  1 n, 1
2 2 
(— ) K  + 1n '2
Again a check was made using t-distributions to check 
significance. In this case significance means that the 
actual means were different to within a confidence of 
95 $ . '
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A summary of the significance between the mean values is shown 
in Table 5*10 and 5*H> in which the presence of ’S* means : 
a statistically significant difference and the absence a non-significant 
difference#
Table 5*10 Significance of mean difference 
for fQ* Female talker
x^Ievels First level Second level
CodecsSX. DCC AYD GTE COM DCC AYD GTE COM
DCC - s S - S S s
AYD S - S s S - s
GTE s S - s s - s
COM S S - s S S -
Table 5*11 Significance of mean differences 
for 1Q* Male talker
5*3*6 Discussion of results
An examination of figure 5*16 will Bhow that there are a few anomalies 
in the results#, The second level (soft talker) for the DCC codec 
produces a slightly higher Q than the first level (medium talker) 
for both talkers# It is considered that this might he due to a closer
- 1 4 4 -
operating level to slope-overload for the first level than in the 
other systems. The reason for this may he due to the hard-limiter 
which is only included in the DCC system. It was considered in 
setting up the system that the limiting level was designed to 
coincide with the slope-overload level. In fact this was checked 
on the oscilloscope and appeared to he correct. However, it is 
possible that the hard-limiter degraded the first level more than 
the slope-overload in the DCC codec causing a reversal of the 
situation, which was expected and indeed is apparent in the other 
systems.
There is only one reverse ranking in the whole test between 
male and female talkers and this occurs for the second level input 
between the AYDIN and GTE systems. But as the differences between 
these systems are non-significant (Table 5.10/ll) this would be 
due to sampling error.
A background noise appeared on the COMSAT codec mid-way during 
the tests; further analysis indicated that although the subjective 
level may have heen slightly depressed, it is not considered that 
this would alter the main conclusions.
There is considerable spread in the * Q’ values recorded 
between the codecs, as shown below.
Range of »Q» values (dB)
Level
Talker
Median talker Soft talker
Male c—rHICMCM 24 - 16
Female Q 26 - 23.5 25*5 - 17.5
The general reduction in Q for the male talker could have 
possibly heen caused by the uncharacteristic frequency spectrum
- 1 4 5 -
of this talker. This talker spoke quickly and there were far fewer 
pauses than with the female talker. The larger differences evident 
between systems for the male talker could due to the lack of sentence 
pauses making the subjects decide upon clarity alone.
It is clear that the Q value for the median listener level 
of 24 - 25 dB was in excess of the level of acceptability of 22 dB 
mentioned by Richards. We thus feel that there is much in hand to 
ensure that even when the codecs are used in a practical system, 
their quality will be acceptable.
Although at the second talker level, the listening level was 
adjusted to be the same (as recommended by Richards), the adjustment 
was common for the codecs and for the MNRU. We thus do not expect 
that the comparisons would have been affected and that we can treat 
the case as having been at a lower (20 dB) listener level. Now at 
the lower listening level Richards claims that acceptable quality 
is provided by Q’s of 16 dB. We can see' here that the Q*s for all 
codecs are well above this value.
The results gave a clear indication of the DCC codec performing 
best particularly for the lower level talker, and that an equivalent 
Q of around 25 dB was indicated. In fact all codecs perform well 
above the level of acceptability for the female talker. However, 
the closeness of the results between the codecs, especially for the 
female talker, led us to consider a further and more exact statistical 
analysis in order to examine further the lack of significance indicated 
in Table 5.10 •
5*3.7 Probit analysis
Prohit analysis/11) is a statistically more exact method of 
analysing the results as it considers the whole of the decisions 
and does not make any approximations. Thus we will use this method 
in order to recalculate the means and standard deviations calculated
-146-
Hie subjects decisions for each individual condition are 
calculated by computing the percentage decisions for each 0 value.
This indicates the percentage of subjects that have indicated 
preference for the reference system over the codec* These percentages 
are then converted to'probits'by using the probit transformation 
of the experimental results(11)• These derived empirical probits 
are then plotted against the Q value, or a convenient normalising 
function, to enable the production of a straight line representation, 
called the provisional probit line* Hiis line is then used to 
determine the weights to be assigned to different values of Q, e.g*
' Qf values in the middle of the range are weighted greater than 
those at the extremities*
In order to obtain the best fit regression equation for probits
a maximum likelihood successive approximation method was used* In
order to test whether this line is an adequate representation of 
2the data a X test was used.
(a) Hie equivalent mean noise (m)
Is estimated as the value of Q that corresponds to the 
probit (Y) value of 5 on the probit regression line* This corresponds 
to the mean, 50 °/o of decisions in favour of the system under test*
(b) Standard error ( <J )._____ ___________m
The variance of the mean calculated in (a) is then found from,
V(m) 4 [ + ]2 .2L Snw Sxx Jb
where b = the slope of the probit regression line
Snw = the sum of the weighting factors
x = the mean of the Q values
1 .—-- = variance of the slope of line b*
i n  th e  l a s t  s e c t io n  b y  more c o n v e n t io n a l means*
2This calculation was applied only if X <  9*5, that the
. 2 prohit line was a good fit with a 95 $ significance. If X >  9*5
n ?
then the standard deviation of m was multiplied hy \/“^r *(H)
(c) Confidence intervals
The 95 $ confidence intervals around the estimated equivalent
2noise mean (m) is calculated as follows for cases in which X was 
non-significants
C.X = m + 1.96CT
where I.96 corresponds to the 95 $ included in a normal distribution.
For cases which were found to be significant, the confidence 
interval was calculated from,
C.X = m -f* O" .t • mod a,df
x2
where or _ = ,/— —- 0.
and th e  s ta n d a rd  d e v ia t io n  o f  m i s  <7 = y ^ V (m ).
mod V df
df (degree of freedom) = (number of Q*s - number of constants)
t a 2.57; for the 95 $ included value in the t-distribution. a, at
The results of the probit analysis are given in Tables 5*12 
and 5*13 and shown graphically in figures 5*17 and 5*18 .
(d) Significance of difference in mean noise levels between codecs
In order to determine whether the difference between codec
mean noise levels are significant we compare the following;
m. - m . 
t..- 1 3
13 0. .
13
where 0 . = ( (£ + V? )2.13 1 3 '
Significance is defined as t. . >  2.78, hy consideration of
2.3
the 95 $ confidence for a t-distribution.
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 Simple statistical analysis
  Probit analysis
Fig. 5*17 Comparison of statistical analysis for probit and simple
methods - Female talker.
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Q(dB) 
27 '
26 -
24 -J
22 -
20 -
18 -
16 -
14
12
10
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6 -
F i r s t  l e v e l
Male Talker
Second le v e l
System
3cC I)6c AYD AYD GTE GTE COM COM I DCC DCC AYD AYD GTE GTE COM COJ 
Fig* 5*18 Comparison of statistical analysis for profrit and simple 
jnethods - male talker.
 Simple statistical analysis   Probit analysis
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Hie results of this calculation are shown in Tables 5*14 and 15 
for the female and male talker respectively* The *S* indicates 
significance and/^S nearly significant.
5*3*8 Discussion of probit analysis results
It will be seen from figures 5*17 and 18 that the confidence 
intervals for the probit analysis are in general wider than those 
of the simple statistical treatment. This is due to the fact that, 
in the simple analysis some decisions are concealed; e.g. they were 
confused decisions and do not contribute to the estimate of Q. There 
is a fair degree of agreement in the calculation of the mean values 
between the analysis* Hie confidence intervals for some systems 
appear to be unrealistically large* This applied particularly to 
those values of Q found to lie outside the experimental range of 
the Q values used and so is not surprising*
Comparison of the significance between codec noise levels 
(Table 5*14) compares well with the simple analysis (Table 5*10)* 
Again it is noticed that the performance of the codecs is so close 
for the female talker at median talker level that there is little 
to choose between any of the codecs* However the lower talker level 
and the male talker show up differences which are significant*
Thus the probit analysis does not show up any irregularities 
in the simple analysis, but gives us additional confidence in these 
resuits*
-152-
s\Levels First level Second level
Codecs DCC AYD GTE COM DCC AYD GTE COM
DCC - S S - S S S
AYD S - ~  S. S S
GTE s »  s - S s -
COM s S - s -
Table 5*15 Significance of mean differences 
for ,Q,s of codecs - Male talker
5*4 Conclusions of subjective tests
The major conclusions from the series of subjective tests were;
(a) The subjective test results support those objective measurements 
made in showing the DCC codec to be best.
(b) The ’DCC-best* result is consistent between, talkers, levels 
and analysis methods conducted. This gives us .good confidence 
in the re suit
(o) The equivalent * Q* value for the DCC codec is
(25 + 1) dB
This is fairly good in comparison with a 56 Kbit/s. PCM codec 
(26.5 dB) and although there may be a small inaccuracy in our 
MNRU unit we do not estimate that this will alter the results 
hy more than a dB.
(d) Qhere was considerable variability of 1Q* values between the 
codecs tested.
(e) Two irregularities occurring in the tests;
(i) the uncharacteristic male talker and
(ii) the noise developed in the COMSAT codec, are not considered 
to alter the main conclusions of the tests.
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(f) Additional tests to cover different talker variations would 
provide valuable information but, it is not felt tbat they 
would change tbe major conclusions.
Die DCC codec with a Q -value of 25 db was well above the level 
of acceptability quoted by Richards for end-to-end performance 22 dB.
It is true that we have tested the codecs in an error-free environment, 
and that errors will degrade the end-to-end Q. It should be noted that 
the cascading of units (as with PCM codecs), will result in a reduced 
overall Q. and perhaps no more than 2 CVSDM codecs would be
cascaded before reducing the level to unacceptability.
Unlike PCM codecs, speech processing codecs which use syllabic 
devices and voice spectrum optimised feedback circuits will have 
a performance which will change with the talker frequency spectrum.
It is hence necessary to choose a good mean talker frequency spectrum 
and to optimise the codec for this. Diis is one reason why one gets 
so much variability between codecs. In order to be sure of the 
performance of the codecs subjective tests should really be conducted 
over a wide range of talkers. However this would lead to much longer 
and more exhaustive tests than have been conducted in this study.
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CHAPTER SIX 
ADPCM CODEC HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
•6.1 Introduction
ADPCM codecs are most likely to meet the requirements needed 
for the first generation of reduced "bit-rate encoding techniques.
Per voice channel ADPCM coders are not yet available commercially. 
Thus a decision was made to implement several different algorithms 
in order to assess their performance, and to determine a transmission 
quality planning figure for this sort of codec.
Various methods that might be used to implement the ADPCM codecs 
have already been discussed. We have already shown that real time 
implementation, using Digital Signal Processor (DSP) chips is very 
suitable for experimental purposes and thus this is investigated 
further.
A summary of the performance of existing DSP chips together 
with those chips expected on the market in the near future is 
included. The NEC JIPD77P20 DSP chip was chosen in this work both 
for its . features and its availability.
The hardware design of the ADPCM codec interface hoard will 
be explained together with its design considerations and timing 
requirements. In this work we used a 12 hit linear analogue to 
digital converter to digitize the speech, which was then used as an 
input to the encoder. Also a 12 bit linear digital to analogue 
converter was employed to convert the decoder output data into 
speech samples. The design of the clock generator that produces 
the timing pulses needed for the interface hoard components will 
he discussed in detail. In addition to the DSP chip structure, the 
modes of operation of the interface hoard will he briefly explained.
Finally the hardware implementation of the 64 Kbit/s A-Law PCM
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codec is also discussed* The performance of this codec is used' for 
comparison purposes against the ADPCM codecs in subjective tests*
6.2 Methods of ADPCM codec implementation
Several methods can be used to implement ADPCM codecs for 
experimental purposes, and these can be classified into two main 
categories:
6.2.1 The hardware implementation, which lacks flexibility and ease 
of modification.
6.2.2 The software implementation, which can be performed either 
in real-time or non/real-time, depending on the processing time 
for each sample. The latter^must be less than the sampling period 
in the case of real-time implementation.
(a) Non real-time implementation
For this method general purpose computers can he used to 
simulate the algorithms, e.g PDP-11-45 or DEC system 10.
Also high level languages such as FORTRAN, PASCAL or 
C Language can be used, which is easy to write and to modify 
the algorithm program. The processing time for each sample 
will he greater than the sampling period, thus the program 
must he run on non real-time.
Three types of signal inputs can be used for developing and 
testing an algorithm:
(i) Sinusoidal function program that represents the input to
be read by the algorithm program each time that the previous 
sample is completely processed. The performance of the 
algorithm can be assessed by a special program computing 
the signal to noise ratio of the processed samples.
Fig. 6.1 illustrates this method. ,.
(ii) Gaussian probability density function is used as an input
signal, which more closely represents speech. The processed
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samples can be assessed in a similar vray to the previous 
method.
Fig. 6.1 Block diagram of the method using a sine-wave as input.
(iii) Real speech input is used to obtain an accurate assessment 
for codec performance.
In this method the analogue speech input is digitized and 
stored on floppy discs in real-time, then the speech data 
will he transferred and stored in the main machine (computer) 
memory, which also has stored the codec algorithm program 
to be tested. Each speech sample must be processed after 
the processing of the previous sample has heen completed 
(i.e in non real-time). The processed samples will again be 
stored in the computer memory. When all speech data samples 
have been processed and stored, transfer to a floppy disc is 
made in order to play the speech in real time for subjective 
test purposes. The following block diagram represents an 
example of this method*
Fig. 6.2 Block diagram of the method using speech signal as an input.
The recorded speech is passed through a low pass filter to 
the input of analogue to digital converter (ADC) in order to 
digitize the speech. The adaptor provides the interconnection
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between the ADC output and LSI-11 microprocessor input, also 
between the LSI-11 output and digital to analogue (DAC) 
converter input. Hie LSI-11 microprocessor provides the 
facility to store the digitized speech data onto a floppy 
disc in real time and then to transfer it to the main machine 
memory in non real time. It is also possible to store the 
processed data onto another floppy disc and to transfer it 
back to the DAC in real time, in order to play it through 
a telephone handset or record it into a tape-recorder.
Hiis method required a huge amount of main machine memory in 
order to store the digitized input speech and the processed 
data (about one Mbyte for one minuite of speech) therefore 
the speech output must he recorded via a tape recorder to be 
used for subjective test purposes.
Hie subjective test method to be used for these types of 
implementation is restricted to simple comparison methods 
which are quite inadequate for accurate codec performance 
assessment.
(b) Real-time implementation
In this case the processing time is restricted by the sampling 
period time, in order to be able to run the algorithm in real­
time. This can be accomplished by using very fast and expensive 
general purpose computers, or by the use of special purpose 
digital signal processor (DSP) chips intended for 
telecommunication applications.
This method provides the facility of easy implementation and 
modification of the algorithm. It also offers the possibility 
of testing the codec performance by using speech as an input in 
real-time, which is necessary for an accurate subjective test 
assessment.
We chose the real-time software implementation using the DSP
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chips, which has very attractive features (2) such ass 
Small volume
* Potential reduction in cost
* Accuracy
* Flexibility
■ * The compatibility and the speed needed for real-time speech
processing*
Several types of digital signal processing chips have recently 
become available, such as the NEC JJPD-77P20, Texas UMS-320 and Bell 
system chips. Also a large number of DSP types are expected in near future.
A survey of commercially available digital signal processor chips 
was made. Some of their important features are listed in table 6.1.
The NEC JJPD-77P20 single chip was chosen in view of its features 
and availability of a hardware support board (EVAKIT) to develop the 
required algorithm, and to program the DSP chip.
The ADPCM codec implementation was designed to convert analogue 
speech input signals to digital form at 32 Kbit/s transmission bit-rate. 
Also to reconstruct the analogue speech signal from the digital stream 
at the receiving end, whilst maintaining the quality required by the 
CCITT recommendations for satellite communication system applications.
The ADPCM codec implementation can be divided into:
(i) Hardware implementation of the Interface Board.
(ii) Software implementations of the ADPCM Algorithms.
The former will be discussed here and the latter in the next chapter.
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The hlock diagram of the hardware configuration used to implement 
the ADPCM codec is shown in figure 6.3* The system was designed around 
two DSP chips, one for the encoder (transmitter) and the other for the 
decoder (receiver).
6 .3  H ardw are im p le m e n ta t io n  o f  th e  In t ^ fa o e  B oard
Fig. 6.3- The ADPCM Hardware Configuration Block Diagram.
The analogue input signal is amplified and bandlimited up to 3*4KHz, 
then applied to the analogue to digital converter (ADC) which digitize 
the input signal. Signal samples at 8KHz are applied to the ADPCM encoder. 
Each sample, of 12 hits word length, is processed according to the encoder 
algorithm, resulting in a 4 hits/sample digital output.
The channel is used to transmit the digital data at a bit rate of 
32Kbits/S to the decoder at the receiving end (or to the local decoder 
in our case). The decoder will produce reconstructed samples, which are 
replicas of the input samples. These samples are then applied to the 
digital to analogue converter (DAC). The output current of the DAC is 
converted to a voltage which is filtered in the output stage resulting in 
an analogue output signal identical to the input'analogue signal except 
for the presence of quantizing noise.
A hlock diagram of the ADPCM codec implementation is shown in
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6>3»1 The input stage
This consists of two amplifier stages (A^,A^) and a low pass filter 
(F^)* A^ is a unity gain buffer amplifier used to provide a reasonably 
high input impedance, while A^ provides a voltage gain of 5j "to convert 
the •+ IV input signal range to + 5V range, required for the analogue 
to digital converter.
For low drift operation, A^ and A^ were chosen of IF356A type, 
and 1$ precision resistors were used to accurately set their gains.
The circuit diagram of the input stage is shown in figure 6*5* A - SW 
is used to earth the input signal for adjustment purposes.
f i g .  6 .4 *  An e x p la n a t io n  f o r  th e  d e s ig n  c o n s id e r a t io n  w i l l  f o l l o w .
+ 15 v
Al-SW
An. y 3
I/P 100 <> 2
K >
mn
- 15 v
IK  + 24ff 3 
A / W
10 nF 10 jiF
dlsc nrniTm 357
Offset 1 
20K 20 T CERMET
An. 0/P
• 4.99*1$ 
A /V V -------
5 - 60 pF
1.3K 1$
Fig. 6.5- Input amplifier circuit diagram.
An anti-aliasing low pass filter was used to bandlimit the input
speech signal to 3*4 KHz, for the ADC operation, in order to meet Nyquist
theorem constraints (e .g f ]>.2W).s ^
Where* f = 8 KHz the sampling frequency.
W = 3*4 KHz the bandwidth of input signal.
A four-pole Chebyshev response L.P.F. was chosen for its sharp 
cut-off characteristics together with a flat pass band attenuation
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response. Although the phase response is considerably less ideal than 
other types, it is not important in this application.
An active filter module (EF-15) was chosen. Its important features 
are (7 ) *
Cut-off frequency (f ) : + 5$ of that chosen when resistor valuesO ^ j*within 1% of the required value.
Pass band gain : +0*5 dB.
Maximum input signal : 5V (with + 15V supply).
Input DC resistance : 100 K/lmin.
Output impedance (Zo) :<^5Aupto 100 KHz.
1
Linearity : better than + 0.25 %•
External resistors of 1 jo tolerence were chosen to provide 3.4 KHz
bandwidth.
The attenuation response characteristics was measured and shown 
in figure 6.6.
6*3-2 The analogue to digital converter (ADC)
Hie analogue to digital converter is used to digitize the input
speech signal. A 12 bit linear ADC operating on successive approximation 
principles (RS 574 JD) was chosen. It had the following characteristics(8):
* Fast successive approximation conversion- 25p.s.
* 12 bits resolution.
* Non linearity error of -1 to +1 LSB.
* Differential linearity error with no missing codes of 11 bits min.
* Bipolar offset from -10 to +10 LSB
* Full scale calibration error 0.3 ES.
* Analogue input range: unipolar -10V span (0-10V) & 20V span(0-20V).
Bipolar-10V span(-5-+5V) & 20V span(-10-+10V).
* Parallel digital output.
Although it would have been desirable to use a larger number of 
bit ADC, non were available at the time of the experimentation.
Bipolar -10V span analogue input range was chosen. This is the
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Fig. 6.6 Input and Output filter characteristica.
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maximum input signal that could be applied to the input filter, also the 
stand alone operation was selected*
The conversion is initiated by the read/convert (R/c) pulse, and. 
once a conversion cycle has been started it cannot be stopped or restarted. 
At the end of the conversion, the data remain valid on the output lines 
until another R/c pulse is applied*
Two, 8 bit parallel to serial shift registers, were used to convert 
the parallel digital output of the ADC into serial output, required for 
the serial input port of the encoder DSP chip.
The timing specifications for the ADC and the shift registers are 
shown in figure 6.7, and listed in table 6.2.
r/c
(ADC)
STATUS
(ADC)
RSTe
(SPI-l) 
CLR (SR)
s/l (SR) 
SR 0/P
-URL
DS
Utw
, HDR .
f* •*
125 us
-ty
Tf~ this edge.
data is valid at 
RSTe^ j' t.h-
> High Impedance <
HS
Data Valid
-if-
SCK (SR) 
f* 2MHz
F ig .  6 .7  The T im in g  d ia g ra m  f o r  th e  ADC and th e  S h i f t  R e g is te r s .
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T a b le  6 . 2 -  H ie  T im in g  S p e c i f ic a t io n  f o r  th e  ADC and th e  S h i f t  R e g is te r
Parameter Descriptions Specifications
tHRL Read/convert pulse width 400 ns min.
tDS Read to convert delay 500. .ns max.
tHDR Data hold time 300 ns max.
^HS Data set-up time -100 to +200 ns max.
*C Conversion time (for 12 bit) 15 to 35
tSL Shift /load pulse width 20 ns min.
tRSTe Encoder reset pulse width 500 ns min.
' tw Clear pulse width 20 ns min.
6.3-3 Hie Encoder
Hie encoder algorithm was built by using the NEC jiPD-77P20 DSP chip. 
It is a complete 16 bit microcomputer on a single chip (9.)*;
The DSP chip offers the accuracy which determines the dynamic 
range and the signal to noise ratio of the algorithm, the speed that 
provides a large amount of signal processing within the sampling period, 
also computational power and large capacity memories needed to meet 
implementation requirement.
Hie DSP chip has serial and parallel input/output ports to provide 
connection facilities to other devices such as the ADC and DAC.
A block diagram of the DSP chip architecture is shown in figure 6.8.
Hie jllPD-77P20 DSP chip structure consists of:
* Memories.
* Multiplier.
* Arithmetic / Logic unit ( ALU ).
* Serial and parallel input/output ports together with DMA and 
interrupt facilities.
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Fig. 6.8 The JIFD-77P20 DSP Chip Block Diagram.
The DSP chip has three separate memories* Instruction EPROM, DATA 
EPROM and DATA RAM.
(i) The 512*23 bits of programmable Instruction EPROM are used to
control the processor. The Instruction EPROM is adressed by a 9bit 
program counter (PC) that keeps the adress of the following 
instruction to be excuted and can be modified by an external reset, 
interrupt, call/jump or return instruction.
(ii) The DATA EPROM is used to store the necessary constants,
coefficients and conversion tables to be processed during program 
excution. It is organized in 512 words of 13 bits and addressed 
by a 9 bit EPROM pointer (RP) register. The EPROM output buffer 
(RO) data, can be routed directly to the L register or to the 
Internal data bus (3DB), the 13 bits are placed in higher order 
and the low order three bits are zeros.
(iii) The DATA RAM has 128 words of 16 bits and may be used for temporary 
data, coefficients and results. A 7bit Data Pointer (DP) register 
specifies the RAM address. Contents of the DP register can be
- 1 6 9 -
Fig 6.9 illustrates a functional block diagram of DATA RAM and 
the DP register.
m o d if ie d  b y  i n s t r u c t i o n s .
Fig 6.9 Data RAM structure
The DATA RAM can be though* of as two blocks of memory, each with 
four rows of 16 words. The DP cosists of a 4bit up/down counter to 
select the value within the row, and a 3 bit register with modifiable 
logic circuits; 2 bits to specify the row within a block, and an 
MSB which is used to select the block that will be input/output 
from the multiplex (MUX). The DATA RAM has a special "dual-read" 
capability by connecting the high order block to the MUX and to 
the K register via its own bus, to improve the throughput.
Multiplication is performed by a separate 16*16 bit multiplier 
with one instruction cycle (2). K and L are input registers which feed 
the multiplier with two 16 bit data words, (assumed to be within -l,+l).
Also both registers can be loaded simultaneously from data RAM or data 
EPROM. The results of 31 bit accuracy is obtained at buffers M and N,
M holds the sign bit plus the 15 higher bits, whilst N holds the lower 
15 bits with zero placed in the LSB.
The ALU is a 16 bit, two's complement, unit providing the facility
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of excuting sixteen operations, such as Add, Subtract, OR, AND, X0R..etc. 
Two inputs available for the ALU from P-select MUX or Q, as shown in 
figure 6.10. Also two independent accumulators are used to store the 
results of the AttJ operations. Each accumulator has its own set of flags, 
to facilitate arithmetic operations for double-precision numbers.
INTERNAL
DATA BUS M REGISTER N REGISTER RAM
Fig. 6.10 The ALU and Peripherals Block Diagram.
The DSP chip offers the following input /output ports (9):
- Separate serial input and output ports for asynchronous interface with 
external digital systems, at a maximum clock rate of 2.048 MHz.
- Parallel input/output provides connection possibilities to conventional 
microprocessors such as jaPD 8080, jiPD 8085, /xPD 780(Z~80) as well as 
some types of DAC*s.
- The DMA facilities which allow the chip to act as a sophisticated
-re­
The DSP chip contains a 4-level program stack for efficient 
program usage. The stack is 4 SMrft LIFO (Last In First Out) register.
It is used to store the return addresses for subroutines and interrupts.
It has also a sophisticated internal data bus structure in order to 
minimize bus conflicts.
6.3.4 Design Consideration for the Encoder DSP Chip
Amongst different operational modes offered by the DSP chip, 
serial input and the serial output interfacing have been selected for 
ease of implementation.
According to the ADC which has already been chosen, the following 
consideration will he taken into account to design the timing for the 
DSP chip.
(a) The Input Port
Serial data output words from the second shift register output, 
will be fed to the serial data input SI of the DSP chip. The serial 
data must be synchronized with shift clock pulses, so that the data 
will be latched on the rising edge of a shift clock of 488 ns 
minimum period. Whilst the shift register will output the data at 
the rising edge of the shift clook pulses of 40 ns minimum period(lO). 
Thus shift clock pulses (SCK) of 500 ns period will be used for 
the shift registers, which can be implemented easily from the 
8MHz clock frequency. Also the SCK pulses will he inverted and used 
as the shift clook (SCK) for the DSP chip.
The DSP chip serial input data is converted to parallel data 
by using an internal shift register, and then transferred to the 
SI register when the number of bits shifted equals the length 
specified by the status register of the DSP chip(i.e 8 or 16 hits).
The ADC output data word is 12 bits. Thus 4 zeros were used 
as the least significant hits to comprise the input data words
prog ram m ab le  p e r ip h e r a l .
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length of the DSP chip (16 hits), as illustrated in figure 6.11. 
The most significant hit is the first bit to he latched*
* * * * * * * * * * * * 0 0 0 0
Fig. 6.11 The second Shift Register output Data word format.
In order to enable the shift clock pulses (SCK) into the serial
input register of the DSP chip* Serial input enable pulse (SIENe)
was needed. The SIENe pulse must be low before the rising edge of
the SCK for the first bit to be latched and go to high after the
SCK for the last hit becomes high by t . The SIENe pulse can beCD
calculated according to the timing diagram of the serial input 
shown in figure 6.12.
SCK
STATUS
RST
SIEN1
~ 11
»
1
1
I
k+.OK „|
j n _ L
J —
t
1
J
1
1 —4 + CD
-ifr
' t! ! DC
Fig* 6.12 The Timing Diagram for the Serial Input of the DSP Chip.
SIENe min .width = 15 • t • „ + t + tSCK DC CD
Where t t Shift clock cycle time = 500 ns. SCK
DC : SIENe, SI set-up time = 55 ns min.
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CD : SlENe, SI hold time = 30 ns.
SIENe. = 15x500 + 55 + 30 = 7585 ns = 7-585 } is .
Also the data should not be changed through set-up time and 
holding time.
Cb) The Output Port
The serial output (SO) register was used to output the ADPCM 
encoded bits, when available. It consists of four MSB's together 
with 12 zero's as shown in figure 6.13- The four bits ADPCM encoder 
output code word was transmitted through a transmission channel, 
or to the local decoder, for experimental purposes.
1 ° 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0
1 ADPCM Q-C.W 1
Fig. 6.13 The Serial Output Data Format for the Encoder DSP Chip
The output processed data was loaded first to the SO register 
as 16 bit parallel data from the internal data bus of the DSP chip. 
Then it was transferred to the internal shift register if the 
latter was free, otherwise the transfer was held until it was 
available.
Serial data output request SORQ is set to one when the data
was transferred to the shift register SO to inform the external
device that data is available, after sending the whole data, SORQ
is set to 0 waiting for the next serial output data.
Output serial data is clocked out synchronously with the falling
edge of the SCK, and is held after the rising edge of the SCK
pulse of the last bit by t time as shown in serial outputDRQ
timing diagram figure 6.14.
tsoro. ■ 15 - 500 +(250 - W  + 250 + V q
Where t^R^ : Data request delay = 30 - 150 ns
t s o r q = 8 FS
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DRQ
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t -
SORQ
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Fig. 6.14 Serial Output Timing Diagram.
(c) The RSTe Pulse
The RSTte pulse is used to reset the program counter (PC=0), 
and to clear the status register, before processing the data for 
each input sample. It is a positive pulse of width T « given by:
IlD iw
T . = 4.TRSTte m m .  CY
Where T = Clock cycle time = 125 ns.Cx
T . = 4 x 125 m 500 ns.RSTe m m .
The RSTe timing diagram is shown in figure 6.7 .
(d) The Clook (CLK) Pulse
Sine-waveform of 8 MHz frequency is used as a master clock for 
the encoder DSP chip.
6.3 .5  Design Consideration for the Decoder DSP Chip
At the receiving end, the encoded signal was decoded into samples. 
This was implemented by using another pFB-77P20 DSP chip.
The serial input port of the DSP chip was used to input the serial 
data words received through a transmission channel, or connected directly 
to the serial output port of the encoder DSP chip for experimental purposes,
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Whilst the parallel output was used for the decoder output to meet the 
requirements for commercially available DAC's which accept only parallel 
data inputs*
The timing consideration for the decoder was as follows:
(a) The Input Port
The input port timing was similar to the serial input timing 
for the encoder, except that the serial input enable pulse(SIEN^) 
for the decoder, was generated by inverting the SORQ pulse of the 
encoder DSP chip*
(fo) The Output Port
The 8 bit data bus was used to transmit 16 bits output data 
which is available in the Data Register (DR). Therefore the 16 bits 
data was transferred in two steps; first the low byte data, and 
then on acceptance by the external device, such as the DAC, the 
high byte was transferred. Special pulses were needed to control 
the data transfer. The processing time for the decoder input data 
words was not constant, thus the control data transfer pulses 
must be generated as soon as the data is available at the parallel 
output port, two methods can be used to trigger the control pulse 
generator, one by using software instructions, which uses Po or 
PI DSP chip output ports, whilst the other one uses the DMA mode 
operation. In this case the DSP chip generates the DMA Request 
(DRQ) pulse; signals that the DSP requests a data transfer on 
the data bus when the processed data is available at the output 
parallel port.
The second method was chosen, because it did not add further 
complexity to the hardware design, whilst saving some program 
instructions for the decoder algorithm implementation.
Two pulses are needed for the decoder data transfer:
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1. Read control pulse (ED): enables an output to the data port, 
from the data or status register.
2. DMA Request acknowledge pulse (DACK): indicates to the DSP chip, 
that the data bus is ready for a DMA transfer.
The timing diagram of the parallel output transfer is shown 
in figure 6.15.
(c) The RST, pulse  a______
Similarly to the encoder DSP chip, the Pulse was used
to reset the program counter and to clear the status register
before the data words to he input to the RST pulse generatord
were triggered hy the rising edge of the SIEN pulse of thee
encoder. It has the same width as the RST pulse.
DRQ
DACK
RD
0/P DATA'
r
\t 1 AR I t4-4. |-
1 «
\  if
RD ' 1 t
<
D K  0- 7
\
\
U RA t
r  1 1 HV • r4\ 1 
1 J—— I
\ /
>
DB 8-16
Fig. 6.15 The Timing Diagram for Parallel Output Port Pulses.
Where-: t . adress set-up time for RD pulse = 0 ns min.AR
tRA> adress hold time for RD pulse = 0 ns min.
t , RD pulse width = 250 ns min.RR
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t , interval between two RD pulses = 250 ns min*
RV
t . data delay from RD = 150 ns max.RD
^DF* read floating = 10 - 100 ns.
From the timing diagram it is clear that, data is valid for 
a minimum period of 110 ns. This should be considered for the 
DAC operation.
Also RD and BACK pulses can have the same pulse width, thus 
one pulse will be generated and used for both.
6 .3 .6  The Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC)
Conversion of Decoder output data words to analogue signal 
(samples) was performed by a digital to analogue converter. The DAC 1230LCD 
was chosen. It had the same numbering code as the ADC which was already 
in use. It was also compatible with the DSP chip parallel output port, 
so it could be connected to the 8 bit data bus directly, as it internally 
formulates the 12 bit DAC data from its 8 input lines. The order of 
high and low bytes to he accepted by the DAC was reversed from that of 
the decoder output. Thus the order of decoder output data was exchanged.
This could be done either via software or hardware means. Software 
conversion was chosen in order to make the hardware connection readable 
and sensible at the expense of using only one instruction.
The key specification of the DAC (11) is;
- Current settling time 1 jns.
- Resolution 12 bits.
- Linearity (over temperature) 10,11 or 12 bits of F.S.
- Direct interface to all popular microprocessors.
- Works with + 10V reference.
- Linearity error is 0.012 $ F.S.
- Differential non-linearity for - 1 0 V < ^ +10V is 0.012 $ F.S.
The t im in g  s p e c i f i c a t io n  f o r  th e  DAC o p e r a t io n  i s  shown i n  f i g u r e  6 .1 6 .
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Bytel/Byte2 and
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XFER
WR1 and WR2
\
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BACK and RD DSP
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Fig. Hie DAC Timing Diagram. 
Control set-up time : tCS
Write pulse width : tW
Holding time for DAC : tDAC
= 320 ns rain* 
= 320 ns min. 
= 90 ns min.
Data validity time from DSP : fjjgp= U 0  ns min*
Hie margin was only 20 ns between the validity of the data from 
the decoder output and the minimum data hold time for the DAC.
Hie function of the DAC pulses was as follows:
Chip select CS: enable WR operation to the DAC.
Bytel/Byte2 : .when it is high all 12 locations of the input latch are
enable. When it is low, only the four least significant 
locations of the input latch are enabled.
WR1 and WR2 : are used to load the first byte into the input latch
when byte sequence control is high, and to load the 4-MSB 
of the second byte when byte sequence control is low. 
XFER : Transfer control signal causes the 12 bit data available
in the input latohs to transfer to the DAC register.
6.3*7 Hie Output Stage
Hiis consists of a two stage amplifier (A , A ) and reconstructed
J  M*
low pass filter (F^)* A^ was an operational amplifier used to convert 
the output current of the digital to analogue converter into a voltage,
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Whilst the second stage amplifier was used to provide bipolar output 
voltages. IF 356 type amplifiers were used as recommended by the DAC 
specification. The circuit diagram is shown in figure 6.17*
out 2 (DAC ) tr
'out 1 (DAC) *
910 K
R.
FB
Vcc (1
. y » °5
M l
Full -Scale Adj. 10 K 
--------------------- A A VV aREF
10 K
v w
Fig. 6.17 Output Amplifier Circuit Diagram
Reference voltage (V ) of up to +10V could be used. We chose +5V
REF —
to meet L.P.F constraints and to obtain the required output voltage.
The amplifier output (V _, ) was connected to a reconstruction filterout
in order to remove the high frequency noise signal (out of band noise) 
which does not exist in the ADC input, and to smooth the output speech 
analogue signal.
A 4-pole Chehyshev low pass filter was used for similar reasons 
as for the input filter (F^) choice.
6*3*8 The Clock Generator
This produces all pulses required for the interfacing board operation, 
such as the ADC, the DSP chips, the DAC and the shift registers. It 
comprises a crystal oscillator followed by programmable counters and mono­
shot triggers, together with a PROM table.
The following frequencies were needed 8 MHz, 2 MHz and 8 KHz. The 
least common multiple of these frequencies is 8 MHz. This was generated 
according to the circuit diagram shown in figure 6.18.
- 1 8 0 -
1 K 1 K
— w v A A A — i
■£>a— ---£>o--- o o/P (8MHz Sine-Wave)
IDl
5 - 60 pF Crystal(8MHz)
Fig. 6.18 8MHz Sine Wave Generator Circuit Diagram.
Dae sine-waveform at 8 MHz -was required to clock the DSP chips 
(SPI-1 and SPI-2), the PR0MTaddressing counter (C-5)> the binary counter 
(C-l) and the decade counter (Q-*2) as shown in figure 6.4-
In addition to the 8 MHz clook frequency, the following pulses
were generated as shown in the timing diagram for the encoder figure 6.19
(SCK, SCK, fg, R/C, CLR, RST , SIEN , s/l ), and in the timing diagram
for the decoder figure 6.20 (RST , SIEN,, CLR C~5> CS, Bytel/Byi;e2 & XFER,d d
WR1 & WR2 and DACK & RD). The delay for each pulse is illustrated in 
the timing diagrams figures 6.19 and 6.20.
(a) Shift Clock pulses (SCK & SCK)
The 8 MHz clock frequency triggers a 4-bit binary counter (C-l) 
of 74LS 163A type, to generate the shift clook (SCK) pulses of 
2 MHz frequency, which are required for the shift registers (SR-1 & 
SR-2). Also via the inverter I-l/l the inverted shift clock (SCK) 
are generated and used for SPI-1 and SPI-2 as well as for the 
D type flip flop D-l/l and D-l/2 as shown in figure 6.4*
(b) The Sampling Frequency (f ) . s
Three decade counters C2, C3 and C4 of 74LS 162A type are used
to generate the 8 KHz sampling frequency (f )• Each counter hass
a frequency division ratio of 10. The counter C2 was clocked by
CL
K:
8M
Hz
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the 8 MHz clock frequency, whilst the counters C3 and C4 were 
clocked hy the output of the previous stage.
(o) The Read/Convert pulse (r/c )
Mono one shot trigger Ml-l of type 74221 was used to generate 
the r/c negative pulses. This was triggered hy the falling edge 
of the sampling frequency. The width of the r/c pulse was 500 ns 
as shown in fig 6.19* It was used to trigger the CLR pulse generator, 
as well as to start the conversion operation of the ADC.
(d) The Clear pulse (CLR)
A negative clear pulse of 120 ns width and 8 KHz frequency was 
generated by the mono one shot trigger Ml-2. It was triggered by 
the falling edge of the r /c pulse. The CLR pulses were needed in 
order to clear the shift registers SRI and SR2 before the loading 
of parallel data into the shift registers was carried out*
(e) The Encoder Reset pulse (RST^)
The status pulse generated by the ADC, was used to trigger the 
mono one shot trigger M2-1 by its falling edge (i.e after the 
completion of the conversion operation of the ADC). An RST^ positive 
pulse of 600 ns was generated and applied to the DSP chip SPI-1 
and to the D type flip-flop Dl-1*
(f) The Serial Input Enable pulse (SIEN )
_ _ ____________________________________________ e
This pulse was needed for the enooder DSP chip (SPI-l). It was
generated hy using mono one shot trigger M3-1 of 74221 type. The
RST pulse and the SCK were applied to the D type flip-flop Dl-1 e
(74LS 74)* When the RST pulse goes low, the first rising edgee
of the SCK changes the output condition of Dl-1 to high, which
was used to trigger M3-1 in order to generate the SIEN pulse ofe
8.2 us width. The SIEN pulse was generated in this way for a rigide
- 1 8 3 -
timing design, independent of power supply changes. If the delay
between the falling edge of the SIEN and the rising edge of thee
first SCK is constant then this ensures current acceptance of the 
first data bit as shown in figure 6.21.
Two SIEN pulses were generated, the first of a negative polarity   e
(SIEN ) used to trigger the RST., pulse generator, and via two e d
switches (SIEN SW and Local SW) to the encoder or decoder DSP chips 
(SPI-1 & SPI-2). Whilst a positive pulse (SIEN^) is used to trigger 
Dl-2 and Nl-3 to generate the shift load pulse.
(g) The Shift/Load pulse (s/L)
This pulse is needed in order to load the parallel data into the
shift registers (SRI & SR2). D type flip-flop Dl-2 and Nand gate
Nl-3 are used to generate the s/L pulse. When the SIEN pulse ise
high, the first rising edge of the SCK is applied to the Dl-2; the
latter will change its inverted output from high, to low. This
output together with SIEN is applied to the input of the Nande
gate Nl-3 of 74LS 03 type to generate the s/L pulse.
This pulse has a constant delay with respect to the SIEN and
©
the SCK pulses for the same reason as for the SIEN^ pulse, as 
shown in figure 6.21. The pulses required for the local decoder 
in addition to the 8 MHz clock frequency and the SCK are described 
in the following sections and are shown in the timing diagram 
for the decoder figure 6.20.
(h) The Decoder Reset pulse RST
 _______    d
The rising edge of the SIEN pulse is used to trigger the monoe
one shot trigger M2-2. A positive pulse of 600 ns width was generated 
and used as a reset pulse for the decoder DSP chip SPI-2.
(i) The Serial Input Enable pulse for the Decoder (SIEN,)
.______________ _ _ _______________________________  d
The serial output data request pulse (SORQ) of the encoder DSP
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chip SPI-1 was inverted by 11-2 and used as the SIEN^ for the 
decoder DSP chip SPI-2.
SCK
SCK
RST
SIEN
SIEN
l _ t
Dl/2 O/F 
s/ l
Shift Reg. 
0/P
m
i f -
i t
f t
r “ L = r r
Fig. 6.21 The Timing Diagram for SIEN and s/L.
G
(j) The Clear pulse for the PROM counter (CLR C-5)
This pulse is used to make the PROM addressing counter (C—5) 
operate when the decoder output data is available at the parallel 
port and during its transfer to the DAC input. The Mono one shot 
trigger M3-2 was used to generate the CLR pulse for the PROM 
counter. It was triggered by the rising edge of the DRQ pulse 
which is produced by the decoder DSP chip SPI-2 operating in the 
DMA mode. The DRQ pulse signals that the DSP chip requests data 
transfer on the Data bus. The CLR pulse is connected through the 
CLR-SW tb the addressing counter C-5*
(k) The CS, WRl/1fR2, Rytel/Byte2 & XFER and DACK & RD pulses
The PROM ta b le  was u se d  t o  p ro d u ce  th e  p u ls e s  r e q u ir e d  f o r  th e
- 1 8 6 -
DAC operation such as CS, WRl/t*IR2, Bytel/Byte2 & XFER. Also the 
DACK & RD pulses needed for the DSP chip SPI-2.
Hie previous pulses have unsymmetrioal shapes which require 
several mono stable one shot triggers to produce them* Therefore 
it was considered that a PROM table was a suitable method for 
this case#
The output of the addressing counter C-5 was applied to a PROM 
of N82S123N type#The latter has eight outputs (12), but only four 
of them were used# The PROM was programmed to produce the required 
unsymmetrioal pulses, where for each clock pulse the PROM outputs 
produce ones or zeros as was already programmed#
Hie PROM outputs is shown in figure 6.20#
6.3*9 Operation modes of the Interface Board
The Interface Board is designed to operate in three modes:
(a) Linear Conversion mode.
(b) Local Encoder mode.
(o) Normal Operation mode.
In all operation modes the chip enable (CE) of the ADC was connected 
to +5V, to enable the operation of the ADC. The connection was made 
through the CE- switch, also red L.e.d will be switched on to indicate that 
+5V was connected to the CE pin.
A brief explanation of the three operation modes follows;
(a) Linear Conversion mode
In this case, the 8 Most significant bits of the ADC output 
were connected to the DAC directly through the linear switch.
Also CLR switch will be in the control position wThich applies 
+5V, to the CLR pin of the addressing counter C-5* A green L.e.d 
will be switched on to indicate, this connection. This allows the 
addressing counter to operate continuously.
- 1 8 7 -
This mode is used to develop the ADPCM encoder algorithm. Only
the decoder DSP chip socket was used, and was connected to the
EVAKIT 7720. Therefore the SIEN and RST pulses were connectede e
to the decoder DSP chip SPI-2 instead of SIEN, and RST,• Also
d  d
the serial input data of the shift register output SR-2 was 
connected to the SI port of the DSP chip SPI-2. All of these 
connections could he made via Local switch.
In order to check the algorithm operation by excuting the
program instructions one at a time, when the EVAKIT was used,
the RST pulse had to be earthed, this was done via the RST-SW. e
Also for this case the SIEN pulse must be high to prevent thee
serial input of the shift register SR-2 being applied to the SI 
port of the DSP chip SPI-2. Thus +5V was connected through the 
SIEN-SW contacts to the SIEN. pin for the encoder DSP chip.
(o). Normal Operation mode
In this case all control switches were set to their normal 
positions, to allow all pulses required for the encoder and decoder 
to be connected.
The objective measurements and the subjective tests were carried 
out using this mode of operation.
The connection diagram for the Interface Board is presented in 
Appendix A*1 •
In this chapter we have described the hardware design of an 
interface board which together with the DSP chip set gives us a flexible 
test-bed on which to test and develop reduced-bit-rate algorithms.
0 0  L o c a l E n co d e r mode
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The objective of this implementation was to use it for subjective 
testing purposes, in order to compare the subjective test results for 
the implemented ADPCM codecs with that for the standard 64 Kbit/s PCM 
codec under the same conditions.
The design was based on an A-Law PCM codec with filters (HD44231B 
single chip). The design consists of*
* PCM codec.
* Clock generator.
* Output amplifier, as shown in figure 6.22.
6 .4  64 K b i t / s  A-Law PCM Codec Im p le m e n ta t io n
Fig 6.22 64 Kbit/S PCM Codec Implementation.
The analogue input was applied to the encoder input. It was amplified 
by an operational amplifier, which also operated as a second order 
analogue anti—aliazing filter. This signal was bandlimited to the range 
(0.2 - 3*4)KHz, by using a fifth order low pass filter followed by 
a third order high pass filter. The signal was then sampled at 8 KHz 
sampling rate. Each sample was then converted to an 8-bit PCM data word 
using a successive approximation circuit.
The 64 Kbit/s PCM encoder output was connected to the local PCM 
decoder input, implemented in. the same chip. The decoder input the data 
into a buffer register once every clock period and was then converted
- 1 8 9 -
to samples, a sixth order low pass filter was used to smooth the sampled 
and held signals.
Also an output filter with output impedance of greater than 3 Kil 
was used to reconstruct the analogue signal. Thus an output amplifier 
is need to meet that requirement.
The clock generator provided the codec with the required pulses, 
such as sync and clock pulses •
The design for the PGM codec consists of the PCM codec chip and 
the clock generator.
6.4*1 Design Consideration for the PCM Codec Chip
A 64 Kbit/S A-Law PCM encoder and decoder single chip operating 
on the successive approximation principle was chosen* A HITACHI chip 
of type HD44231B was used as a per channel voice frequency codec in 
order to digitize the speech signal at the transmitter, also to convert 
the PCM digital stream into analogue signal at the receiving end* The 
chip provides the circuits needed for the codec operation, such as 
operational amplifier, anti-aliasing filter, handliraitting filters and 
reconstruction filter*
The PCM codec chip h^ ad the following characteristics (13) :
* Single chip codec with filters*
* Exceeds CCITT specifications*
* Internal clock generator*
* Anti - aliasing filter.
* Input amplifier.
* Dynamic range of more than 40 6-B*
* Signal to distortion ratio for (820 Hz tone) greater than 35 
dynamic range..
* Idle channel noise is less than -70 dBMOP.
* Analogue Input and Output level in the range (1.217 - 1.246)V •rms
- 190-
The clock and sync pulses were required for the codec operation 
The timing diagram for these two pulses is shown in figure 6.23, and 
listed in table 6.3 •
SYNC
CLOCK
PCMOUT
FCMIN
V
2.0
0 - 8
’wSL
d, i/wc J CP 1 r r .. -H
- i t
2 -0  -  7 1 / -  -
0 .8  -  t / ;--------
Lsc ~5f-
2.4
0-4
2 - 0
0 - 8
* c d J  ' Jed
I 1 t t ■ *1
K - - A -  -
Valid
' I  r
. 11 hd
H —
Fig. 6.23 Hie PCM Codec Timing Diagram.
6.4*2 Design Consideration for the Clock Generator
Hie clock generator produces the pulses required for the PCM codec 
operation, such as the clock (CLK) and the synchronization (sync) pulses.
It consists of a crystal oscillator followed by binary counters.
The following frequencies were heeded, 2048 KHz and 8 KHz. Hie least 
common multiple is 2048 KHz. This frequency was generated by the same 
circuit that was used for 8 MHz in figure 6.18 using a crystal of 2048 KHz
- 1 9 1 -
TABLE 6.3 - The PCM Codec Timing Specifications
Parameter Descriptions Specifications
Ts Synchronization period 125 us
Tc PCM bit clock period 488 ns
twc Clock pulse width 200 ns min.
twSH Sync pulse hi^b. width 200 ns min.
twSL Sync pulse low width 8 p.s min.
tr Logic input rise time 50 ns max.
** Logic input fall time 50 ns max.
tsc Sync to clock delay - -50 - 100 ns
* sd Sync to PCM OUT delay 170 ns max.
*cd Clock to PCMOUT delay 220 ns max.
tsu PCMIN set-up time 65 ns max.
thd PCMIN hold time 120 ns max.
frequency, and hex inverter of 74LS 04 type. This pulse was used as 
a clock pulse for the PCM codec and via two 4-bit binary counters of 
74LS 163A type to produce the sync pulses. Cascaded connection are used 
for the counters, with each counter having a division ratio of lsl6.
The block diagram for the clock generator and the PCM codec is 
shown in figure 6.24
Crystal(2048 KHz)
CLOCK
Generator
F ig .  6 '.2 4  The B lo c k  D ia g ra m  o f  th e  C lo c k  G e n e ra to r .
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6.4*3 Design Consideration for the output amplifier
An operational amplifier of 741 type was used to provide the 
facility of connecting impedance loads of less than 3 fC.rt.to the decoder 
output, whilst ensuring load impedance greater than 3 KAto the decoder, 
as required according to the codec specifications* Also the output voltage 
range could be changed by adjusting the input voltage of the operational 
amplifier*
The connection diagram for the 64 Kbit/S A-Law PCM codec is 
presented in Appendix A*2 •
Thus a 64 Kbit/s, A-Law PGM codec was implemented for comparison 
purposes with two ADPCM coders under development.
- 1 9 3 -
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
ADPCM CODECS SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
7*1 Introduction
In this chapter we will review the current standardisation situation 
of the ADPCM codec algorithms and give a brief explanation of the 
software support system to be used for the chosen algorithms in 
our tests. The simplified hlock diagram of the ADPCM encoder and 
decoder will be explained.
Finally the implementation process of a 32 Kbit/s codec with 
both NEC and ATT encoder and decoder algorithms will he discussed.
The software implementation for the ADPCM codecs, was based 
on using two NEC ;xPD77P20 Digital Signal Processor single chips.
One to implement the encoder algorithm, and the other for the local 
decoder, as mentioned in chapter 5*
7.2 The current standardisation situation for 32Kbit/s ADPCM codec
algorithms.
Since 1981 CCITT Study Group XVIII has been conducting a programme 
of research leading to a standardisation for 32Kbit/s to be used 
in the public switched telephone network. Its aim was to arrive 
at such a standard hy 1984* The work performed in this thesis is 
allied to this programme and we set out to investigate the subjective 
quality of several of the performed algorithms as selected in 1982.
Three ADPCM codec algorithms from France, Japan(NEC) and the 
USA(ATT) from amongst many others were thought to have good performance 
which could meet the CCITT recommendation (l). The codec structure 
for each of them was as follows:
France: Simple adaptive quantizer and five second-order section 
adaptive predictor.
NEC t Adaptive quantizer with two adaptation speeds according
- 1 9 6 -
to the input signal characteristics, and a six zeros 
adaptive predictor together with a four poles' quasi- 
adaptive predictor*
ATT t Adaptive quantizer using two adaptation speeds according 
to the characteristics of the input signal* Also two 
poles., and a six zeros, adaptive predictor*
From the previous codec structures, it is considered that the 
NEO and ATT ADPCM algorithms would have better overall performance 
than the French algorithm* Thus a decision was made to implement 
both of these as representatives of general ADPCM codec performance 
for experimental purposes*
It is noted that a draft recommendation (G*7zz) for the 32Kbit/s 
ADPCM codec algorithm was launched by the CCITT at the end of 1983, 
together with the method and sequence of implementation* Also 
an amendments to this recommendation was released in mid 1984*
The algorithm is closer in nature to the ATT algorithm considered 
herein than to others*
7*3 The software support system
The codec algorithm was developed by using the software support 
system shown in figure 7*1 • In the following a brief explanation 
of the PC-8000 Microcomputer and the hardware support hoard EVAfCIT-
F ig *  7 -1  S o ftw a re  s u p p o r t  sys tem  f o r  jiFD  77P20 d e ve lo p m e n t
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The PC-8000 micro-computer performs program editting, debugging, 
cross assembling and down-loading of programs to the EVAKIT-7720 
emulator. It consists of the following hardware units:
(a) PC-8000 micro-computer,is an 8-bit general purpose stand­
alone computer, consisting of a microprocessor, memory and 
input/output section (2):
-The microprocessor is responsible for coordinating all of 
the activities in the system. Also it excutes the programs 
stored in the memory section.
-The memory consists of two parts, 24Kbytes ROM which has 
been previously programmed. It allows the user to write,edit 
and run programs. It accepts or stores programs from other 
devices such as a disk unit, and implements special functions. 
Also 32Kbyte RAM to store programs either written hy users 
or loaded from tapes or disks.
-The Input/Output section is used to connect the micro­
computer with a wide variety of external components, some of 
them to store data such as disks and cassettes, others to 
process data so that the user can understand it, such as the 
VDU, printer and key board.
(b) The PC-8011 Expansion unit consists of 32Kbyte RAM and 8Kbyte 
ROM (3)* This unit expands the memory map of the PC-8001 
micro-oomputer to 64Kbyte RAM.
(c) The PC-8031 Dual mini-floppy disk unit;• provides a total 
storage of 139*26 Kbytes which is available to the user.
In addition to 4*096 Kbytes to be used for control table 
purposes (4)*
(d) The PC-8043: is a high resolution 12" colour display, of 80 
character per line (2).
7 .3 * 1  PC -  8000 M ic ro c o m p u te r
- 198-
The PC-8000 micro-computer is run under the control of the 
CP/M operating system* The CP/m is afloppy disk based and consists 
of a set of control programs (5)* It provides an interface between 
the hardware and the user* It also supervises the various tasks 
carried out on the computer, such as loading, editting, debugging 
and assembling the user's programs, as shown in figure 7*2 •
A brief description of some of the programs is as follows:
-The CP/M assembler program: Reads assembly language source 
files from the diskitte, and produces 8080 machine language 
in hex format, suitable for subsequent loading and excution. 
-The CP/M PIP program: Is used to transfer files from one 
disk to another* It also transfers files to the screen and 
to the printer or the EVAKIT-7720.
-The CP/M term program: This is used to make the connection 
between the micro-computer and the EVAKIT-7720, in order to 
load hexadicimal machine code programs, to and from the EVAKIT, 
also to excute the program instructions stored in the EVAKIT 
memory for testing and developing purposes*
CP/M
ED
EVAKIT
PIP Cross- 
assembler
I
Ob ject-Code
Term
Key Board
Fig. 7.2 The communication between the CP/M programs, EVAKIT 
and micro-computer.
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The EVAKIT is a stand-alone real-time emulator,and programmer, 
dedicated for ;*PD77P20 DSP chip development (6). It reduces the time 
and effort required to develop and test the required algorithm, before 
the DSP chip can be programmed.
All of the instructions of ;iFD77P20 are emulated by EVA-chip 
P.PD7721 on the EVAKIT boards.
It is possible to excute the program instructions one at a time 
then the contents of registers, accumulators and their flags, memory 
location and program counter..etc, can he examined to investigate 
their present state of excution.
Whilst this method aids the process of testing programs it can 
be time consuming, thus another procedure can be used, by allocating 
break points in the program. Thus the programmer can examine the 
contents of the registers and the status of flags. This procedure can 
be repeated for as many break points as desired.
The EVAKIT allows the user to alter the contents, of the memory 
locations and registers which was found useful during program testing.
When the whole program has been tested, the necessary amendments 
can he made to the program source code, which must he re-assembled to 
generate the correct machine code.
Also the EVAKIT can be used to test software together with hardware 
by connecting it to the socket-mounted DSP chip; thus the program can 
he tested in real time.
The system configuration of EVAKIT-7720 is shown in figure 7»3 
and consists of five blocks (6):
-The System Supervisor block: Supervises all EVAKIT systems.
-The Inst ruction/Data RAM block: Contains user's programs and data.
-The Break Pointer block: Used to verify the address of the excuted
program during program testing.
7 .3 .2  EVAKIT -  7720
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-The PROM Program block: Programs and. read out PROMs of jiFD77P20. 
-The Serial Interface block: The EVAKIT can be connected to the 
microcomputer by current loop mode or by RS-232-C mode at different 
baud rates in the range (110 - 9d00)baud.
7*3*3 The DSP chip Instruction Sets
Algorithms are developed to meet the desired functions required 
for a certain implementation. They should be translated into the 
;iPD77P20 assembly language, where three types of instruction sets can 
he used (7) as shown in figure 7*4 •
1) OP/RT Instructions
0  0  
0 ,  1
R-SEL^ CT' ALU aa dpl DRj-tt 
•H ■
RP
X3
SRC * DST
\iQ t for RETURN
ACCUMULATOR \DATA POIN' 
SELECTtON CONTROL
SOURCE DESTINATION
ROM POINTER 
DECREMENT
2) Branch Instructions
t 0 BRCH . . NEXT ADDRESS
3) LOAD. DATA Instructions
I i
----1---- J---- 1---- ----- ,---- t--------------1----------1---- |---- 1----1----1----
IMMEDIATE DATA
. __i__ .— i— i— i— «— -— •— >— i— ■— i— *— /
DSt
— »— *— *—
Fig. 7*4 Instruction Summary.
(a) The OP/RT Instruction Set: Can perform the following tasks in 
parallels
-Excute AHJ function.
-Transfer data.
-Modify memory.
-Excute return subroutine.
Cb) The LDI Instruction Set:Loads immediate data to a destination on 
the IDB (Internal Data Bus).
(c) The Branch (Gall/Jump) Instruction Set: The jumps are based on
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accumulators, flags, l /o  status or even the DPL value (Data pointer L).
Hie maximum number of instructions N which can be used ismax
given by the following equation:
_ Sampling Period - Reset Pulse Width , .
m ax " i _i • nInstruction Cycle
Where for our case: Sampling period = 125 /is (for f^=8KHz)
Reset pulse width=500 ns min*
Instruction cycle=250 ns
125 x 10 - 500N  -----------------  = 498 instructions.max _
250
7*4 Explanation of general simplified ADPCM codec
Hie NEC and ATT ADPCM algorithms were implemented* Both are based 
on a backward adaptive predictor, and a robust adaptive quantizer(8,9 ) 
designed for noisy channels and can transmit voice band data* A brief 
explanation of the ADPCM encoder and decoder of both algorithms follows:
7«4»1 Hie ADPCM encoder
A simplified block diagram of the ADPCM encoder is shown in 
figure 7*5 • Hie difference signal between an input sample and that 
estimated from previous samples is quantized by an adaptive 16-level 
quantizer, while four binary digits are assigned, and these are 
transmitted to the decoder at the receiving end. Whilst both algorithms 
use the same principle of a robust adaptive quantizer they differ in 
the implementation method used.
Hie inverse quantizer produces the quantized difference signal 
from the four binary digits.
Hie adaptive predictor produces the estimated signal. Both 
algorithms use pole—zero predictors structure. Hie all-zero predictor 
is a sixth order adaptive predictor. Hie all-pole predictor for the 
ATT algorithm is a second order adaptive predictor, whilst the NEC
The estimated signal is added to the quantized difference signal 
to produce the reconstructed version of the input signal which completes 
the feedback loop.
a lg o r i t h m  u se s  a  f o u r t h  o r d e r  q u a s i- a d a p t iv e  p r e d ic t o r .
Fig. 7*5 A simplified block diagram for the ADPCM encoder.
7.4.2 The ADPCM decoder
The ADPCM decoder has the same structure, as the feedback part 
of the encoder, as shown in figure 7*6 .
Fig. 7*6 a simplified block diagram for the ADPCM decoder.
An explanation of the software implementation of the NEC and ATT 
encoder and decoder algorithms is as follows:
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The block diagram for the NEC ADPCM encoder algorithm is shown in 
figure 7*7 (10)•
7 .5  The NEC ADPCM E n co d e r a lg o r i t h m  im p le m e n ta t io n
l/P Signal> 
(ADC 0/P)
OBC ->TC 
Conversion
E (.T ) Adaptive
Quantizer
n(j)
X ' ( 5 )
a( j )
ADPCM Q.C.W
D ( j )
D(jQuantizer Step-size 
Adaptation
Predictor 
Coefficiently - E*(j) 
Adaptation
Inverse
Adaptive
Quantizer
T v(T )
Adaptive
Predictor
Filter
Quasi-
Adaptive
Predictor
x ( j )
T
I
i
( j )  1 'X’ .X'  II ♦ a . a I
a ( j )
Speech/
Data
Discrimi­nator
-»~j
Fig. 7*7 The NEC ADPCM Encoder Block Diagram.
The difference signal E(j) between the input sample X(j), and the 
estimated sample X'(j), is quantized by the adaptive quantizer, resulting 
in a four hits ADPCM quantizer code word Q.C.W n(j).
The Q.C.W n(j) is transmitted to the decoder, the step-size 
adaptation block, and to the inverse adaptive quantizer together with
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the step-size D(j), in order to compute the quantized difference
signal E ' ( j ) • The normalized quantized difference signal d(j) is used
to update the adaptive predictor coefficients for the next sample
b^(j+l). Also E'(j) is added to the predictor output X'(j), which has
been computed in the previous sample period to produce the reconstructed
signal X(j). The X(j) signal is used to compute the fixed predictor
output which are optimized for the average speech signal X*(j+l), ands
the average data signal X^(j+l). A linear combination of X^(j+l) and
X*(j+l) controlled by the controlling parameter a(j) perform the quasi- s
adaptive predictor output X*(j+l). This is added to the adaptive predictor
output X'(j+l) computed from sets of E*(j~i) and b.(j-t-l), to form the F i
predictor output X f(j+l) used for the difference signal calculation 
and the reconstructed signal computation for the next sample.
A
The X(j), X!(j) and X'(j) are used for the Speech/Data Discriminator d s
to calculate the controlling parameter a(j+l) for the next sample. Also 
Q..C.W n(j) together with the controlling parameter a (j ) are fed to the 
step-size adaptation block in order to compute the quantizer step-size 
for the next sample D(j+l).
The encoder was implemented according to the flow chart shown in 
figure 7*8 • The implementation consisted of a main program and eleven 
subroutines. For each input sample the main program calls each subroutine 
in turn, excutes it, then calls the next one until all the subroutines 
have been called. The four -bit Q.C.W is stored in the serial output
(SO) port for transmission to the local decoder. Also the computation 
results to be used for the next sample are stored in the DATA RAM of 
the DSP chip. The program then waits for the next sample to be input.
This process is repeated for each sample, and the' subroutines are called 
in the same order for each input sample.
416 memory locations of the Instruction EPROM are used to store 
the program instructions, 39 memory locations of the DATA EPROM to store 
fixed data and coefficients and 37 memory locations of the DATA RAM to
- 2 0 6 -
F ig .  7 *8  The NEC E n co d e r F low  C h a rt
1 . INPUT
2. ECAL
3* QUNT
4. INQ
5. RSGNL
6. CONPAR
7. LTP
8. PCA
9* SHTP
10.SCFA
ll.PRDOT
12 .WAIT
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store temporary data and coefficients* The maximum number per cycle 
to be excuted for a sample is 476 instructions#
An explanation of the program subroutines follows in which each 
subroutine performs the functions of a segment of the algorithm*
It is worth mentioning that sample index (j) indicates*value computed 
and used*in the present sample period, whilst the index (j+l) indicates 
•value computed*to be used in the next sample period*
7*5*1 Input subroutine
This the first subroutine to be called, and performs the following 
functions s
— :It' initializes the program by setting the Data Pointer and the 
ROM Pointer to a suitable value.
-It waits for a serial input from the shift register output, by 
checking the SIACK flag which must he set to one when the data 
is latched to the SI register. The input data is represented by 
a 12 bit offset binary code(OBC) word, which is provided by the 
* ADO output, ^ together with* 4 LSB. zeros,.
-It converts the input data to f two?s complement * (TC.) code word 
hy using the C O W  subroutine. This conversion is required for 
the ALU operation of the DSP chip. The principle of the conversion 
is shown in figure 7*9 •
7FFF=+max
0 0 0 0 = + 0
FFFF=-0
8000=-max
Offset Binary Code(OBC) Two*s Complement Code(TC]
F ig * 7 * 9  p r i n c ip le  o f  th e  c o n v e rs io n  b e tw een  OBC & TC
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will he converted to Two's Complement representation according to the
equations 7*2 & 7*3*
X(c) = X(o) - 8000 (7-2) When the MSB of the ADC
output equals 1.
otherwise X(c) = X(o) + 8000 (7-3)
where X(o) : Offset binary code word
X(c) i Two's complement code word.
7*5*2 Prediction error (ECAL) subroutine
This subroutine calculates the difference signal E(j), between 
the input signal X(j) and the predictor output signal X'(j) which 
was computed in the previous sample period and stored in the DATA 
RAM. E(j) is used as an input signal to the quantizer, and is
calculated according to equation (7~4).
E(j) = X(a) - X'(j) (7-4)
7*5*3 Adaptive quantizer (QUNT) subroutine
A 16 level non-uniform adaptive quantizer based on the modified 
optimum quantization law for Laplace density is used to quantize the 
prediction error signal E(j),(ll). The normalized Input/Output 
characteristics of the quantizer is given in table 7*1 and shown 
in figure 7*10 .
The QUNT subroutine performs the following functions:
-An overflow check for the value of E(j).
-A check for the step-size D(j) value to make sure that it will
satisfy the condition: D >D(j)> D . •max. m m .
-A check for the sign of E(j), to select either a positive or 
negative quantizer subroutine. Each has seven decision levels
(d) scaled by D(j) in order to compare with E(j), starting 
from low to high decision level values. When the condition of
The ADC o u tp u t  range  i s  fro m  0000 t o  FFFO i n  h e x  fo r m a t .  T h is
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d<D(j)> E(j) is satisfied, then that decision level will 
specify the quantized level representing E(j) by four binary 
digits n(j). Hie most significant bit represents the sign 
(0 for positive and 1 for negative) of the quantizer code 
word* It is then followed by the three digits that represent 
the magnitude* This can be expressed by:
n(3) “ QADPCtJ E(3)’ B (j)]
Hie ADPCM Q.C.W is represented by four MSB's of the 16-bit 
DSP chip data word used for the algorithm calculation, and forms 
the 32Kbit/s encoder digital signal output*
Hie. step-size of the quantizer D(j) varies adaptively according 
to the input signal fluctuation* It is computed by the scale factor 
adaptation (SCFA) subroutine. '
Table 7*1 H*e Input/Output Quantizer Characteristics*
n . E/D x 2 (Hex) d (Hex) M(n) (Hex)
0 0670 i 0100 1B30
1 OFEO 0570 1B30
2 1AB0 0A70 1CC8
3 2790 1048 1CC8
4 3740 1748 2800
5 4CC0 2028 2800
6 6FA0 2C90 4060
7 4310 6038
where E/i) is the normalized quantizer input.
d is the normalized quantizer output.
M(n) is a multiplier that is a function of n.
7 .5 .4 Inverse quantizer (INQ) subroutine
T h is  i s  u se d  t o  fo rm  th e  q u a n t iz e d  v e r s io n  E ' ( j )  o f  th e  p r e d ic t io n
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E ’ ( 3 )  ■ (CW c M r l [ n ^ ' > ’ ]
The Q.C.W n(j) is used to point to the corresponding value of 
the normalized quantizer output (d) lookup table, which was already 
stored in DATA EPROM. Then the value of d(j) will he scaled hy the 
same quantizer scale factor which was already used to produce Q.C.W n(j).
e r r o r  s ig n a l  E ( j ) .  The f u n c t io n  o f  t h i s  s u b r o u t in e  can  he e x p re s s e d  h y :
P ig .  7 *1 0  Q u a n t iz e r  C h a r a c t e r is t ic s
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Diis subroutine computes the reconstructed signal £(j), which 
is the output version of the input X(j), by adding the quantized 
version of the prediction error E 1(j) to the predictor output X*(j), 
according to the equation (7—5 ) *
x(d) = E'(j) + X*(j) (7-5)
7*5*6 Update the control parameter (UPC) subroutines
Die encoder will be used for speech and voice-band data* As 
these signals have different characteristics, the control parameter 
a ( J  is to keep the predictor output of the quasi-adaptive predictor 
close to the input signal* Also to make the step-size adaptation 
suitable for both signals.
Die control parameter is generated by the speech/data discri­
minator shown in figure 7*11 (ll)> according to the equations(7*6&7)*
a'(j+l). = (l-K).a'(j) - C/2 [ l-sgn( | X(j)-X^(j)|-|X(o)-X'g(j)| )] (7.6)
a (j+l) « 1 + a*(j+l) (7.7)
where a*(j+l)s Is the shifted control parameter*
a (j+l)* = - control parameter*
C , K : Are positive constants control the changing rate 
of the control parameter (C = 0*01, K = 0*0123)
7 * 5 * 5  D ie  r e c o n s t r u c te d  s ig n a l  (RSGNL) s u b r o u t in e : .
F ig *  7 *1 1  S p e e ch /D a ta  D is c r im in a to r .
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between the reconstructed signal X(j) and the all-pole fixed predictors
output for both speech signal X ’(j) and data signal X*(j). If thes d
absolute value of /x(j) — Xv(j)/ is less than /x(j) —s d s
A  ^is closer to X(j) than X, (j). a*(j) value will he equal to the previous
d
value scaled by the constant (l-K). On the other hand if X*(j) is closer
A
to X(j) than X^(j), then the a*(j) value will he less than the previous 
value hy a constant 0* Thus the result updates the control parameter 
which has a one word memory*
The control parameter a(j) can be changed in the range (0 — !)•
It tends towards unity for speech signals and towards zero for voice- 
hand data signals.
7*5*7 All-pole predictor (I/PP) subroutine
The all-pole prediction is produced by two 4th order quasi-
adaptive prediction filters P and P„• Each has a transversal structures d
as shown in figure 7*12 *
T h is  s u b r o u t in e  c a lc u la t e s  th e  a b s o lu te  v a lu e  o f  th e  d i f f e r e n c e
P ig .  7 *1 2  The a l l - p o l e  p r e d ic t o r  f lo w  d ia g ra m .
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Hie LTP subroutine calculates the all-pole prediction signals 
from speech optimized and data optimized fixed coefficients, according 
to the equations (7*8 & 9)*
x;(j) as. , X._. (7.8)
and xa(3) adi 4 fi-i (7.9)
where X'(j) is the speech optimized filter output,s
Xl(j) is the data = = = •
d
as^: i = 1,.•,4 is a set of coefficients optimized 
for average speech signals, 
ad^s i =* 1,..,4 is a set of coefficients optimized 
for average data signals.
All coefficients are stored in the DATA EPROM, while the 
reconstructed signals are stored in the DATA RAM.
Hie all-pole predictor output X?is produced by a linear
combination of the two filter outputs Xv and X', according to thes d
control parameter of the speech/data discriminator, as shown in 
equation (7*10);
Xj(j) = a(j) . X's(j) + [1 - a(j) ] .xjj) (7.10)
A check for overflow is considered whenever there is a possibility
of this happening during X', X' and X' calculations.s d I
Hie all-pole predictor models poles in the input signal. Hius
its structure and the coefficients values must be chosen to operate 
in a stable manner whenever a transmission error occurs (12,)*
Hie predictor coefficients of as. and ad. values, used in the
l  l
implementation are listed in table 7«2 •
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Table 7*2 Predictor coefficients of as. and ad. values.1 i
Ps coeff. (Hex) P, coeff. (Hex) d
as1 3FC0 ad1 1938
as„2 CD40 ad2 DEE8
as3 1340 : ad3 12D0
as. FCB8 ad ED AO4 4 I
7*5*8 Update predictor coefficient (PCA) subroutine
The adaptive prediction coefficients are.updated by.using 
a simplified gradient method (12) according to the equation(7*ll)*
K C a * 1) = (1 - 5) *b.(j) + g • sgn [d(j)] • d(j-i) (7*11)
where b^ s i = 1,**,6 is a set of adaptive coefficients. It
has a value in the range ( -2 - +2).
* - 6  O is the leak factor* It has a value equals 2 •
g is the gain factor which determined by experiments.
-7It has a value equals 2 •
sgn [d(j)]s Indicates the sign of the current normalized quantized 
signal*
d .  .j-i is a set of previous normalized quantized signals*
The PCA subroutine is used to update the adaptive predictor 
coefficients sequentially in order to minimize the error between 
the input signal and the predictor output* The amount of change for 
the coefficient depends on the previous normalized quantized signal 
d(j-i) scaled by the constant g. The direction of change is considered 
to minimize the error, and is controlled by the sign of the current 
normalized quantized signal d(j).
The decimal point for the b.(j) coefficients is shifted to thei
right hy one bit, so that their range does not need an overflow check, 
and is stored in the DATA RAM*
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Diis is a sixth order adaptive transversal filter producing
output signal X' from the quantized signal E'(j). Die predictor F
coefficients in this case are adaptive.. This predictor represents the 
all-zero section of the pole-zero predictor configuration*
Die predictor output X^ is calculated according to equation(7-12)*
g
X l O + D - E  D (j+l).rf(j-i+l) (7-12)
F  l - i  1
where b^ : i=l,...,6 is a set of adaptive coefficients*
E* . .s i=l,...,6 is a set of quantized signal*
J —i
Die adaptive predictor structure is shown in figure 7*13 *
7 * 5 * 9  A l l - z e r o  p r e d ic t i o n  (SHTP) s u b ro u t in e
Fig* 7*13 Adaptive predictor structure*
Both the coefficients and quantized signal sets are stored in 
the DATA RAM* Also an overflow check is carried out after each addition 
with the exception of the first* ■
Die adaptive predictor is included in the feed-forward loop, . 
thus the predictor models zeros in the input signal, and does not 
affect the stability of the decoder when transmission bit errors.
7•5•10 Scale factor computation (SCFA) subroutine
The quantizer step-size adaptation is based on using two speeds.
\
- 216-
Fast for speech-like signals, and slow for data-like signals# The step- 
size of the quantizer is given by the linear combination of fast and 
slow adaptation factors controlled by the control parameter a(j),(ll).
For fast step-size adaptation, the one-word memory adaptive 
quantizer algorithm (13) was used to cope with speech signals that 
produce large fluctuation prediction error signals# Any step-size 
differences between the encoder and decoder caused by transmission 
error, can be diminished by introducing a leak factor in the one-word 
memory algorithm (9'). The fast step-size is called unlocked scale 
factor Bjj(d) and is computed according to the equation (7-13)*
BDa (0+1) = » (J)-' M[n(5)] (7-13)
where D^ .(j+l) is the unlocked scale factor at time (j+l).
D(j) is the quantizer step-size at the present tirae(j).
13 is the leak factor constant which is positive and less
than unity# The offset due to each error, decays
exponentially with time, making the quantizer robust in 
the presence of transmission error# This has been accomplished 
at the expense of slight degradation in the quantizer 
performance# thus a compromise must be made between the 
offset recovery speed which needs ft to be less than one, and 
the quantizer performance which requires /ff to be close tb 
unity.
M n(j) is a multiplier which is a function of quantizer code 
word n(j), as listed in table 7*3 for positive n(j).
For computation purposes equation (7-13) is expanded by a Taylor 
series at D(j) = 1. Also truncated trinomial gives a good approximation 
over the required dynamic range of D(j):
DB( j )  = 1 +  B [ D ( j )  -  l ]  [  D ( j )  -  1 ] 2
2
B2 - 3B + 2 , , , .x B(B - 1) r= *   + B(2 - B) * D(j) + 4 [D(j)J
2 2
DB(j) r + q*D(j) + p.[3>(j) ] 2 (7-14)
by substituting (7-14) in equation (7-13) we get:
3^0+1) = [p * (D(j))2 + q - 3)(j) + r ]* M (n(j)) (7-15)
The value of the constants used in the implementation are:
p « -1.284 9 q = O .9995 , r = 0.00009
Table 7*3 M(n(j)) constants
n(j) ' 0000 0001 0010 0011 ■ 0100 0101 0110 0111
M 0*(j)) iw hex 1B30 1B30 1 1008 1CC8 2800 2800, 4060 6000
Thus three multiplications and two additions are required for
this calculation. Although it is suitable for speech signals* It causes
a large amount of quantization noise for signals that produce prediction
errors with relatively constant values. Therefore a slow step-size
adaptation will be more suitable for this case. This is called the
locked scale factor D (j) and it is computed by averaging the unlockedIi
scale factor as follows:
Djp+I) = (1  - 7 ) • DjjCd+1) +7 • »L(i) (7-16)
where D (j+l) is the locked scale factor at time (j+l).
L
3>L(j) is = = ==== = (j).
Bjj(d+l) is the unlocked = = = = (j+l).
y  is the time constant for averaging » 0*99374 •
The scale factor D(j) used for the quantizer is calculated from
a linear combination of the looked and unlocked scale factors weighted 
by the control parameter a(j) , and is shown in figure 7*14 •
D(j) = a(j) . ^ ( j )  +[ 1 - a(j)] • DL(j) (7-17)
where D(j) is the quantizer scale factor of value from 0.0009766 to 0*5
a(j) is the control parameter.
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Prediction, output (PRDOT) subroutine
This subroutine computes the predictor output according to the 
equation (7-18)i
X*(j+l) - X^(j+l) + xj,(3+l) (7-18)
where X*(j+l) is the predictor output to be used in the next sample 
period (j+l).
X^.(j+l) is the output of the quasi-adaptive predictor for the 
next sample period (j+l).
X'(j+1) is the output of the adaptive predictor for the next
P
sample period (j+l).
An overflow check is carried out after each addition, and the 
result is stored in the DATA RAM to be used for the next input sample.
A listing of the total program written to implement the NEC 
algorithm is presented in Appendix A,3 •
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7 *6 The NEC ADPCM Decoder algorithm implementation
Hie block diagram of the NEC ADPCM decoder algorithm is shown in 
figure 7 ,1 5 (10)•
l
a ( j ) ;
Fig. 7*15 Block diagram of NEC ADPCM Decoder.
Hie decoder includes a structure identical to the feedback portion 
of the encoder as mentioned before.
Hie 4-bit ADPCM quantizer code word n(j) is applied to the decoder
serial input (Si) port. Hiis will be input to the inverse adaptive
quantizer, to form E'(j), the quantized version of the encoder prediction
error signal E(j), and is identical to that performed in the encoder,
in the absence of channel errors. E'(j) will be added to the adaptive
predictor output X', and to the quasi-adaptive predictor output X', toF < X
A /  \form the reconstructed signal X(j) which should be a replica of the 
encoder input signal X(j). Hie signal X(j) will be converted to an 
offset binary code data word. Hie high and low bytes are exchanged for 
the DAC operation, and are stored in the Data Register to be sent to 
the DAC.
The decoder was implemented according to the flow chart shown in 
figure Jml6 •
Fig. 7*16 The NEC Decoder flow chart.
1. INPUT
2-9
10. PRDOP
11. WAIT
The implementation was carried out similarly to that for the encoder. 
It consisted of a main program plus 10 subroutines. All subroutines 
have the same functions as those in "the encoder algorithm except for 
the input and decoder output subroutines.
The number of instructions used to implement the decoder algorithm 
was 304* The maximum number of processing cycles per sample is 422.
Also 32 memory locations of the DATA EPROM and 35 memory locations 
of the DATA RAM were used.
The 'decoder input and output subroutines are explained below.
7*6.1 The input subroutine
The input subroutine provides the following functions:
-It initializes the program by setting the status register in 
order to allow the DSP chip to operate in the DMA mode, and to 
reset the Data Pointer (DP).
-It inputs quantizer code word n(j) data from the .serial input
(Si) port•
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7*6.2 The output (PRDOP) subroutine
/SThis subroutine converts the reconstructed signal X(j) data 
from ' Two's Complement 1 to ' Offset Binary Code 1 representation, 
by calling the C0NV subroutine which is similar to that used for the 
encoder input signal. Then the high and low bytes data are exchanged 
for input to the DAG. The data is stored in the Data Register.
The listing of the NEC decoder program is presented in Appendix
A.4 •
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The hlock diagram for the ATT encoder algorithm is shown in figure 
7*17 (13).
7 .7  The ATT ADPCM E n co d e r a lg o r i th m  im p le m e n ta t io n
Fig. 7*17 The ATT ADPCM Encoder block diagram.
The step-size D(K-l) for the adaptive quantizer is updated, 
according to the locking parameter a(K), and the quantizer code word
for the previous sample period. The encoder is designed for speech 
and voice-hand data, which have different characteristics. Thus the 
adaptation speed is different for each of them, and this will he 
controlled by the locking parameter a(K), where the value of a(X) 
depends on the difference signal averages of the short-term dms(K-l), 
and the long-term dml(K-l). It also depends on the value of the previous 
quantizer step-size D(K-l).
The difference signal d(k) between the converted input sample S(fC), 
and the predictor output Se(fC) computed from the previous quantized 
and reconstructed signals( dq & r), are applied to the adaptive quantizer 
input, together with the quantizer step-size D(K) which has already 
heen calculated. The adaptive quantizer output I(K) comprising of 4 hits 
is transmitted to the local decoder (for experimental purposes), the 
step-size adaptation block and to the update difference signal averages 
block* It will also be fed into the inverse adaptive quantizer together 
with the quantizer step-size D(K) to perform the quantized version 
dq(K) of the difference signal d(K). This signal will be added to the 
predictor output which has already been computed to form the reconstructed 
signal r(K), which will be used together with the quantized signal 
qlq(K) to update the predictor coefficients* It will then he stored, 
in order to be used for the adaptive predictor output calculation in 
the next sample period.
The encoder was implemented according to the flow chart shown in
\
figure 7*18 where a main program of twelve subroutines is used to 
implement the algorithm. For each sample period all subroutines are 
excuted one by one in the same order as shown in the encoder flow chart.
The result of the processing cycle for each sample is a 4 hit quantizer 
code word stored in the serial output register (SO1.), as the four LSB’s 
to be sent to the local decoder. Also the computation results to he 
used for the next sample and the temporary data will be stored in the 
DATA RAM. The lookup tables which are used for fixed data and coefficients
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together with the logarithmic to linear lookup table are stored in 
the DATA EPROM, as 13 hit data words. In order to improve accuracy 
multiplier of the constants are stored.
The number of instructions used to implement the encoder algorithm 
was 278, and the maximum number during processing cycle for a sample
was 384* Also 308 memory locations of DATA EPROM and 31 memory locations
of DATA RAM were used.
The functions carried out by each subroutine of the main program
will be explained as follows:
7*7*1 Input subroutine
This has the same functions as for the input subroutine of the 
NEC encoder algorithm, where the same hardware is used for both NEC 
and ATT algorithms.
7*7*2 The update intermediate log, scale factors VU, V L  (UILSF) sub.
The quantizer scale factor D(K) is computed by subroutines 3,4)
5 and 6 considering the transmission for speech signals of different 
characteristics, as well as voice-band data , through noisy channels.
The robust adaptive quantizer (9) and the two adaptation speeds, fast 
and slow (13) are considered.
It must he pointed out that although the same principle is used 
for the quantizer scale factor adaptation as for the NEC algorithm.
The method of computation and the constant values used are different.
The function of this subroutine is to compute the unlocked scale fac­
tor Vtf for a: fast adaptation speed and the locked scale factor for 
a slow adaptation speed in base ten logarithmic domain.
The unlocked scale factor is used for signals that produce large 
fluctuation difference signals between two successive input samples 
such as speech signals. The robust adaptive quantizer method (9) was 
used for the calculations as in equation (7-13)*
- 2 2 5 -
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7*
8 .
9.
1 0 .  
1 1 .  
1 2 .  
13.
1.
Fig. 7*18 Hie ATT Encoder Algorithm Flow Chart.
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D^(K) = D(K~l) . M{l(K~l)} (7-19)
where B^(K) is the unlocked scale factor for the present sample
period (K).
(3 is the leak factor constant of value 3l/32 •
D (K—1) is the quantizer scale factor for the previous sample
period (K-l).
is a multiplier which is a function of the previous 
quantizer code word (i).
By taking the logarithm base 10 for equation (7-19) we get:
LoglO »U(K) = (3-tog1() I)(K-l) + Log10 M jl(K-l)] (7-20)
equation (7-20) can be written as follows:
Vtl(K) = (3 • V(K-l) + W (l(K-l)} (7-21)
The values of the multiplier M(l) and its logarithm W(l) are listed 
in table 7*4 « A lookup table stored in DATA EPROM is used to produce 
the specific value of W(l), according to the Q.C.W l(K-l). The unlocked 
scale factorVU(K) will he stored in the DATA RAM.
The'' looked scale factor VL{K) is used for signals that produce 
small values of difference signals between two successive input samples 
such as voioe-band data and tones. It is computed by averaging the 
unlocked scale factorVU(K) according to the equation (7-22).
V l (K) = (l -Sd ).Vl(K-l) + <5d.VU(K) (7-22)
where V l (k ) is the looked scale factor for the present sample period(K). 
Vl(K-I) = = = =s s = previous = = (K-l).
VlJ(K) » = unlocked = = = present = = (K).
is a positive constant of value l/64 ®
• Also V t ( K )  will be stored in the DATA RAM.
(3
- 2 2 7 -
T a b le  7 .4  • The v a lu e s  o f  th e  m u l t i p l i e r  M ( l )  and W ( l )
I M(I) W(l) v 4 in hex
0 ; 0.984 FEDO
1 1.006 0068
2 1.037 02338
3 1.070 0500
4 1.142 09D0
5 1.283 1268
6 1.585 2200
7 4.482 6EC0
7*7*3 Update the looking parameter (ULP) subroutine
This block updates the locking parameter a(Jt), according to the 
short term and long term averages of the difference signals (dins and dml) 
and to the quantizer scale factor for the previous sample period D(K-l)* 
The locking parameter is computed according to equations (7-23 & 24)*
a«(K) = (1 - 5a) . a»(K-l) + 6a <sgn{z(K)} (7-23)
a(K) = a*(k ) + 1 (7-24)
where a*(K) is the shift looking parameter for the present sample
period (K).
a*(K-l) is the shift locking parameter for the previous sample 
period (K-l).
5a is a constant of value equals l/l6 •
a(K) is the locking parameter for the present sample period
(K) limited to range (0 , l).
Z(K) is a parameter used to control the direction of updation
of the shift locking parameter.
This subroutine performs the following functions:
-A check for the value of the quantizer scale factor, if D < 4 ’D . •min
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then Z(K) = 1 , and the value of the shift locking parameter - 
is increased, otherwise the value of Z(K) will depend on the 
absolute value of the difference between the short term and the 
long term averages (dras and dml) which are compared with 
a threshold value determined by the long term average as shown 
in equation (7-25)*
Z(K) = /dms(K-l) - dral(K-l)/ - T . dml(K-l) (7-25)z
where T is a constant ( = l/8). 
z
-The shift looking parameter for the present sample period a*(K) 
is computed, according to equation (7-23)* Its value is stored 
in the DATA RAM*
-Finally the locking parameter is computed according to equation 
(7-24)* It tends towards unity for speech signals and towards 
zero for voice-band data signals. Also its value will be stored 
in the DATA RAM.
7*7*4 The Log, scale factor computation (LOGSF) subroutine
This subroutine computes the log. scale factor by combining the 
locked and unlocked log. scale factors. The combination is controlled 
by the locking parameter a(K), according to equation (7-26):
V(K) = a(K) -Vu(K) + [ 1 - a(K)J • Vl(K) (7-26)
where V  (&) is the log scale factor for the present sample period(K).
A check is made to make sure that the value of V(K) is greater 
than the lower limit specified by the algorithm(9)* Also it doesn't 
need a check for overflow, since the log scale factor values are less 
than one. The value ofV(K) are stored in the DATA RAM.
7*7*5 The linear scale factor (LSF) subroutine
This converts the log scale faotorV(K) to a linear scale factor 
D(K), by using a lookup table of 256 entries, already stored in DATA - 
EPROM, as shown in equation (7-27)
- 2 2 9 -
D(K) = Log"1 [ V (K )] (7-27)
The linear scale factor D(K) is used for the quantizer and the 
inverse quantizer subroutines• Its value will also be stored in the 
DATA RAM.
7*7*6 Tie predictor output calculation Se(K) subroutine
A fully adaptive predictor is used to compute the estimated 
signal Se(K). It has a structure which consists of a sixth order 
section that models zeros , and a second order section that models 
poles in the input signal. This is used to improve the performance 
for the speech signal as well as for the voice-band data • The stability 
is realized by using a second order section which corresponds to poles(12) 
together with stability constraints for their coefficients range values. 
The predictor is shown in figure 7*19 •
F ig .  7 * 1 9  • a d a p t iv e  p r e d ic t o r  s t r u c t u r e .
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The signal estimate is computed according to equation (7-28)
2 6Se(K) ='£a.(K-l) - r(K-i) + £  b.(K-l) * dq(K-j) v (7-28)
i=l 1 j=l 3
where a * i=l,2 is a set of adaptive coefficients for the second
l
order section* 
r(K-i) : i=l,2 is a set of reconstructed signals* 
b. * j=l,..,6 is a set of adaptive coefficients for the
sixth order section* 
dq(K-j): j=l,..,6 is a set of quantized signals.
All the coefficients, quantized signals and the reconstructed 
signals are stored in DATA RAM. An overflow check is carried out after 
each addition except for the first*
7*7*7 The difference signal calculation (PEG) subroutine
The function of this.subroutine is to calculate the difference 
signal d(K), between the input signal S(K) and the signal estimate 
Se(K), according to the equation (7-29)*
d(K) = S(K) - Se(JC) ' (7-29)
Die difference signal is stored in the DATA RAM, and will be 
used as an input signal to the quantizer, after an overflow check is 
carried out*
7*7*8 The adaptive quantizer (QUNT) subroutine
A non-uniform adaptive quantizer of 16 levels, is used to 
quantize the difference signal d(K). Die normalised input/output 
characteristics of the quantizer are chosen to minimize the mean 
square error for a Gaussian signal(l3),and are listed in table 7*5 •
The primary function of the QUNT subroutine can be expressed by: 
I ( K )  ■ QADPCM[ a ( K ) > B ] ( 7 - 3 0 )
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T a b le  7 *5  ATT Q u a n t iz e r  n o rm a liz e d  l / P  -  O/P c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .
I Decision Levelx2 
(hex)
Output Levelx2 
(hex)
w(i) x 4 
(hex)
7 4A60 54 A8 6EC0
6 3920 4018 2200
5 2C88 3228 1268
4 2208 26E0 09D0
3 18 CO 1D38 0500
2 1028 1450 02B8
1 0800 OCOO 0068
0 0000 0400 FEDO
The adaptive quantizer performs the following functions:
-A check for the polarity of d(K) is made, and the sign bit is 
stored temporarily.
-The absolute value of d(K) is compared with the set of quantizer 
decision levels scaled by the quantizer scale factor D(K) , 
starting from the top decision level* When the condition 
d ( K ) >  d • D(FC) is satisfied, then the quantizer code word that 
corresponds to the previous decision level will be considered 
for I(K). This will be combined with the sign bit to form four 
bits placed as the four least significant bits of the 16 bit 
data word of the DSP chip, as shown in figure 7*20 and this 
forms the 32 Kbit/s digital output of the encoder.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s * * *
F ig .  7 * 2 0  I ( K )  fo rm a t  f o r  th e  ATT e n c o d e r .
-2 3 2 -
This subroutine is used to form the quantized version dq(K) of 
the difference signal d(lC). Its function can he expressed by:
d<l(K) = (<w )_ 1 [ I (K )> D 1 (T" 31)
The quantizer normalized output constants are listed in table 
7*5, and a lookup table is used to store them in DATA EPROM. The l(K) 
will be used to point to the corresponding value of the normalized 
quantized version. This will he scaled by the same quantizer scale 
factor of D(K) which is already used to generate l(K). Also the sign 
of the quantizer code word l(K) will be considered to form the quantized 
version dq(K), which will he stored in the DATA RAM.
7*7*10 The reconstructed signal calculation (RSGNL) subroutine
The function of this subroutine is to compute the reconstructed 
signal r(K) which is the output version of the input signal S(K), 
according to the following equation:
r(K) = Se(K) + dq(K) (7-32)
where r(K) is the reconstructed signal for the present sample period.
Se(K) is the estimated signal = = = = =  = .
dq(K) is the quantized version signal for the = = = .
The reconstructed signal r(K) will he stored in the DATA RAM.
7*7*11 The update difference signal averages (UPSA) subroutine
The function of this subroutine is to update the short term 
and the long term mean values, dms and dml according to the following 
equations:
dms (K) = (1 - 5 s ) • dms (K-l) + 5s * F(l) (7-23)
and dml(K) = (l - 5l) . dml (K-l) + 5l • F(I) (7-24)
where dms(K) is the short term averag of f £i (K)J for the present sample
period.
7 * 7 * 9  i n v e rs e  a d a p t iv e  q u a n t iz e r  (IN Q ) s u b ro u t in e
- 2 3 3 -
dml(K) is the long term average of F^l(K)] for the present sample 
period.
-5
5 s is a time constant for the short term average of 2 •
-7
5l is a time = = long = » = 2 •
F(l), 1=0,...,7 is a set of constant functions for the quantizer
code word (I) as listed in table 7*6 •
Table 7*6 F(l) function constants.
I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
F(l)in
hex
0000 0000 0000 1000 1000 1000 3000 7000
The F(l) constants are used to control the amount which updates 
the short and long term averages, and will be stored as a lookup table 
in the DATA EPROM. Hie quantizer code word l(K) is used to point to 
the specified value of F(l). The updated values of the short and long 
term averages will be stored in DATA RAM.
7.7*12 Hie update predictor coefficients (UPC) subroutine
The UPC subroutine is used to compute both sets of predictor 
coefficients a^ and b^ using a simplified gradient method according 
to the following equations:
-For the sixth order predictor section:
b ^K )  = (1 - lb) • b^K-l) + Cb - sgn[ dq(K) ] - sgn[dq(K-i)] (7-3 5)
where b. : i=l, . . , 6  is a set of adaptive coefficients. It has a value 1
in the range of (-2 - +2).
- 8lb : is a leak factor of 2 value.
-7Cb.: is a gain factor of 2 value.
sgn £dq(K)] indicates the sign of the current quantized signal dq. 
sgn [dq(K-i)J = = = = a set of previous quantized
signals dq(K-i).
The d i r e c t i o n  o f  th e  u p d a t io n  i s  t o  m in im iz e  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  s ig n a l
- 2 3 4 -
d(K) value# It depends on the sign of the present and previous quantized 
version sign als , dq and d q(K -i) •
The decimal point fo r  the (d ) co e ffic ie n ts  are shifted  to the
right by one b i t ,  so that th eir  range does not need overflow check,
and w ill  he stored in  the DATA RAM#
-For the second order predictor section :
a^(K) = ( l  -  la^) * a^(K -l) + Ga . sgn £ dq(K)J . sgn £ r(K-i)J (7 -3 6 )
where a. s i=  1 ,2  is  a set of adaptive c o e ffic ie n ts . It  has a value
8 —8 
lim ited to -0*75 <  a^ <  1-2 and / a ^ / <  1-2 -a  •
These are s ta b ili ty  oonsraints as and a2are poles
c o e ffic ie n ts .
—9 —8
l a . : i s 1 ,2  is  a leak factor  of value ( l a ,=2 and la  =2 ) .
1 1 2
Ga : is  a gain factor of 2 va lu e .
sgn r (K -i)  : Indicates the sign of a set of previous
reconstructed signals r ( K - i ) .
The updating direction depends on the sign of the present 
quantized signal dq(K) and the sign of the previous reconstructed s ig n a ls . 
A check fo r  the co effic ien ts  values w ill  be carried out, and w ill  be 
stored in the DATA RAM, then the program w ill  wait fo r  the next sample 
input to  repeat the excution process, using the resu lts already stored
in the DATA RAM together with the new input sample.
The l is t in g  of the ATT encoder program is  presented in Appendix
A.5 •
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The hlock diagram of the ATT ADPCM decoder algorithm is  shown 
in figure 7*21 (1 3 ).
7.8 The ATT ADPCM Decoder algorithm implementation
1“  -
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) r  * TG TO OBC
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F ig. 7*21 The ATT ADPCM Decoder hlock diagram.
The structure of the decoder is  id en tica l to the feedback portion  
of the encoder.
Four least sign ificant b its  of the encoder quantizer code word l(K )
are applied to the decoder se r ia l input (S i) port, which are used to  update
the difference signal averages, the step -size  adaptation and passed to
the inverse adaptive quantizer, to  form the quantized signal dq which
w ill  be identical to that performed in the encoder in the absence of
channel errors. The quantized sign al dq together with the reconstructed
signal (r ) are used to update the prediotor c o e ffic ie n ts  a.and b , , and
i  ‘ i
to form the estimated sign al(S e) in  the adaptive predictor. This w ill  
be added to the quantized s ig n a l, to  form the reconstructed sign al ( r ) .
- 2 3 6 -
The reconstructed signal (r ) w ill  "be converted to o ffse t  "binary code 
word, also the high and low bytes w ill  be exchanged. This is  required 
for the DAC operation, and w ill  be stored in the p a ra lle l i /o  port*
The decoder algorithm was implemented according to the flow chart 
shown in figure 7*22. The implementation was carried out in a sim ilar  
way to that fo r  the encoder. It consists of a main program and twelve 
subroutines. The subroutines 2-5 and 7-10 are iden tical to those in the 
ATT encoder algorithm, whilst the input and decoder output subroutines 
have the same functions as that fo r  the NEC decoder, in which both are 
using the same hardware interface board.
P ig. 7.*22 The ATT decoder flow chart.
I .  INPUT 
2-5
6 . UPD 
7-10
I I .  DECOT
12. WAIT
The updated quantizer code word subroutine is  used to update the Q.C.W 
' l ( K - l ) ,  for  the previous sample period, with the current Q.C.W l(K )  
which is  stored in the input sample memory location . This is  performed 
in order to use the same subroutine in the decoder as was used in the  ^
encoder.
The number of instructions used to implement the decoder algorithm  
was 257* Also 300 memory locations of DATA EPROM and 31 memory locations  
of DATA RAM were used. It is  worth mentioning that the maximum number 
of instructions per cycle for  a sample is  324#
The l is t in g  of the ATT decoder program is  presented in Appendix A .6 •
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
SUBJECTIVE TESTS ON 32 K bit/s  ADPCM CODECS
8 .1  Introduction
The su bjectively  equivalent modulated noise fo r  two 32 K b it/s  
ADPCM codecs together with a 64 K b it/s  A-Law PCM codec has been determinedo
Both objective and subjective performances of the codecs has been 
in vestigated , with the subjective te s ts  being carried out in  controlled  
laboratory conditions. The conditions which were considered fo r  the 
subjective te s ts  were lim ited by the size  of t e s t s ,  e .g  the subjective  
lis te n in g  time and the number of le v e ls  to  be tested  fo r  each codec.
ADPCM codecs are not at present available commercially. Thus 
two .candidate algorithms (due to  ATT and NEC) were te ste d . Also a 64 
K b it/s  A-Law PCM codec was considered in the te s ts  in  order to  compare 
i t s  su bjectively  equivalent modulated noise with other ADPCM and 
CVSDM codecs.
8 .2  Objective measurements
These measurements were performed on the codecs in order to  
determine th e ir  performance over a wide range of sign al le v e ls , and 
to determine frequency response, fo r  a defined input le v e l s ig n a l.
They a lso  determine the slope-overload points fo r  the codecs needed 
in  order to  se lect the input lev e ls  to  be used fo r  the subjective  
te s ts  on each codec. The performance of the 12 b it  Linear PCM codec, 
which represents the input sign al fo r  the ADPCM encoders, and the 
output signal fo r  the ADPCM decoders together with the id le  channel 
noise fo r  the codecs were measured.
Sim ilarly to those already carried out fo r  the CVSDM codecs, the 
sign al to  quantizing noise ra tio  as a function of input sign al le v e l  
to  the codec was measured.
The encoder and decoder f o r  each codec were loo ped -b ack i n  an e r r o r -
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free d ig ita l  transmission path* Both bandlimited noise and sine-wave 
te s t  signals were used as an input to determine the objective performance- 
fo r  each codec.
8 .2 .1  Band-limited Gaussian noise te st  signal
The set-up shown in figure 8 .1  was used to measure the signal 
to  quantizing noise ratio  fo r  input lev e ls  varied from -45  'bo +6*5dBn.
The input signal used is  a hand-limited noise with approximately 
gaussian amplitude distribution  as recommended by CCITT ( l )  to  
represent the speech sig n a l. The measurements have been carried out 
fo r  the ATT and NEC ADPCM codecs, the 64 K bit/s A-law PCM codec and 
the 12 b it  Linear PCM codec.
P ig. 8 .1  Test set-up fo r  (s /N  ) measurement
q
using band-limited noise
8*2*2 Sine-wave te st signal
An 800 Hz sine-wave signal was used as an input to  the codecs. 
The set-up shown in figure 8 .2  was used to  measure the signal to  
quantizing noise ratio  for  the codecs. Also the frequency response 
fo r  each codec over the range of 300 Hz to 3 .4  KHz was measured.
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This measurement indicates the output le v e l variation s of the codec 
over the required frequency range fo r  speech s ig n a ls . The input 
sign al level fo r  the codec under te s t  was kept constant.
F ig . 8 .2  Test set-up fo r  (s /N  ) measurement
q
using sine-wave s ig n a l.
8 .2 .3  Idle channel noise
This is  a measurement of absolute noise lev e l at the codec 
output fo r  a zero input signal le v e l and when the input and output 
of the codec are terminated in  the matched impedance. The id le  channel 
noise should not exceed -65 dBnOp as recommended by CCITT (2 ) .
8 .3  Results of objective measurements
The resu lts of the objective measurements are shown in figures  
8*3 — 8*5 *It is  clear that the d ifference in  the s/N fo r  the band-
q
lim ited noise and sine-wave input sign als i s  around 1 dB the lower 
being recorded fo r  the sine-wave input s ig n a l, w hilst the dynamic 
range ( defined as the input sign al over while the s/N^ performance 
exceeds the CCITT GJ12 mask) fo r  the sine-wave input sign al is  greater  
than the hand-limited noise sign al hy 5-6 dB. Also the dynamic range 
fo r  the ATT algorithm is  greater than the NEC algorithm hy 4 dBs*;*
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The difference in the SNR between the 64 K bit/s A-Law PCM and 
the ADPCM codecs is  around 2 cLB- (higher fo r  the PCM codec fo r  the 
optimum le v e l) , and around 7 dB *bhe low input le v e l .
Although the input signal fo r  the ADPCM codec is  d ig itized  by 
a 12 b it  Linear PCM codec which is  3 dB higher in  s / ^  than the 64 
K bit/s A-law PCM for  the optimum le v e l , the ADPCM codecs s/N areq
determined by the step -size  used in  the ADPCM algorithm fo r  that 
le v e l. The low lev el input sign als appear to be a ffected  by the S/N^
of the 12 b it  Linear PCM codec performance.
As shovm in figures 8 .3  & 4 i t  i s  c lear that the 64 K bit/s  
A-Law PCM has a b etter performance than a l l  ADPCM codecs, particu larly  
fo r  the lower level input s ig n a ls , and can meet the CCITT 
recommendation G-712, although neither 12 h it Linear PCM or ADPCM 
codecs can meet th is  sp e cific a tio n . For low and high input leve ls  
the performance is  very close to  the CCITT bound o f S /n^.
The onset of slope-overload occurs at 8 -  10 dB lower input 
signal levels for  the band-limited noise input case . This is  due to  
the peak to mean ratio  of the band-lim ited signal being correspondingly 
higher than the sine-wave input s ig n a l. Also the onset of slop e- 
overload occurs at d ifferen t sign al lev els  fo r  each codec. Thus the 
speech input lev e l must be adjusted with respect to  slope-overload  
in  order to test the codecs in  th e ir  optimum operating conditions.
The onset of slope-overload occurs as fo llo w s:
Codec Onset of slope-overload  
lev e l in dBn
PCM -  8 .6
ATT -  8 .6
NEC -  12
The attenuation variations with frequency fo r  the codecs are 
shown in figure 8.5  *It is  c lea r  that the 64 K bit/s  A-Law PCM codec
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 64  Kb/s PCM (A-Law)
 12bit Linear PCM
- - - 3 2  Kb/s ADPCM ( N EC) 
 32Kb/sADPCM (ATT)
T7~i~r~i Bound of CCITT 
(G.712)
I /P  s ign a l  lev e l  (dBn)
Fig. 8*3 Signal to quantiz ing  noise r a t io  as a function  o f  input signal lev e l  
f o r  the cod ecs,  using band-limited n o ise .  The sampling frequency  
i s  8 kHz
F i g .8*4  Signal to quantizing noise r a t io  as a function o f  input s ign a l lev e l
f o r  the codecs,  using ggo Hz s inuso ida l waveform The sampling frequency 
i s  8 kHz
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l ie s  within the lim its shown in  figure 8.5  according to CCITT 
recommendation G-712, whilst ATT and NEC ADPCM codecs can meet that 
recommendation up to 1.8 KHz*
The id le  channel noise measured fo r  the codecs was as fo llo w s:
Codec Idle channel noise 
(dBnOp)
PCM -  70
ATT. -  68.4
NEC - 67.6
A ll codecs lie  "below the -  65 dBmOp which is  recommended by 
the CCITT G-712 (2 ) as a maximum value*
Although the performance of the ADPCM codecs do not meet the 
CCITT recommendation G—712 in terms, o f s/N  measurements, they are
q
unrepresentative of the quality  of a predictive coding system as 
mentioned in  chapter 5* The ADPCM codecs performances are however 
fa ir ly  close to the recommended constraints*
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The object of these te s ts  was to  compare the ADPCM codecs and 
the 64 K bit/s A-Law PCM codec with reference noise conditions in  
order to determine th eir  equivalent subjective performances*
Similar to  the te st  already carried out fo r  the CVSDM codecs, 
the pair-comparison preference te s t  together with a modulated noise 
reference unit (3 ) was chosen*
• The objective measurement of the MNRU unit was made using band- 
lim ited gaussian noise as an input signal fo r  a range o f Q values 
from 14 -  36 dB. This represent the range in which the subjective  
performance of the codecs was expected to  l i e .  The resu lts  are shown 
in  figure 8*6 •
The follow ing conditions were considered fo r  each subject;
( i )  The number of codecs -  3 
( i i )  The number of talkers -  2 ( male and female)
( i i i )  The number of input le v e ls  -  .2 (12 dB below slope-overload
to represent a median ta lk er  and 20 dB below th is  to represent 
a soft ta lk e r ) .
( iv )  The number of reference lev e ls  -1 2  (Q values from 14 to  36 dB
in 2 dB in tervals to  cover the expected performance ranges fo r  the
three codecs considered. It i s  worth while mentioning that 
a set of s ix  comparisons fo r  each te s t  condition might he enough 
fo r  most su bjects, whilst the Q values fo r  the d ifferen t sets d if fe r  
according to the precise te s t  condition considered. A. to ta l  of 72 
comparisons per subject on average was te ste d , and th is  took around 
45 minutes. per session , with a 5 minute break in  the middle to  prevent 
the p o ss ib ility  of subject fa tiq u e .
8*5 Method of subjective te s tin g
8.4 Subjective tests
The experimental set-up is shown in figure 8*7 for these subjective
-245-
m
Fig.; 8*6 Signal to quantizing noise ra t io  as a function o f  input signal leve l  
for  MNRU using band-limited noise for  d ifferen t  Q values
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t e s t s .  It  is  sim ilar to  that already carried out fo r  CVSDM codecs.
Male and female ta lk er recorded speech was used fo r  the test*  The 
lis te n in g  lev e l throughout the te s ts  was chosen to  be — 17 dDn at 
zero receive reference equivalent provided through an intermediate 
reference system (iRS)unit (4)*
A check was made on the input and output lev e ls  of both the codecs 
and the MNRU unit- twice per subject for both the male and female ta lk e rs .
The te st  has been carried out in a laboratory conditions with 
37 subjects comprising 26 male and 11 female covering a wide range 
o f ages, occupations and n a tio n a lities*
8 .6  Analysis of resu lts
Two methods of s t a t is t ic a l  analysis have been carried out on 
the subjective te s t  r e s u lts . The f ir s t  is  the simple (conventional) 
s t a t is t ic a l  analysis (5*6) and the other is  the probit analysis (7 )*
These were performed fo r  each codec fo r  both male and female ta lk ers  
in  order to  estimate the mean equivalent Q value fo r  the median and 
low le v e l , the standard d eviation , and the confidence interval around 
the means. In addition a te st  of significance of the d ifferences  
between means was performed fo r  a l l  possible pairs in order to check 
whether the d ifference in  q u ality  between the codecs i s  indeed 
s ig n ific a n t•
The same method o f calcu lation  that was carried out fo r  the CVSDM 
codec subjective te s ts  are used.
8 .6 .1  Results of the simple s ta t it io a l  analysis
The Q values fo r  each codec fo r  the median ( f i r s t )  level and 
the low (second) le v e l fo r  both female and male ta lk ers are shown 
in  tables 8 .1  & 2 and p lotted  in figurs 8.8&9 resp ectively  • Also 
the significance of mean differences for  Q female and male talkers  
are shown in tab les 8 .3  & 4
- 2 4 8 -
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FEMALE TALKER
Fig* 8*8 Equivalent Q — values for codecs
- 2 5 0 -
MALE TALKER
Fig* 8.9  Equivalent Q — values for  codecs •
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Codecs 
^ ^ ^ ^ le v e  Is  
C o d e cs^ .
F irst lev el Second le v e l
PCM ATT NEC PCM ATT NEC
PCM - S S
.ATT S - s
NEC - s s -
Table 8 .3  Significance of mean d ifferences fo r  Q's of oodecs-female 
ta lk e r .
Codecs 
^""YLeye Is 
C o d e cs^ ^ ^ ^  .
F irst lev e l Second lev e l
PCM ATT NEC PCM ATT NEC
PCM - 'VS - S S
ATT 'V s - S - s
NEC - s s -
Table 8.4  Significance of mean differen ces fo r  Q's of codecs -  male 
ta lk e r .
In the above , the presence of *S' means a s t a t is t ic a l ly  s ig n ific a n t  
d ifferen c e , , /V S ' means nearly s t a t is t ic a l ly  s ig n ifica n t difference  
and the absence of fS* means the difference is  non-significant and might 
have happened by chance.
8 .6 .2  Discussion of the resu lts  *
The resu lts  indicate that the Q  values fo r  the f i r s t  lev e l of  
the female ta lker fo r  a l l  codecs are very close to each other, with 
a difference of around h a lf  a dB higher fo r  the 64 K b it/s  A-Law PCM 
codec. W hilst the d ifference fo r  the second lev e l i s  around 2.5&B 
fo r  ATT and 6.5  dB.. fo r  NEC codecs. This is  due p artly  to  the d ifference  
in  signal to quantizing noise ra tio  of the input sign al in which a 12 
b it  Linear PCM codec was used to d ig itiz e  the analogue speech input.
The difference between ATT and NEC ADPCM codecs at the lower speech
- 2 5 2 -
lev e ls  could be caused by the s h ift  of the operating point for the 
NEC codec* This is  due to the dynamic range of the NEC codec being  
less  than that of ATT, and the slope-overload occurring at lower input 
sign al le v e ls  (around 4 <1B as shown in figure 8*3)
Die Q values of codecs fo r  the male ta lker are less  than those 
o f the female talker* Also the difference between the PCM and ADPCM 
codecs fo r  the f i r s t  lev e l is  higher than fo r  female ta lk er  by 1 dB.
D iis might he caused by the uncharacteristic frequency spectrum of  
th is  ta lk er which a ffe c ts  the predictive codecs more than the PCM codec*
The ranking of codecs fo r  both female and male ta lk ers are the 
same* Die Q values recorded between the codecs are shown below*
Level
Talker!>>Vss^ ^ Median ta lk er
Soft talker
Female 31*5 -  31 29 ~ 23
Male 29 -  27*5 26 -  20
The mean d ifferences fo r  codec Q's are sig n ifica n t between 
a l l  codecs fo r  the second lev e l and nearly sign ifican t between ATT 
and PCM codecs fo r  the f i r s t  le v e l -  male talker*
However more accurate s t a t is t ic a l  analysis w ill  be considerer  
as the Q values of codecs fo r  t h e .f ir s t  le v e l of the female ta lk er  
are very close together*
8 .6 *3  Results of the probit analysis
Die resu lts  of the prohit analysis are shown in tab les  8 *5&6 •
These calcu lation s include the equivalent mean noise(m ), standard error (dm)
the slope of the probit regression lin e (b ) , the confidence in tervals
2
( C .l )  and the te st  fo r  the good f i t  o f the probit line (X ) ,  fo r  
each te st condition used with the codecs* Also the resu lts  of the
-253-
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equivalent mean noise (m) together with the confidence in tervals  
fo r  each te st  condition of the codecs are plotted  as shown in . 
figu res 8.10&11, fo r  the female and male talk er resp e ctiv e ly .
The resu lts  of the sign ifican ce of difference in mean noise  
le v e ls  between codecs,, in order to  determine whether the d ifference  
between codec mean noise le v e ls  are s ig n ific a n t , are shown in tab les  
8*7&8 fo r  female and male ta lk e r . The presence of 'S ' means
Table 8*7 Significance of mean d ifferences fo r  Q's of codecs -  
Female ta lk e r .
Table 8 .8  significance o f mean d ifferences fo r  Q's of codecs- 
Male ta lk e r .
8 .6 .4  Discussion of Probit analysis resu lts
It i s  c lear from figu res 8.10&11 that the equivalent noise(m) 
produced fo r  the codecs is  s lig h t ly  lower than that produced by the 
simple an alysis , except fo r  the second le v e l-  female ta lk er where
-255-
Q(dB)
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Codecs
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PCM ATT NEC
1----------1--------"I--------- 1--------- 1--------- 1-------------
PCM ATT NEC
— Simple S ta tis t ic a l Analysis
— —  Probit Analysis
F ig. 8 .10  Comparison of s t a t is t ic a l  analysis fo r  Probit and Simple 
(Conventional) methods — Female ta lk e r .
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F ig . 8 .1 1  Comparison of s t a t is t ic a l  analysis fo r  probit and 
Simple(conventional) methods -  Male ta lk e r .
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the PCM codec has s lig h tly  higher mean value and the ATT codec has 
lower mean value than that fo r  the simple analysis case* This i s  due 
to  the prohit analysis considering a l l  decisions and not making any 
approximation • Also fo r  the f i r s t  leve1-Male talker the PCM codec 
has higher equivalent mean noise value.
The confidence in tervals fo r  the probit analysis are in general 
wider than those of the simple a n alysis . This is  also due to the 
concealing of some decisions which are considered as confused d ecisio n s.
The performance of the codecs fo r  the median lev e l of female 
ta lk er  are very close to each other.
The ranking of the codecs fo r  both female and male talkers  
are id en tica l and have the same order as fo r  the simple an alysis .
The equivalent mean noise (m) recorded between the codecs is  
shown helow.
The mean differences fo r  Q*s of codecs are sig n ifica n t only
between NEC and PCM codecs fo r  the  ^second le v e l. This i s  due to the
wider confidence intervals fo r  the codecs in the case of the prohit
a n a ly sis .
F in ally  the probit analysis resu lts coincide with those fo r  
the simple analysis and gives us additional confidence in overall 
r e s u lts .
8 .7  Conclusions of subjective te s ts
The main conclusions from the subjective tests are:
- 2 5 8 -
(a) The subjective te s t  resu lts  support the objective measurements.
(b) The resu lts are consistent between ta lk e rs , le v e ls  and analysis  
methods conducted, which gives us good confidence in  the 
overall r e su lts .
(c) The difference in qu ality  between ADPCM codecs and 64 K b it/s  
A-Law PCM codec i s  very small fo r  the f i r s t  le v e l (around
1 dB) and i t  i s  s t a t is t ic a l ly  in sig n ific a n t. W hilst the 
difference is  considerably greater for  the second le v e l , th is  
is  most probably affected  by the quality of the d ig itized  
input speech using a 12 b it  Linear PCM codec• It is  considered 
that the performance would be improved by using a 16 b it  
Linear PCM or 64 K bit/s  A-Law ( M-Law) PCM codec to  d ig it iz e  
the analogue input speech.
(d) The ATT ADPCM codec has wider dynamic range than the NEC 
ADPCM codec. Thus b etter  overall performance, p articu larly
for  the second le v e l . This is  due to the method of implementing 
the quantizer ste p -s ize  adaptation plus using a fu lly  adaptive 
predictor, which s h ifts  the slope-overload by 4 dB as shown 
in figure 8.3  at the expense of only -J- dB lowering in the S/N •
. q
(e ) There was considerable v a r ia b ility  of 'Q.V values between 
the codecs tested  fo r  the lower speech le v e ls .
( f )  The difference in ' Q* values for  the codecs between female 
and male talkers is  due to  the uncharacteristic frequency 
spectrum of male ta lk e r . Thus additional te s ts  to  cover 
d ifferen t ta lk er variation s and using d ifferen t languages 
would provide valuable information p articularly  fo r  predictive  
coding systems where th e ir  quality  depends on the frequency 
spectrum of the input s ig n a l. However i t  i s  thought that
th is  w ill  not change the major conclusions.
- 2 5 9 -
(g) The quality  of the 32 K bit/s  ADPCM codecs are very close
to that of the 64 K bit/s  A-Law PCM codec which i s  the standard 
d ig ita l speech coding system tod ate, p articu larly  fo r  the 
f i r s t  le v e l . Thus connecting ADPCM codecs with ex istin g  d ig ita l  
networks using 64 K b it/s  A-Law ( /1-Law) PCM codecs w ill  not 
degrade the speech q u ality  which is  well above the level 
of acceptability  quoted by Richards for  end-to-end performance 
22 dB fo r  median ta lk er and 16 dB fo r  low ta lk e r ,.e v e n  when 
four cascaded links are used.
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CHAPTER NINE 
THE CCITT STANDARD 32 KBIT/S ADPCM ALGORITHM 
9*1 Introduotion
Towards the end of th is  work (early 84) the GCITT drafted  
a recommendation for  a standard 32 K bit/s Adaptive D iffe ren tia l 
Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) algorithm (G*7zz), for  the conversion 
of a 64 K bit/s A-Law or [I-Law PGM channel, to and from a 32 K bit/s  
channe1•
• This chapter includes an investigation  of the algorithm.
A sim plified  block diagram of the codec w ill  be explained. The 
functions and the implementation process for  each block of the 
encoder and decoder w ill also be explained in a particular lo g ic a l  
sequence as recommended by the CCITT algorithm.
The major feature of th is  chapter is  an investigation of the 
implementation of the CCITT standard algorithm using available DSP 
chips. In the follow ing sections we have taken the CCITT sp ecification  
which was written around a hardware implementation, and applied i t  
to  an implementation using DSP chips.
9*2 A sim plified  block diagram of the codec
The functions of the sim p lified  block diagram of the GCITT 
encoder and decoder are the same as those of the NEC'and ATT 
algorithm s, which have previously been described_,with the exception 
of the conversion from A-Law or^-Law  to the uniform conversion 
fo r  the encoder, and the reverse fo r  the decoder. Also the decoder 
used has a synchronous coding adjustment block to prevent cumulative 
d istortion  occurring on synchronous tandem coding (ADPCM -  PCM —ADPCM). 
This can be achieved by adjusting the PCM output codes in order to
eliminate quantizing d istortion  being accumulated in the next encoding
stage•
- 2 6 2 -
The sim plified  block diagrams fo r  the CCITT encoder and decoder 
are shown in figures 9*1 and 2 •
Difference
Signal
F ig . 9*1 The ADPCM Encoder Sim plified Block Diagram
32Kb/s  
I/P
Inverse
Adaptive
Quantizer
Quantized 
Difference 
Signal
Reconstructed 
Signal
Signal 
Estimate
Adaptive
Predictor
Convert to  
8 -h it  
PCM
Synchronous
coding
Adjustment
64Kb
PCM
0/P
F ig . 9*2 The ADPCM Decoder Simplified Block Diagram.
9*3 The CCITT ADPCM encoder principles
The hlock diagram of the CCITT ADPCM encoder i s  shown in figure  
9*3 , where the index k represents the current sample period fo r  the
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variab le , and index (k - l )  represents the previous sample period.
The sampling period is  125 /£s*
The 8 b it  PCM sample is  input to  the encoder. This is  converted 
to  a linear PCM signal S ^(k ). The difference between the converted 
input signal S^(k) and the signal estimate Se(k) i s  quantized by 
a 16 lev e l adaptive quantizer, resu ltin g  in  a 4 b its  quantizer code 
word l ( k ) .  The l(k )  w ill  be transm itted to  the decoder at the receiving  
end via  the channel. It w ill a lso  be fed to the Adaptive speed con tro l, 
Quantizer scale factor  adaptation blocks and to the Inverse adaptive 
quantizer together with the scale factor  jr/k) to form the quantized 
difference signal dq(k). The dq(k) signal w ill  he sent to the adaptive 
predictor and to the update predictor co e ffic ie n t blocks* It w ill
S (k ) Input PCM 
Format 
Conversion
Difference  
Signal 
Computation
s x(k)
Se ( k )
Adaptive
Quantizer i M
32Kb/s 0/P
yOO
Quantizer
Scale
factor
Adaptation
y(k )
y(fe)
a i ( k )
Adaptation
Speed
Control
I(k )
Adapt ive 
Predictor
Inverse
Adaptive
Quantizer
dq (k)
Sr(k)
. K  
j
Update
Predictor
C oefficien ts
! I
Reconstr­
ucted
Signal
Calculator
Fig. 9*3 The CCITT ADPCM Encoder Block Diagram.
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also "be added to the estimated signal which was calculated in the
previous sample period to form the reconstructed sign al S r(k ). The
Sr(k) and dq(k) sign als are used together with the predictor
c o e ffic ie n ts  a_^  and h^ to compute the signal estimate fo r  the next
sample period* Also Sr(k) and &q(k) signals are used to update the
predictor c o e ffio ie n ts  a, and b . • The encoder output l (k )  is  fed
1 1
to the adaptation speed control together with the scale factor y(k )  
to compute the con tro llin g  parameter a ^ (k ). The con trollin g  parameter 
a (k) and the encoder output are used to compute the quantizer scale  
factor  fo r  the next sample period#
The f u l l  description fo r  each block together with the functions 
performed as recommended by the CCITT follow s. The sequence of hlock 
implementation is  shown in  the CCITT ADPCM encoder flow chart figure  
9*4 ♦
9*3*1 The input PCM format conversion block
The 8 b it  A-Law or /4-Law PCM input signal S(k) is  converted 
to  a 14 -b it TC Linear PCM sign al S ^(k ). One b it  of the input is  
used fo r  the PCM law se lection  (0 fo r  (I-Law and 1 fo r  A-Law) and 
a Reset h it  is  used to force the encoder and decoder into a known 
state by se ttin g  a l l  internal memory elements to a specified  condition*
9*3*2 The d ifference sign al computation d(k) block
This computes the d ifference signal d(k) by subtracting the 
estimate signal Se(k) from the linear input signal S^(k) according 
to the equation (9 -1 )*
d(k) = S^(k) -  Se(k) (9—1)
where d(k) is  the difference sign al represented by 16 b it  TC format.
S^(k) is  the linear input sample represented by 14 b it  TC format. •.
Se(k) i s  the signal estimate represented hy 15 h it  TC format.
- 2 6 5 -
1, INPUT
2 . DCAL
3 • AQ
4 . IAQ
5. QSFA
6 . ASC
7 . SSCAL
8 . AP
9 . UPC
Fig. 9,.4 Hie CCITT ADPCM Encoder Flow Chart
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The computational sequence is shown in figure 9*5 •
F ig . 9«5 Difference sign al computational sequence 
9*3*3 The adaptive quantizer block
A non-uniform adaptive quantizer of 16 lev e ls  is  used to  
quantize the difference sign al d (k ) . The process i s  carried out 
in  the logarithmic domain, and is  the same as fo r  the ATT algorithm, 
using base 2 instead of base 10, which is  more suitable for the 
hardware implementation.
The absolute value of the difference signal d(k) is  converted 
to  base 2 logarithmic domain representation, then i t  is  scaled by 
the quantizer scale factor Y (k ) ,  which has been computed by the 
scale factor  adaptation block in the base 2 logarithmic domain.
The absolute value of the normalised difference sign al (DLN) is  
compared with a set of decision lev e l values (normalised input) to  
check within which range i t  f a l l s ,  in order to  produpe the magnitude 
o f the quantizer code wal’d . W hilst the p o larity  of the difference  
sign al (DS) w ill  produce the sign b it  of the quantizer code word I ,  
as lis te d  in Table 9*1* to form the 32 K bit/s encoder output.
The quantizer code word l(k )  is  transmitted (startin g  with b it  l )  
to the decoder at the receiving end through the channel. It is  also  
fed to  the inverse adaptive quantizer, the quantizer scale factor  
adaptation and the adaptation speed control b locks.
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Table 9.1 The normalised decision levels for the quantizer
DS ' DLN (hex) I
1 2 3 4
0 0195 - 07FF 0 1 1 1
0 OI64 - 0194 0 1 1 0
0 0136 - 0163 0 1 0 1
0 0105 - 0135 0 1 0 0
0 00GA - 0104 0 0 1 1
0 007B - 00 C9 0 0 1 0
0 0000 - 007 A 0 0 0 1
0 0FF9 - OFFF 0 0 0 1
0 0800 - 0FF8 0 0 0 0
1 0800 - 0FF8 1 1 1 1
1 0FF9 - OFFF 1 1 1 0
1 0000 - 007 A 1 1 1 0
1 007B - 00 09 1 1 0 1
1 OOCA - 0104 1 1 0 0
1 0105 - 0135 1 0 1 1
1 0136 - 0163 1 0 1 0
1 OI64 - 0194 1 0 0 1
1 0195 ~ 07FF 1 0 0 0
Positive portion of interval 
Negative portion of interval
Negative portion of interval 
Positive portion of interval
The adaptive quantizer implementation process can be summarized 
by the flow chart of figure 9*6 .
(SM -  Signed magnitude)
Fig. 9*6 Adaptive quantizer implementation flow chart*
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This block produces the quantized version dq(k) of the d ifference  
sign al d(k)* The quantizer code word l(k )  is  used to se lec t the 
corresponding value from the normalised inverse quantizer ch ara cteristics  
as lis te d  in Table 9*2 • This value is  scaled by the same quantizer  
scale factor that was used to  generate I (k ) . Then a conversion is  
made to convert the quantized difference signal dq(k) from logarithmic 
base 2 to a 15 bit-SM data word representation.
The inverse adaptive quantizer block could be implemented 
according to the flow chart shown in  figure 9*7 •
The quantized d ifference sign al dq(k) is  fed to the reconstructed  
sign al ca lcu la to r , adaptive predictor and to the update predictor  
c o e ffic ie n t b locks.
9*3*4 The inverse adaptive quantizer block
Fig.9*7 Inverse quantizer block flow chart
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Table 9*2 Quantizer output levels
I DQS DQLN (hex)
1 2 3 4
0 1 1 1 0 0 1  AC
0 1 1 0 0 0179
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 4 c
0 1 0 0 0 011D
0 0 1 1 0 00E8
0 0 1 0 0 00A5
0 0 0 1 0 0044
0 0 0 0 0 0F79
1 1 1 1 1 OF79
1 1 1 0 1 0044
1 1 0 1 1 00 A5
1 1 0 0 1 00E8 .
1 0 1 1 ' 1 0113)
1 0 1 0 1 014C
1 . 0 0 1 1 0179
1 0 0 0 1 01  AC
9*3*5 Hie quantizer scale fa c to r  adaptation block
This block updates the sca lin g  factor  y (k ) , according to  the 
quantizer code word l(k )  and the con trollin g  parameter a^(k ), to  be 
used fo r  the adaptive quantizer and the inverse adaptive quantizer blocks*
The bimodal adaptation p rin cip le , used to  compute the scale  
fa c to r , is  the same as that used fo r  the NEC and ATT algorithm s, 
where the speed of adaptation is  controlled by a linear combination 
of fa st yfc(k) unlocked scale fa c to r  fo r  large signal flu ctu ation s, 
such as speech and slow 3 ^ 0 0  locked scale factor fo r  small signal 
flu ctu ation s, such as voice band data and tones*
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W hilst the fa st  (unlocked) scale factor y^(k) uses the same 
robust adaptive quantizer(2 ,3 )  that was used for  the ATT algorithm, 
i t  d iffers  in the computation method which is  in  base 2 logarithmic 
domain, according to  the equation(9- 2 )•
yu (k) = ( l  -  2" 5 ) .y (k )  + 2~?W [ l(k )] (9 -2 )
where y (k) is  the unlocked scale factor in the base 2 logarithmic 
u
domain. I ts  value is  lim ited to the range (1 .06 — 1 0 .0 0 ) .  
y(k ) is  the quantizer scale factor in the base 2 logarithmic 
domain*
( 1-2 ) i s  a constant, introduces f in ite  memory into the
adaptation process to  converge the states of encoder 
and decoder when transmission error occurs.
W [i<k )] i s  the logarithmic version of the scale factor m u ltip lier . 
It i s  a d iscrete function which has values depending 
on the quantizer code word as lis te d  in Tahle 9*3 •
Table 9.3  The d iscrete  function W (l) constants.
I (hex) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
W (l) hex 0FF4 0004 0019 0032 0062 00D8 0154 0454
The looked (slow) scale factor  is  computed by averaging y^(k) 
according to the follow ing equation:
y x(k) = (1 -  2_ 6 ) .y 1 ( k - l )  + 2~.6yu (k) ' (9 -3 )
where y^(k) i s  the locked scale factor in  the "base 2 logarithmic 
domain fo r  the present sample period. 
y ^ (k -l)  i s  the locked scale factor in the hase 2 logarithmic 
domain fo r  the previous sample period.
—6
2 i s  a time constant.
The quantizer scale fa cto r  in the hase 2 logarithmic domain is  
a linear combination of fa s t  and slow scale factors controlled by the
con trollin g  parameter a^(k) as in equation(9 -4 )*
y(k) = ai (k ) .y ^ (k -l)  + [ l  -  a ^ k ) ] .  y ^ k - l )  (9 -4 )
where a ^(k) is  the controlling parameter* It has a value within  
the range ( 0 1 )*
The implementation sequence is  as shown in figure 9*8 •
Fig* 9*8 The implementation sequence fo r  the quantizer scale fa cto r  
9*3*6 The adaptation speed oontrol block
The controlling parameter a^(k) has a value in the range(0 -  l ) *
It tends towards one for sign als of large flu ctu a tio n s, such as speech 
signal , and for  an idle channel* It tends towards zero fo r  signals  
of small flu ctu ation s, suoh as voice hand data and tones*
Short term and long term averages of the l ( k ) ,  together with 
the quantizer scale factor are used to compute the con trollin g  parameter*
The short term average of l(k )  is  computed according to  the 
follow ing equation:
- 2 7 2 -
dms(k) = (1 -  2~5 )'d m s(k -l) + 2~5. F [ l (k )]  (9 -5 )
where dms(k) is  the short term average of l (k )  fo r  the present sample 
period.
dm s(k-l) i s  the short term average of l(k )  fo r  the previous sample 
period.
-52 is  a time constant fo r  the short term average,
p [ i (k ) ]  is  a discrete function used to control the amount which 
updates the average ca lcu lation . It  has values which 
are functions of the l ( k ) ,  as lis te d  in Table 9.4 •
Table 9*4 F ( l)  function constants
I 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
F (I)  hex 0000 0000 0000 0001 0001 0001 0003 0007
Also the long term average of the l(k )  is  computed according to  
the equation(9-"6).
dml(k) = (1 -  2*”^ )»dml(k—l )  + 2~?F [ l ( k ) ]  (9 -6 )
where dml(k) is  the long term average of l(k )  fo r  the present sample 
period.
d m l(k -l) i s  the long term average of l(k )  fo r  the previous sample 
period.
-72 is  a time constant fo r  the long terra average.
These two averages, together with the quantizer scale fa cto r  
y(k ) are used to define the variable ap(k) according to  eq u ation (9 -7>8).
ap(k) = ( l -2  4 )« .p (k -l) +2 3 , i f  y (k )< 3  (indicates an id le  channel
or i f  | dms(k) -  dml(k)| >  2 3dml(k) (9“ 7 )
otherwise ap(k) = (1 -2  4 }a p (k -l)  (9 -8 )
The value of ap(k) tends towards 2 for  an id le  channel or i f  the 
absolute value of the difference brtween the short term and long term
-273-
The controlling parameter a^(k) is  defined by lim itin g  the value 
of the parameter a p (k -l) to  one, in order to delay the start of a fa st  
to  slow state tran sition  u n til  the absolute value of l (k )  remains 
constant for some time. This has been done to prevent the occurrence 
of transient pulses for  pulsed input signals such as voice band data.
The controlling parameter value can be defined by the follow ing equation:
a (k) = 1 , i f  a p (k -l)  >  1 and
a^(k) = a p (k -l) , i f  a p (k -l)  <  1 (9 -9 )
The implementation process fo r  the con trollin g  parameter is  
shown in figure 9.9 .
averages is larger than one eighth of the long term average.
Fig* 9*9 The implementation process for the controlling parameter
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In th is the reconstructed signal Sr(k) is  computed which is  
a replica  version of the input s ig n a l, according to  the follow ing  
equation:
Sr(k) = dq(k) + S e (k -l)  (9 -1 0 )
where dq(k) is  the quantized difference sign al fo r  the present 
sample period.
Se(k) is  the signal estimate fo r  the previous sample period.
The reconstructed signal Sr(k) is  fed to the adaptive prediotor  
and to the update predictor co effic ien t h lock .
9*3*8 The adaptive predictor block
This block computes the signal estimate Se(k) from the quantized 
difference signal dq(k), and the reconstructed sign al S r (k - l ) .
The predictor structure is  composed of an a ll -z e r o  adaptive 
predictor of sixth order section that models zeros, and an a ll-p o le  
adaptive prediotor having a second order section  that models poles 
in the input s ig n a l.
This structure is  considered su ffic ie n t to  cope with a variety  
of input signals such as speech of d ifferen t c h a ra cte r istic s , 
voice band data and tones(4)*
The signal estimate is  computed as shown in figure 9*10 and 
according to the follow ing equations:
9*3*7 The reconstructed signal Sr(k) calculation block
F ig .  9 .10  Adaptive P r e d ic t o r  S t ru c t u re .
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Se(k) = Sez(k) + Sep(k) (9 -11 )
where Se(k) 
Sez(k)
is  the sign al estimate*
is  the a ll -z e r o  prediction output* It is  computed
where
as fo llo w s:
4'
Sez(k) = hi (k -l)» d q (k -i) (9 -1 2 )
,-i+ l
d q (k -i ) :  i = l , . . , 6  i s  a set of previous quantized 
d ifference signals*
h . ( k - l ) : i = l , * . ,6  is  a set of adaptive prediction
1 1c o e ffic ie n ts  computed in  the previous sample
period*
The structure of the a ll -z e r o  adaptive predictor is  shown 
in figure 9*11 .
where
Fig* 9*11 The a ll -z e r o  adaptive predictor structure.
Sep(k) is  the a ll -p o le , predictor output* It i s  calculated'
according to  the follow ing equation: •
2
Sep(k)= V* a .( k - l ) » S r ( k - i )  (9 -1 3 )
f a 1
a (k -1 ) : i - 1 ,2  is  a set of adaptive predictor c o e ffic ie n ts  
computed in  the previous sample period.
S r (k -i ) :  i = l ,2  is  a set of previous reconstructed signal 
calculated  according to the equation (9 -1 4 ) .
S r (k -i)  = S e (k -i) + d q (k -i) (9 -1 4 )
- 2 7 6 -
where S e (k -i ) :  1=1,2 is  a set of estimated sign als for  previous
n
sample periods, 
d q (k -i) :  i = l ,2  is  a set of quantized difference signals  
for  the previous sample periods.
The structure of the a ll -p o le  predictor i s  shown in figure 9*12
Fig. 9*12 The structure of the a ll-p o le  predictor
The m ultiplications of predictor c o e ffic ie n ts  with the 
corresponding quantized difference signals or reconstructed signals  
are performed by using a flo a tin g  point format representation fo r  
a l l  variab les.
The implementation process fo r  the signal estimate Se(k) and 
the ail- zero prediction output Sez(k) is  shown in figure 9*13 •
9*3»9 The update predictor c o e ffic ie n ts  block
Both predictor c o e ffic ie n ts  sets of zeros b. and poles a.
1  1
are updated using a sim p lified  gradient algorithm according to  
equations ( 9*15- 1 7) .
For the sixth  order predictor section . C oeffic ien ts are updated 
according to the follow ing equation:
’b. ( k ) =  (1 -  2 ^ ) .b  ( k - l )  + 2 Isgn [ dq(k) j.sgn  [ d q (k -i) ]  (9- 15) 
1  *
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Fig. 9*13 The implementation process fo r  the sign al estimate Se(k) 
and the a ll-z e r o  prediction output S ez(k ).
where b (k) : i = l , . . , 6  is  a set of updated predictor c o e ffic ie n ts  and 
i
is  lim ited to  the range ( -2  , 2) 
b ^ (k -l ) :  i = l , . . , 6  is  a set of predictor c o e ffic ie n ts  fo r  the 
previous sample period • 
dq(k) : i s  the quantized difference sign al fo r  the present 
sample period.
- 2 7 8 -
d q (k -i) : i = l , . . , 6  is  a set of previous quantized difference signals*  
-82 is  the leak factor*
- 7
2 is  the gain factor*
The sign of dq(k) and d q (k -i)  w ill  produce the direction of 
updating*
For the second order predictor section* The c o e ffic ie n ts  a^(k) 
and a^(k) are updated as fo llo w s:
&1(k) -  (1 -  2~8 )*a2( k - l )  + (3 • 2_8 )sgn [ P (k )].sgn  [ P(k-X)] (9 -16 )
(k) = (1 -  2~7 ) .a 2 ( k - l )  + 2- 7 {sg n [ P (k )] .sg n [ P (k -2 )]
-  1 [ a /k - 1 )  ] ‘ Sgn [ P (k )]-sgn  [ P (k -l)]  j (9 -17 )
a2
where a^(k) is  the updated f i r s t  pole predictor co effic ien t*  Its
absolute value is  lim ited to  J a^(k)| <  1-2 ^ -  a^(k) 
fo r  s ta b ility  reasons* 
a2(k) is  the updated second pole predictor c o e ffic ie n t . Its
absolute value is  lim ited to  |a2 (k)| <  0.75  as 
a s ta b ility  con strain t.
P(k) is  the a ll-z e r o  reconstructed signal fo r  the present
sample period. It w ill  he calculated as fo llow s:
P(k) = dq(k) + Sez(k) (9 -18 )
f(a ^ ) is  a function o f a^ of value depends on the absolute
value of the predictor co e ffic ie n t as fo llow s: 
f ( a i ) =. 4 when j a^ J <  •. ~  (9- 19)
f  (al ) = 2 sgn (a^) when | a^ | >  ~  (9 -20 )
- 8 . - 8
( 3 . 2  ) ,  2 are the gain factor  and the leak factor fo r  a ^ (k ).
-7
2 is  the gain factor  and the leak factor fo r  a^(k ).
It  should he noted that the positions of the poles a^(k) and 
a (lc) w ill  a ffect the s ta b ility  of the predictor. Therefore the 
constraints fo r  a^(k) and a^(k) w ill  prevent any u n sta b ility  problems 
that might occur.
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The direction  of change fo r  the co effic ien t a^(k) w ill  be 
determined by the sign of F (k ), P (k -l ) ,  and the c o ffic ie n ts  a2 (k) 
by the sign of P (k), P (k -l) ,  P (k-2) and the absolute value of the 
c o e ffic ie n t a ^ ( k - l ) .
The implementation process for the zeros predictor co e ffic ie n ts  
i s  shown in figure 9*14 and fo r  the poles c o e ffic ie n ts  i s  shown 
in figures 9*15 and 16 •
F ig -: 9 .1 4  Implementation process for  b. c o e ffic ie n ts
1
Fig. 9*15 Implementation process for the coefficient *
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Fig., $»16 Implementation process for  the co effic ien t a^(k)
9*4 The CCITT ADPCM decoder principles
The block diagram of the CCITT ADPCM decoder is  shown in figure 9*17
32Kb/s
I/P  I(k ;
dq (k) Sr(k) Sp(k)
Inverse 
* - Adaptive
Quantizer
; /
y(k )
Quanta
Scale
Adapt
Lzer 
Factoi 
at ion
y(k )
i
' ' V
Adaptation 
„ Speed 
Control
Reconstructed. 
- Signal 
Calculator
Se (k)
Adaptive 
■H Predictor
a.
l
Update 
Predictor 
C oefficien ts
Output PCM 
Format 
Conversion
Synchronous
Coding
Adjustment
r
Fig 9*17 CCITT ADPCM Decoder Block Diagram
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As the decoder structure is  id en tica l to the feedback loop of the 
encoder* The blocks that d if fe r  from the encoder w ill  be described* 
The sequence of blook implementation is  shown in the CCITT decoder 
flow chart figure 9*18 • '
INPUT BLOCK
BLOCKS 2 - 7  SIMILAR TO 
ENCODER BLOCKS 4 - 9
ilUTPUT PCM FORMAT CONVERSION 
BLOCK
SYNCHRONOUS CODING ADJUSTMENT 
________________BLOCK__________________
Fig* 9*18 The CCITT ADPCM Decoder Flow Chart
9*4*1 Input block
It inputs quantizer code word data l (k )  from the quantizer 
output of the encoder.
9*4*2 Output PCM format conversion blook
This block converts the reconstructed uniform PCM signal Sr(k) 
into  a PCM sign al Sp(k) of e ith er A-Law or ( I - Law.
The Two's Complement (TC) sign al Sr(k) i s  converted to a signed 
magnitude s ig n a l. Then i t  i s  quantized according to Recommendation 
G *71l(5) by using decision values to  produce the PCM code word.
9*4*3 Synchronous coding adjustment b look
The function of th is  "block is  to prevent the accumulation of 
d isto rtio n  on synchronous tandem codings, i .e  d ig ita l connections 
such as (ADPCM -  PCM -  ADPCM), fo r  free channel errors, direct
1 . INPUT
2 — 7
8 .  OPC
9* SC A
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connection (without any d ig ita l  sign al processing device operating 
on the ADPCM and PCM h it stream s), and when the encoder and decoder 
have the same in i t ia l  conditions, otherwise some time is  needed 
before the synchronous coding adjustment function can take place.
I f  a l l  the previous conditions are ju s t i f ie d . This block w ill  
estimate the quantization in  the encoder as fo llo w s:
-  It converts the A-Law or /X-Law sign al Sp(k) to  a uniform PCM
signal S, (k ) . and a difference signal d (k) i s  computed: 
lx  x
a (fc) = S. (k) -  Se(k) (9 -2 1 )
X l x  ,,
where Se(k) is  the sign al estimate of the decoder output.
-  A quantizer decision le v e l computed by using the encoder
output I(k ) and the quantizer scale factor  y (k ) w ill  be
compared with the d ifference sign al d (k) modify the decoder
PCM output as fo llo w s:
-S p (k ) , i f  d (k) <  lower in terval boundary
x
Sp(k), i f  d (k) >  upper interval boundary
x
_S p (k ), otherwise (9 -2 2 )
s400 =
where S_(k) is  the decoder PCM output code word,
d
Sp(k) is  the next upper PCM output le v e l . .
Sp(k) is  the next lower PCM output le v e l .
The implementation process fo r  th is  block is  shown in figure 9»i9»
9-5 The main features of the CCITT 32 K bit/s  ADPCM algorithm
The CCITT provides the computation d e ta ils  of the algorithm in  
order to  obtain the required performance. Any departures from the 
recommendation w ill degrade the performance(1 ) .
The main features of the algorithm computation d e ta ils  are:
— The implementation has a recommended order.
— D ifferent word lengths with a maximum of 19 b its  have been used 
fo r  accurate calculation  r e s u lts .
— Mixed binary representations fo r  the parameters words, such as
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F ig. 9 -19  Die implementation process fo r  synchronous coding 
adjustment b lock .
Dro's complement, Signed magnitude and Floating point 
representations. Also the adaptive quantizer, scale factor,and  
• speed control adaptation are implemented in  the base 2 logarithmic 
domain • Diese are more suitable to be implemented in  a hardware 
logic design.
An attempt has heen made to  implement the recommended algorithm  
using the DSP chip juPD 77P20. Die to ta l number of instructions needed 
seem to  be 734 as shown in Table 9*5 • Die memory capacity fo r  DATA 
RAM, and DATA EPROM is  adequate, and the maximum instruction  cyole  
is  more than a thousand instructions , while the maximum instruction  
cycle offered by the DSP chip fo r  8 KHz sampling frequency is  s lig h t ly  
less than 500 in stru ction s. Diis make the implementation of the
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algorithm impossible using e ith er single DSP chip, or i f  two DSP chips 
are used in p a r a lle l .
The large number of instructions is  due to the need to convert 
from one binary representation to  another through the sample processing  
period, where m ultiplications are recommended to  he made using  
a flo a tin g  point representation. This can he carried out by using  
a small hardware m u ltip lier . Thus i t  appears that the CCITT recommendation 
to  implement the ADPCM algorithm is  oriented towards a hardware 
logic design instead of the use of current DSP chips.
The computational d e ta ils  required to  implement the CCITT ADPCM 
algorithm is  available in reference ( l )  .
9*6 Comparison between CCITT and the implemented ATT algorithm s.
Although both algorithms are b a sic a lly  the same, they d iffe r  
s lig h tly  in some co e ffic ie n t valu es, the implementation process 
such as using log base 2 fo r  the CCITT algorithm instead of hase 
10 fo r  ATT and using d ifferen t word representation and length of 16 h it
Table 9.5 The number of instructions fo r  each hlock
Block Number of instructions
Input PCM format conversion 16
Difference signal computation 15
Adaptive quantizer • 67
Inverse adaptive quantizer 41
Quantizer scale factor  adaptation 112
Adaptation speed control 103
Reconstructed signal calcu lation 25
Update predictor c o e ffic ie n ts 261
Adaptive predictor 94
Total 734
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word tw o's complement used fo r  the ATT algorithm implementation 
in addition to a s lig h t d ifference in  computing the control parameter 
of the adaptation speed con tro l.
that
The CCITT draft recommendation considers^any departures from the 
recommendation w ill  incur performance p en alties, in addition to  
th e ir  claim that the quality  of the 32 K bit/s CCITT algorithm  
s a t is f ie s  the recommendation G.712 •
Die resu lt of subjective te s ts  fo r  ATT codec indicates that 
the difference in qu ality  between the ATT codec and a 64 K bit/s  
A-Law PCMis not sign ifican t s t a t is t ic a l ly  for the median le v e l .
Thus the d ifference between the CCITT algorithm and the ATT algorithm  
which has been implemented are not great and the subjective te st  
resu lts  should be very close to  each other.
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CHAPTER TEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND THOUGHTS FOR THE FUTURE
10.1 Introduction
Since the 1960fs the only coding technique that has been defined 
as a standard fo r  worldwide use i s  64 K bit/s  PCM with eith er an A or 
Ji-Law used fo r  companding. It o ffers  t o l l  quality  speech and overall 
performance that allowed the codec to  become the standard for  
te r r e s tr ia l telecommunications networks. With ever increasing  
telecommunication t r a f f ic ,  u t iliz a t io n  of reduced b it -r a te  coding 
techniques on telephone networks w ill  have great in terest for  many 
years to come. The most a ttra ctive  application area fo r  these 
techniques are Business S a te llite  Systems^ since the introduction  
of e ffic ie n t  bandwidth u t iliz a t io n  techniques provides economic 
ways to  increase channel capacity of the s a te l l i te  transponder. 
However, a number of requirements are imposed on these coding 
techniques for actual application in  Business S a te llite  Systems.
The most important is  the transmission performance of speech sig n a ls , 
as w ell as in-band voice data under transmission b it  error conditions.
In th is  chapter, comparison o f the performance o f 32 K bit/s  
CVSDM and ADPCM codecs w ill  be discussed. This is  based on the 
subjective te st results performed on both of them as w ell as 
a comparison with 64 K bit/s A-Law PCM codec.
Comparisons on overall performance of these codecs w ill  also  
be discussed considering the algorithms implemented in  th is  th esis  
together with some recently published resu lts  from elsewhere.
10.2 Speech quality  of CVSDM and ADPCM codecs
From the resu lts of subjective te s ts  that have been carried  
out on several CVSDM and ADPCM codecs, together with 64 K bit/s
-2 8 8 -
we
A-Law PCM, in chapters 5 and 8/can  make the follow ing observations:
( i )  D ifferent techniques lead to  a variety  of speech qu ality  
measured in terms of a transm ission planning fig u re .
( i i )  For CVSDM and ADPCM coding techniques, the effectiv en ess of 
the signal processing method in determining the performance 
d iffe r s  from implementation to  implementation fo r  "both techniques.
In what follow s we w ill  take the best performance in each
technique as representative of what can be achieved by that technique.
\
Equivalent Q -fa c to r s fo r  64 K b it/s  A-Law PCM, ADPCM (ATT) and 
CVSDM (DCC) fo r  two ta lker le v e ls  fo r  female and male talkers are 
shown in figure 10.1 •
These resu lts indicate that Q values fo r  the female ta lk er  
( f i r s t  le v e l)  for PCM and ADPCM codecs are very close with a d ifference  
of around 1 dB higher fo r  the PCM codec, Whilst the difference  
between PCM and CVSDM is  around 6 dB higher fo r  PCM codec.
Die difference fo r  the second lev el between PCM and ADPCM codecs 
i s  around 5*5 &B .D iis  is  due to  the difference in signal to  noise  
r a tio  of the input signal in  which a 12 b it  linear PCM codec was 
used to  d ig itiz e  the analogue speech input. Die difference between 
PCM and CVSDM is  around 2 dB. Diis i s  thought to be due to  the s h ift  
of the second level towards the onslope point, w hilst the f i r s t  le v e l  
is  sh ifted  beyond the onslope poin t.
Q -  values fo r  the male ta lk er are less  than those o f the 
female ta lk e r . Diis might be caused by the uncharacteristic frequency 
spectrum of th is  ta lk er which a ffe c ts  the predictive codecs more than 
PCM codec, as mentioned in chapter 8 .
Die speech quality  of the 32 K bit/s  ADPCM codec is  very close  
to  that of the standard 64 K b it/s  PCM codec and much b etter  than 
32 K bit/s  CVSDM codec.
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F irst Level s Median Talker 
(-12  dB below clip p in g)
; i »
Second Level s Soft Talker 
(-32  dB below c lip p in g )
i 1------- 1-------- 1--------1--------r
PCM PCM ADPCM CVSDM
Codecs
— i---------1---------- 1---------1--------- 1 r
PCM PCM ADPCM CVSDM
Fig. 10 .1  Equivalent Q — factor fo r  codecs# 
------------  Female Talker
  Male Talker
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The transmission planning figure fo r  ADPCM and CVSDM codecs 
are 3 0 + 2  and 25 + 1 dB resp ective ly .
The speech quality of both CVSDM and ADPCM codecs is  w ell above 
the lev el of acceptability ' quoted by Richards fo r  end-to-end  
performance, 22 dB fo r  median ta lk e r . This means that both coding 
techniques are acceptable fo r  Business S a te llite  ap p lication s. But 
when the s a te ll ite  earth station  is  connected to  te r r e s tr ia l  
networks, the degradation of the speech qu ality  w ill  he a function  
of the number of successive coding -  decoding operations. ADPCM 
coders follow  the same rule as the log PCM, e .g  a 10 lo g ^  (n z ) ,(2 <  X < 3) 
where n is  the number of cumulated links., w hilst fo r  CVSDM coders, 
the impairment is  reputed to he more rapid than th is  ( l ) .  Thus 
CVSDM codecs have acceptable speech qu ality  when a maximum of 
“two cascaded links are used, w hilst ADPCM coder would allow larger  
numbers of tandem links to be used.
Recent experimental work on 32 K bit/s  CVSDM and ADPCM codecs 
fo r  d ig ita l s a te ll ite  communications applications indicates that 
the degradation of the subjective performance caused hy channel errors 
is  n egligib le  at h it error rates of Pe < 1 0  ^ fo r  both techniques, 
w hilst at Pe = 10 the degradation is  smaller fo r  CVSDM codecs.
Also the e ffe c t  of burst errors was found to  be s lig h t ly  smaller 
than fo r  random errors (3 )*
For the ADPCM codec, c lic k  and lev el modulation noises were
experienced at Pe = 10 The e ffe c t  of hurst errors was s lig h tly
-2higher than random errors. At Pe = 10 the degradation was much 
higher fo r  both techniques^ also  ADPCM has the worst performance, 
as shown in figure 10. 2(2 , 3 ) .
10.3 Other considerations fo r  coding performance assessment
Voice band data transmission performance resu lts  on CVSDM, ADPCM 
and 64 K bit/s PCM show CVSDM to  be robust to transmission b it  errors
- 2 9 1 -
and having better performance than ADPCM(2). Recent improvements 
on ADPCM algorithms of the type used in th is  work show that further  
improvements can be attained at r e la tiv e ly  low transmission b it  
error ra te , where the performance can be b etter than that of PCM 
performance(4)*
Although ADPCM coders have larger processing delay than CVSDM, 
both are suitable for  s a te llite  applications* In terms of codec 
complexity and c o st , sim plicity  and cheapness is  the main feature 
of CVSDM codecs. Whilst ADPCM codecs are more c o stly  and complicated,s
with the advent of the advanced technology(D igital Signal Processor 
single chips) th is  difference w ill  reduce.
When a s a te ll ite  earth station  is  connected to the existin g  
te r r e s tr ia l network, ADPCM has some advantages. This is  due to the 
fa ct that sampling frequency is  the same as fo r  PCM which is  the 
most commonly used method fo r  d ig ita l  encoding of speech. Thus the 
introduction of ADPCM codec in earth stations does not require 
interpolating or. decimating f i l t e r  (as fo r  CVSDM codecs) fo r  d ig ita l  
tandem connections. This sim p lifies  the interfacing hardware and 
o ffers  the p o s s ib ility  of avoiding the problem of accumulation of 
d isto rtio n  that occurs in tandem connections with intermediate 
baseband conversion.
,-4 -310 ^ 10 
F ig . 10*2 Subjective evaluation resu lts  (2 ,3 )
1 0
-2
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Final ly  i t  i s  unlikely  that the b it -ra te  fo r  CVSDM coding 
technique can be reduced much less than 25 K bit/s fo r  acceptable 
speech q u a lity , w hilst for ADPCM the p o ss ib ility  of future extension  
to  lower b it -r a te s  down to 16 K bit/s does exist, •
10*4 Final conclusion on ADPCM and CVSDM overall performance.
In assessing coders one must consider speech q u a lity , voice
band data handling, complexity,* com patibility with the PCM network
and the future developments of the general technique and the
individual codec. Although CVSDM is  superior to  ADPCM in robustness
and hardware com plexity, ADPCM coders have considerably b etter  speech
q u a lity , are more compatible to operate with e x istin g  PCM networks 
httve
and*comparable performance to  CVSDM codecs fo r  voice band data handling.
From the above resu lts and discussions we conclude that 32 K b it/s  
ADPCM i s  the most suitable encoding scheme fo r  business s a t e l l i t e  
communication systems. It can be implemented on / one or two DSP 
chips and o ffers  subjective quality  comparable to 64 K b it/s  PCM.
10.5  Thoughts For future work
Enough work has already been performed to evaluate the subjective  
performance of CVSDM codecs. Also a planning figure fo r  recent 
development of th is  kind has been determined. The adaptation scheme in  
CVSDM is  simple and con sists of just a sy lla b ic  f i l t e r  to adjust 
the quantizer. Thus there is  not much room to  improve the performance 
of th is  coding technique w hilst retaining i t s  hardware s im p lic ity .
Other d elta  modulation techniques such as VSHCDM are very complicated 
compared with f i r s t  generation techniques. It o ffe rs  b etter  q u ality  
than CVSDM but s t i l l  in fe rio r  to ADPCM schemes. Also i t  needs a great 
deal of work to improve the codec performance before i t  can be considered  
as a candidate fo r  second generation coding techniques. Hius i t  is  
too early to  evaluate i t s  performance and to find a planning fig u r e .
- 2 9 3 -
On the other hand ADPCM is  a promising coding technique in 
terms of the speech qu ality  that i t  can o ffe r . It w ill  soon be 
adopted internationally  as the 32 K bit/s standard d ig ita l  coding 
technique. We have already evaluated the subjective speech quality  
of two algorithm s, one of them very sim ilar to the expected 
algorithm to he recommended (CCITT). We found that the speech 
quality  d iffered  according to  the ta lk er frequency spectrum.
Thus a further series of subjective te s ts  should he conducted over 
a wider range of talkers to  evaluate the performance of the CCITT 
recommended algorithm considering d ifferen t channel b it  ferror ra te s .
The next major step i s  towards a 16 K bit/s standard and
has already started on th is  with APC, SBC and ATC being candidate
algorithm s. INMARSAT are intended in replacing companded FM systems
by suchasystein, and i f  subjective speech quality  can be determined
then Business systems would a lso  be potential u sers. There are also
s a t e l l i t e  applications to thin  route or mobile users in which even
of
further reduction in b it  rate could be considered. In the areaV2.4 
to 9 ,6  K bit/s vocoding techniques start to come into th e ir  own
i
and these need investigation  on a speech quality b a sis .,at these lower 
bit  rates it may be necessary to re-examine the basis of subjective te s ts .  
Recently ADPCM codecs operating at 16 K bit/s have been te s te d (3 ) .
The resu lts indicated that the performance of backward adaptation
in the predictor produced deteriorated performance due to  the
coarse quantization. This means that adaptive predictors are not
e ffe c tiv e  in terms of subjective qu ality  improvement at low h it  ra te s .
It is  thought that great improvement in terms of subjective speech
qu ality  could he achieved by using noise shaping f i l t e r s  in the same
way as used for  APC. This w ill  make ADPCM a candidate fo r  second
generation coders. It o ffe rs  re la tiv e  hardware sim p licity  in .comparison
with other 16 K bit/s coders. It i s  considered that subjective evaluation
of th is  algorithm should he made.
- 2 9 4 -
Final ly  a very important area of future work must be the . 
implementation of the reduced b it  rate coders. Current DSP chips 
are being improved upon as the technology advances and th is  w ill  
enable hitherto in possible implementation, to  produce in an economic 
manner. For large market area, such as telephone speech, the 
development of new DSP chips based upon the sp ecific  demands of 
the algorithm or indeed custom designed VLSI may be the way to  g o .
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APPEND ICES
A.l The connection diagram for the Interface Board.
A.2 The connection diagram for the 64 Kbit/s A-Law PCM codec. 
A.3 Hie listing of the NEC ADPCM encoder program.
A.4 Hie listing of the NEC ADPCM decoder program.
A.5 Hie listing of the ATT ADPCM encoder program.
A.6 The listing of the ATT ADPCM decoder program.
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i
APPENDIX A.l
The connection diagram for the Interface Board.
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APPENDIX A. 2
The connection diagram for the 64 Kbit/s A-Law PCM codec.
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APPENDIX A. 3
Die listing of the NEC ADPCM Encoder program.
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MF'ROG;
/ K K * * X * X * * * * * * K X K * * * * * * * * K * * K * * K * X K * K *
X NEC ADPCM ENCODER FOR SPEECH/DATA X
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x /
ORG 000H /*
CALL INPUT
CALL ECAL
CALL QUNT
CALL INQ
CALL RSGNL
CALL CONPAR
CALL LTP
CALL PCA
CALL SHTP
CALL SCFA
CALL PRDOT
NAITOP: JMP NAITOP /*
/**************************************
* ADPCM ENCODER SUBROUTINES *
**************************************
* INPUT SUBROUTINE *
**************************************/
INPUT: LDI GDP, 000H /*
LDI GRP, 01FFH /*
INPT: JSIAK GETN /*
JMP INPT
GETN: OP MOV GB, SIM /*
CALL CONV /*
OP MOV CMEM, B /*
DP INC /*
RET •f
THE M A IN PROGRAM * /
NAIT FOR NEXT I/P*/
SET DP=0 */
SET RP=511 X/
NAIT FOR SERIAL I/PX,
GET SERIAL INPUT X/ 
CONVERT TO 2'S COMP*. 
STORE X<J)INTO RAM*/ 
DP PNTS TO X'CJ)*/
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* 2'S COMPLEMENT CONVERSION SUBROUTINE */
CONV: LDI GA, 0FFF0H «JOP AND ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, A •*JSB0 PLUS ;/* FROM +0 TO +5V */
JMP MINUS }/* FROM -5 TO -0V */
PLUS: LDI GA, 8000H ;/* X(C)=X-8000H */
OP SUB ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, A
RET iMINUS: LDI GA, 8000H j/X X<C)=X+8000H */
OP ADD ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, A
RET •s/**************************************
* PREDICTION ERROR SUBROUTINE *
**************************************/
ECAL: OP SUB ACCB, MEM /* X(J> - X'<J> */
DPINC ;/* DR POINTS TO E< J)
OP MOV GMEM, B /* STORE E < J> I NT0 RAf
DPINC /* DP POINTS TO D< J)
X/
* /
RET ;
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* QUANTIZER SUBROUTINE *
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
QUNT JNOVB0
LDI
OP
OP
LDI
CHKL 
GDP, 
XOR 
MOV 
ADD 
GDP,
0000H
A CCA, 
GNON, 
A CCA, 
0 0 0 2 H
I DB 
A
MEM
; / *
; / *
/ *
/ *
/ *
GVERFLQN CHECK 
DP PNTS TO X(J) 
CLEAR ACC A */
* /
* /
ADD X(J> TO ACC A KJ 
DP PNTS TO E< -J> */
JNSA6 MAXQ •J
LDI ©B, 0F000H ;/S 1
LDI ©TR, 8600H ;/S
OP MOV ©MEM, TR /S
DP INC 5
JMP QUNTOP 5
MAXQ :• LDI SB, 7600H ;/S
LDI ©TR, 7FFFH 5
OP MOV ©MEM, TR /S
DPINC 1
JMP QUNTOP •J
CHKL: JSB6 NEG ;/S
CALL PSTVL j/S
JMP QUNTOP •
NEG: CALL NGTVL ;/S
QUNTOP: OP MOV ©SOM, B /S
H6 •*
OP MOV '©MEM, B /s
M<S
RET 1
/SSSSXSSSSSSSXSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS/
/S POSITIVE INPUT LEVEL SUBROUTINE S/
PSTVL: CALL CHKD ;/S
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM j/S
OP SUB ACCB, M ;/S
JNCB CHKPL2 •5
LDI 0000H ;/S
OP RET «>
CHKPL2: OP ADD ACCB, M /S
RPDEC 1
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM 5OP SUB ACCB, M 5JNCB CHKPL3 «9
LDI SB, 1600H *>
OP RET JCHKPL3: OP ADD ACCB, M
RPDEC ;/S
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM jOP SUB ACCB, M •iJNCB CHKPL4 5LDI @B, 2600H ■J
OP RET •fCHKPL4 : OP ADD ACCB, M /S
RPDEC .jOP MOV ©KLR, MEM ■>
OP SUB ACCB, M ■fJNCB CHKPL5 •9LDI 0B, 3000H 9OP RET •9CHKPL5: OP ADD ACCB, M /s
. RPDEC ■9OP MOV ©KLR, MEM ■Jl
OP SUE: ACCB, M 5
JNCB CHKPL6 5
LDI ©E:, 4000H 5OP RET j
CHKPL6 : OP ADD ACCB, M /S
RPDEC •9
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM 5OP SUB ACCB, M J
JNCB CHKPL7 ,
LDI 0B ,  5008H SOP RET 5
CHKPL7 : OP ADD ACCB, M /S
RPDEC •9OP MOV ©KLR, MEM 9
E( J) MAX .NEG TO TRL'' 
EC J) MAX .NEG IN RAM56/
 MAX POSITIVE Q.C.WS/ 
EC J)MAX.POS IN RAM*/
NEGATIVE QUANTIZERS/ 
POSITIVE QUANTIZERS/
CHECK NEG I/P LEVEL S 
Q.C.W TO SER. O/P.REGS.
STORE Q.C.W INTO RAMS.
CHECK DC J) VALUE S/ 
CHECK FIRST LEVEL S/ 
EC J> - D.LC 1) SDC J) S/
LOAD ACCB WITH Q.C.WS,
CHECK SECOND LEVEL S/
CHECK THIRD LEVEL S/
CHECK FOURTH LEVEL S/
CHECK FIFTH LEVEL S/
CHECK SIXTH LEVEL
CHECK SEVENTH LEVEL S.
-304OP SUB ACCB, M ;
JNCB CHKPL3
LDI GB, 6O80H
OP RET
CHKPL3: LDI
OP
GB, 7000H 
RET
/*
/**************************************/
/* NEGATIVE INPUT LEVEL SUBROUTINE */
NGTVL: CALL CHKD
OP MOV GKLR, MEM /*
OP ADD ACCB, M /*
J3B0 CHKNL2
LDI GB, 8008H
OP RET
CHKNL2s OP SUB
RPDEC
ACCB, M /*
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB, M
JSB0 CHKNL3
LDI GB, 9000H
OP RET
CHKNL3: OP SUB
RPDEC
ACCB, M /*
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB, M
JSB0 CHKNL4
LDI GB, 0A000H
OP RET
CHKNL4: OP SUB
RPDEC
ACCB, M '/*
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB, M
JSB© CHKNL5
LDI GB, 0B060H
OP RET.
CHKNL5: OP SUB
RPDEC
ACCB, M V *
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB, M
JSB0 CHKNL6
LDI GB, 0C000H
OP RET
CHKNL6 ; OP SUB
RPDEC
ACCB, M V *
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB, M
JSB© CHKNL7
LDI GB, 0D000H *
OP RET
CHKNL7: OP. SUB
RPDEC
ACCB, M V *
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB, M
JSB0 CHKNL8
LDI GB, 0E000H
OP RET
CHKNL8 : LDI G E:, 0 F 0 0 0 H
OP RET
/************************************ /
CHKD: LDI GA, 8014H /*
OP SUB ACCA, MEM /*
JNSA0 XTRM 1
LDI GA, 3FFFH /*
OP SUB ACCA, MEM /*
JNSA0 OTPT
LDI GTR, 3FFFH
LOAD ACCB WITH Q . C . W *
CHECK FIRST LEVEL */ 
E< J) + D.L< 1) K D < J ) */
CHECK SECOND LEVEL */
CHECK THIRD LEVEL */
CHECK FOURTH LEVEL */
CHECK FIFTH LEVEL */
CHECK SIXTH LEVEL */
CHECK SEVENTH LEVEL *
D<J).MIN TO ACCAX/ 
D<J) .MIN - D(J) */
D< J> .MAX TO ACCA*/ 
DC J> .MAX - DC J) */
JMP XTRM 2 •>
XTRM1: LDI ©TR, 0014H a
XTRM2: OP MOV ©MEM, TR >
OTPT: OP SHR1 ACCB •
OP SHR 1 ACCB /*
RET 5/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
* INVERSE QUANTIZER SUBROUTINE *
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
INQ: OP XCHG ACCB J/x
LDI ©TR, 0003H •»OP ADD ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, TR 5
OP MOV ©RP, B j/X
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM /*
M2 ;/*
OP XOR ACCB, IDB /*
MOV ©NON, B aj
OP ADD ACCB, M /*
MOV ©MEM, L /*
M2
DP INC ;/*
OP SHL2 ACCB ;/X
JNSBQ P0ST4 i
OP ADD ACCB, IDB /*
MOV ©NON, B 1
JNOVB0 OUT 4 5
LDI SB, 8000H j
OUT4: OP MOV ©MEM, B /*
RET aJ
P0ST4: OP ADD ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B •?
JNOVB0 OUTS jl
LDI ©B, 7FFFH a
OUTS: OP MOV ©MEM, B
RET «J
SCALE CORRECTI O N * /
EXCHANGE UkH BYTES*/
RP PNTS TO D . J O * /
D< J) TO K, D.JO TO LXJ 
DP PNTS TO D.J */ 
CLEAR ACC B */
D < J ) * D . J  * /
STORE D.J INTO RAM*/
DP PNTS TO E'<J>*/ 
SCALE CORRECTION*/
MULTIPLY BY 2 */
STORE E'<J> IN RAM *
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
* RECONSTRUCTED SIGNAL SUBROUTINE * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
RSGNL:
MAXP
FNSH
LDI ©DP, 000 IH
OP ADD ACCB, MEM
DPINC
Ml
JNOVB0 FNSH
OP XOR ACCA, I DB
MOV ©NON, A
Ml
DPCLR
OP ADD ACCA, MEM
LDI ©DP, 0012H
JNSA0 . MAXP
LDI ©B, 80O0H
JMP FNSH
LDI SB, 7FFFH
OP MOVMO ©MEM, Brl Jl
RET
j / *
/ *
DP PNTS 
X'(J) +
TO X' < J) */ 
E'CJ) */
; / *
j / *
/ *
DP PNTS TO XA<J> */ 
CHECK FOR OVERFLOW * 
CLEAR ACC A */
/ *
/ *
/ *
DP PNTS TO X<J) */ 
ADD X<J) TO ACC A */ 
DP PNTS TO XA CJ> */
/ *
/ *
STORE XA < J> INTO RAf 
DP PNTS TO A . D< J) 3
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
* UPDATE CONTROLLING PARAMETERS SUB * 
**************************************/ 
CONPAR: OP XOR ACCB, I DB /* CLEAR ACC B */
MOV ©NON, B 5
OP XOR ACCA, I DB /* CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV ©NON , A 5OP ADD ACCB, MEM ;/X ADD A .DCJ) TO ACC
JSB0 CNT 1 1
7 1
CNT i
XTR1
CNT 2:
XTR2:
CNT 3
CNT4
LTP:
ADPS
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OP MOV GMEM, A ;/X STORE ZERO INTO RAM*/
OP MOV GK, MEM /X STORE A .D INTO K */
M2 ;/X DP PNTS TO XA (J> */
OP MOV GB, MEM /* XA<J) INTO ACCB*/
DPDEC ;/* DP PNTS TO X'D<J> */
LDI GL, 7E6DH ;/X< 1-K>«0 .9877 DEC:*/
OP ADD ACCA, M /* < 1-K> XA.D< J) */
DPDEC ;/* DP PNTS TO X'SCJ)*/
OP SUB ACCB, MEM /* XA<J) -X'SCJ) */
DPINC •9JNOVB0 XTRl ;/* CHECK FOR OVERFLOW */
LDI GB, 7FFFH •5
JMP CNT 2 •9
JNSB8 CNT 2 •9
OP CMP ACCB •9
OP INC ACCB ;/* ABSOLUTE VALUE */
OP MOV GTR, B /* < 1-K) *A . D< J) IN T.R*/
DPINC •*OP MOV ■ GB, MEM /* XA<J> INTO ACCB*/
DPDEC *9OP SUB ACCB, MEM /* XA <J> - X'DCJ) */
M2
DPINC ;/* DP PNTS TO A .D */
JNOVB0 XTR2 j/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW */
LDI GB, 7FFFH •iJMP CNT 3 ■
JNSB0 CNT 3 5OP CMP ACCB 5OP INC ACCB 1OP SUB ACCB, IDB /X/XA - X'D/-/XA -X'S/X/
MOV GNON, TR ■9JNSB8 CNT4 #9LDI GTR, 0148H ;/* CONSTANT C IN T.R*/
OP SUB ACCB, IDB /* < 1-K) XA . D - C X/
MOV GNON, TR «iOP MOV GMEM, A /* A .D< J+1) INT0 RAMX/
DPINC j/X DP PNTS TO A<J+i) X/
LDI GTR, 7FFFH a9OP ADD ACCA, IDB /* ADD i TO A . D< J + 1> X/
MOV GNON, TR a9OP MOV GMEM, A /* A<J+i) INTO RAMX/
DPINC ■9OP XOR ACCB, IDB /* CLEAR ACC B X/
MOV GNON, B
M2
DPINC /* DP PNTS TO X<J-3) X/
RET 5
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
ALL-POLE PRSBIC TION SUBROUT INE *
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /* CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV GNON, A •9LDI GRP, 01EFH ;/* RP PNTS TO AS4 X/
OP MOV GKLR« MEM ;/* XA<J-3) — »K,AS4— *LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M /* AS4XXA< J-3) X/
DPDEC /* DP PNTS TO XA < J-2) X/
RPDEC ;/* RP PNTS TO AS3 X/
OP MOV GKLR, MEM ?/X XA<J-2 ) — >K,AS3— »LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M /* AS3XXA < J-2) X/
DPDEC
RPDEC iOP SHL2 ACCA /* SCALE CORRECTION X/
M 6 JOP MOV GMEM, A /* ACCA CONT IN RAMX/
M6 •9OP XOR ACCA, IDB /* CLEAR ACC AX/
ADPD
—307- 1MOV ©NON, A »
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM ;/X XA C J-1) —->K, AS2— *>LX/
OP ADD
DPDEC
RPDEC
ACCA, M /X AS2XXA < J-1) TO ACCAX/
#9
CALL OVFL1 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV ©NGN, A
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM ;/X XA<J> TO K ,AS 1 TO LX/
OP ADD
DPDEC
ACCA, M /X ADD AS1XXA < J)TO ACCAX
RPDEC ft>
CALL OVFL1 ■*
OP DPDEC ;/X DP PNTS TO X'S X/
CALL 0VFL2 JOP XOR
MOV
DPINC
ACCA, IDB 
©NON, A
/X CLEAR ACC A X/
«>
OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACC B X/
MOV ©NON, B
DPINC •t
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM ;/X XACJ)TO K,AD1 TO LX/
OP MOV ©TR, K /X XACJ> INTO T.REGX/
ADD
DPINC
RPDEC
ACCA, M /X ADD AD iXXA < J> TO ACCAX
•,
OP SHL2 
M 6
ACCA
IOP MOV
M6
©MEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAM*/
j
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV ©NGN, A ft
CALL ADP2 ■f
CALL 0VFL3 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A ■>
CALL ADP2 s
CALL 0VFL3 ftJ
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A ftJ
CALL ADP2 5
CALL OVFL3 **
LDI ©DP, 00 H H ;/X DP PNTS TO X'D X/
CALL GVFL2 »!
OP MOV ©L, A j/X X'DCJ+1> INTO LX/
LDI ©DP, 6034H ;/X DP PNTS TO ACJ> X/
LDI @B, 7FFFH •JOP MOV ©A, MEM ;/X LOAD ACJ) TO ACC A X/
OP AND ACCB, IDB /X AC J) POS.VALUE ONLYX/
MOV ©NON, B «j
OP . SUB ACCB, IDB /X ( 1 - AC J)) X/
MOV ©NON, A JOP MOV ©K, B ;/X Cl-ACJ)) TO ACCBX/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACCB X/
MOV ©NON, B 5
OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X <1 -A C J) > XX' D C J+ 1) X/
OP MOV ©K, MEM ;/X AC J) TO K X/
LDI ©DP, 0610H ;/X DP PNTS TO X'SCJ +1) X/
OP ' MOV @L, MEM ;/X X'SCJ* 1> TO L X/
OP ADD
M3
ACCB, M /X ADD ACJ)XX'SCJ+1)X/
DPINC ;/X DP PITTS TO X'l X/
OP MOV
DPINC
RET
©MEM, B /X X'ICJ+1) INTO RAMX/
ft>
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
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ADP2 .■ OP MOV GKLR, MEM ;/X X A<J-I)-^K,ADI-^LX/
OP MOV GMEM, TR ;/X UPDATE XA <J-I> X/
OP MOV GTR, K
ADD ACCA, M /X ADD ADIXXA < J-I> X/
RPDEC
RET m9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
0VFL1: OP SHL 1 ACCA /X SCALE CORRECTION X/
DP INC
M 6 •9JNSA0 POST 1 ;/X SIGN CHECK X/
OP ADD ACCA, IDB /X MULTIPLY BY 2 X/
MOV . GNON, A 5JN0VA8 MAXN5 |/X CHECK .FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI GA, 8000H 5MAXN5: OP ADD ACCA, MEM * /X ADD RAM CQNT TO AX/
DPDEC 5JN0VA8 OUT ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP DEC ACCB ;/X DECREMENT ACC B X/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAMX/
M 6
RET 1POST 1: OP ADD ACCA, I DB
MOV GNON, A 5JNQVA0 MAXP 5 *5LDI GA, 7FFFH JMAXP5: OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPDEC •JJNOVA0 OUT «?OP INC ACCB •JOUTs OP MOV GMEM, A
M 6
RET •*
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
0VFL2: JZB CONTN ;/X JUMP IF ACCB=0 X/
JNSB0 MAXP 2 ;/X JUMP IF SB0=6 X/
LDI GA, 8000H j/X MAX.NEG VALUE TO AX/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAMX/
RET ■9MAXP2: LDI GA, 7FFFH ;/X MAX.POS VALUE TO AX/
CONTN: OP MOV GMEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAMX/
RET *9
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
GVFL3: OP SHL 1 ACCA
M 6 mJJNSA0 P0ST3 5OP ADD ACCA, IDE
MOV GNON, A jJNGVA0 MAXN4 5LDI GA, 8000H mJMAXN4: OP . ADD ACCA, MEM
DPINC 5JNGVA0 OUTS *
OP DEC ACCB !
OP MOV GMEM, A
M 6
RET 5P0ST3: OP ADD ACCA, I DB' MOV GNON, A 5JNOVA0 MAXP 4 !
LDI GA, 7FFFH jMAXP4: OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPINC jJNOVA0 • OUT 3 •
OP INC ACCB •>0UT3: OP MOV GMEM, A
RET ;
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X UPDATE PREDICTOR COEFFICIENTS SUB X 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
- 3 0 9 -  • '
M 6
PCA: OP XOR
MOV
ACCA, IDB 
GNON, A
DPINC »/X DP PNTS TO D.J X/OP ADD ACCA, MEM j/X ADD D.J TO ACC A X/
OP MOV GB, MEM /X LOAD D.J INTO ACC BX
DPINC ?/X DP PNTS TO D.J-1 X/JNSA6 POS •*LDI GTR, 0FF80H ;/X 6=—0.0078125X2 X/
JMP CONT a9
POS: LDI GTR, 0106H ;/X G=0.0078125X2 X/
.CONT: CALL ADPT *9
CALL ADPT «9
CALL ADPT «9
CALL ADPT •9
CALL ADPT •9CALL ADPT •j
OP RET «9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ADPT: OP MOV GK, TR ;/X LOAD 6XS6N< D .J)TO KX
OP MOV GL, MEM ;/X LOAD D.J-I TO L X/
OP MOV GMEM, B /X UPDATE D.J-I X/
OP MOV
M 6
GB, L /X D.J-I TO ACC B X/
OP XOR
MOV
ACCA, IDB 
GNON, A
OP ADD ACCA, M /XGXSGN<D.J) X<D .J-I)-AX
LDI GL, 1F80H /X< 1-D>=0.984375 DECX/
OP MOV GK, MEM /X LOAD BI(J) TO K X/
OP ADD ACCA, M /X LOAD B K J + D T O  ACCAX
OP SHL2 ACCA
OP MOV 
DPINC 
M 6 
RET
GMEM, A V x
9
STORE BICJ+DIN RAMX
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X ALL-ZERO PREDICTION SUB
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
SHTP: LDI GDP, 0804H j/X DP PNTS TO E'<J> X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A ft9
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, B t9
OP MOV . GKLM, MEM ;/X B 1 < J+1) — »K, E' ( J) — *LX
OP MOV GTR, L /X STORE E'<J> INTO L X
ADD ACCA, M /X B K J + D X E '  ( J)TO AX/
M7
DPINC j
OP MOV
M7
GMEM, A /X
5
ACCA CONT IN RAMX/
CALL SPRD 5
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A «?
CALL SPRD *»
OP' XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A »
CALL SPRD j
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A 5
CALL SPRD JOP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A ?
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CALL SPRD •*LDI ©DP, 0622H j/X DP PNTS TO X'F(J+ 1>X.
CALL 0VFL2 j/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X.
OP XOR
MOV
DPINC
M2
RET
ACCA, IDB 
©NON, A
/X DP PNTS TO DCJ) X/•*/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
SPRD: OP MOV ©KLM, MEM ;/X BI ( J+ 1) — >K, E' < J) — >LX.
OP MOV ©MEM, TR j/X UPDATE E'CJ) X/
OP MOV ©TR, L /X STORE E'(J)IN TRX/
ADD ACCA, M /X E /<J)XBI(J+1)T0 AX/
M7 ■
JNSA0 P0ST2 j/X SIGN CHECK X/
OP ADD ACCA, IDB /X MULTIPLY BY 2 X/
MOV ©NON, A i»JNOVA0 MAXN3 j/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X
LDI ©A, 8006H j/X MAX.NE6 TO ACCAX/
MAXN3: OP ADD
DPINC
ACCA, MEM /X ADD RAM CONT TO AX/
5
JNOVA0 GO ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X
OP DEC ACCB j/X DECREMENT ACC B X/
OP MOV
M7
RET
©MEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAMX/
■i
P0ST2: OP ADD ACCA, IDB
. MOV ©NON, A •,JNOVA0 MAXP3 JLDI ©A, 7FFFH ;/X MAX.POS TO ACCAX/
MAXP3: OP ADD
DPINC
ACCA, MEM
1JNOVAQ GO ■j
OP INC ACCB 560: OP MOV
M7
RET
©MEM, A
J/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X UPDATE INTERMDIATE SCALE FACTORS X
X COMPUTE SCALE FACTOR X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
SCFA: OP MOV ©L, MEM j/X LOAD DC J) INTO L X/
OP MOV ©K, MEM j/X LOAD DC J) INTO K X/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B 5OP ADD ACCA, M ;/X ADD DC J) XDC J)TO ACCA
OP MOV ©K, A j/X LOAD DCJ)XDCJ)TO KX/
LDI ©L, 0D6E8H ;/X -1.284 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M /X- 1.284XDCJ)XDCJ)TO AX
MOV ©K, MEM ;/X LOAD DC J) TO K X/
LDI . ©L, 1FFCH j/X 0.9995 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X ADD 0.9995XDC J> TO AX
OP SHL2
M 6
ACCB /X SCALE CORRECTION X/ 
j/X DP PNTS TO Q.C.W X/
LDI ©TR, 0603H j
OP ADD ACCB, IDB /X ADD 0.80009 TO ACCBX
MOV ©NON, TR 5OP MOV ©A, MEM ;/X LOAD Q.C.W TO ACCAX/
LDI ©TR, 7000H 5OP AND ACCA, IDB /X Q.C.W ABSOLUTE VALUE
MOV ©NON, TR 5OP XCHG ACCA ;/X EXCHANGE.L&H BYTESX/
OP INC ACCA 5
OP INC ACCA •ft
OP MOV ©RP, A ;/X RP PNTS TO M.NCJ) X/
OP MOV ©KLR, B 5
311-
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, B ■9OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X D .U< J) X/
OP SHL2 ACCB
M3 •9
OP MOV GMEM, B ;/X STORE D.UCJ) IN RAMX/
OP MOV GK, MEM ;/X LOAD K WITH D.U<J> X/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, B
DPINC ■jLDI GL, 06CDH ;/X 0.60625 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M /X 0 ,80625XD.U<J+1) X/
MOV GK, MEM ;/X LOAD D.LCJ) TO K X/
LDI GL, 7F33H ;/X 0.99374 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M j/X D .L<J+1) X/
OP MOV GMEM, B /X D.LCJ+l) INTO RAMX/
M 6 a9
LDI GB, 7FFFH ;/X 1 DEC X/
OP SUB ACCB, MEM ;/X <1~A<J>) X/
OP MOV GL, B /X < 1-A< J)) TO L X/
M 6 a»OP MOV GK, MEM ;/X A< J) TO K X/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, B •
OP ADD ACCB, M /X < 1-A<J>)XDL<J+1> X/
DPDEC ■
OP MOV GK, MEM /X DUCJ+l) TO K X/
DPINC
M 6 a9
OP MOV GL, MEM /X A<J) TO L X/
DPDEC
M3 a
OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X D< J+ 1) X/
OP MOV GMEM, B
M3 JOP MOV GA, MEM
DPINC a9
OP MOV GMEM, A /X UPDATE A<J> X/
RET a9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X PREDICTION OUTPUT SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
PRDOT: LDI GDP, 0622H a9
OP MOV GB, MEM /X X'F TO ACCB X/
DPDEC a9
OP ADD ACCB, MEM /X X'F + X'l X/
M2 5
JNOVB0 PRDOP 5OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, B
♦ DPDEC a»OP ADD ACCB, MEM /X X<J> INTO ACCBX/
DPINC 5
JNSB0 MXP !
LDI GB, S0O0H 5
JMP PRDOP J
MXP: LDI GB, 7FFFH a9
PRDOP: OP , MOV GMEM, B /X STORE X 'CJ+DIN RAMX
RET a9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
EOF :
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MPROG;xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X NEC ADPCM ENCODER FOR SPEECH <ROM DATA)V.2 X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ORG 002H ;
DATA 1B30H ;/X MN<J>=0.85 DEC X/
ORG 003H ;
DATA 0100H ;/X INQ FOR 800 X/
. ORG 612H ;
DATA 1B30H *,/X MN<J>=8.85 DEC X/
ORG 013H ;
DATA 0578H ;/X INQ FOR 001 X/
ORG 022H ;
DATA 1CC8H ",/X MN<J>=0.9 DEC X/
ORG 023H ;
DATA 0A78H ;/X INQ FOR 610 X/
ORG 032H ;
DATA 1CCSH ;/X MN<J>=8.9 DEC X/
ORG 033H ;
DATA 1048H ;/X INQ FOR 011 X/
ORG 042H ;
DATA 2808H ;/X MN<J) = 1.25 DEC X/
ORG 043H ;
DATA 1748H ;/X INQ FOR 106 X/
ORG 052H . ;
DATA 2800H ",/X MN<J9=1.25 DEC X/
ORG 853H ;
DATA 2028H ;/X INQ FOR 181 X/
ORG 862H
DATA 4060H ;/X MN<J)=2.1 DEC X/
ORG 663H ;
DATA 2C90H ",/X INQ FOR 110 X/
ORG 072H ;
DATA 6600H ;/X MN<J)=3 DEC X/
ORG 073H ;
DATA 4318H ;/X INQ FOR 111 X/
ORG 0B3H ;
DATA 0FF60H ;/X INQ FOR 1088 X/
ORG 693H ;
DATA 0FA90H -,/X INQ FOR 108 1 X/
ORG 8A3H ;
DATA 8F390H ;/X INQ FOR 10 18 X/
ORG 0B3H ;
DATA 0EFBBH }/X INQ FOR 18 11 X/
ORG 0C3H ;
• DATA 0ESB8H ;/X INQ FOR 1180 X/
ORG 0D3H ;
DATA 8DFD8H ;/X INQ FOR 116 1 X/
ORG 0E3H ;
DATA 0D378H ;/X INQ FOR 1110 X/'
ORG 0F3H ;
DATA 0BC-F0H ",/X INQ FOR 1111 X/
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
ORG 1E8H . 5
DATA 0EDA0H ;/X AD4 ALL - POLE DATA COEFF X/
DATA 12D6H ;/X ADS X/
DATA 0DEE8H ;/X AD2 X/
DATA 1930H \ / *  ADI X/
DATA 3FC8H ;/X AS1 ALL - POLE SPEECH COEFF X/
DATA 0CD40H ;/X AS2 X/
; /—3 1 3 — ' *V " *DATA 1340H ;/X AS3 X/
DATA 0FCB8H j/X AS4 X/
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ORG 1F9H j/X QUANTIZER DATA X/
DATA 6FA0H j
DATA 4CC0H j
DATA 3740H j
DATA 2790H ;
DATA 1AB0H :
DATA 0FE0H j
DATA 0676H ;
/X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X/
EOF ;
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APPENDIX A. 4
The listing of the NEC ADPCM Decoder program
- 3 1 5 -
MPR06;/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X NEC ADPCM DECODER FOR SPEECH/DATA X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ORG 8 0 0 H ;/X THE MAIN PROGRAM X/
CALL INPUT •I ■ •
CALL INQ
CALL RSGNL ?CALL CONPAR 5CALL LTP 5CALL PCA
CALL SHTP ;
CALL SCFA
CALL PRDOT
WAITOP: JMP WAITOP 5/X WAIT FOR NEXT INPUT X,
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X ADPCM DECODER SUBROUTINES . ! X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ......
X INPUT SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
INPUT: LDI GSR, 0800H ;/X DMA MODE X/
LDI GDP, 000H ;/X SET DP=0 X/
INPTs JSIAK GETN ;/X WAIT FOR SERIAL I/PX/
JMP INPT ..- i • 9GETN: OP MOV GB, SIM ;/X GET SERIAL INPUT X/
OP MOV GMEM, B /X STORE X<J> INTO RAM X.
DPINC /X DP POINTS TO N< J> X/
RET a9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X INVERSE QUANTIZER SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
INQ: LDI GA, 0014H ;/X D<J).MIN TO ACCAX/
OP SUB ACCA, MEM ;/X D<j>.MIN - D<J) X/
JNSA0 XTRM I •»LDI GA, 3FFFH :/X D<J> .MAX TO ACCAX/
OP SUB ACCA, MEM j/X D<J) .MAX - D<J> X/
JNSA0 OTPT ■9LDI GTR, 3FFFH :
JMP XTRM2
XTRM1: LDI GTR, 0014H ;
XTRM2: OP MOV GMEM, TR ;
OTPT: OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV GNON, A ;
OP XCH6 ACCB :/X EXCHANGE L & H BYTESX
LDI . GTR, 0083H s
OP ADD ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, TR . ;
OP MOV GRP, B ;/X RP PNTS TO D.JOX/
OP MOV GKLR, MEM /X D<J) TO K,D.JOTO LX./
DPINC
M2 ;/X DP PNTS TO D.J X/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACC B X/
MOV ©NON, B ;
OP ADD ACCB, M /X D<J)XD.J X/
MOV ©MEM, L /X STORE D.J INTO RAMX/
M2
DPINC ;/X DP PNTS TO E'<J)X/
OP SHL2 ACCB ;/X SCALE CORRECTIONX/
JNSB0 POST4 ajOP ADD ACCB, IDB /X MULTIPLY BY 2 X/
-3 16- ’ • '
MOV @NON, B j
JNOVB0 0UT4 ftJLDI ©B, 8000H j
OUT 4 : OP MOV ©MEM, B /X STORE E'CJ) IN RAM X/
DPDEC
RET •,P0ST4: OP ADD ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B j
JNOMB0 OUTS ft»LDI SB, 7FFFH j
OUTS: OP MOV ©MEM, B
DPDEC
RET ft5/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
. X RECONSTRUCTED SIGNAL SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
RS6N L : OP ADD ACCB, MEM /X X'(J) + E'CJ) X/
Ml /X DP PNTS TO X A<J) X/
JNOVB0 FNSH /X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI ©DP, 0000H /X DP PNTS TO N< J) X/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM /X ADD X<J> TO ACC A X/
LDI ©DP, 0012H /X DP PNTS TO XA (J) X/
JNSA0 MAXP
LDI ©B, 8000H
JMP FNSH
MAXP: LDI ©B, 7FFFH
FNSH: OP MOV ©MEM, B /X STORE XACJ> IN RAMX/
M2 /X DP PNTS TO A.DCJ) X/" RET «J/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X UPDATE CONTROLLING PARAMETERS SUB X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
CONPAR: OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACC B X/
MOV ©NON, B ;
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV ©NON, A ;
OP ADD ACCB, MEM ;/X ADD A.D(J) TO ACC BX/
JSB0 CNT 1 1OP MOV ©MEM, A j/X STORE ZERO INTO RAMX/
CNTls OP MOV '©K, MEM /X STORE A .D INTO K X/
M2 j/X DP PNTS TO XA <J) X/
OP MOV ©B, MEM /X XA<J) INTO ACCBX/
DPDEC ;/X DP PNTS TO X'D<J) X/
LDI ©L, 7E6DH j/X< 1-K)=0.9877 DECX/
OP ADD ACCA, M /X <1-K)XA.D(J> X/
DPDEC ;/X DP PNTS TO X'S<J)X/
OP SUB ACCB, MEM /X X A<J> -X'SCJ) X/
DPINC ftJJNOVB0 XTR1 j/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI ©B, 7FFFH 5
JMP CNT 2 5
XTR1: JNSB0 ’ CNT 2 ftjOP CMP ACCB jOP INC ACCB j/X ABSOLUTE VALUE X/
CNT 2: OP MOV ©TR, B /X < 1-K)XA.D< J)TO T .RX/
DPINC 5OP MOV ©B, MEM /X XA<J> INTO ACCBX/
DPDEC }OP SUB ACCB, MEM /X XA<J> - X'DCJ) X/
M 2
DPINC ;/X DP PNTS TO A .D X/
JNQVB0 XTR2 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI ©B, 7FFFH «
JMP CNT 3 sJXTR2: JNSB0 CNT 3 ft
OP CMP ACCB 5
•3 1 7 -
C N T 3 :
CNT4:
OP INC ACCB •9OP SUB ACCB, IDB /X/XA - X'D/-/XA “X'S/X/
MOV GNON, TR •9JNSB0 CNT4 •9LDI GTR, 6 148H ;/X CONS C IN T.RX/
OP SUB ACCB, IDB /X C1-K)XA.D - C X/
MOV ONON, TR
GP MOV GMEM, A ’/X A.DCJ+l) INTO RAMX/
DPINC ;/X DP PNTS TO ACJ+l) X/
LDI GTR, 7FFFH
OP ADD ACCA, I DB V x  ADD 1 TO A.DC J+l) X/
MOV ONON, TR iOP MOV GMEM, A /X STORE ACJ+l)IN RAMX/
DPINC a9OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACC B X/
MOV GNON, B
M2
DPINC . /X DP PNTS TO XC J-3) X/
RET •j/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X . ALIr-POLE PREDICTION SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
LTP:
ADPS:
ADPD:
OP XOR ACCA, IDB . /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV GNON, A ■9 \LDI GRP, 01EFH ;/X RP PNTS TO AS4 X/
OP MOV GKLR, MEM ;/X X A<J-3)— K ,AS4— LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M /X AS4XXA < J-3) X/
DPDEC /X DP PNTS TO X A < J—2) X/
RPDEC ;/X RP PNTS TO AS3 X/
OP MOV GKLR, MEM ;/X X A<J-2)— K,A33— LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M /X AS3XXA C J—2) X/
DPDEC
RPDEC «t
OP SHL2 ACCA /X SCALE CORRECTION X/
M<£ •»OP MOV GMEM, A /X ACCA CONT IN RAMX/
M 6 ft9
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC AX/
MOV GNON, A ftJOP MOV GKLR, MEM :/XXA < J-1> TO K , AS2 TO L)
OP ADD ACCA, M /X AS2XXA < J- 1) TO ACCAX/
DPDEC
RPDEC 5
CALL OVFL1 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV GNON, A 5
OP MOV GKLR, MEM J/X XA<J> TO K,AS1 TO L *
OP ADD ACCA, M /X ADD AS 1XXA (. J) TO ACCA;
DPDEC
RPDEC 5
CALL . OVFL1 •»OP DPDEC ?/X DP PNTS TO X'S X/
CALL OVFL 2 ft9
OP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV GNON, A
DPINC ft9OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACC B X/
a MOV '. GNON, B
DPINC J
OP MOV GKLR, MEM ;/X XA CJ> TO K,AD1 TO L
OP MOV GTR, K /X X A<J) INTO T.REGX/
ADD ACCA, M /X ADD AD1XXA (J)TO ACCA
DPINC
RPDEC •»OP SHL2 ACCA
H6 •>
-3 18-
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OP MOV ©MEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAMX/
M6 •JOP XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
MOV ©NON, A •>CALL ADP2 jCALL 0VFL3 j/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A .5CALL ADP2 JCALL 0VFL3 aJ
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A t9CALL ADP2 .9CALL 0VFL3 •9LDI ©DP, 0011H ;/X DP PNTS TO X'D X/
CALL 0VFL2 •9OP MOV ©L, A ;/X STORE X'DCJ+1) I NT 0 LX.
LDI ©DP, 0034H ;/X DP PNTS TO A< J) X/
LDI ©B, 7FFFH ft
OP MOV ©A, MEM ;/X LOAD AC J) TO ACC A X/
OP AND ACCB, IDB /X A<J) POS.VALUE ONLYX/
MOV ©NON, B 5OP SUB ACCB, IDB /X <1 - AC J) ) X/
MOV ©NON, A ft9 ;OP MOV ©K, B ;/X < 1 - AC J>) TO ACC B X,
OP XOR ACCB, IDB /X CLEAR ACCB X/
MOV ©NON, B ft*OP ADD ACCB, M j/X C i-ACJ>>XX'DCJ+D X/
OP MOV ©K, MEM j/X AC J) TO K X/
LDI ©DP, 0016H j/X DP PNTS TO X'SCJ+DX/
OP MOV ©L, MEM ;/X X'SCJ+1) TO L X/
OP ADD ACCB, M /X ADD AC J) XX'SC J+ i)TO B.
M3
DPINC ;/X DP PNTS TO X M  X/
OP MOV ©MEM, B /X X'ICJ+1)INTO RAMX/
DPINC
RET •I/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ADP2: OP MOV ©KLR, MEM j/X XA CJ-I>— K ,ADI — LX/
OP MOV ©MEM, TR ;/X UPDATE XA CJ-I> X/
OP MOV ©TR, K
ADD ACCA, M /X ADD ADIXXAC J-I)TO AX/
RPDEC
RET */xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OVFL1 : OP SHL1 ACCA /X SCALE CORRECTION X/
DPINC
M 6 1JNSA0 POST 1 ;/X SIGN CHECK X/
OP ADD ACCA, IDB /X MULTIPLY BY 2 X/
. MOV ©NON, A ftJJNOVA0 MAXN5 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI ©A, S000H 5MAXN5: OP ADD ACCA, MEM /X ADD RAM CONT.TO AX/
DPDEC j
JNGVA0 OUT j/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP DEC ACCB j/X DECREMENT ACC B X/
OP ' MOV ©MEM, A /X ACCA CONT. INTO RAMX/
M 6
RET jPOST 1: OP ADD ACCA, IDB >
MOV ©NON, A sJNOVA0 MAXP 5 9LDI ©A, 7FFFH .>MAXP5: OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPDEC
• (
•9
-319-
JNOVA0 OUT •iOP INC ACCB ■
OUT: OP MOV GMEM, A
M6
RET 1
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
0VFL2: J2B CONTN ;/X JUMP IF ACCB=0 X/
JNSB0 MAXP2 , j/X JUMP IF SB8=0 X/
LDI GA, 8000H ;/X MAX,NE6 VALUE TO AX/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X ACCA CONT. INTO RAMX/
RET >MAXP2: LDI GA, 7FFFH ;/X MAX.POS VALUE TO ACC f
CONTN: OP MOV GMEM, A /X STORE ACCA CONT IN RAI
RET .
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
0VFL3: OP SHL1 ACCA
M 6 5JNSA0 POST 3 «jOP ADD ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A «jJNOVA0 MAXN4 1LDI GA, 8000H 5MAXN4: OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPINC 5JNOVA0 0UT3 1OP ■ DEC ACCB «
OP MOV GMEM, A
M 6
RET *iP0ST3: OP ADD ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A .?JNQVA9 MAXP4 .
LDI GA, 7FFFH . 5MAXP4: OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPINC ■jJNOVA0 0UT3 «jOP INC ACCB .yOUTS: OP MOV GMEM, A
M 6
RET .>/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X UPDATE PREDICTOR COEFFICIENTS SUB X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
PCA: OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A 5OP ADD . ACCA, MEM ;/X ADD D.J TO ACC A X/
OP MOV GB, MEM /X LOAD D.J INTO ACC BX/
DPINC ;/X DP PNTS TO D.J-1 X/
JNSA0 POS !LDI GTR, 0FF00H ;/X G=-G.0078125X2 X/
JMP . CONT aJPOS: LDI GTR, 0100H ;/X G=6.0078125X2 X/
CONT: CALL ADPT 5CALL ADPT 5
CALL ADPT 5
CALL ADPT 5CALL ADPT 5
CALL ADPT 5OP RET !
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ADPT: OP MOV GK, TR ;/X LOAD GXSGNCD.J) TO KX
OP MOV GL, MEM ;/X LOAD D.J-I TO L X/
OP MOV GMEM, B ;/X UPDATE D.J-I X/
OP MOV GB, L /X D.J-I TO ACC B X/
M 6 ■9
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
' , v 1 ■ “'1 t-320-
MOV ©NON, A
OP ADD ACCA, M /X GXSGNCD. J) X<D. J-I ) -AX,
LDI GL, 1F80H /X <1-D) =0.984375 DECX/
OP MOV ©K, MEM /X LOAD BI(J) TO K X/
OP ADD ACCA, M /X BICJ+1) TO ACCAX/
OP ' SHL2 ACCA
OP MOV
DPINC
M 6
RET
©MEM, A V x
■9
BKJ+l) INTO RAMX/
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X ALL-ZERO PREDICTION SUB . X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
SHTP:
SPRD;
MAXN3:
P 0 S T 2 :
LDI ©DP, 0003H ;/X DP PNTS TO Ey < J) X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A •5OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B a9
OP MOV ©KLM, MEM ;/X B K J + l ) — K , E K  J) — LX/
OP . MOV ©TR, L /X STORE EKJ) INTO L X/
ADD ACCA, M /X BI< J + D X E K  J)TO ACCAX/
M7
DPINC a9OP MOV ©MEM, A /X ACCA CONT INTO RAMX/ -
M7 a9CALL SPRD * a9
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A a9CALL SPRD a9OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A a9
CALL SPRD a
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A a9CALL SPRD a9
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A a9
CALL SPRD a9
LDI ©DP, 0022H ;/X DP PNTS TO X'F< J+ 1)X/
CALL 0VFL2 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP XOR ACCA, IDB
MOV ©NON, A
DPINC
M2 /X DP PNTS TO D< J) X/
RET a9xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OP MOV ©KLM, MEM ;/X B K J + l ) — K,E'< J) — LX/
OP MOV ©MEM, TR ;/X UPDATE EKJ) X/
OP MOV ©TR, L /X EKJ) INTO T.REGX/
ADD ACCA, M /X EKJ)XBI<J+1)T0 ACCAX,
. M7 a9
JNSA0 P0ST2 ;/X SIGN CHECK X/
OP ADD ACCA, IDB /X MULTIPLY BY 2 X/
MOV GNON, A 5
JNOVA0 MAXN3 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI ©A, 8000H j/X MAX.NEG TO ACCAX/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM /X ADD RAM CONT.TO ACCAX-
' DPINC j
JNQVA0 GO ;/x CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP DEC ACCB ;/X DECREMENT ACC B X/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X ACCA CONT. INTO RAMX/
M7
RET 5OP ADD ACCA, IDB
MOV GNON, A IJNOVA0 MAXP 3 ■9
MAXP3 :
GO
SCFA:
321- *LDI ©A, 7FFF fl j/X MAX.POS TO ACCAX/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPINC •9JNOVA0 GO •9OP INC ACCB 9OP MOV ©MEM, A
M7
RET • •s
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
'DATE INTERMDIATE SCALE FACTORS X
COMPUTE SCALE FACTOR X
•xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OP MOV ©L, MEM ;/X LOAD D<J> INTO L X/
OP MOV . ©K, MEM j/X LOAD D<J> INTO K X/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B •9OP ADD ACCA, M ;/X ADD D( J) XD< J) TO ACCAX,
OP MOV ©K, A j/X LOAD D( J) XD< J) TO K X,
LDI ©L, 0D6E8H ;/X -1.284 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M /X-l.284XDCJ)XD<J)TO BX/
MOV ©K, MEM j/X LOAD D<J) TO K X/
LDI ©L, 1FFCH ;/X 0.9995 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M j/X ADD 0.9995XD< J)TO BX/
OP SHL2 ACCB /X SCALE CORRECTION X/
DPDEC ;/X DP PNTS TO N<J) X/
LDI ©TR, 0003H 9OP ADD ACCB, IDB /X ADD 0.00009 TO ACCB X,
MOV ©NON, TR ■>OP MOV ©A, MEM ;/X Q.C.W TO ACCAX/
LDI ©TR, 7000H ■jOP AND ACCA, IDB /X Q.C.W ABSOLUTE VALUEX/
MOV ©NON, TR ■
OP XCHG ACCA j/X EXCHANGE ULH BYTESX/
OP INC ACCA
OP INC ACCA •>OP MOV ©RP, A ;/X RP PNTS TO M.N<J) X/
OP MOV ©KLR, B jOP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B •5OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X D.UCJ) X/
OP SHL2 ACCB
M5 •J
PP MOV ©MEM, B ;/X STORE D .U(J) IN RAMX/OP MOV ©K, MEM j/X LOAD K WITH D.LKJ) X/
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B
DPINC ftJLDI ©L, 80CDH ;/X 0.06625 DEC X/
OP ADD ACCB, M /X 0.06625XD.U(J+1) X/
MOV ©K, MEM j/X LOAD D .L<J) TO K X/
LDI 0L, 7F33H j/X 0.99374 DEC X/
OP * ADD ACCB, M j/X D .L<J+ 1) X/
OP MOV ©MEM, B /X STORE D . L< J+ 1) IN RAMX,
M 6 5LDI SB, 7FFFH ;/X 1 DEC X/
OP SUB ACCB, MEM j/X <1-A<J>> X/
OP MOV ©L, B /X < i-A(J>) TO L X/
M 6 1OP MOV ©K, MEM ;/X A<J) TO K X/
OP XOR . ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, B 5 ,
OP ADD . ACCB, M /X < 1-A<J))XDL<J+1) X/
DPDEC jOP MOV ©K, MEM /X DUCJ+l) TO K X/
DPINC
M 6 ftft
!-322-
OP MOV GL, MEM '/X A<J) TO L X/
DPDEC
M3 1
OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X D<J+ 1) X/
LDI GDP, 000 IH ;/X DP PNTS TO DCJ+l) X/
OP MOV GMEM, B ;/X STORE D<J+l)INTO RAMX/
LDI GDP, 0033H ;/X DP PNTS TO A<J+i> X/
OP MOV GA, MEM
DPINC a9OP MOV GMEM, A /X UPDATE A< J) X/
RET i/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X PREDICTION OUTPUT SUBROUTINE X
. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
PRDOT: LDI GDP, 0020H «»OP MOV GB, MEM /X X'F TO ACCB X/
DPINC a9OP ADD ACCB, MEM /X X'F + X'l X/
DPINC
M2 a»JNOVB0 PRDOP ,
OP XOR ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, B
DPCLR J
OP ADD ACCB, MEM ;/X STORE N<J)INTO ACCBX/
LDI GDP, 0002H ;/X DP PNTS TO X'<J+1> X/
JNSB0 MXP •j
LDI GB, 8008H aJJMP PRDOP aJMXP: LDI GB, 7FFFH JPRDOP: OP MOV GMEM, B /X STORE X'<J+1> IN RAMX/
Ml ;/X DP PNTS TO XA<J> X/
OP MOV GB, MEM ;/X X A<J> TO ACCBX/
CALL CONV ;/X CONVERT TO 2'S COMPX/
OP XCHG ACCB ;/X EXCHANGE L&H BYTESX/
OP MOV GDR, B /X STORE XA < J)IN D.RE6X/
RET i/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
CONV: LDI GA, 0FFF0H ;/X2'S COMP CONV SUB X/
OP AND ACCB, IDB
MOV GNON, A 5
LDI GA, 8000H »JSB0 MINUS a9
PLUS: OP ADD ACCB, IDB /X X = X<C) + 6000H X/
MOV GNON, A
RET a»MINUS: OP SUB ACCB, IDB /X X = X(C> - 8000H X/
MOV GNON, A
RET 5/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
EOF * :
- 3 2 3 -
MPRQG;/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
-X NEC ADPCM DECODER FOR SPEECH (ROM- DATA)V.2 X 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
ORG 002H ■
DATA 1B30H ;/X MN<J>=8.85 DEC X/
ORG 003H
DATA 0 100H ;/X INQ FOR 000 X/
ORG 0 12H 5
DATA 1B30H ;/X MN(J>=0.85 DEC X/
ORG 8 13H
DATA 6570H ;/X INQ FOR 801 X/
• ORG 022H
DATA 1CCSH ;/X MN< J)=0.9 DEC X/
ORG 023H
DATA 0A70H ;/X INQ FOR ©10 X/
ORG 632H
DATA 1CC8H ;/X MN<J)=0.9 DEC X/
ORG 033H
DATA 1048H ;/X INQ FOR 011 X/
ORG 042H
DATA 288 0H 5/X MN<J)=1.25 DEC X/
ORG 043H
DATA 1748H ;/X INQ FOR 100 X/
ORG 052H
DATA 280 0H ;/X MN<J9=l.25 DEC X/
ORG 053H
DATA 202SH ;/X INQ FOR 101 X/
ORG 062H
DATA 4860H ;/X MN(J>=2.1 DEC X/
ORG 063H
DATA 2C90H ;/X INQ FOR 110 X/
ORG 872H
DATA 60Q0H ;/X MN(J)— 3 DEC X/
ORG 073H
DATA 4310H ;/X INQ FOR 111 X/
ORG 883H
DATA 0FF00H ;/X INQ FOR 1000 X/
ORG 093H
DATA 0FA90H ;/X INQ FOR 1001 X/
ORG 6A3H
DATA 0F396H ;/X INQ FOR 1010 X/
ORG 0B3H
DATA 0EFB8H ;/X INQ FOR 1011 X/
ORG 0C3H
DATA 0E8B8H •/X INQ FOR 1180 X/
ORG 0D3H
DATA 6DFD8H ;/X INQ FOR 1101 X/
ORG 0E3H
DATA 0D378H •/X INQ FOR 1118 X/
ORG 0F3H
DATA 0BCF0H :/X INQ FOR 1111 X/
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
ORG 1E8H 5
DATA 6EDA0H j/X AD4 ALL - POLS DATA COEFF X,-
DATA 12D0H ;/X AD3 X/
DATA 0DEE8H ;/X AD2 X/
DATA 1930H ;/X ADI X/
DATA 3FC0H ;/X AS 1 ALL - POLS SPEECH COEFF
DATA 0CD40H ;/X AS2 X/
DATA 1340H ;/X AS3 X/
DATA 0FCB8H :/X AS4 X/
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
EOF
- 3 2 4 -
APPENPIX A.5
Hie listing of the ATT ADPCM Encoder program.
- 3 2 5 -
MPROG;
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X ATT ADPCM ENCODER FOR SPEECH/DATA X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
ORG 0 0 0 H
CALL INPUT
CALL UILSF
CALL ULP
CALL LOGSF
CALL LSF
CALL PRDOT
CALL PEC
CALL QUNT
CALL INQ
CALL RSGNL
CALL UDSA
CALL UPC
JMP WAITOPWAITOPs
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X ADPCM ENCODER SUBROUTINES X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X INPUT SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/.
INPUT: LDI GDP, 0022H ;/X DP PNTS TO S<K> X/
INPT: JSIAK GETN ;/X WAIT FOR SERIAL INPUTX
JMP INPT N9GETN: OP MOV GB, SIM ;/X GET SERIAL INPUT X/
CALL CONV ?/X CONVERT TO 2'S COMP X/
OP MOV GMEM, B
RET •t/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
/X 2'S COMPLEMENT CONVERSION SUBROUTINE X/
CONV: LDI GA, 6FFF0H
OP AND ACCB, 
MOV GNON,
IDB
A
JSB0 PLUS
JMP MINUS
PLUS: LDI GA, 8000H
OP SUB ACCB, 
MOV • GNON, 
RET
IDB
A
MINUS: LDI GA, 8080H .
OP ADD ACCB, 
MOV • GNON, 
RET
IDB
A
j/X FROM +6 TO +5V X/ 
;/X FROM -5 TO -9V X/ 
j/X X<C)=X-S000H X/
•,/X X(C).=X+8000H X/
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XUPDATE INTERMEDIATE LOG SCALE: FACTORSX 
X DELTA< U) , DELTA< L) X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/ 
UILSF: LDI GDP , 0020H ;/XDP POINTS TO Q.C.WX/
LDI GA, 022H ;/XRP POINTS TO W<I0>X/
LDI GB, 0007H ' ‘ ■9
OP MOV GNON, MEM
AND ACCB, IDB j/XQ.C.W ABSOLUTE VALUEX/
OP MOV GNON, B
. ADD ACCA, IDB ;/XGENRATE W<I> ADDRESSX/
OP MOV GRP, A ;/XSTGRE W<I> ADRS IN RPX/
OP MOV GA, RO ;/XREAD W<I>X4 X/
LDI GRP , 1FFH ;/XRP POINTS TO BETAX/
OP M7 /XDP POINTS TO L06.S.FX/
SHR1 ACCA ;/XDIVIDE W <I> X4 BY 2X/
OP SHR1 ACCA /XDIVIDE 2XW<I> BY 2X/
MOV GKLR, MEM j/XBETA TO LjLOG.S.F TO KX
-3 2 6 -
OP ADD
M2
ACCA, M /XTO GET DELTA U(K)X/
/XDP PNTS TO UNL.LOG.S.FX
JNOVA0 NQFi /XCHECK FOR OVERFLOWX/
LDI ©A, 7FFFH j/XLOAD UNL.LOG.S .F MAXX/
JMP STR 1
N0F1: LDI ©B, 72C2H :/XLOAD UNL.LOG.S.F MINX/
OP MOV ©NON, A * - • •
ADD ACCB, IDB j/XCHECK FOR MIN VALUEX/
JOVB0 STR 1
LDI ©A, 0D3EH ;
STR1s OP MOV
Ml
©MEM, A /XSTORE U.LOG.S.F IN RAMX 
/XDP POINTS TO L.LOG.S.FX* XOR ACCA, IDB /XCLEAR ACC A X/
RPDEC ftJ/XRP PNTS TO (1-DELTA.S>XOP MOV ©KLR, MEM /XL. L . S . F— K , ( 1-D. S) — LX/
Ml /XDP POINTS TO UNL.L.S.FX
RPDEC •j/XRP “ DELTA.S X/OP ADD ACCA, M /X<i-D,S)XL.L.S.F(K~l> X/
MOV ©KLR, MEM ;/XUNL. L . S . F— K , D . S— LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M /XL.LOG.S .F< K> X/
Ml */XDP POINTS TO L.LOG.S.FXLDI ©B, 72C2H ;
OP MOV
ADD
©MEM, A 
ACCB, IDB 1
JOVB0 OUT 1 5/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/LDI ©MEM, 0D3EH /XSTORE L.LOG.S.F(MIN) X/
OUT i: OP RET «
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X UPDATE LOCKING PARAMETERS X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ULP: LDI ©DP, 0640H /XDP POINTS TO DELTA X/
LDI ©RP, 1FCH /XRP POINTS TO DELTA.TX/
LDI ©A, 60FFH
OP MOV ©NON, M E M ‘
SUB ACCA, IDB /X (DELTA - D.T) X/
DPINC
M5 /XDP POINTS TO DMS(K-l) X
RPDEC ;/XRP POINTS TO TZ X/
JNCA STR2 •JOP MOV
M3
©A, MEM /XLOAD DMS(K-l) TO ACCAX/ 
j/XDP POINTS TO DML(K-1> X/
OP MOV ©KLR, MEM /XTZ TO L,DML(K-l) TO KX/
SUB ACCA, IDB j/XDMS(K-1) - DML(K-1)X/
JNSA9 POSI «
OP CMP ACCA ' j/XGET THE ABSOLUTE VALUEX
OP INC ACCA «3*POSi: OP SUB
M3
ACCA, M /X TO PERFORM Z(K) X/
5
STR2: OP M4 j/XDP POINTS TO Z(K) X/
OP MOV ©MEM, A /X STORE Z(K) IN MEM X/
OR ACCA, IDB /XSET SIGN BIT IF Z(KX0X
M 6 /XDP PNTS TO ALPHAD(K-1)X
RPDEC
LDI ©A, 0800H j/XLOAD ACCA WITH 8.0625X/
JNSA0 P0S2 j/X JUMP IF Z(K)>0 X/
LDI ©A, 0F800H j/XLOAD-0.0625 INTO ACCAX/
P0S2: OP MOV ©KLR, MEM j/XALPHA. D— K , ( 1-D. A) —  LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M j/XTO GENERATE ALPHA.D(K)X
OP MOV ©MEM, A /XSTORE ALPHA.D IN MEMX/
SHR1 AGCA /XDIVIDE ALPHA.D(K) BY 2X
RPDEC j/XRP POINTS TO +1 IN ROM)
OP MOV ©NON, RO
ADD ACCA, IDB /XADD +1 TO ALPHA.D(K)X/
DPDEC j/XDP POINTS TO ALPHA(K)X/
JCA 0UT2 j/XCHECK 0<ALPHA(K)<+1 X/
LDI ©A, 4008H •J
- 3 2 7 -0UT2: OP MOV GMEM, A
RET 5/X
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X COMPUTE LOO SCALE FACTOR L.DELTA X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
STORE A L P H A <K> I N  MEMX
LOGSF: LDI GDP, 0030H ;/XDP POINTS TO ALPHA(K) X/
LDI GRP, 1F9H ;/XRP POINTS TO 0.5 DECX/
OP MOV GB, RO ;/XLOAD 0.5 TO ACCBX/
OP MOV GNON, MEM
SUB ACCB, IDB /X<1-ALPHA<K))/2X/
M5 ;/XDP PNTS TO L.L06.S.FX/
OP MOV GKLM, B /X < i-ALPHA) /2— K , LLSF— LX
M5 /XDP PNTS TO ALPHA<K)/2X/
XOR ACCB, IDB ;/X CLEAR ACC BX/
OP MOV GKLM, MEM /XALPHA<K) /2-K,LLSF-LX/
ADD ACCB, M ?/X< 1-ALPHA<K>>/2XLLSFCK)X
OP ADD ACCB, M /X L.DELTA/2 X/
M 6 ;/XDP POINTS TO L.DELTAX/
OP MOV GNON, B
ADD ACCB, IDB ;/X <L.DELTA/2) X2 X/
LDI GA, 0D3EH ;/X DELTA.MIN TO ACCA X/
OP MOV GNON, B
SUB ACCA, IDB •9
JCA 0UT3 ;/XCHECK FOR L.DELTA MINX/
LDI OB, 0D3EH
OUT3: OP MOV GMEM, B */XSTORE L.DELTA IN MEMX/
RET 5• /XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X CONVERT L .DELTA TO LINEAR SCALE FACTOR X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
LSF: LDI GDP, 0050H -,/XDP POINTS TO LLSFX/
OP SHL1 ACCB mtLDI GRP, 1F8H ;/XRP PNTS TO CONST FF00HX.
OP MOV GNON, RO
AND ACCB, IDB ;/X2ERO'S THE LOWER BYTEX/
OP XCHG ACCB ;/XEXCHANGE H & L BYTESX/
LDI GA, 62AH j/XLOG-LIN TABLE BASE ADDX
OP MOV GNON, B
ADD ACCA, IDB ;/XBASE ADD + OFFSET NOX/
OP MOV GRP, A ;/XLOAD THE ADRESS TO RPX/
OP MOV GA, RO ;/XREAD DELTA L.S.FX/
OP SHR1 ACCA »9LDI GB, 7FFFH •9OP MOV GNON, B
AND ACCA, IDB /XONLY POS VALUES< DELTA) X.
Ml 1 ;/XDP POINTS TO DELTAX/
OP MOV GMEM, A /XSTORE DELTA IN MEMX/
RET 5/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X PREDICTION OUTPUT S<E> SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
PRDOTs LDI GDP, 0037H ;/XDP POINTS TO R<K-1)X2 X.
LDI GTR, 0FFFEH ;/XLOAD -2 INTO TRX/
OP MOV GNON, A
XOR ACCA, IDB ;/XCLEAR ACCAX/
OP MOV GNON, B
XOR ACCB, IDB ;/XCLEAR ACCBX/
OP MOV GKLM, MEM /X A 1/2— K , R ( K-1) X 2— LX/
DPINC ;/XDP POINTS TO R<K-2)X2 X
PRD1: OP ADD ACCA, M /X Al X R<K-1) X/
MOV GKLM, MEM /XA2/2--rK,R<K-2> X2— LX/
DPINC ;/XDP PNTS TO DQ<K-1)X2X/
PRD2s OP ADD ACCA, M /X AlXR(K-l) +A2XRCK-2) X/
MOV GKLM, MEM /XB1/2— K ,DQ<K- 1) X2— LX/
DPINC *9
JNOVA8 PRD3 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
-328- * *' * /
OP INC ACCB •9JNSA0 PRD3 ' •9OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB a9PRD3 s OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD BIXDQCK-i) TO ACCAX/
MOV GKLM, MEM /XB2/2 — K ,DQC K-2)X2— LX/
DPINC •
JNOVA8 PRD4 *JOP INC ACCB *J
JNSA0 PRD4 m1OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB 5
PRD4: OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B2XDQCK-2)T0 ACCAX/
MOV GKLM, MEM /XB3/2 TO K,DQ<K-3) TO LX/
DPINC a9
JNOVA0 PRD5 a9OP INC ACCB a9
JNSA0 PRD5 a9
OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB a9
PRD5: OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B3XDGKK—3) TO ACCAX,
MOV GKLM, MEM /XB4/2 TO K , DGKK-4) TO LX,
DPINC a>JNOVA0 PRD6 ay
OP INC ACCB a5JNSA0 PRD6 ■»OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB •iPRD6 : OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B4XDQCK-4) TO ACCAX.
MOV GKLM, MEM /XB5/2 TO K,DQ<K-5> TO LX.
DPINC a»JNOVA0 PRD7 5
OP INC ACCB a»JNSA0 PRD7 a1
OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB mt
PRD7: OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B5XDQCK-5) TO ACCAX
MOV GKLM, MEM /XB6/2 TO K ,DQCK-6) TO LX
DPINC aJJNQVA0 PRD8 ■J
OP INC ACCB 5 1
JNSA0 PRD8 aJOP MOV GNON, TR
. ADD ACCB, IDB 5
PRD8 : OP ADD ACCA, M j/XADD B6XDQCK-6) TO ACCAX
JNOVA0 0UT5 > aj
OP INC ACCB »JNSA0 0UT5 a»OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB 5
0UT5: LDI GDP, 004IH ;/XDP POINTS TO SE<K)X/
JZB 0UT6 ;/XCHECK FOR OVERFLOWX/
JSB0 MXP I ay
LDI GA, 8000H ;/XMAX NE6ATIVEX/
JMP OUT 6 a9
M X P 1: LDI GA, 7FFFH ;/XMAX POSITIVEX/
0UT6: OP MOV GMEM, A /XSTORE SECK) IN MEMX/
RET a
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X PREDICTION ERROR CALCULATION SUB X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
PEC: LDI GDP, 0022H j/XDP POINTS TO S< K)X/
OP MOV GA, MEM /XLOAD SCK) TO ACC AX/
M 6
DPDEC ;/XDP POINTS TO SECK)X/
OP MOV GNON, MEM
- 3 2 9 -SUB ACCA, IDB /X SCK) - SECK) X/
M7
DPINC j/XDP POINTS TO D< K> X/
CALL OVFLW j/XCHECK FOR OVERFLOWX/
OP MOV ©MEM, A /XSTORE DCK) IN MEMX/
RET 5/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OVFLW: JNOVAQ OUT •yJSA0 MXP ■jLDI ©A, 8000H ;/X MAX NEGATIVE X/
OP RET *>
MXP: LDI ©A, 7FFFH j/X MAX PSITIVE X/
OUT: OP RET j/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
- X QUANT12ER SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
QUNT: LDI ©DP, 0832H ;/X DP POINTS TO D< K> X/
OP MOV ©A, MEM /X LOAD D< K) INTO ACC A X
DPCLR
M7 j/X DP POINTS TO DELTA X/
LDI ©B, 8000H j/XLOAD MAX NEG TO ACCBX/
OP MOV ©NON, A
AND ACCB, IDB j/X CHECK DCK) POLARITY X/
OP MOV ©TR, B ;/X STORE DCK) SIGN BIT X/>
JNSB0 P0S3 j/X JUMP IF D(K) IS POS X/
OP CMP ACCA ;/X DCK) ABSOLUTE VALUEX/
OP INC ACCA «9P0S3: OP MOV r ©NON, A
ADD ACCA, IDB j/X MULTIPLY D<K) BY 2 X/
JNQVA0 CNT ■»LDI ©A, 7FFFH j/XLOAD MAX POS TO ACCAX/
CNT: LDI ©RP, 019H j/XDECISION LEVEL TOP ADDX
L00P2: OP MOV . ©KLM, RO /XDELTA— K,N'TH D.L— LX/
RPDEC j/XRP PNTS TO NEXT LWR DX/
OP MOV ©B, A j/XSAVE DCK) IN ACCAX/
OP SUB ACCB, M j/XD(K) - MULTIPLIER O/P X
JCB L00P2 sJLDI SB, 0FFEFH j/X D.L BASE ADDRESS -1 X/
OP MOV ©NON, RP
ADD ACCB, IDB j/X RP POINTS TO I VALUE X
OP MOV ©NON, TR
OR ACCA, IDB
M 6 j/X DP POINTS TO I<K) X/
JNSA0 POSI j/XCHECK KK) SIGN BITX/
LDI ©A, 0008H ■9OP MOV ©NON, A
j OR ACCB, IDB ft9POSI : OP MOV ©MEM, B j/X STORE I IN MEM X/
QUNTP* OP MOV ©SOM, B
RET •9
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X INVERSE QUANTIER SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
INQ LDI ©DP, 0020H
LDI ©A , 0008H
OP MOV ©B, MEM
AND ACCA, IDB
OP ' MOV ©NON, A
XOR ACCB, IDB
LDI ©TR, 0 1AH
OP MOV ©NON, TR
ADD ■ ACCB, IDB
M 6
OP MOV ©RP, B
OP MOV ©B, RO
OP SHR1 ACCB
!/X DP PNTS TO Q .C .W<I)X/
j/XI SIGN BIT TO ACCAX/
j/XUNSIGNED I TO ACCBX/ 
j/X INQ BASE ADDRESS X/
/X
/X
I + BASE ADDRESS X/
DP POINTS TO DELTA X/
/X READ THE I'TH INQ O/P)
-330-
-• ’ V  - ;T f
SUB ACCA, IDB /X S<K> - SE< K) X/
M7
DPINC ;/XDP POINTS TO D< K> X/
CALL OVFLW j/XCHECK FOR OVERFLOWX/
OP MOV GMEM, A /XSTORE D<K> IN MEMX/
RET 9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OVFLW: JNOVA0 OUT »9JSA0 MXP •9LDI GA, 8000H ;/X MAX NEGATIVE X/
OP RET •9MXPi LDI GA, 7FFFH ;/X MAX PSITIVE X/
OUT: OP RET •9
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• X QUANTIZER SUBROUTINE X
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
QUNT: LDI GDP, 0032H ;/X DP POINTS TO D<K> X/
OP MOV GA, MEM /X LOAD D<K> INTO ACC A *
DPCLR
M7 ;/X DP POINTS TO DELTA X/
LDI GB, 8000H ;/XLOAD MAX NEG TO ACCBX/
OP MOV GNON, A
AND ACCB, IDB ;/X CHECK D<K) POLARITY X/
OP MOV GTR, B ;/X STORE D<K> SIGN BIT X/,
JNSB8 P0S3 j/X JUMP IF DCK> IS POS X/
OP CMP ACCA ;/X DCK) ABSOLUTE VALUEX/
OP INC ACCA ft9P0S3: OP MOV GNON, A
ADD ACCA, IDB ?/X MULTIPLY. D<K) BY 2 X/
JNOVA0 CNT ■9LDI GA, 7FFFH ;/XLOAD MAX POS TO ACCAX/
CNT: LDI GRP, 019H ;/XDECISION LEVEL TOP ADD)
L00P2: OP MOV - GKLM, RO /XDELTA— K,N"TH D.L— LX/
RPDEC ;/XRP PNTS TO NEXT LWR DX/
OP MOV GB, A j/XSAVE D<K) IN ACCAX/
OP , SUB ACCB, M ;/XD<K) - MULTIPLIER 0/P )
JCB L00P2 «9LDI GB, 0FFEFH ;/X D.L BASE ADDRESS -i X/
OP MOV GNON, RP
ADD ACCB, IDB ;/X RP POINTS TO I VALUE 5
OP MOV GNON, TR
OR ACCA, IDB
M 6 ;/X DP POINTS TO I <K) X/
JNSA8 POSI j/XCHECK I(K) SIGN BITX/
LDI GA, 0008H ft9OP MOV GNON, A
OR ACCB, IDB • f » 9POSI : OP MOV GMEM, B j/X STORE I IN MEM X/
QUNTP: OP MOV GSOM, B
RET *9
X INVERSE QUANTIER SUBROUTINE X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
LDI GDP, 0020H j/X DP PNTS TO Q .C .W<I)X/
LDI GA, 0008H SOP MOV GB, MEM
AND ACCA, IDB ;/XI SIGN BIT TO ACCAX/
OP MOV GNON, A
XOR ACCB, IDB ' j/XUNSIGNED I TO ACCBX/
LDI GTR, 0 1AH ;/X INQ BASE ADDRESS X/
OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB /X I + BASE ADDRESS X/
M 6 ;/X DP POINTS TO DELTA X/
OP MOV GRP, B •9OP MOV GB, RO ;/X READ THE I "TH INQ O/Pi
OP SHR1 ACCB
PRDP:
CNT1:
MINA2I 
CNT2:
MAXA1:
0 U T 7 :
OP MOV GMEM, B
DPDEC
M4
OP MOV GNON, TR
XOR ACCB, IDB
LDI GB, 0080H
JNSB6 PRDP
LDI GB, 0FF80H
OP MOV GKLR, MEM
OP ADD ACCB,M
OP MOV GMEM, B
DPDEC
M4
RPDEC
DEC ACCA
JNZA LOOP
LDI GDP, 007 IH
OP MOV GA, MEM
OP MOV GNON, A
ADD ACCA, IDB
LDI GDP, 0079H
OP MOV GMEM, A
LDI GDP, 0862H
OP MOV GA, MEM
OP MOV GNON, A
ADD ACCA, IDB
JNOVA0 CNT1
LDI GA, 7FFFH
JSA0 CNT1
LDI GA, iB000H
LDI GDP, 0077H
OP MOV
M4
GMEM, A
DPINC
LDI GA, 13B000H
OP * ADD ACCA, MEM
JOVA0 MINA2
LDI GA, 4040H
OP ADD ACCA, MEM
JNOVA0 CNT2
LDI GMEM , 3FC6H
JMP CNJ2
LDI GMEM , 0D800H
LDI GA , 4040H
OP ADD ACCA, MEM
DPDEC
OP MOV GB, A
OP ADD ACCA, MEM
JOVA0 MAXA 1
LDI GA, 0000H
OP MOV GNON, B
SUB ACCA, IDB
OP ADD ACCA« MEM
JNOVA0 0UT7
LDI GA, 8000H
OP MOV GNON, B
ADD ACCA, IDB
OP MOV GMEM, A
JMP ' QUT7
LDI GA, 7FFFH
• OP MOV GNON, B
SUB ACCA, IDB
OP MOV GMEM, A
OP RET
‘/X UPDATE DGKK-I+l) X/
;/X SGN< DQ> XSGNC DQ< K-I> 3 X/ 
;/X 1/128XSGNOXSGNO X/
J/X -1/128XSGNO XSGNO X/ 
;/X AICBI)-K,DQ<R) CK-I3-LX 
:/X TO GENERATE AI(BI) X/
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
/X
;/X
;/X
;/X
j/X
j/X
;/X
DP POINTS TO DQCK) 
DQ<K) TO ACC A X/
X/
MULTIPLY DGKK9 BY 2X/ 
DP POINTS TO DQ< K— 1)X/ 
UPDATE DGKK-I) X/
DP POINTS TO R< K) X/ 
LOAD R<K> TO ACC A X/
MULTIPLY RCK) BY 2 X/ 
CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/ 
LOAD MAX VALUE X/
LOAD MIN VALUE X/
DP POINTS TO RCK-DX/ 
STORE UPDATED RCK-DX/
DP POINTS TO A2 X/
LOAD -1.25 DECCACC A> X, 
ADD -1.25 TO A2 X/ 
CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/ 
LOAD 256/255 TO ACCAX/ 
ADD A2 TO 256/255 X/
j/X LOAD A2 MAX TO MEM X/
*
;/X LOAD A2 MIN TO MEM X/ 
;/X LOAD < l + E) INTO ACC AX. 
/X ADD A2 TO ( 1 + E> X/ 
f/X DP POINTS TO Al X/
;/X JUMP IF Al>=< 1-E-A2) X,
;/X
;/X
5/X
;/X
-C 1-E-A2) X/ 
-C1 + E+A2) X/
N.B ACCB 
STORE Al
< 1 + E+A2) 
INTO MEM
X/
X/
|/X STORE Al MAX IN MEM X/
- 3 3 2 -
MPROG;/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XATT ADPCM ENCODER FOR SPEECH/DATA CROM DATA)X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ORG Q12H ;/X QUANTIZER DlCl SI ON VALUESX2 X/
DATA 0000H ;
DATA 0800H j
DATA 1028H 5
DATA 18C0H ;
DATA 2208H J
DATA 2C88H ;
DATA 3920H ‘ ;
DATA 4A68H ;
DATA 6400H J/X INVERSE QUANTIZER VALUESX2 X/
DATA 0C00H ;
DATA 1458H J
DATA 1D38H j
DATA 26E8H J
DATA 3228H ;
DATA 4018H J
DATA 54A8H ;
DATA 0FED0H j/X NCI) VALUESX4 FOR 1=0 TO ?X/
DATA 0068H ;
DATA 02BSH ;
DATA 0508H ;
DATA 09D8H J
DATA 1268H j
• DATA 2200H ; •
DATA 6EC0H j
DATA . 0080H J/X LOG-LINEAR CONVERSION TABLE X/
DATA 0080H j
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 8080H ;
DATA 0080H j
DATA 0088H j
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H J
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0088H ;
DATA 8080H . J
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0880H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H j
DATA 0080H j
DATA ' 0088H j
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H j
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0080H ;
DATA 0088H ;
DATA 0088H ;
DATA 0088H J
DATA 8096H J
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DAT A
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
0090H
0098H
0098H
00A0H
00A0H
00A8H
00B0H
00B8H
00B8H
00B8H
00C0H
00C8H
00C8H
00D6H
00D8H
00E0H
00E0H
00E8H
00F0H
00F8H
0100H
0 108H
0 110H
0 118H
01 18H
8 1 2 0 H
0 128H
0 138H
0140H
0 148H
0 150H
0 158H
0 160H
0168H
0 178H
0180H
0 188H
0 198H
8 1A0H
01B0H
0 1B8H
01C8H
0 1D0H
01E0H
01E8H
01F8H
0208H
0218H
0 2 2 0 H
0230H
0240H
0250H
0260H
0270H
0288H
0298H
02A8H
02B8H
02D0H
02EOH
02F8H
0310H
0320H
0338H
0350H
0368H
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
0380H
0398H
03B0H
03C8H
03E8H
0400H
0420H
043SH
0458H
0478H
0498H
04B8H
04D8H
04F8H
0520H
0540H
0568H
0588H
05B0H
05D8H
0 6 0 0 H
0630H
0658H
0688H
06B8H
6 6E6H
0718H
0748H
0778H
07B0H
07E8H
0818H
0858H
0890H
08C8H
0908H
0948H
0988H
09D0H
0A10H
8A58H
0AA0H
0AF0H
0B38H
0B88H
6BD8H
0C30H
0C80H
0CD8H
0D38H
0D90H
0DF0H
0E58H
8EB8H
0F20H
0F90H
0FF8H
1068H
1 0 E 0 H
1 158H
1 1D0H
1248H
12D0H
1350H
13D8H
1460H
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
14F0H
1588H
1620H
16B8H
175SH
1800H
18A8H
1950H
1A08H
1AC8H
1B78H
1C38H
1D00H
1DD0H
1EA0H
1F78H
2050H
2138H
2220H
2310H
2408H
2508H
2608H
2710H
2828H
2940H
2A68H
2B98H
2CC0H
2DF8H
2F40H
308SH
31E8H
3340H
34A8H
361SH
3798H
3918H
3AB0H
3C48H
3DF0H
3FA0H
4168H
4330H
4508H
46F0H
48E0H
4B20H
4CF0H
4F10H
5138H
5378H
55C0H
5818H
5A88H
5D80H
5F90H
6238H
64D0H
67A8H
6A80H
6B78H
6C70H
7388H
76B0H
79F8H
DATA 7D50H
DATA 80C0H
DATA 8448H
DATA 87E8H
DATA 8BA8H
DATA 8F7SH
DATA 9368H
DATA 9778H
DATA 9BA0H
DATA 9FE8H
DATA 0A448H
DATA 0A8D8H
DATA 0AD78H
DATA 0B230H
DATA 0B718H
DATA 0BC20H
DATA 0C148H
DATA 0C698H
DATA 0CC10H
DATA 0D1A8H
DATA .0D768H
DATA 0DD50H
DATA 0E368H
DATA 0E9A8H
DATA 0FQ10H
DATA 0F6A8H
DATA 0FD70H
DATA 0000H /X F< I) VALUES
DATA 0000H
DATA 0000H
DATA 1000H
DATA 10 0 0 H
DATA 1000H
DATA 3800H
DATA 7000H
ORG 1ECH /X ENCODER SUBR
DATA 7FC0H /X Cl-LAI) X/
DATA 7F80H /X. C 1-LA2) X/
DATA 7F80H /X Cl-LBl) X/
DATA 7F80H /X C1-LB2) X/
DATA 7F80H /X C1-LB3) X/
DATA 7F80H /X (1-LB4) X/ '
DATA 7F80H /X C1-LB5) X/
DATA 7F80H /X < 1-LB6) X/
DATA 7F00H /X C1-DL) X/
DATA ' 0 10 0H /X < DL ) X/
DATA 7C00H /X C1-DS) X/
DATA 0400H /X < DS > X/
DATA 0FF00H /X CLSBMSK) X/
DATA 4000H /X < +1 ) X/
DATA 7800H /X Cl-DA) X/
DATA 1000H /X C TZ ) X/
DATA 0040H /X CDT ) X/
DATA 0200H /X < DK ) X/
DATA 7E00H /X C 1-DK) X/
DATA 7C00H /X (BETA=31/32)
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
EOF
CONSTANTS X/
X/
1
APPENDIX A .6
Hie listing of the ATT ADPCM Decoder program.
- 3 3 8 -
MPROGj
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X ATT ADPCM DECODER FOR SPEECH/DATA X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ORG 000H
CALL INPUT
CALL UILSF
CALL ULP
CALL LOGSF
CALL LSF
CALL PRDOT
CALL UPD
CALL INQ
CALL RSGNL
CALL UDSA
CALL UPC
CALL DECOT
JMP WAITQPWAITGPs
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X ADPCM ENCODER SUBROUTINES X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X INPUT SUBROUTINE  X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
INPUT:
I N P T :
GETN:
LDI
LDI
JSIAK
JMP
OP
OP
©SR, 6S00H 
©DP, 0022H 
GETN 
INPT
MOV ©B,.SIM
MOV ©MEM, B
RET ;
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XUPDATE INTERMEDIATE LOG SCALE FACTORSX 
X DELTA<U> , DELTA<L> X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/ 
UILSF:
j/X DMA MODE X/
;/X DP PNTS TO I<K)X/ 
j/X WAIT FOR' SERIAL INPUTX.
j/X GET SERIAL INPUT X/
NOF1:
S T R i
LDI ©DP, 0020H ;
LDI ©A, 022H 1LDI @B, 0007H iifOP MOV ©NON, MEM
AND ACCB, IDB j
OP MOV ©NON, B
ADD ACCA, IDB ;
OP MOV ©RP, A j
OP MOV SA ,  RO j
LDI ©RP, 1FFH jOP M7
SHRi ACCA •JOP SHR1 ACCA
MOV ©KLR, MEM ;
OP ADD
M2
ACCA, M
5JNOVA0 NOF1 «j
LDI • ©A, 7FFFH •»
JMP STRI •>
LDI ©B, 72C2H .5
OP MOV ©NON, A
ADD ACCB, IDB
JOVB0 STRI
LDI ©A, 0D3EH
OP MOV
MI
©MEM, A
/XRP POINTS TO W<I6)X/
/XQ.C.W ABSOLUTE VALUEX/
/XDP POINTS TO L06.S.FX/ 
/XDIVIDE W(I>X4 BY 2X/ 
/XDIVIDE 2XW(I> BY 2X/ 
/XBETA TO L , LOG. S . F TO KX. 
/XTO GET DELTA U<K)X/
/XDP PNTS TO UNL. LOG. S. FX.
j/XLOAD UNL.LOG.S.F MINX/
/XCHECK FOR MIN VALUEX/
/XSTORE U.LOG.S .F IN RAMX. 
/XDP POINTS TO L.LOG.S.FX.
-339 -XOR ACCA, IDB /XCLEAR ACC A X/
RPDEC ;/XRP PNTS TO < 1-DELTA . S) X.
OP MOV GKLR, MEM /XL . L . S . F— K , < 1 -D . S> — LX/
Mi /XDP POINTS TO UNL.L.S.FX.
RPDEC ;/XRP = = DELTA.S X/
OP ADD ACCA, M /X< l-D.S)XL.L.S.F(K-l) X/
MOV GKLR, MEM j/XUNL.L.S.F— K,D.S— LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M / X L .LOG.S .F< K)X/
Ml ;/XDP POINTS TO L.LOG.S.FX,
LDI GB, 72C2H !OP MOV GMEM, A
ADD ACCB, IDB a9JOVB0 OUT 1 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI GMEM, 0D3EH j/XSTORE L.LOG.S.F(MIN) X/
OUT 1: OP 'RET i/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X UPDATE LOCKING PARAMETERS X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ULP: LDI GDP, 0040H ;/XDP POINTS TO DELTA X/
LDI GRP, 1FCH ;/XRP POINTS TO DELTA.TX/
LDI GA, 00FFH jOP MOV GNON, MEM
0 SUB ACCA, IDB /X (DELTA - D.T) X/
DPINC )
M5 /XDP POINTS TO DMS(K-l) X
RPDEC ;/XRP POINTS TO TZ X/
JNCA STR2 a9
OP MOV GA, MEM /XLOAD DMS(K-l) TO ACCAX/
M3 ;/XDP POINTS TO DML<K-1)X/
OP MOV GKLR, MEM . /XTZ TO L ,DML(K- 1) TO KX/
SUB ACCA, IDB ;/XDMS<K-l) - DML<K-1) X/
JNSA0 POS 1- ajOP CMP ACCA ;/XGET THE ABSOLUTE VALUEX
OP INC ACCA a9
POS1: OP SUB ACCA, M /X TO PERFORM Z(K) X/
M3 5
STR2: OP M4 ;/XDP POINTS TO Z (K) X/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X STORE Z<K) IN MEM X/
OR ACCA, IDB /XSET SIGN BIT IF Z C K X 8X
M 6 /XDP PNTS TO ALPHAD<K-1)X
RPDEC a9LDI GA, 0808H ;/XLOAD ACCA WITH 0.0625X/
JNBA0 P0S2 ;/X JUMP IF Z<K)>0 X/
LDI GA, 0F880H ;/XLOAD-0.0625 INTO ACCAX/
P0S2: OP MOV GKLR, MEM ;/XALPHA.D— K ,<1-D.A)— LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M ;/XTQ GENERATE ALPHA.D(K)X
OP MOV GMEM, A /XSTORE ALPHA.D IN MEMX/
SHR1 ACCA /XDIVIDE ALPHA.D<K) BY 2X
RPDEC ;/XRP POINTS TO +1 IN ROMX
OP MOV GNON, RO
ADD ACCA, IDB /XADD +1 TO ALPHA.D(K)X/
DPDEC ;/XDP POINTS TO ALPHA(K)X/
JCA 0UT2 ;/XCHECK 0<ALPHA< K)<+ 1 X/
LDI GA, 4000H 5
0UT2: OP MOV GMEM, A
RET :/X STORE ALPHA<K) IN MEM)
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X COMPUTE LOG SCALE FACTOR L.DELTA X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
LOGSF: LDI GDP, 8030H ;/XDP POINTS TO ALPHA(K)X/
LDI GRP, 1F9H ;/XRP POINTS TO 0.5 DECX/
OP MOV GB, RO j/XLOAD 0.5 TO ACCBX/
OP MOV GNON, MEM
SUB ACCB, IDB /X< 1-ALPHA(K))/2X/
M5 5/XDP PNTS TO L.LOG.S.FX/
OP MOV GKLM, B /X < 1-ALPHA) /2— K , LLSF— L:
0UT3:
-340-
M5 /XDP PNTS TO ALPHA< K)/2X/
XOR ACCB, IDB ;/X CLEAR ACC BX/
OP MOV GKLM, MEM /XALPHA< K>/2-K,LLSF-LX/
ADD ACCB, M j/X <l-ALPHAC K)>/2XLLSF < K)X/
OP ADD ACCB, M /X L.DELTA/2 X/
M 6 ;/XDP POINTS TO L.DELTAX/
OP MOV GNON, B
ADD ACCB, IDB ;/X <L.DELTA/2)X2 X/
LDI GA, 8D3EH ;/X DELTA.MIN TO ACCA X/
OP MOV GNON, B
SUB ACCA, IDB •tJCA OUT 3 j/XCHECK FOR L .DELTA MINX/
LDI GB, 0D3EH ajOP MOV GMEM, B /XSTORE L.DELTA IN MEMX/
RET m9/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X CONVERT L.DELTA TO LINEAR SCALE FACTOR X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
LSFi LDI GDP, 0050H ;/XDP POINTS TO LLSFX/
OP SHLi ACCB a9
LDI GRP, 1F8H ;/XRP PNTS TO CONST FF00HX/
OP MOV GNON, RO
AND ACCB, IDB ;/XZERQ"S THE LOWER BYTEX/
OP XCHG ACCB ;/XEXCHANGE H & L BYTESX/
LDI GA, 82 AH j/XLOG-LIN TABLE BASE ADDX/
OP MOV GNON, Bo ADD ACCA, IDB ;/XBASE ADD + OFFSET NOX/
OP MOV GRP, A ;/XLOAD THE ADRESS TO RPX/
OP MOV GA, RO ;/XREAD DELTA L.S.FX/
OP SHR1 ACCA •
LDI GB, 7FFFH a9OP MOV GNON, B •
AND ‘ ACCA, IDB /XONLY POS VALUES(DELTA)X/
Ml ;/XDP POINTS TO DELTAX/
OP MOV GMEM, A - /XSTORE DELTA IN MEMX/
RET ■9
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X PREDICTION OUTPUT S<E) SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
PRDOT:
PRD1
PRD2
P R D 3 :
LDI GDP, 0037H
LDI GTR, 0FFFEH
OP MOV GNON, A
XOR ACCA, IDB
OP MOV GNON, B
XOR ACCB, IDB
OP MOV
DPINC
GKLM, MEM
OP ADD ACCA, M
MOV GKLM, MEM
DPINC
OP ADD ACCA, M
MOV GKLM, MEM
DPINC
JNOVA0 PRD3
OP INC ACCB
JNSA0 PRD3
OP MOV GNON, TR' ADD ACCB, IDB
OP ADD ACCA, M
MOV GKLM, MEM
DPINC
JNOVA0 PRD4
OP INC ACCB
JNSA6 PRD4
OP MOV GNON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB
;/XDP POINTS TO R<K-1) X2 X/ 
;/XLOAD -2 INTO TRX/
;/XCLEAR ACCAX/
;/XCLEAR ACCBX/
/XA 1/2— K ,R<K-1) X2— LX/ 
j/XDP POINTS TO R< K-2> X2 X/ 
/X Al X R<K— 1) X/
/XA2/2— K ,R< K-2) X2— LX/ 
;/XDP PNTS TO DQ(K-1)X2X/ 
/X A1XRCK-1)+A2XR< K-2) X/ 
/XB1/2— K , DQC K-1) X2— LX/
a
:/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
/XADD B1XDQC K-1> TO ACCAX/ 
/XB2/2 — K,DQ<K-2)X2— LX/
-341-
PRD4: OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B2XDQCK—2)TO ACCAX/
MOV ©KLM, MEM /XB3/2 TO K ,DQ< K—3) TO LX/
DPINC •5JNOVA0 PRD5 •9
OP INC ACCB ■9JNSA0 PRD5 99OP MOV ©NON, TR' ADD ACCB, IDB ■9
PRD5: OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B3XDQCK-3) TO ACCAX/
MOV ©KLM, MEM /XB4/2 TO K,DQ(K-4) TO LX/
DPINC !JNOVA0 PRD6 «j
OP INC ACCB aj
JNSA0 PRD6 •>
OP MOV ©NON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB 5
PRD6 : OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD B4XDQ<K—4) TO ACCAX/
MOV ©KLM, MEM /XB5/2 TO K,DQ<K-5) TO LX/
DPINC .9
JNOVA0 PRD7 m9
OP INC ACCB n9JNSA0 PRD7 9OP MOV ©NON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB •9
PRD7: OP ADD ACCA, M /XADD BSXDQCK-5) TO ACCAX/
MOV ©KLM, MEM /XB6/2 TO K ,DQ< K—6) TO LX/
DPINC •9
JNOVA0 PRD8 «9
OP INC ACCB a9
JNSA0 PRD8 «9
OP MOV ©NON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB 5
PRD8 : OP ADD ACCA, M ;/XADD B6XDQ<K-6) TO ACCAX/
JNOVA0 OUTS *9OP INC ACCB 5
JNSA0 OUTS «9
OP MOV ©NON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB «
OUTS s LDI ©DP, 004 IH •/XDP POINTS TO SECK)X/
JZB OUT 6 j/XCHECK FOR OVERFLOWX/
JSB0 MXP 1
LDI ©A, 8000H j/XMAX NEGATIVEX/
JMP OUT6 •>
MXP 1: LDI • ©A, 7FFFH j/XMAX PQSITIVEX/
OUT6 : OP MOV ©MEM, A /XSTORE SECK) IN MEMX/
RET ■9/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X UPDATE QUANTIZER CODE WORD I CIO X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
UPD: LDI ©DP, 0022H ;/XDP PNTS TO I< K)X/
OP MOV ©B, MEM /XI<K) TO ACCBX/
DPCLR j/XDP PNTS TO I<K-1)X/
OP MOV ©MEM, B /XUPDATE Q.C.W I(K-1)K/
RET •9
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X INVERSE QUANTIER SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
INQ: LDI ' ©DP, 0 0 2 0H ;/X DP PNTS TO Q.C.W<I)X/
LDI .©A, 0008H «!
OP MOV ©B, MEM
AND ACCA, IDB j/XI SIGN BIT TO ACCAX/
OP MOV ©NON, A
XOR ACCB, IDB j/XUNSIGNED I TO ACCBX/
LDI ©TR, 0 1AH j/X INQ BASE ADDRESS X/
OP MOV ©NON, TR
ADD ACCB, IDB /X I + BASE ADDRESS X/
a ;! -■.... ‘ •' —r_y L: 5 ’ ' ' ’* ! . t "l ‘ 'v '.. . V- . • . • ; - * • ;
-342-M 6 ;/X DP POINTS TO DELTA X/
OP MOV GRP, B JOP MOV GB, RO j/X READ THE I'TH INQ O/PX
OP SHR1 ACCB a9OP MOV GKLM, B /X DELTA TO K, IQ TO L X/
DPINC
M3 /X DP POINTS TO DQ<K> X/
XOR ACCB, IDB ;/X CLEAR ACCB X/
OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X LOAD DELTAXIQ <ACCB)X/
JZA PINQ ;/X JUMP IF I IS POSITIVEX
OP CMP ACCB jOP INC ACCB aJPINQ: OP MOV GMEM, B
RET »1
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X RECONSTRUCTED SIGNAL SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
RSGNL; LDI GDP, 007IH ;/X DP POINTS TO DQ(K> X/
OP MOV GA, MEM /X LOAD DQ<K> INTO ACC AX.
M3 ;/X DP POINTS TO SE(K> X/
OP MOV GNON, MEM
ADD ACCA, IDB /X R<K)=SE(K) +DQ<K) X/
DPINC
M2 . ;/X DP POINTS TO RCK) X/
CALL OVFLW ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X STORE R(K) IN MEM X/
RET c. 5/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
OVFLW: JNQVA0 OUT a9JSA0 MXP a9LDI GA, 8000H ' ;/X MAX NEGATIVE X/
OP RET a9MXP: LDI GA, 7FFFH ;/X MAX POSITIVE X/
OUT: OP RET a9
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X UPDATE PREDICTION ERROR AVERAGES SUB X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
UDSA: LDI GDP, 0820H • ;/X DP POINTS TO I(K) X/
LDI GA, 0007H jOP MOV GNON, MEM
AND ACCA, IDB v ;/X UNSIGNED I VALUE X/
LDI GB, 12AH • *,/X F<I> LOCKUP TABLE X/
OP MOV GNON, A
ADD ACCB, IDB a9. OP MOV ' GRP, B
XOR ACCB, IDB ;/X CLEAR ACC B X/
OP MOV GK, RO ;/X Fd) VALUE TO K X/
LDI GRP, 1F7H ;/X RP POINTS TO D.S X/
OP MOV GL, RO ;/X LOAD L WITH D.S X/
OP ADD .ACCB, M /X D.S X Fd) X/
MOV GA, K /X STORE Fd) IN ACC A X/
M3
DPINC /X DP POINTS TO DMS<K-1)X,
RPDEC ;/X RP POINTS TO < l-D.S)
OP MOV GKLR, MEM ;/XDMS< K~1)-K,<l-D.S)-LX/
OP ADD ACCB, M ;/X DMS< K) X/
OP MOV GMEM, B /X STORE DMSCK) INTO MEMX.
RPDEC ;/X RP POINTS TO D.L X/
OP . MOV GKLR, A /X F d )  TO K,D.L TO L X/
XOR ACCA, IDB /X CLEAR ACC A X/
RPDEC /X RP POINTS TO ( 1-D.L)X/
M3 ;/X DP POINTS TO DMLC K- 1)X
OP ADD ACCA, M /X Fd) X D.L X/
MOV GKLR, MEM ;/X DML<K-1)-K,< i-D.D-LX/
OP ADD ACCA, M ;/X DMLCK) X/
OP MOV GMEM, A /X STORE DMLCK) INTO MEMX
• -343- ‘ :RET j
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X UPDATE PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT SUBTN X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
UPC:
LOOP:
PRDP
CNT 1
MINA2 
CNT 2:
LDI GDP, 007IH ;/X DP PNTS TO DOCK) ADRSX/
OP MOV GTR. MEM ;/X LOAD DQ(K) TO T .REGX/
LDI GDP, 07EH ;/X DP POINTS TO DQC K-6)X/
LDI GRP, 1F3H s/XRP POINTS TO ( 1-LB6)X/
LDI GA, 0008H i9OP MOV GB, MEM /X CR OR DQ) < K- 1>— ACCBX/
DPINC j/X DP PNTS TO DQC K-I+1)X/
OP MOV GMEM,
DPDEC
M4
B /X
•»
UPDATE DQC K— I + 1) X/
OP MOV GNON, TR
XOR ACCB, IDB ;/X SGN<DQ)XS6NI:DQ<K-I) 3X/
LDI GB, 0080H ;/X 1/128XSGNOXSGNO X/
JNSB0 PRDP 9iLDI GB, 0FF80H ;/X -1/128XSGNO XSGNO X/
OP MOV GKLR, MEM 5/X AICBI)-K,DQCR> CK-H-LX/
OP ADD ACCB,M ;/X TO GENERATE Al< BI) X/
OP MOV GMEM,
DPDEC
M4
RPDEC
B
- DEC ACCA •9
JNZA LOOP •9
LDI GDP, 007IH j/X DP POINTS TO DQ<K> X/
OP MOV G A , MEM ;/X DQCK) TO ACC A X/
OP MOV GNON, A
ADD ACCA, IDB ;/X MULTIPLY DQC K9 BY 2X/
LDI GDP, 0079H ;/X DP POINTS TO DQ<K-1)X/
OP MOV GMEM, A ;/X UPDATE DQCK-D X/
LDI GDP, 0062H ;/X DP POINTS TO R<K) X/
• OP MOV G A , MEM ;/X LOAD R<K> TO ACC A X/
OP MOV GNON, A
ADD ACCA, IDB ;/X MULTIPLY RCK) BY 2 X/
JNOVA0 CNT 1 ;/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI GA, 7FFFH j/X LOAD MAX VALUE, X/
JSA0 CNT 1 1LDI GA, 8000H s/x LOAD MIN VALUE X/
LDI GDP, 0077H ;/X DP POINTS TO RCK-DX/
OP MOV GMEM, 
M4
A /X STORE UPDATED RCK-DX/
DPINC ;/X DP POINTS TO A2 X/
LDI GA, 0B000H j/X LOAD -1.25 DECCACC A)X/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM ;/X ADD -1.25 TO A2 X/
JOVA0 MINA2 :/X CHECK FOR OVERFLOW X/
LDI GA, 4048H ;/X LOAD 256/255 TO ACCAX/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM ;/X ADD A2 TO 256/255 X/
JNOVA0 CNT 2
LDI GMEM, 3FC0H ;/X LOAD A2 MAX TO MEM X/
JMP CNT 2 ayLDI GMEM, 0D000H J/X LOAD A2 MIN TO MEM X/
LDI GA, 4040H J/X LOAD < 1 + E) INTO ACC AX/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM . /X ADD A2 TO < 1 + E) X/
DPDEC ;/X DP POINTS TO Al X/
OP MOV G B , A 9I
OP ADD ACCA, MEM ay
JOVA8 MAXA1 ;/X JUMP IF A1>=C 1-E-A2) X/
LDI GA, 0000H ay
OP MOV GNON, B •
SUB ACCA, IDB J/X -C1-E-A2) X/
OP ADD ACCA, MEM ;/X -C 1 + E+A2) X/
JNQVA0 0UT7 a9
LDI GA, 8006H •9
“ '-3 4 4 -
OP MOV ©NON, B
ADD ACCA, IDB ;/X N.B ACCB < 1 + E+A2) X/
OP MOV ©MEM, A ;/X STORE Al INTO MEM X/
JMP 0UT7 ■9MAXA1: LDI ©A, 7FFFH ;/X STORE Al MAX IN MEM X/
OP MOV ©NON, B
SUB ACCA, IDB 9OP MOV ©MEM, A •90UT7: OP RET *9/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DECODER OUTPUT SUBROUTINE X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
DECOT: LDI ©DP, 0062H ;/X DP POINTS TO R<K) X/
OP MOV ©B, MEM j/X LOAD RCK) INTO ACC BX/
CALL CONV j/X CONVERT 2'S COMP-BOCX/
OP XCH6 ACCB j/X H.BYTE FIRST FORCDAOX
OP MOV ©DR, B /X LOAD O/P DATA INTO DRX
RET •j
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
/X 2'S COMPLEMENT CONVERSION SUBROUTINE X/
CONV: LDI ©A, 0FFF0H jOP AND ACCB, IDB
MOV ©NON, A **JSB0 PLUS j/X FROM +0 TO +5V X/
JMP MINUS j/X FROM -5 TO -0V X/
PLUS: LDI SA , 8000H 5OP SUB ACCB, IDB /X XCC)=X~8000H X/
MOV ©NON, A
RET o «9MINUS: LDI ©A, 8000H #1OP ADD ACCB, IDB /X X<C)=X+8000H X/
MOV ©NON, A
RET •9
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
EOF 9
DATA . MPROG;/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XATT ADPCM DECODER FOR SPEECH/DATA (ROM DATA)X 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
:/X INVERSE QUANTIZER VAUESX2ORG 0 1AH
DATA 0400H
DATA 0C00H
DATA 1450H
DATA . 1D38H
DATA 26E0H
DATA 3228H
DATA 40 18H
DATA 54A8H
DATA 0FED0H
DATA 0068H
DATA 02B8H
DATA 0500H
DATA 09D0H
DATA 126SH
DATA 2200H
DATA 6EC0H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA . 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0080H
- DATA 0080H
DATA 0088H
DATA 0088H
DATA 0090H
DATA 0090H
DATA 0098H
DATA 0098H
DATA 00A0H
DATA 00A0H
DATA 08A8H
DATA 00B0H
DATA 00B0H
X W(I) VALUESX4 FOR 1=0 TO 7X/
X /
/X LOG-LINEAR CONVERSION TABLE X/
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA c
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
00B8H 
00B8H 
00C0H 
G6C8H 
00C8H 
00D0H 
00D8H 
00E0H 
00E0H 
00E8H 
00F0H 
00F8H 
0 100H 
0 108H 
0110H 
6118H 
0 118H 
0 120H 
0 128H 
8 138H 
0 140H 
014SH 
0 150 H 
0 158H 
0 160H 
0168H 
8 178H 
0180H 
0 188H 
0 198H 
0 1A0H 
0 1B0H 
* 0 1B8H 
0 1C8H 
0 1D0H 
0 1E0H 
0 1E8H 
0 1F8H 
8208H 
0218H 
0220H 
0230H 
0240H 
0250H 
0260H 
0278H 
028SH 
0298H 
02A8H 
02B8H 
02D0H 
02E0H 
02F8H 
8310H 
0320H 
8338H 
0350H 
0368H 
0380H 
0398H 
03B0H 
03C8H 
03E8H 
0400H 
0420H 
0438H
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
0458H
0478H
0498H
04B8H
04D8H
04F8H
0520H
0540H
0568H
0588H
05B0H
05DSH
0600H
0630H
0658H
0688H
06B8H
06E0H
8718H
0748H
0778H
07B0H
07E8H
0818H
0858H
0890H
08C8H
0908H
0948H
0988H
09D0H
0A10H
8A58H
0AA0H
0AF0H
8B38H
0B88H
0BD8H
0C30H
0C80H•
0CD8H
0D38H
0D98H
8DF0H
0E58H
0EB8H
0F20H
0F90H
0FF8H
1068H
10E0H
1158H
11D0H
1248H
12D0H
1350H
13D8H
1460H
14F0H
1588H
1620H
16B8H
1758H
1800H
18A8H
1950H
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
1A08H
1AC0H
1B78H
1C38H
1D00H
1DD0H
1EA0H
1F78H
2050H
2138H
2220H
2310H
2408H
250 8H
2608H
2710H
2828H
2940H
2A60H
2B90H
2CC0H
2DF8H
2F40H
30S8H
31E0H
3340H
34A8H
3618H
3798H
391SH
3AB0H
3C48H
3DF8H
3FA0H
4168H
4330H
4508H
46F0H
43E0H
4B28H
4CF0H
4F10H
5138H
5378H
55C0H
5818H
5A88H
5D00H
5F90H
6230H
64D0H
67A8H
6A8 8H
6B70H
6C70H
7388H
76B0H
79F0H
7D50H
80C6H
8448H
87E8H
8BA8H
8F78H
9368H
9778H
DATA 9BA8H
DATA 9FE8H
DATA 0A448H
DATA 0A8D0H
DATA 0AD78H
DATA QB230H
DATA 0B718H
DATA 0BC20H
DATA 0C148H
DATA 0C698H
DATA 0CC10H
DATA 0D1A8H
DATA 0D768H
DATA 0DD50H
'DATA 8E368H
DATA 0E9A8H
DATA 8F010H
DATA 0F6A8H
DATA 0FD70H
DATA 0080H
DATA 0000H
DATA 6000H
DATA 1000H
DATA 1000H
DATA 1000H
DATA 3000H
DATA 7800H
ORG 1ECH ;/X
DATA 7FC8H ;/X
DATA 7F80H ?/X
DATA 7F80H ;/X
DATA 7F80H ;/X
DATA 7F80H ?/X
DATA 7F80H ;/X
DATA 7F80H ;/X
DATA 7F80H j/X
DATA 7F00H ;/X
DATA 0190H ;/X
DATA 7C00H ;/X
DATA 0460H ;/X
DATA 0FF00H ;/X
DATA 4000H ;/X
DATA 7800H i/X
DATA 1080H ;/X
DATA 0040H ;/X
DATA 0200H ;/X
DATA 7E00H ;/X
DATA 7C00H ;/X
/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/ 
EOF
- 3 4 9 -
/X F CI> VALUES FOR 1=0 TO 7 X/
ENCODER 
<1-LAl)
< 1-LA2)
( l-LBl)
< 1-LB2)
<1-LB3)
< 1-LB4)
( 1-LB5)
<1-LB6)
Cl-DL)
< DL ) X/
<1-DS) X/
< DS ) X/ 
CLSBMSK) X/
< +1 ) X/
<1-DA) X/
< T2 ) X/
<DT ) X/
< DK ) X/
< 1-DK) X/ 
CBETA=31/32)
SUBROUTINES
X/
X/
X/
X/
X/
X/
X/
X/
X/
CONSTANTS X/
X /
00<r>
CNJ
